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PREFACE

OINCE the second edition of The Swedish Si/stem of ^Educational

'^ Gymnastics became exhausted, and a third edition was ren-

dered necessary, I have used the opportunity to rewrite and elab-

orate the book so as to make it more suitable as a text-book

for students of gymnastics.

While I have deemed it desirable to change the title into

Special Kinesiology, — it being a treatise on the mechanics, effects,

and classification of special exercises, — the subject-matter still

describes the Swedish system of educational gymnastics. I con-

sider the change warranted, partly because of the vaster scope

of the book, partly because gymnastics is fast passing into the

stage where prefixes of nationality must disappear, and where

the broadness of its spirit must leave its imprint even on the

name. This, however, does not oppose the fact that Swedish

gj-mnastics must be the basis of all rational gymnastics, since,

to-day, it is the only system Avhose details have been elucidated

by and derived from mechanics, anatomy, physiology, and psy-

chology, and whose theory has survived the scrutiny of scientists

all over the world; so that, whatever the name or form of the

gymnastics of the future, the Swedish system will be its frame,

as, even now, we see it transforming and absorbing all so-called

systems.

I iise this opportunity' to emphasize my standpoint as a true

Swedish gymnast, and to stigmatize as irrational the "iK-oad"

basis of the eclectic school, i.e., those who take the best from
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everytliing, and teach but little in accordance with the principles

of gymnastics. To teach Swedish exercises is not necessarily to

teach Swedish gj/mnastu's ; and to apply "Swedish drill," or any

other kind, with a repetition of the same table of exercises for

several weeks in snccession, has nothing in common with the

subject of this book; viz., educational gymnastics. Gymnastics

is educational only when one adheres to the principles of educa-

tion; and it is Swedish only when it is applied in accordance

with General Kinesiology, i.e., Avith the principles of gymnastics.

I have been so often misquoted as approving of dumb-bell drills,

fancy exercises on horizontal and parallel bars, etc., that I deem

it desirable to say, 1st, That I believe such exercises excellent

for far-advanced pupils as a means of recreation, and for the

development of physical skill, yet never in the form of " drills
;

"

2d, That I stand for Swedish gymnastics as long as the beauti-

ful i)rinciples of Ling are not violated by narrow restrictions.

In this book I have attempted to give an expose of the

science of educational gymnastics to the extent that my own

investigation, research, and actual experience have made possi-

ble. No one to-day can invent a system of physical education

;

he can merely repeat long-proven truths, and add more detail to

the knowledge already defined by science.

Barox Nils Posse.

Posse Gymnasium, 23 Irvington Street,

Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
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EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

PART I

GENERAL GYMNASTIC THEORIES

Bodily

Move-

ments.

DEFINITIONS.

The word Gymnastics is generally understood as meaning

systematic exercise of the muscles for the restoration of health,

and for the development and preservation of the physical

powers. The complete subject might be best expressed by the

subjoined synopsis :
—

Exercise. [ ^"^ ^^^^^^ Movement,
(. raudom or otherwise.

r Medical / Manual f Massage.
Gymnastics,

'^'^

\ Mechanical I " Svi^edish Movements."
or

J r Educational.
Systematic \ C Attentive -{ Military.
Exercise. tt • • I ^Esthetic

L Hygienic { ^
-n^^buieno.

r Games and Dances.
[ Recreative < Sports.

[ Athletics.

The aim of gymnastics primarily is health. When applied

to the sick, the exercises are based on pathological considera-

tions and are called medical; when applied to the well, they

are called hygienic and are constructed on physiological princi-

ples. While the typical movements of each branch may differ

widely, yet hygieno-gymnastic movements are sometimes used

for therapeutic purposes, and medico-gymnastic exercises for

hygienic and educational effects, one branch aiding and com-
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pleting the other. Thus it may be said that the two are re-

lated to each other as health and disease — as heat and cold—
one beinof the evolution of the other; and the essential differ-

ence, then, is in the persons exercising rather than in the

movements themselves.

The purpose of Man being to improve life and to enjoy it,

the elements of training^ and of recreation must become leading'

in hygienic gymnastics as in all other pursuits of the healthy

individual.

Physical training should be one not onl}^ toward health, but

toward skill as well, and hence it must assist in the education

of attention for correct repression, impression, and expression ;

and the exercises employed should include practice in the

control and use of the subjective as well as the objective

power. Movements for self-control are called educational

;

those for the control of others military (fencing, wrestling,

boxing, etc.) ; and movements for expression cesthetic. Games,

dances, sports, and athletics, all include more or less of these

effects, while their chief characteristic is recreation. In order,

however, that they should not oppose physical education,

they must be applied on gymnastic principles.

It may be said, briefly, that all rational exercise is gyvci-

nasties.

CHOICE OF EXERCISES.

From the preceding it will be seen that gymnastics covers

considerable ground, and that the number of useful movements

must be almost infinite. To do all that which is possible must

be out of the question, first because it would take a lifetime to

get through with all the movements that can be constructed,

and, second, because all that wliich is possible is not neces-
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sarily useful or desirable. A selection of some sort must be

made, one following some definite and scientific plan or rule.

The exercises are to be applied for the sake of the one exer-

cising, for his welfare; consequently the standard which de-

cides the value of each exercise is the effect of the movement

upon the one exercising. Thus, in order to be scientific, a

system of gymnastics must be based upon the laws of the

organism itself, and not upon any arbitrary considerations.

The following scheme will help in the elucidation of the laws

which should govern a correct choice :
—

FUl Needs of Body.
(
g^^^P

}
SSSiSnelas.icity.

C„„,o. r ^*'^^-4co,np,y™«.^Laws|S;j;f4,4Ge.,era, |,,^„,,,

OF

EXER
CISE. r Pumose /

^'^^~ benefit pupil.

_ / 7 J (Ornament— benefit audience.
J.i'racUcaL.'i

f
Time— rapid prosjression.

1^
i.xternaua

^^ g^^^^^ _ ^^^^^ apparatus.

Any exercise entering into a system of gymnastics should

have a good reason for existing. Bearing in mind that the

object of the training is primarily health, we should first find

out what the body needs to that end, and construct the exer-

cises so that, those needs will be filled. Each part should be

developed in its proper relation to the rest of the body, and

anything leading to unbalanced power should be avoided.

Athletic skill in some particular direction, and great muscu-

lar strength, may be very attractive, but usually they are

acquired at the expense of other parts of the body. Then,

exercises are chosen for their physiological effects rather than

for the muscular development to which they lead. The move-

ments are to encourage Nature in her normal activity, and also

to prevent and overcome tendencies to abnormal development,

in fact, to counteract the evil effects of our modern civilization.
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The comparative value ^ of exercises can be said to depend upon

their corrective effects ; and a knowledge of the needs and

means in this direction is a " guide which adopts and rejects,

compares and prefers." To fill the bodily needs the movements

must be so constructed as to comply with the laws of the body

;

for only injurious effects can be expected from movements

violating these laws. Man being a machine, an organism, and

a thinkinof individual, the exercises must be chosen for their

effects upon this threefold nature. The purpose of the exercise

will decide its construction in accordance with the laws of

mechanics, physiology, and psychology, and local effects have to

be considered as well as general. Physical culture being one

of the body as a whole, general effects should be thought of

first, and local effects should be given attention only in so far

as they will assist in producing the general harmony by develop-

ing undeveloped parts. The reaction of a movement should

not be forgotten while we consider the immediate effects.

The properties of the muscles being the leading qualities

of the body, the movements should develop an equilibrium of

contractility, extensibility, and of their offspring, elasticity.

Thus it would be incorrect to give heavy work to athletes with

overdeveloped muscles, and " relaxing 'exercises " to 3'oung

ladies already abnormally relaxed. If pupils are left to choose

for themselves, they usually practise that which is the easiest

for them— which is invariably that which they need the least.

If exercises are applied for the pupil's welfare, pay slight

heed to the appearance of the movement as long as it accom-

plishes its object. On the other hand polish the exercises as far

1 Prof. Hj. Ling has said tliat " the gymnastic value of an exercise depends i^pon

how it combines the greatest effect on the bodj' with simplicity and beauty of

performance."
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as possible, and also bear in mind that good form in execution

usually decides the extent of the effect. Movements should

never be chosen for their effects upon the looker-on ; but if an

exhibition is to be given, it is not necessary to select unattrac-

tive exercises. Remember not to waste time in drilling, for, at

any time, that which is well done and gymnastically correct is

well worth looking at.

Choose your exercises so that the greatest results will be

accomplished in the shortest possible time ; on the other hand,

do not hurry for the sake of variety.

Make your exercises correspond to whatever apparatus you

happen to have ; construct them generally so that they will fit

any kind of paraphernalia ; and do not construct new move-

ments for the sake of seeing how many different things you can

do on a certain machine.

All exercises of doubtful effects are best left alone if good

results are to be obtained. Likewise it is well to exclude

movements that are unnecessarily unj)leasing. Distinctly in-

jurious exercises, as for instance those cramping or compressing

the chest, movements causing the pupil to hold his breath, etc.,

should be carefully avoided.

The exercises used should not flavor too strongly of the

circus, dancing-school, or barrack, but should contain some of

the good characteristics of each.

Systems of gymnastics created by taking " the best from all

"

are to be shunned; first, because General Kinesiology recognizes

no one system, unless it corresponds to the laws of gymnastics,

and scientific gymnastics must always be the same the world

over ; second, because these so-called systems have all been

gotten up by persons who know next to nothing about the

systems whose best elements they claim to have extracted, and
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certainly it is impossible to choose the best from that of which

one knows scarcely anything.

Synopsis

:

' Basis: Irritability of

PROGRESSION.

f Simple
Nerve < to

[ Complex.
Gentle

Muscle -l to

Strong.

Kinds

.

Methods: -

Exercise to Exercise. ] General
to

Lesson to Lesson. y Special

to

Period to Period. J General.

f Scriss
f Duration — same movement. < 04. *• '1 4.- -^

\ Statical activity.

Kliythm.
Base.
Lever.
Weight.
Velocity.

Exceiitric to Concentric

Symmetrical.
Unilateral.

Cerebration,
-l

Bilateral.

Isolated.

Co-ordinated.

Force.

Same type.

Limitations

:

Subjective.

Objective.

Age.
Sex.

Race.
Time.
Space.

Apparatus.

If gymnastics is to be systematic exercise, the movements

must follow each other according to some distinct and sensible

rule : there must be progression. Not only should the exer-

cises within each day's lesson follow each other systematical!}',

but from lesson to lesson (from week to week) the movements

should progress from the very gentlest or simplest, step by step,

to stronger or more complicated ones. It will be found that
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the best effect of an exercise is never received, if it is taken

too early,— it may then even prove injurious,— and hence no

exercise should be applied until the previous ones of the same
kind have been thoroughly practised.

Progression in all things runs from the general to the special,

again to retrogress into the general ; so, also, in gymnastics :

the kindergarten movements are general as to effects, the exer-

cises for the older child become more and more specialized, until

physical culture shall have been acquired ; then the gymnast
turns into sports and athletics or other forms of general exer-

cise. Moreover, every lesson in gymnastics begins and ends

by general movements, and has specialized exercises placed

between (as shown below).

Progression should occur from the simple to the complex

proportionately as the irritability of brain and nerve increases,

and from the gentle to the strong in the same degree as muscu-

lar power grows.

Experience has proved that if some particular order is

followed in each day's lesson, the exercises can be made
more powerful, more complicated, and more advanced, with-

out danger of over-exertion or other injurious results. Practi-

cal investigation has shown that to attain this object the

following order is the best : —

The
Basis
OF -i

Ling's
System.

1. Introductory exercises.

2. Arch-flexions.
3. Heaving-movements,
4. Balance-movements.

i 2. Arcli-flexions.
General. } ,3. Heaving-movements.

i 5. Shoulderblade-movements.
Special. < 6. Abdominal exercises.

' 7. Lateral trunk-movements.

C 8. Slow leg-movements.
General. } 9. Leaping,

t ( 10. Respiratory exercises.
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Although the details of these movements will be explained

in another part of the book, it may be well to give the follow-

ing brief description, in order to indicate the scientific basis of

the sequence.

(1) Introductions span the bridge from intellectual to physical

activity. (2) Arch-flexions cultivate the possibility of respira-

tion by stretching the chest. (3) Heaving-movements develop

the power of respiration by exercising the inspirator}^ muscles.

These two classes occur in the beginning of the lesson, since

respiration may be said to constitute the basis of all exercise.

(4) Balance-movements cultivate general equilibrium and

diminish the heart-beat (equalize the blood-pressure) quickened

by the preceding movements. (5) Shoulderblade-movements

cultivate isolation and co-ordination in movements of shoulder-

blades, trunk, and arms ; they also correct the " student's

stoop. (6) Abdominal exercises strengthen those muscles

which support the viscera ; improve digestion, etc. (7) Lateral

trunk-movements quicken the circulation in the large vessels

of the trunk and strengthen the waist-muscles. (8) Slow leg-

movements diminish the blood-pressure and heart-beat, increased

by preceding movements. (9) Leaping includes exercises of

jumping and vaulting. These cultivate elasticity, speed, co-or-

dination, courage, and other important, general qualities of the

body. (10) Respiratory exercises produce normal respiration

(the leaping having put the pupil out of breath), and prepare

the pupil for rest.

\\\ this manner, within each lesson, one movement prepares

tlie way for the next, and tends to counteract evil effects of

the preceding. This sequence,^ table, or " day's order," is the

characteristic of Swedish gymnastics— its very kernel. Its

1 It sliould be understood that this order can be varied to suit circumstances.
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beauty is rapidly being recognized by American teachers, many
of whom have already adopted it as the basis of their teachino-.

even though they may have disguised it by other names.

Many additions can be made to this table, as will be seen

later.

Within each class of exercise a progression is made from

lesson to lesson, week to week, or period to period, either so

that the type of movement remains the same or so that it is

changed.

With the same type progression is made as follows : —
1. Increasing the duration of the exercise.

a. By combining several motions into series ; for instance :

" Arms forward, sideways and backward stretch— one ! Two !

One ! Two : One ! Two !
" later becomes " Arms forward,

sideways and backward— stretch!" etc.

h. By changing from oscillatory to statical action ; i.e., hold-

ing a position for a longer time before returning to commencino-

position.

c. By changing the rhythm; for instance: "Prepare to

jump — 6ne! Two! Three! Four!" later becomes "The
same — one-two ! Three ! Four !

" or " One ! Two-three !

Four!" etc.

d. By decreasing the base. For histance, sideways flexion of

the trunk, at first done with feet astride, is later done with feet

together, one foot in advance of the other, etc.

e. By increasing the lever of the weiglit, as when in arch-

flexions we successively use wing, yard, rest, and stretch

position of the arms, the weight being the same (the body
above the hips).

/. By increasing the weight or the muscular resistance.

Examples of the former are the use of dumb-bells, chest-
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weights, etc. In childhood Nature provides this progression

through growth ; and art needs to add no external weights,

especially as the use of these involve a twofold progression,

viz., increase of the weight and of its lever. Increase of

muscular resistance can be accomplished in slow movements

by bringing the "• antagonists '' into play (for inst., slow 2 A
ext. upw. with elbows drawn well back).

g. By changing the velocity, making rapid movements slow,

and slow movements rapid, in the first case producing "• antago-

nistic resistance, in the last increasing the momentum of the

weight (quick T. sidew. flex., etc.).

h. By changing from excentric to concentric activity. For

instance yd. d stoop st. 2 A elev. is at first begun from Str.

stoop St. pos.^

Besides, any exercise may serve as its own progression when

repeated at a later period ; for each time the pupil's ability

must have grown, so that he can give the movement better

form, and hence get greater effect from it. Perfection is

seldom, if ever, reached.

No position should be used as commencing position of a

movement, unless it has previously been practised as final

position of some other movement.

When the type changes, progression occurs by increasing

the moment of weight, the statics of the final positions being

compared, as for instance when 2 Heel elev. is compared to cr.

a \ St. pos., etc. The details of this, as well as of the other

laws of progression, however, have no place here, and will be

dealt with in our forth-coming work on general kinesiology.

1 Excentric activity = muscle makes effort of contraction but grows longer: —
gives up to the weight.

Concentric activity = muscle contracts wliile shortening: — overcomes the

weight.
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Psychologically movements progress from symmetrical to

unilateral, to bilateral ; as for instance Str. pos. preceding \ str.

pos., and ^ str. yd. (^ str. reach, etc.) coming still later. Move-

ments of isolation should come before those of co-ordination,

since inhibition of impulses must precede association.

Besides, the rapidity and form of progression depend on the

age, sex, and nationality of the pupil, so that generally for

children progression by increasing the duration of movement

is preferable, while for adults that of increasing the force is

more suitable. The question of nationality is a psycho-physical

one, and it will be found to necessitate many modifications of

the various laws of progression.

Lack of space and apparatus will make progression uneven,

and consequently retard it. The time allotted for the exercises

also has a strong influence, since pupils having two hour-lessons

a week naturally cannot accomplish as much as those who have

daily lessons.

Progression should be made as rapid as possible, for the

question is to accomplish the most in the shortest time. Yet

never leave an exercise until the class can do it as well as their

degrees of physical culture at the time will permit. Do not

hurry for the sake of variety and at the expense of developing

effect.

The tables of exercises, printed at the end of this book,

should be understood as being only instances of tables. For

progression differs with each class, even if the conditions

remain tolerably the same ; since it is the individuality of the

pupil that will determine his advance, and, furthermore, no two

teachers can teach in exactly the same manner.
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APPARATUS.

The Swedish system of gymnastics contains free-standing

exercises, and exercises on apparatus, yet it differs from other

systems inasmuch as it is entirely independent of tlie appara-

tus, its movements usually being applicable to whatever may

be at hand. This makes the system truly practical, as it is

thus within reach of everybody, independent of wealth or other

considerations. To reach good results by gymnastics, elaborate

apparatus is not necessary ; and, although we may be able to do

more if we have apparatus of one kind or another, yet there are

free-standing exercises that no apparatus in the world can ever

substitute ; and in gymnasium-work the free-standing move-

ments should never be entirely omitted, but each lesson should

contain at least as many of these as of the movements on

apparatus.

Considering the body itself as a kind of apparatus, by the

following schedule the free-standing exercises and apparatus

work may be compared :
—

Kinds

' ^ C Corresponds to individual

"g
I

Equilibrium in ordinary positions

2 { Consciousness of force

^ j

Body as a whole

I
Practical

Co-ordinantion.

Generalization.

l^

Animate

T • 4. i
Portable

Inanimate ^.^^^^

Isolation

Variety
Even progression

Endless increase

of weisiht

1 Force.

Locali-

zation.

Qualities

required

.

I

Inexpensive.
Small space.

Accommodate many.
Suit all a£;es and both sexes.

Suit differences of movements.

The free exercises have the advantage that there is very little

opportunity for over-work, since the weight lifted keeps propor-

tionate to the individual himself. The movements are usually
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done standing or in other common positions, and good equilib-

rium will result, while when exercising on a machine, the

co-ordination of movement becomes in a measure dependent on

the apparatus. See the sailor on land, or watch a skilled horse-

man walk, and you will be convinced of the truth of this. The

free exercises also develop in the individual a consciousness of

his body, of its strength, and of his ability to use it, which

creates that knowledge of power which forms the basis of cour-

age and a good bearing ; this effect is not nearly as definite

from apparatus work, for hei'e the machine, not the self, forms

the focus of attention. Furthermore, the free exercises are

nearly all balance-movements, and as such bring into play the

body as a whole, and the special part exercised becomes devel-

oped in its relation to that whole, while apparatus-movements

tend to develop the part by itself without regard to its relation.

If we remember that old saying that physical culture exists

when "the body is a well-balanced whole under the perfect

control of the will," the advantage of the free exercises becomes

obvious. Besides, free exercises admit of gymnastics anywhere,

at any time, independent of externalia, and hence are thoroughly

practical.

On the other hand, the applied apparatus admits of more

exactness of commencing position, more specialization of the

exercise, or more isolation, — the pu})il can be placed in a posi-

tion where he will be obliged to stay. The exercises can also be

given more variety; and as new and useful types can be added,

progression can be made more even, and its limit be brought

farther off ; so, for instance, the progression by increasing the

weight becomes limited only by the pupil's ability. While

these advantages belong more especially to stationary apparatus,

they are also in a measure found in portable or so-called calls-
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thenic af)paratus (Indian clubs, dumb-bells, and wands). If no

ap23aratus at all is at hand, one pupil may form support or give

resistance to another's movement. This, however, is suitable

only for adults, and even for them such movements are only

poor substitutes, since the person forming the support never can

be as steady as the stationary apparatus would be : the move-

ment becomes a transition from free to apparatus-exercise.

Speaking generally, the free exercises develop co-ordination

and general physical culture, while the movements of applied

apparatus cultivate force and localized effects. In order of

progression, then, the free exercises precede the apparatus work,

and the latter again gives way for other free exercises.

Admitting then that applied apparatus is useful, as it affords

more possibilities, more variety, more recreation, there are cer-

tain qualities which we demand in good apj^aratus. 1. In the

first place, it must be inexpensive,— a point that hardly needs

argument. 2. In the next place, it should occupy but little

room ; for the floor of a gymnasium should be large enough to

allow space for marching, running, free-standing movements,

etc., and if the apparatus covers considerable surface, the room

must be so much larger, it must have a separate "running-

track," etc., all of which means additional expense. The appa-

ratus used, if covering the floor-space, should be so constructed

that it can be cleared away without a great loss of time ; fur-

thermore, apparatus made on tliese principles might be put into

an ordinary room (schoolroom) without interfering with the use

of that room for other purposes than gymnastics. This does

away with the need of a gymnasium in schools that cannot afford

one. 3. In order to be useful, the apparatus must also allow

of a great variety of movements which are gymnastically unlike.

So, for instance, a properly constructed horizontal bar can be
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used in exercises belonging to an}^ one of the classes enumer-

ated on page 7, whereas the average horizontal bar used in

America is useful for but little outside of heaving-movements.

The rowing-machine, bicycle-machine, and other '' modern

"

apparatus are instances of apparatus allownig of only one

movement, besides being expensive and covering a great deal

of floor space. 4. The apparatus should also be so constructed

as to allow a great number to use it at the same time. For,

considering how few minutes a day are usually allotted to

gymnastics, it is of great importance to see that no one is

wasting time by having to wait until there is room for him

on the apparatus. Thus a horizontal bar should be so arranged

that several can use it at once, so that those who stand waiting

have just time enough for a short rest. 5. The apparatus,

when fulfilling the four previous conditions, is also suitable for

all differences of age, strength, and sex, so that we do not need

one machine for boys, another for girls, a tliird one for men, etc..

But no apparatus — no matter how well constructed— is used

to its best advantage, unless there be a skilled hand to direct it

;

and it is equally true that a good teacher will be able to do a

great deal with whatever apparatus there is at hand — no

matter how poor it be. When a teacher complains that he

cannot do anything; that he cannot keep the majority of his

pupils interested, etc., '' because he has not the necessary appa-

ratus/" it is safe to say that it is his fault, and not the fault of

the apparatus, nor of the system whicli. he professes to teach ;
he

simply passes judgment on himself as being unqualified to teach.

Below is given a description of the apparatus used in

Swedish gymnasia.^

1 Such apparatus is now manufactured by the Narragansett Machine Co.,

Providence, R.I., according to approved models, and at prices less tlian those

charged by local carpenters.
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The Horizontal Bar (Fig. 1). — If properly constructed, this is the

most useful of all the apj):u'atus. Its dimensions are: length, twelve to

eighteen feet; width, five to six inches; thickness, three to four inches.

Its profile looks as in Fig. 1 a; the top is rounded so as to afford a good

grip for the hands ; the under side is grooved ; this side is sometimes

turned upward to allow of a diff'erent grasp or to better accommodate

those who have small hands. The bar rests at each end on a bolt, stuck

through a vertical beam in which the bar slides ; this post (one at each

end), about ten feet high, is usually fastened to the wall, but may also be

fastened free on the floor by some contrivance so that it can be taken away

if the space is needed.' There are holes made for the bolts at intervals of

two inches. If the bar has to be made shorter or longer in order to fit the

room, its other dimensions must be changed accoi'dingly. The bar should,

however, never be made too thick to afford an easy grasp, but its width

A
V V

Fig. 1 — Horizontal Bar.

may be changed to more than five or six mches so as to give sufficient

strength. The bar is supplied with three or more wooden saddles. (Fig. 2),

which can \)e removed when not used. A bar twelve feet long will hold

three of these saddles. A well-equipped gymnasium has a double set of

bars to fit one above the other (double-bar) between the uprights ; the

other bar may have one plane side as shown in Fig. 1 b ; the bar, put low

with tliis side up, will then serve for balance-movements. The thick bar

is called " boom'' or vaulting-bar, the thin bar is called " heaving-board."'

The bars and saddles should be arranged so as not to i-attle or shake when

being used.

As comi)ared to the thin, round bar, the Swedish type has many points

1 The neatest con.structioii is " Silow's bar," posts and Lars being laid into the

floor when not in use, and covered by a board, so as to leave the Hoor smooth.
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of superiority. Its depth obliges the gymnast to use the muscles of his

shoulders and chest more than those of his wrists when pulling himself

up on bent arms ; in that way this bar gives more chest-expansion than the

other. In vaulting, the larger bar gives a firmer support, and hence is

safer. Besides, this bar being stronger, it can be made long enough to

allow several to use it at one time.

The Bar-Stalls 1 (Fig. 3) constitute the next most important apparatus.

They consist of uprights three feet apart, about nine feet high, six inches

wide, and two inches thick, and bars are fastened through them at inter-

vals of four inches. The top bar springs out beyond the others, and the

Fig. 2. — Wooden Saddles.

other bars ai'e held in place by strips of wood screwed on to the front

edges of the beams. The section of one of these bars is a rectangle one

inch by tAvo inches, with rounded corners. Wherever there is room, the

walls may be lined with these bar-stalls. In front of the stalls are placed

loose benches (Fig. 4), one foot high, the seats being nine feet long and

one foot wide. There should be one bench to every three bar-stalls. The

benches may be padded and covered with leather on the top. Lately bar-

stalls are made so that three bai's are left out about seven feet above the

ground and a shelf is put in the space ; then instead of long benches,

there is a foot-stool for each bar-stall, and when not in use this stool is

placed on the shelf just mentioned. If the walls cannot be used for

attachment, bar-stalls may be run between posts as for the horizontal bar,

and be balanced by weights, so that when not in use they can be pushed

up out of the way. (The stalls are joined in sections of six or less.)

This arrangement has the advantage that both sides can be used at once.

1 Literally translated from the Swedish ribh-stol.
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The Poles (Fig. 5 a) are round wooden spars with a diameter of two

and a half inches. They are fastened to the ceiling by means of hooks,

and they reach nearly to the floor. When not in use, tiieir lower free ends

should be tilted against the wall, and held there by means of a loop or

other contrivance, so that they are out of the way. There may con-

veniently be one pole in front of each upright of the bar-stalls, which is

suspended so as to hang about one foot and a half away from the beam

when in use. Six or more poles should be found in a well-equipped

gymnasium.

y'y^'y^y.^^^//.^y/^y}>r

Fig. 5.

The Vertical Ropes (Fig. 5 h) are smooth (without knots), have a

diameter of one and a half inches, are suspended from the ceiling, and

come within a few incihes of the floor ; their lower ends are covered with

leather. Six or more of these may be put in a row parallel with the hori-

zontal bars, and a few feet away from them. The I'opes, as well as the

poles, should be at least one and a half feet apart ; when not in use, they

are gathered by a loop running through a pulley, and hoisted out of

the way.

The Inclined Rope is fastened at one end by a hook in the wall close

to the ceiling (or in the ceiling close to the wall) ; its other end is fastened

to the floor near the opposite wall (or in the wall near the floor). This

end is so arranged (Fig. 5 d) by means of turn-buckles or pulleys that

the rope can be easily fastened and firmly stretched when in use ; when
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Fig. 8. — Kope Ladder.

Fig. 6.
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Vertical Ladder.
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not ill use, this end is unhooked, and the rope gathered to the wall on

which its upper end is fastened. The rope should be so arranged that the

incline is less than 45° ; and the whole length of the rope should be from

twenty-five to thirty feet. From the hook at the ceiling a vertical rope

may be suspended so that no time is wasted by the pupils having to climb

back the same way they came, but one rope serves as a "feeder" for the

other. If space allows, there should be two or more inclined ropes in a

gymnasium.

"Wooden Ladders.— These are very useful jiieces of apparatus, espe-

cially for children. They can be constructed in many different ways, one

of which is shown in Fig. 6. This (the vertical) ladder is suspended

Fig. 9. — The Vaulting-Horse.

from the ceiling, and reaches to al^out two feet above the floor. The

hooks from which it hangs are fastened to the ceiling at least two feet

from the wall. The lower end of the ladder is allowed to swing free, or

it is fastened to the wall by means of hooks and " screw-eyes," according

to the purposes for whicli the ladder is used at the time. Another (the

liorizontal) ladder may be arranged so as to hang with the long side up

(Fig. 7), its lower edge being about six feet from the floor. This ladder

is best fastened by ropes and pulleys so that it can be raised or lowered.

One ladder of each kind is enough in an ordinary gymnasium. If space

allows, there may also be hung six or eight rope ladders (Fig. 8), whose

lower ends swing free when the ladders are in use. At other times they

are hoisted out of the way like the vertical ropes.
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The Vaulting-Horse. — The modern horse has the appearance of

Fio'. 9. The body is about six feet long and one and a half to two feet

broad over the hind-legs, and six to eight inches narrower over the front-

legs. It is made of light wood strengthened by iron bands, and it is

wholly covered by leather. Along the top is a long piece of roughly-

finished leather forming a blanket and a saddle with low i^ommels, held

on by straps buckled under the body. The legs are rovuid, made of gas-

pipe and lirmly fastened into the body, slanting outward so as to make

the horse steady. They are supplied with casters so as to make it easily

movable, and the legs are telescoj^ing so that the horse may be made

Fig 10. — Old-Fashioned Horse

higher or lower. When the horse is to be moved, the legs are raised

entirely above the floor. Although much more expensive than the old-

fashioned horse (Fig. 10). it is far more practical than that one. How-

ever, the latter is a very good piece of apparatus, and will do almost as

well for those who cannot afford the modern one.

The Vaulting-Box (Fig. 11). — This is a wooden box made in com-

partments. Tt has slanting sides and a top upholstered in leather. All

the corners and edges are rounded. The top measures about one and a

half by five feet, and the liottom three by five and a half feet; and Avitli

all the compartments, three or more in number, it stands five feet high or

more. The compartments arc sujiplied with handles or holes out in the

wood, so that they can be easily lifted off. Tliis piece of apparatus is

comparatively cheap, and will in a measure substitute the horse; besides.
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it allows of certain movements (handsprings) which cannot be as safely

done on the horse. A complete gymnasium has one horse and one or two

of these boxes.

In a gymnasium there shouUl also be found two or more loose ropes

about one inch in diameter and about nine feet long. These are used for

free jumping and for various other purposes; when used for jumping they

are usually put into stands especially made for this jiurpose, as fomid in

most gymnasia; but tliey may be fastened mto the stall-bars or some other

place quite as well.

The horizontal bar, especially if a double one with loose

saddles, will form a substitute for any of the above enumerated

r I'

Fig. U. —Vaultixg-Box.

apparatus ; thus if you can afford only one piece of apj)aratus,

this bar should be your choice. If you are called upon to

apply tlie Swedish system in a gymnasium already fitted up,

you will need no new apparatus, but can use whatever there is

at hand ; for the exercises, and not the apparatus^ make the

system.

(Of other apparatus the pai'allel bars are the most useful, as they allow

of the greatest variety of exercises, numerous archttexions, heaving-

movements, al)dominal exercises, lateral trunk-movements and vaulting

being possible. The wands are next in order of value. They permit of

any " free-.standing " exercise and many more besides. They add isola-
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tion to the moyements, and also give some new and useful types. Dumb-

bells 1 and Indian clul^s are useful chiefly in shoulder-blade movements,

the former adding weight to the lever, the latter increasing the momentum

of the pendulum. The chest weight, being a substitute for the resistive

movements of medical gymnastics, is useful chiefly for individual develop-

ment, but is not suitable for class-work, nor for persons who cannot well

preserve a good commencing position while exercising.)

METHOD OF LEADING THE LESSONS,

A lesson in gymnastics may be conducted in one of many

ways, of which the following are the most common :
—

Divided attention.

Music 'i Mecbauical
rhythm.

or

r Imitation
j rT^^^^

Method:
^

Memorizing
{ whatnelt'^

"'
f

; r^ , ^' TVT A. • Concentration.
\ ry 3 i Concentration No Music < v . i i *iCommands ; -n,- i- 1

Natural rhythm
'-

\
Discipline J I

Of old the teacher used to stand in front of the cla.ss and

perform while the class imitated his movements. U-sually it

was only the teacher who executed the movements as they

ought to be, and consequently he alone had the full benefit of

the exercise. Moreover, ni watching and imitating somebody,

the attention will be focussed on him rather than on one's own

movements, and consequently they will not be performed witli

the full volition required in gymnastic exercises. (If gymnas-

tics are to connect mind and body, the mind certainly should

not be occupied by something other than the movement ; and

besides, a diminution of volitional stimulus means a diminution

in the bioplastic change resulting from the muscular contrac-

tion). Clearly, then, this method must not be used as a regular

1 The (Indian) club is the oldest known implement for " military " gymnastics,

and corresponds to the broadsword of to-day ; next in the order of time comes the

wand — lance and bayonet of to-day. Leaden dumb-bells were used by the Greeks

for more speed in distance jumps, much the same as boys use thein to-day for the

same purpose.
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thing. It has, however, its legitimate uses, as will be seen

below.

Another method is for the pupil to learn a series of exercises,

and go through them as best he remembers. Here the pupil

usually pays more attention to the order to be followed —
"What comes next?" — than to the movement he is doing at

the time ; and, his attention being divided, he will either forget

the order of the series, or neglect the correct execution of the

movements.

A similar thing occurs when a person hangs up a series

of illustrations on the wall and goes through the movements,

following the order of the figures: the attention given to the

paper on the wall detracts just so much from the movements

;

and their effect will not be nearly as complete as when the

sequence is determined by a will other than the gymnast's

own, even though there is more effect than from pure memo-

rizing. Movements are sometimes combined into series so as

to tax the pupil's volition increasingly (see " Progression "),

but this is done at long intervals ; only with oft-repeated move-

ments ; and the series is never made longer than six to eight

movements. Abuse of this method v/ill lead to faulty posture

and incorrect co-ordination ; and besides the learning of long

series, necessitating continuous repetition, is contrary to the

laws of progression, which teach us that when the mechanics

of a movement have been acquired, the movement should be

dropped for the next one of the same class.

A lesson is best led by commands from the teacher, the class

being arranged in ranks, military fashion. When apparatus

has to be used this cannot be strictly carried out ; but whether

the exercises are free-standing or on apparatus, nothing should

be done unless the teacher has ordered it.
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Commands consist of two parts : one part, the preparatory,

describing the exercise— it tells what should be done ; the

other, the executory, gives the time when it is to be done,

and It also indicates the speed of motion. The preparatory

part may sometimes be preceded by another, cautionary pait,

telling the pupils what to avoid — what not to do. Tliis

IS often used to warn against common faults in gymnas-

tic movements. For instance :
"• Without moving the shoulders

(cautionary), head hackivard (pre])aratory) — bend ! (execu-

tory)." TliP first two parts are pronounced with loud, distinct,

and moderately slow voice, so that every one can fully under-

stand what IS to be done and be fully ready for it when the

executory command is given. A short pause is made before

the executoiy^ part ; and now this is given with sharp, short

accentviation if the movement is to be performed in rapid

rhythm, and with a lingering intonation if the speed of motion

is to be slow. For beginners the commands are longer and

more descriptive ; and the counts, " one, two, three, four," or

'' one, two ; one, two," are used as executory parts. For

instance, the command, '' Left foot sideways place and arms

upward— stretch!'' when given to beginners would be: '•-Left

foot sideways place — dne ! " and after that has been done :

'•'•Arms upivard stretch — 6ne ! Tw6 ! '' and so on. For some

apparatus-movements, the pupils take the commencing position

at the command, -' Reddy
!

"" after the position has first been

described. The movement is then executed to commands as

usual. The commands throughout this book are printed in

Italics with quotation-marks, and an accent indicates whether

the executory word is to be short or prolonged according to

the desired speed of motion.

Commands enable the pupil to concentrate his attention
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upon one thing at a time : a the getting ready for the move-

ment ; h its execution ; the exercises become the result of

undivided attention — full volition ; and the pupil receives the

full effect of the movements. The pause in the command is at

first made to correspond to the reaction time of the movement,

but is later lengthened or shortened so as to cultivate the

pupil's ability of repose or speed, or in other words to increase

his self-control. This psychological effect is absent in the

methods previously described, and consequently these have

less educational value. But they have also less recreative

effects ; for recreation for a brain-worker does not consist in

fixing the attention on abstract things, but rather to concen-

trate it upon something concrete, something entirely different.

It consists in letting one set of cells rest while a fresh set is

working; and if the mind has dealt with things outside the

body, recreation comes the most quickly if the mind is led

back into the body, into the muscles. This presupposes that

the pupil is " interested " in the exercises, or in other words

that they require and occupy his whole attention.

Commands also teach discipline, since they require that the

pupil should obey the teacher. For this reason this method

has been said to be " tiresome for the pupils," " too much

military style for ordinary citizens," " too pedantic," etc. But

we wish to state that this is the least tiresome method of apply-

ing gymnastics. Moreover, discipline should be taught not

only to military men but to everybody ; for no one will have

the same power of self-control unless some time in his life he

lias had to obey ; and this discipline is by no means any

encroachment upon the pupil's " rights as a free citizen of a

free country." Only those who know what restriction means

can truly appreciate liberty, and make a good use of it. This
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discipline need not be pedantic, if the teacher knows how to

let rest and activity, play and work, alternate. Frequent

changes between these will make activity more earnest, rest

more playful ; and they will teach the pupils how to better

distinguish between active and passive rest. In the education

of children, we all know how a teacher without discipline is

unable to impart knowledge to his pupils ; and this is just as

true with reference to gymnastics. Besides, children all like

a good disciplinarian, who knows how to combine firmness with

good humor and a kind disposition ; they willingly obey, and

he will accomplish more with them than any one else.

Every lesson in gymnastics should begin with the command,

" Attention ! " which word implies that the pupils should stand

still (wherever they may be) in an active and careful posture,

ready for work. When a rest is desirable, the command,

'' Stand— at-edse!" or ''In place — rest!"" indicates that the

pupils may take a restful posture without leaving the ranks,

or the place where they are standing at the time. To omit

either of these commands, where they should be given, is to

allow the pupils to become negligent. Whenever a new exer-

cise is shown to the class, it is best to let them stand at ease

;

and, if they show signs of fatigue or lessened attention, com-

mand " In place — rest ! " and let tliis be soon followed by

^^ Attention ! '' In tliat way, whatever is done is done by your

will and not by that of the pupils,— or at least they will think

so ! Under all circumstances, as long as the lesson lasts, the

teacher should have absolute authority in the gymnasium,

whether the class be at work or at rest.

Gymnastics may also be done to music ; but at first the

pupil's attention becomes absorbed by the music, which causes

a loss of volition in the movement, and then the sound will be
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the chief impulse for the movement, which becomes practically

a mere reflex act. If, now, the teacher is performing at the

same time the movements become still more reflex, and the

pupil can, meanwhile, keep on reviewing his recitations or

think of other abstract things : he is doing what he was doing

before exercising, and besides is trying to exercise at the same

time ; and this has been called rest, '' recreation "
!

But there is another objection to music no less important.

The rhythm of a gymnastic movement is definitely inherent m

the movement itself; it differs from that of any other move-

ment; it is natural, not artificial like the written rhythm of

music. If music is played in mechanical rhythm it is spoiled:

it ceases to be recreative ; and if it is syncopated to correspond

to gymnastic rhythms, it ceases to be music altogether— it

is merely sowwcZ— and fails to have any advantage over the

human voice.

There are some gymnastic exercises, like walking, running,

club swino-ing, whose rhythm is like that of the pendulum, and

these may be done to music without harm ;
clnh-sivinging is

done better to music than without it, for here it is the passive

effects of extension which are the most important, while those

of psychic influence are less so.

When the movement (like climbing, vaulting, etc., which are

not done to commands anyway) so occupies the pupil's atten-

tion, that he is merely conscious of the presence of music

without being able to distinguish its rhythm, then use it, and

it will stimulate to better exertion by adding reflex impulse to

the volitional; for now there is no danger of the movement

being spoiled, but the pupil will climb higher, will vault in

better form, etc. It is at those times that music is sometimes

used in Swedish gymnastics.
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In a discussion on this subject, a prominent educator said

that gymnastics to words of command were not mechanical

enough to be recreative, whereas gymnastics to music furnished

this recreation, especially for those whose occupation is brain-

work. To this we answer, that in order to reap all the benefits

of recreation, you must put your mind into it ; whereas, if you

play in a mechanical way, while your mind is busy on some-

thing else, your recreation will do anything but give the

required rest.

If a movement is to take place for the first time, and the

teacher has leason to suppose that the command does not suffi-

ciently describe it, then he may show the movement before

commanding it. If iie himself, for some I'eason, does not wish

to perform before the class, he selects a skilled pupil to show

the movement, and then proceeds to command it, after the pupil

has taken his place in the class. The last arrangement is often

the best, as the pupil is liable to get into a faulty posture, and

the teacher then has the opportunity to correct it and thus

show the class what to avoid. Wlioever is showing a move-

ment should take care to face the same way as the class

;

for left and right will otherwise easily be mixed by dull

pupils.

When the movement is done, the class stands still in the new

position, until something else is ordered. And now tlie teacher

occupies the pause by moving about, correcting by word or

action those who have a faulty posture. All these corrections

should be made very quickly, so that the class is not kept in a

tiresome i)Osture for more than a brief period, or their attention

will soon be lost. As a rule, the manual corrections— a pull or

often the slightest touch is all that is necessary— will be found

to be quickest in result and consequently the most practical

;
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and usually there is time to correct only two or three pupils.

Repeat the movement if necessary, but do not keep the class

standing in one position for any length of time.

Now, if the teacher were performing with the pupils, how

could he make these corrections without temporarily interrupt-

ing the lesson ? To keep the strict attention of the class, he

would have to overlook the faults, and thus neglect half his

duty ; for a teacher's duty is not only to instruct what to do,

but it is equally to correct and prevent that which should not

be done.

The teacher should not execute the movement while giving a

command, unless he has reason to suppose that the command

will be misunderstood, for he will find it difficult to stop per-

forming without causing the class to do likewise. Besides,

under ordinary circumstances the command should suffice to

produce the desired movement.

Make all commands as short as possible, and use as few as

possible. Do not read them off like a sermon, but have some

variety of tone, and try never to say the same command twice

alike. A monotonous voice lias a very soporific effect, and

after a while but few of the pupils will put any volition into

the movements. Do not use commands for the sake of hearing

3'our own voice.

Vary the pause of the command so as never to allow, the

movements to become mechanical. In slow movements it is a

good plan to give the preparatory command of the next move-

ment befoi-e the first one has been fully completed, as this is a

means of securing the best precision. Do not shorten the

pause or abbreviate the commands so much as to cause the

movements to occur in a slovenly manner or to become incom-

plete ; but remember the words of Gust. Nybloeus, that " you
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may take it for granted that careless gymnastics are no gym-

nastics, and that dull gymnastics are poor gymnastics."

Do not command '' attention " unless the class is standing

''at ease,"' for too frequent a use of this command will make

both teacher and pupils forget its real meaning.

Try to use good English when teaching. If the command

for a position is " bend," the corresponding command is

"stretch." In a like manner use the words lift and sink,

raise and lower, so that the opposites are used for opposite

movements. Do not say " upward raise " and " downward

sink," as raising is a movement upward, sinking a movement

downward, etc. Another point to be observed is not to use

very scientific terms when teaching children. Thus, do not

say " Arm elevation, heel elevation and inhalation — one !

Two !
" but "• Arms sideways lift, heels lift and breathe in —

one ! Sink and breathe out— two !
" etc.

GYMNASTIC DRESS.

There is a common supposition that gymnastics require a

special dress , and, on the other hand, a great many claim that

you should wear the same dress when you exercise that you do

in ordinary, every-day life. In gymnastics it is essential that

the dress be loose so as to allow full freedom of motion ; conse-

quently collars and anything tight around the limbs should be

removed. As for corsets, it is to be hoped that no one will

be rash enough to practise gymnastics while embraced by this

enemy of womanly health and beauty. The costume should

be light in weight, so that the increase of bodily heat may not

become excessive : however, it need not be any thinner than

what should commonly be worn in-doors ; for such a dress,

especially in the wintei-, should always be light if we wish to
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avoid taking colds. For school-children there will be no need

of special gymnastic dress, when the exercises are practised in

the schoolroom ; for, in this case the movements are neces-

sarily simple, and have none of the violent nature which would

require a still looser dress for more freedom of motion, or a

lighter one to prevent the great rise of temperature that is

the usual result of violent and powerful gymnastic move-

ments.

If the girls are dressed in a common-sense way, i.e.^ in short

skirts that do not drag heavily on the hips, with a blouse or

other loose waist and without corsets, they will be able to

partake of the gymnastic exercises in the schoolroom. If

gymnastics is made compulsory in the schools, girls will have

to dress accordingly, and perhaps in that way the much-talked-

of " dress-reform " can be brought about. For the average

girl, thus accustomed to perfect freedom of motion, would

probably not be willing to give up this liberty for the sake

of wearing the conventional stays, for which she would have

no more use, since her muscles would then be developed to

do the work for which nature has designed tliem, but which

a mistaken idea of beauty has transferred to steels and whale-

bones.

As for boys they are always dressed for gymnastics ; and if

they remove their coats, and possibly their vests also, no other

change need be made, not even in the gymnasium.

In a gymnasium, however, where more time is allowed for

gymnastics, and where there are usually separate dressing-

rooms, it is desirable that a regulation costume l)e worn, espe-

cially by grown women ; for a woman's dress of to-day is

thoroughly unfit to be used for gymnastic purposes, as it admits

neither of free perspiration nor of any other freedom of motion.
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The best gymnastic dress for women is the divided skirt with a

blouse-waist all in one, gathered by an

elastic at the waist (Fig. 12). The skirts

are fastened above the knee, and fold

over, reaching just below the knee.^ One

form of dress (Fig. 13) consists of knee-

breeches, short skirt, and blouse-waist.

This, however, is less practical than the

other, besides giving a more awkward

appearance. Those who object to wear-

ing gymnastic dress may wear a very

light skirt of

usual length

;

but they will

soon conform

to the regula-

tion dress on

account of the

greater free-

dom of mo-
FiG. 12. Divided Skirt,

Blouse-Waist. tion which it al-

lows.

The shoes should be light, the best

kind— for men as well as for women —
being low shoes with cloth tops, rubber

soles, and low heels (or none at all).^

The rubber sole has the advantage over _

the leather that it prevents slipping, and Fig. i3.- Old-Fashioned
' 1 I t> Gymnastic Dress

thus averts many an accident. Low shoes FOR W'OMEN.

' Somewhat shorter than shown ni the fignre.

2 " The Posse Gymnasium shoe " can be had at Thayer, McNeil & Hodgkius',

Boston.
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are better than high ones, because they enforce a stronger activ-

ity of the ankles, and thus develop and strengthen them.

The best gymnastic dress for men consists of shoes as above,

moderately wide trousers of flannel or duck, a loose shirt of

the same material with turned-down collar, and a sailor's belt.

The collar and tie should not be so large that they " float before

the wind," as they will then be in the way. The whole dress

should be white, with possibly a narrow ribbon around the

collar and sleeve-linings. Fancy costumes belong to the circus,

and are not becoming in a gymnasium. The low-necked and

sleeveless shirt is hardly decent in any other place than one's

own room when no one is present ; besides, the naked neck and

arms are liable to get chafed from the apparatus.

For ordinary gymnasium work it will be sufficient for a man

to remove his collar, cuffs, coat, vest, and suspenders, and to

change his boots, as this takes but little time. His gymnastic

dress he may save for exhibitions, to give a more harmonious

look to the class work.



PA R T II

310VEMENTS OF THE SWEDISH SYSTEM
OF GYMNASTICS

DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL THEORIES.

" The oneness of the human organism, the harmony between

mind and body," constitutes the fundamental principle of Ling's

gymnastics. This harmony is preserved and developed in the

healthy by gymnastic movements, aided by hygienic agencies,

such as fresh air, food, drink, sleep, dress, etc.

A gymnastic movement is a movement defined as to space,

time, force, and purpose. "Stretching a limb or making fric-

tions along a muscle, nerve, or vessel, in a direction and manner

and with a velocity and force all previously determined, and

for a distinct purpose, are instances of gymnastic move-

ments."

The limits of a movement are determined by the laws of

gravitation and by the sphere of activity of the muscles. If

the movement is not in conformity with the laws of the organ-

ism, it not only loses its value, but it may even prove injurious.

Hence the anatomical structure and the physiological activity

of the body, as related to motion, sliould be familiar to those

who apply or superintend gymnastics.

A movement consists of a commencing position, a final posi-

tion, and a chain of intermediate positions ; and it is rendered
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exact when these as well as the rhythm of action are clearly

and severally determined. An accurate movement can be done

only from a correct commencing position ; and its final position,

if correct, is a proof of exactness of performance. Hence, the

class should be ke^jt long enough in each position for the

teacher to judge of the effect, and to make corrections accord-

ingly. A point to be remembered is, that when a movement is

disjigm-ed, it generally does more harm than good ; or, a move-

ment has the best effect on the organism when it is performed

in a graceful or beautiful manner ; i.e., " a correct position is

the first condition for the utmost beauty and power of action,

— for completeness and decision."

If we remember that every muscular effort is involuntarily

preceded by an increased inhalation, and also that a contractino-

muscle absorbs about double the amount of oxygen that it

does while at rest, we easily understand why free respiration

is absolutely necessary in all exercise, and also why tlie greatest

importance must be laid upon the development of the respira-

tory organs. If a position or a movement interferes with

free respiration, it must be rejected. With reference to this

point, Hj. Ling says that "every correct active movement,

executed with undivided attention and intense will-power, is

to be considered in a measure as a respiratory movement.

This condition is expressed to every experienced eye by the

way the head, neck, shoulders, chest, etc., are carried, and is

lost by so slight a thing as a fall of the eyelids, etc. This

is true of all positions and movements, from the simplest to the

most complicated. . . . Hence all execution depends not only

upon the quantity, but also upon the quality, even in jumping.

. . . There is no greater mistake than to suppose that there

could be any one active position deviating from this simple
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rule. . . . Hence the necessit}' of making a distinct difference

between standing, sitting, kneeling, passive positions, and the

corresponding active ones : the former express rest or lack of

attention, the latter activity and readiness for work." The

little word " Breathe

!

" should be frequently used during a

lesson in gymnastics, so as to make sure that no one is forget-

ting to comply with this important law of nature.

According to the point of view from which they are con-

sidered, movements may be classified in widely different ways.

Psychologically, movements are : 1. Voluntary, — those that

are the condition of meditated action. 2. Involuntary,— those

over which the will has no control, such as the heart's action,

the movements of the stomach and intestines, etc. Or, move-

ments may be spoken of as simple and complicated (compound,

complex), etc. All these classifications belong to the general

kinesiology (science of movements), and hence need no mention

here. Gymnastically, movements are active, passive, resistive,

and assistive. The last three classes belong to medical gymnas-

tics, and will not be described here, even though some of tlieir

forms may be borrowed and used in educational gymnastics.

An active movement is a minutely determined, voluntary

muscular movement. In gymnastics it must have a dis-

tinct gymnastic purpose, in contrast with other voluntary

movements.

Physiology teaches us that every muscular movement should

be considered as having three phases : 1. The nerve and muscle

are getting ready to work, and yet there is no visible move-

ment. 2. The muscle contracts. 3. The muscle relaxes, or

returns to its former length (" medium position "). For this

reason a movement begins and ends slowly and with but little

force, whereas during the intermediate period the speed may
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be increased, as the force grows. As a rule, it may be said

that it is easier to do a movement quickly or with moderate

speed, than it is to do the same movement slowly. In this

way, one and the same movement repeated may serve as its

own progression, simply if the speed of motion is changed.

This, however, does not refer to all gynmastic movements, for

there are movements which should always retain all their

original speed in order to keep their g3'mnastic character

and effect ; and, at the same time, there are others which are

to be executed slowly, even when first used. This will be

better understood through the description of movements which

follows.

Every movement should be repeated at least three consecu-

tive times to each side before the class proceeds to another

movement. To do a movement only once has Ijut little effect.

Do not give a movement too long duration, especially if it is

powerful in its effects (like the arch-flexions, etc.). All move-

ments should be executed in the simplest manner ; stiffness,

jerks, or unnecessary flourishes are foreign to rational gymnas-

tics. Take the positions in the shortest way, and make as

little "show" as possible. Remember that large, roundabout,

and clumsy movements characterize those who lack physical

culture.

Positions are primary and derived. The primary are five :

lying, sitting, kneeling, standing, and hanging. The derived

positions are simple and complex ; the former being positions

of the legs, arms, and trunk, the latter combinations of

these.

For ease of description, a great many authors have classified

movements, as head-movements, arm-movements, leg-movements,

etc. In this book the exercises will be classified as on page 7,
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with the difference that after the introductions will be placed

leg-movements, which class will contain introductory leer-move-

ments as well as balance-movements and slow leg-movements,

as this arrangement will somewhat simplify the descriptions

and thus save space.

Each movement will be supplied with its command. To

abbreviate the latter, it will be written like the following

example :
" Left (r.) foot forward place a}(d arms ifpward—

stretch! Trunlx to the left (r.)— bend.''" this meaning that

when the left foot is placed forward, the body should be bent

to the left, whereas if the right foot is advanced, the body is

bent to the right.

To shorten the nomenclature, a system of abbreviations has

been used.i The capitals denote the various parts of the

body ; whereas small letters, or a capital followed by small

letters, indicate the position and movement, etc. The nomen-

clature may at first seem odd, but the teacher will soon become

familiar with it and find it a great help.

To save repetition in the descriptions, the exercises within

each class are grouped together according to commencing posi-

tions, wherever this can be done. Thus the descriptions do not

follow any progression. But in Part III. are given lists, in

which the exercises are enumerated in progressive order, the

lists merely giving their names. These progressive lists do not

claim to be correct in every particular, but they may prove a

valuable help to the teacher, when he has to make out his own

tables of exercises.

1 For complete list .see Appeiulix.
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INTRODUCTORY EXERCISES.

Synopsis

:

(Aim: Preparation for
j Exerdse.

True

Kinds ,

Types :

Effects : <

Transitory

S
Order,

j Kliythm.

\ Kegular.
Irregular.

Head; base; respiration;

Ley-muceinents ; lateral T. movements.
2 A. ext.

;
prepare to jump.

Physical.

Physiological.

( Equilibrium.
< Save time (review).

( Prepare for stronger movements.

\ Circulatory revulsion.

I
Intellectual to motor activity.

J
Connect origin of exercise with means.

I
Pave way for isolation and co-ordination.

Psychological.

Progression : Depends on class from which they are borrowed

Limitations, i Q^^^J^f
Y •• few in short lesson.

I
Quality : easy m easy lesson.

Relations. j Every exercise is an introduction to the next harder of

( same class.

Introductions are easy exercises used, at the beginning of

a lesson to make a transition from mental to physical work.

Movements are introduced to correct the base and general equi-

librium of the pupil and to establish a connection between his

mind and his muscles, and between his mind and the teacher's.

True introductions are exercises for order and rhythm, like

formations, facings, march-steps, etc., which have no distinct

gynniastic effect, but which form a part of that ^ drill " which

produces the attention and discipline necessary before real

work can begin. As introductions are also used, any exercises^

Except abdominal, jumping and vaulting.
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previously practised in their proper progression until their

co-ordinations have been thoroughly acquired, but whose iinal

positions are to be used as eomnienciiig positions for other

movements, and which consequently may need to be reviewed.

This will be found to save time which otherwise mig-ht be

wasted in the correction of awkward pupils.

To change from intellectual to motor activity, the blood must

be drawn to motor centres. The shortest way of doing this will

be found in first drawing the blood from the head by increasing

the supply somewhere else, and first then focussing attention

upon muscular work, rather than producing this change abruptly.

For this reason simple leg-movements requiring but little vo-

lition are always applied among introductions, whether there is

time for anything else or not ; for the activity of the leg-mus-

cles increases the afflux to the legs, and since but little volition

is involved in these movements (their co-ordination being simple

or having been previously acquired), there will not be enough

afflux to motor centres to annul this effect. Such leg-move-

ments are placing the feet in the different wlk. st. positions

(described under " Leg-movements "), facings, etc., as also

balance movements whose co-ordinations have been acquired.

H. flex., H. rot., etc., are also used as introductions, even

though they may be classified as heaving-movem'ents, and when

there is apparatus for the execution of the latter, the 2 A. exts.

appear as introductions, so as to prepare for the strong tension

to which the chest muscles are submitted in the true heaving-

movements.

Lateral trunk-movements are often introduced here by way of

review, and if time admits long lessons usually begin by respi-

ratory exercises (for reasons given under " Respiratory Exer-

cises ").
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The number and force of the introductions should be propor-

tioned to the rest of the lesson, so that the latter is not made

up chiefly of introductions, and so that these are not disappear-

ingly few or easy. For it is to be remembered that the best

execution, and hence the best effects of exercises, can occur only

when these have been correctly prepared. On the other hand,

the progression of introductions is largely that of the groups

from which they are borrowed.

Speaking generally, any exercise is a transitory introduction

to the next harder one of the same class ;,and each exercise is

an introduction to those that follow in the same lesson.

Exercises which have a j^lace among movements of distinct

gymnastic effects, and which later are ajjplied as introductions,

are also spoken of as regular, transitory introductions. On the

other hand, the teacher may subdivide the steps of progression

into their elements as his classes may require ; as, for instance,

to do balance movements with support for a day or two before

doing them free standing (Fig. 35), to execute facings in two

counts, etc. ; and such movements may be spoken of as irregular,

transitory introductions. As a rule, these will not be described

in this book, but they are left to the teacher's ingenuit}-.

Fundamental Position (Fig. 14). —-The first thing to teach

pupils is to take the fundamental standing position (fund. st.

pos.). This corresponds to the position of the soldier, except

that the feet are at right angles. Tlius the position is as

follows : heels together and on the same line ; feet turned out

equally, and making with each other an angle of 90°
; knees

straight, without being stiff: tlie body erect on the hips, which

are drawn slightly backward: the chest well expanded; the

shoulders drawn backward and downward so that they are

level ; the arms hanging down of their own weight close to
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r^^xy^

the body, with the hands extended, palms resting on the thighs

" beliind the seams of the trousers ;
" the head erect with the

chin drawn in ; the eyes looking straight forward, not down-

ward ; the weight of the body carried by the balls of the feet.

The angle of 90° gives a larger base than that of 60°, gives

better equilibrium sideways, and has

the advantage, gymnasticall}^ of mak-

ing it easier to find the direction

"sideways forward," this now being

in direction of the foot, which is

pointed midway between sideways

and forward.

If a person be knock-kneed, or

have very large calves, he will not

be able to stand with his heels to-

gether, but may then be allowed to

have them a little apart.

To make the pupils take this posi-

tion, give the command, ''•Attention !
"

or, if they already are attentive, but

standing in some other position, and

you wish them quickly to take the

fundamental position, the command

is, " Position! " which means, " Take

Standing Position, the fundamental position in the

quickest possible manner."

When a rest is desirable, command, " In place— rest !
"

which allows the pupils to take easy positions, and to talk, pro-

vided one heel is always kept in place. If you wish them to

stand in easy positions without talking, command, " Stand—
at edse !

"

Fig. 14.
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How to Arrange the Class.— Before the lesson (in a gymna-

sium) begins, at the command, "' Form ranks ! " the class forms

in two ranks, one behind the other. Arrange the class so that

the tallest one stands as first man on the extreme right (right

wing) in the first (front) rank, the next one in size behind him

as first man of the second (rear) rank ; the next two tallest are

placed in the same way on the left wing (the extreme left)
;

and this way you arrange the whole class so that the smallest

ones stand in the middle of each rank. If the class consists

of an odd number of pupils, an empt}' space is left in the second

(rear) rank next to its last man on the left wing.

To get the ranks in a straight line, and to correct distances,

command, '' Ri;/ht — dress ! " All except the first man on the

right wing of the first rank turn their heads quickly to the

right, and move by little steps so that they are all in a line,

the men of the second rank standing behind those of the first

and one step back. At the command, '' Frdnt

!

" the heads

are again turned quickly forward. The men of the first rank

should stand so far apart that, if each one sliglitly raises his

right arm with the elbow a little bent, it touches the left arm

of the next man on his right; this adjustment of distances

takes place while the "' right — dress " is being executed.

If it is desirable to have the pupils at a greater distance from

each other, command, " Whole distance, ricflit — dress!'''' when

all the pupils except the first man on the right wing of each

rank march to the left flank ; each one halts as soon as he is so

far away that he can just touch the left shoulder of the pupil

on his riorht side with the finsrers of his outstretched right arm.

The pupils keep their right arms lifted and their heads turned

to the right, until the teacher commands, "• Frdnt

!

" If a

still greater distance is desired, the teacher commands, '•'-Double
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distance^ right— dress ! " This is done on the same principles,

except that the pupils stretch both arms sideways, and halt so

far apart that their fingers touch.

Open Orders. —- The ranks are opened at the command, ''•Open

ranks— march!'" The second rank takes two steps backward,

beginning with the left foot, and halts (count "-One, two, three /"

if you so wish), taking care to form an even line.

To open orders, connnand first, '•Count— twos f
^^ Within

each rank the first man on the right says ''One,''' while he turns

his head to the left ; upon hearing this tlie second one turns his

head to the left and says " Two,'' the third one says " One,'' the

fourth one says "• Two," and so on all through the rank. If

the ranks are closed, only the first rank counts, the men of the

second rank taking the same numl)ers as those who stand in

front of them. The next command is, "" Humbers ttvo (^one^, one

step backward— march ! " The designated numbers take one

step backward with the left foot, and bring the light foot down

beside the left one. For a little practice, you may now com-

mand, "iVi/^/^/'^'r.s- one and two, change ranks— march!" The

twos take one step forward, the ones one step backward, etc.

To close orders, command, '•'• Numhers two (^one'), one step

forward— mdrch!" and then, '•'• Close ranks — march!" Tlie

second rank now takes two steps forward, beginning with the

left foot, and halts. For advanced classes, the shortest com-

mand is. ''• Close orders — mdrch!" when numbers two (one)

step forward into their places in the respective ranks, and the

ranks then close as before.

Another and favorite ari'angement is to count threes instead

of tAvos, and, after jiaving opened ranks, to make numbers one

take one step forward and numbers three one step backward.

Tliis arrangfement affords the teacher the best survev of the class.
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If the class is facing the flank, at the command, ''Open ranks

— march I
''^ each rank takes one step to its respective side, so

that the ranks separate. To open orders, command, '' Numbers

two, one step to the right (Z.) — inarch! " or, '• Numbers one, one

step to the right (/.)• numbers three, one step to the left (r.)—
march! " etc.

If space does not admit of the whole class in one division, it

may be formed in two divisions, one behind the other, and six

steps away from its second rank. The commands will then be

the same as above. If there are less than twelve pupils in a

class, they are best arranged in one rank.^

Facings. — To face to the flank, command, '•'•Right (/.) —
face ! " The pupil turns on his right (1.) heel 90° to the right

(1.), and supports the motion by the ball of his left (r.) foot

;

when this is done, he places his left (r.) foot beside the right (1.)

one in fundamental position. Facing to the right is done on

the right heel, facing to the left on the left. This conforms

with the infantry tactics published since this book first appeared.

Half-facing is executed on the same principles, to the command,

" Right (l!) oblique —face !
"

To face the rear, command, "• ^^oui"

—

-fdce!"" On the left

heel turn 180° to the left, supporting the motion by the ball of

the right foot. When the semicircle is completed, the right

foot is placed beside the left one in fundamental position.

(The old-time facing to the rear used to be a most complicated

affair.) The Swedish wa}- of turning always to the left is

intended to make us as well balanced on the left as we naturally

are on the right ; besides, the motion is executed on exactly the

same principles as right and left face, which greatly simplifies

1 To conform to the room, a class may sometimes be arranged in 3 (or 5) ranks.

Toopeu, middle rank stands still, outside ones stejj out one (two) step(s).
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matters. Not to make the body one-sided, however, occasion-

ally practise " about— face " to the right, the command being,

"" Riyht about—fdce ! " The motion is then executed on the

right heel, and supported by the ball of the left foot. An occa-

sional " right about— face " is a good means of wakening a

sleepy class, or of refreshing the attention a little.

For beginners execute the facings to two counts :
" 6ne !

"

— the turn on ball and heel ;
'•'• two 1 " — the backward foot is

placed beside the forward one.

In all facings the arms should be kept close to the body and

the shoulders level.

During a lesson in gymnastics the class should usually be

facing the flank.

Marching. — Although marching does not strictly belong liere,

we will, however, describe it in connection with the above move-

ments, since it forms parts of the standard '^ drill." To start

the class, command, ^'- Class^ forward— mdrch!'" when every

pu}nl immediately begins marching by bringing the left foot

forward first, the right one following with a speed of a liundred

and fourteen to a hundred and sixteen steps a minute ; the

length of eacli step should (for adults) be about two feet and a

half. In marching, the chest should be carried well forward

and the head erect. The shoulders should be kept level, and

to prevent them from swinging forward and backward, the

arms should oscillate in even rhythm with the legs by a slight

flexion and extension of the forearm, the limbs of opposite

sides moving simultaneously. As the foot touches the ground,

knee and instep should be extended so that the ball of the foot

and the heel touch the ground simultaneously. If the heel

strikes first, the step loses its elasticity.

To increase the length of the steps, command, " Long steps
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— mdrch ! " when the steps are increased to about three feet.

To regain the ordinary length, command, '•'' Ordinary— mdrch
!'''

when the steps are again shortened. To shorten the steps to

about a foot and a half, command, '' Short steps— march ! " and

again, " Ordinary— mdrch ! " The short steps should be a

little more marked than ordinary marching. If you wish to

keep the class marching in the place where they stand, com-

mand, " In place — mdrch! " (or, " Mark time— mdrch ! " ),

when the pupils slightly lift their feet. " and make a semblance

of marching, without gaining ground." If from that you wish

to get ordinary march, command, '-'•Forward— mdrch
T"

Marching backward is done to the command, " Backtvard—
march!'" and resembles ''forward— march," except that the

steps are only half as long.

If you wish the class to change step, command, '' Change

steps— mdrch!''"' The foot that is behind is placed beside the

front one, instead of passing it, and the latter takes a new step

forward. A continuous change of step (" With change of steps,

class forward— mdrch! '"^^ a movement somewhat resembling

polka, is an excellent means of quieting down the rhythm of

marching, if it has grown too rapid. Besides, this form of

semi-dance is excellent for developing a graceful and light step.

Care, however, should be taken that the step does not become

too elastic, as is often apt to be the case. On the other hand,

the short step usually quickens the rhythm.

If the class does not keep time, command, " Mark every three

(five} steps— mdrch ! " At every third step the foot is put

down with an increased pressure, knee and instep being stretched

as usual. The pupils should not be allowed to slam the foot

down with bent knee, trying to make all possible noise. Always

make the marking occur on odd steps, so that it will be done

by each foot alternately.
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Running takes place at the command, '•'Double quick—
march !

" when the whole class simultaneously come forward

with a speed of about a hundred and sixty-five steps a minute.

In running, the body should be gently inclined forward, the

head thrown back, and the mouth closed. The forearms should

be lifted to horizontal position, with firmly closed hands, the

elbows well backward and close to the body. Tlie forearm is

moved in a straight line slightly forward and backward in

rhythm with the legs. The steadier this motion is, the easier it

is to breathe naturally and deeply. A distinguished Swedish

writer has described walking as being " a constant falling

forward, where the weight of the body is received by each leg

alternately ;
" and this is still more true of running. If you

once know how to run with the least expenditure of energy,

this form of motion is no more fatiguing than walking, for

short distances at least.

Running becomes more elastic and less exhausting if done on

tip-toe. Command, "'•On tij)-toe— mdrcli ! ''
. . . '•'•Double

quick— march!'' To regain ordinary march from running,

command, " Common time— march!''

To Halt. — If the class is marching, and you wish them to

stop, command, " Glass — halt ! " The class take one more

step, and bring the backward foot down beside the other one

(thus you count, ''one, two"). If the marching is done on

tip-toe, the halt is done on tip-toe, and the heels are then low-

ered (count, " one, two, three "). If halt is commanded from

double-quick, the class take three more steps, and halt (count,

" one . . . four," and " five " if on tip-toe).

For other forms of marcliing, see the " Standard Infantry

Tactics."

" Fancy steps " have been so well described by other writers

that they will not be mentioned here.
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Whereas tip-toe marching is to be classified as a balance-

movement, ordinary marching has more the characteristics of

slow leg-movements, and running has effects in common with

jumping and vaulting. Running should always be followed

by ordinary marching. Marching and running are usually put

in somewhere in the middle of the table of exercises, and they

should form part of every lesson in gymnastics. That they are

necessary, no one will deny ; for, as the Swedish proverb says,

"• As we stand and walk, so shall we act."

Close St. Pos. — Command, " Feet — cldse ! " The balls of

the feet are lifted from the ground, and, rotating on the heels,

the feet are brought quickly together, so that their insides touch,

when they are again placed wholly on the floor. To resume

fundamental position, command, '-'•Feet — 6pen!'" The feet

are turned out on the same principles as above. Daring the

whole movement the body should still gravitate forward, as in

fundamental position, and be as immovable as possible. This

movement is used to correct the base — whenever you see that

some pupils are standing with the feet unevenly turned out. If

the movement does not immediately produce the desired effect,

it should be repeated twice or more. In such a case, command,

'•Feet close and open — 6ne ! Tiv(^ I
" oi\ ''The same — due/

Tw6 ! " The close st. pos. is used as commencing position for

various exercises.

Wing Pos. (Fig. 15). — In many movements it is desirable to

fix the arms so as to crain better muscular isolation. This is

done either by resting the hands on the hips or locking them

together behind the back. The former position is called wing

pos. (wg. St., wg. sitt., etc.), on account of the arms resembling

the wings of a bird. Tlie command is, " Hips —firm ! " The

hands are quickly lifted, and grasp the waist firmly just above
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the hips. The fingers are held together in front and the thumbs

are behind ; the palms of the hands rest fully on the hips, and

the elbows are slightly drawn Ijackward. In this j^osition the

trunk is better isolated from the abdomen and legs, so that

movements of parts on either side of the waist are more easily

confined to prescribed pai-ts alone. Besides, the respiratory

muscles get a firmer support, respiration thus becoming freer.

A common fault is to draw the elbows too much backward.^

Fig. 15. — Wing St. Pos. Fig. 16. — Rest St. Pos.

Rest Pos. (Fig. IG), SO called on account of its restful feeling.

Command, '^ Heck—firm!'" The hands are quickly lifted,

and grasp the neck below the occiput, with fingers locked

together, elbows carried well backward, and head remaining

erect. A common fault is that of bringing the elbows forwai'd,

thus pushing the head forward and compressing the chest. To

prevent tliis it is allowable to let tlie fingers touch (by the tips)

instead of locking them. In this position, the upper arms

being lifted, the chest is much more expanded than in st. or

wing St. positions : and the axillaiy artery being extended, the

1 For furtlier discussion, see A])pen(lix.
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blood flows more easily to the arm. In many movements the

rest st. pos. is more powerful than the wing st. one, the lever

of the weight (the trunk + the raised arms) being longer.

The position should not be used until (by shoulder-blade move-

ments) the pectoral muscles have been rendered extensible

enough to prevent a too faulty posture.

The following head-movements are, strictly speaking, heaving-

movements, and their effects will be described under that head-

ing ; but since they are ahvays used as introductions, it may be

as well to describe their mechanics here.

St. H. Backw. Flex. (Fig. 17). — Command, '' Head backward

— bend f '^ Tlie head is bent slowly backward without chan-

ging the posture of the rest of the body. At the j^t "V/T'^

command, " Upivard— stretch ! " the head is slowly V-^' i i /• /

raised, the chin being first drawn in. When done

for the first time, it is safest to make the pupils

take wing pos., before doing the movement.

Whenever the class have " hanging " heads, you

order this movement two or three times in order

to correct the posture. This is especially neces-

sary after exercises which are likely to push the fig.17.—H. Flex.
, , „ , ,

Backw. and
head torward.^ Forw.

St. H. Forw. Flex. (Fig. 17). — After some practice the head

may also be bent forward at the command, '" Head forward—
bend ! " " Upward— stretch ! " The head is tipped forward,

Avith the chin drawn in, as far as good posture will allow.

This movement should be immediately followed by head flexion

backward.

St. H. Sidew. Flex. (Fig. 18). — Command, " Head to the left

(r.) — bend!'''' ^'•Upward— stretch!^'' The movement, prac-

1 For further discussion, see Appendix.
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tised alternately to each side, should be ended by a head flexion

backward, for the reason that during sidew. flex, the head glides

somewhat downward.

St. H. Rot. (Fig. 19.) — The head is rotated to either side at

the command, " Head to the left (r.) — turn ! " '-'Head forward

— turn

!

" The head must not be turned so far that the

shoulders are out of line. When done for its effect of poising

the head, the movement is executed slowly. It can also be

Fig. 18.— H. Flex. Sidew. Fig. 19. — Wg. St. H. Rot.

done with utmost speed at the command, " Head rotation to the

left {r.)y rit/ht (L), and forward — dne f Tw6 ! Three!'' ... In

tliis form it is used {a) to keep the pupils busy in a position which

we wish them to hold for some time, so as to get the utmost

effect out of it ; {h) to make equilibrium in balance-movements

more difficult. When done slowly, the movement is suitably

followed by head flexion backward, as tlie head involuntarily

glides slightly forward wlien being turned to the side.

St. H. Rot. w. Flex. — Command, " Head to the left (r.) —
turn! (^In this position) Head forward— hend ! Head hack-
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ward— bend ! Uptvard— stretch / "
. . . The head is bent

obliquely in direction of the face and occiput.

All these movements tend to impi'ove the posture of the head

and chest by strengthening the muscles of the neck. (See

" Heaving-movements.")

LEG-MOVEMENTS.

Foe. convenience of description in this book, introductory

leg-movements, balance-movements, and slow leg-movements

have been brought together under the common heading leg-

movements.

Synopses

:

Aim :

Types

.

Effects .

( To cultivate equilibrium in ordinary positions.
To correct general posture.

Contents : Movements of standing and walking,

C St.

] h St.

( Fall out St.

Phvsical.

Physiological.

Psychological.

j Develop extensors of body.

I
Lessen blood pressure.

( Improve respiration.

I
Improve metabolism.

( Improve cerebration.

r Localization of cerebral effort.

J Automatism of co-ordination.

I

Consciousness of power.

[ Repose.

Progression

:

Limitations

.

Relations

:

( 2 Heel elev.

] 2 Kn. flex.

( L. elev.

^
Quality : to correspond to mental ability.

) Quantity : to correspond to needs of pupil.

1. Follow heaving-movements.
2. Improve all free exercises.

3. Become introductions, and slow leg-movts.

4. Much needed by children.

Less needed bv adults.
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o
Hi
02

Aim :

Content.s :

Types

:

Effects

:

( Diminish arterial pressure.

I
Equalize circulation.

j
Movements increasing capacity

I of vessels of 1

<i

Kn. flex.

I
T. forw. flex.

r

Physical.

Decrease quantity of blood in chest.

Increase vis-a-fronte in veins.

Decrease heart-beat.
. Lessen cerebral pressiu-e.

Physiological.
\
g^^^ respiration.

•' ° \ Remove fatigue.

D„ „i,^i • 1 S
Mental revulsion, even co cessation

Psychological,
j of attention.

Pror/ression : Depends on class from which they are borrowed.

Liinitatlons

.

Relations

j Used when preceding exercises

[ are strong, otherwise not.

j 1. Derived from balance-movements.
\ 2. Follow after any movement when needed.

a. Balance-movements are exercises of equilibrium requiring

high co-ordination and comparative!}" little force. Bringing

into play those muscles which hold the body erect in stand-

ing pos., these will develop, until by continuous practice they

mechanically produce a good posture of the body in the ordi-

nary positions of every-day life.

They are introduced immediately after the heaving-move-

ments, so that after these (and the arch flexions) have caused

an improved respiration, the next most important effect of exer-

cise, a good posture, should be secured before specialized move-

ments are applied. They have been placed in that part of the

lesson also, because increasing the afflux to the legs, they will

have a slight effect of diminishing the heart-beat, which may

have been immoderately increased by the heaving-movement.
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(If a definite effect of this kind is desired, however, a slow leg-

movement is introduced before the balance-movement.)^

The extensors of the spine being brought forcibly into play,

the chest expands, and consequently some degree of thoracic

aspiration is produced by the movement. Repeated practice

will produce a better carriage of the chest, and this will cause

an im[)roved functional iictivity of the organs both in the

chest and in the abdomen. And since the chief requisite in

the movement is co-ordination, an increased cerebration (with

increased cerebral afflux) will ensue, especially in the cere-

bellum.

The general poAver of co-ordination, habitual, automatic, and

reflex, also grows with the continued practice of balance-move-

ments.

The concept of the movement must be exact, as also the

motor association for its expression, in order that the execution

should be correct, and in due time this will lead to a better

ability of correctly localizing the cerebral effort, and of con-

fining it to the coi-rect pathways. At first this development

is local, but soon takes the form of a general quality of the

mind, and the general power of inhibition grows. In this

manner the foundation of (active) repose ^ is laid, since repose

consists in the ability of inhibiting impulses, while keeping

others concentrated for action in chosen j)athways.

As the ability of execution increases, through the muscular

sense the pupil becomes conscious not only of liis inherent

power, but also of his control of it. and this creates in him that

sense of independence of externalia which forms the basis of

all true manhood: the consciousness of self, which takes away

1 For further discussion, see Appendix.
2 Passive repose has no place in gymnastics for the well.
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self-consciousness, and Avhich appears but slowly from appa-

ratus-work, and from other kinds of free exercise.

A description of the progression of this class of exercises, as

of all others, is a mere application of the laws of general kin-

esiology, and has no place here ; suffice it to say, that the qual-

ity of the movements should correspond to the individual's

ability of co-ordination, so that cerebral energy may not become

wasted, and that in each lesson as many balance-movements may

be introduced as circumstances require, more than one being

very desirable.

On account of their psychological effects, these movements

are more needed by children than by adults ; and while for the

former the progj-ession takes the form of quality (increase of

co-ordination), "for tlie latter it takes that of quantity.

If good attention is given to these movements, they will

improve the form of all free-standing exercises, since these are

in a measure balance-movements.

A balance-movement, whose automatism has been acquired,

ceases to be a balance-movement for that class or individual,

and is thereafter used as an introductory exercise or as a slow

leg-movement.

h. Slow leg-movements are exercises producing passive exten-

sion of muscles of the leg. It having been proved (Prof. Lov^n

and otliers) that moderately stretched veins retain the same

diameters, it follows that the extension of leg-muscles will

cause an increased circulation through the legs, secondarily

diminishing the pressure in the arteries and lessening the total

quantity in the body above the waist ; so that these movements

will cause a diminution of the heart-beat and equalize the circu-

lation, if the blood lias been previously congested into other

parts. For that reason these movements are used whenever
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preceding exercises have produced circulatory dioturbances in

excess of the normal recuperative powers of the body ; and for

advanced classes a movement of this nature is usually needed

somewhere toward the end of the lesson, best as an introduction

to the second heaving-movement or to the jumping and vault-

ing. It should be understood, however, that slow leg-move-

ments are to be used only when they are needed, and that as

such they may appear in any part of the lesson besides in the

regulation place. In gymnastics for school children they cer-

tainly can be entirely eliminated.

The increased venous circulation will tend to ease respiration,

if it has become labored after such exercises as heaving-move-

ments ; and, there being a more rapid return current, and con-

sequent removal of waste matter, the slow leg-movement in a

measure acts like a preventive and cure of fatigue.

The accumulation of blood in the legs will diminish the

supply given to the brain, and this will at first change the state

of the mind, and, if continued, will lead to loss of consciousness

for want of blood-supply.^

The progression of these movements follows that of the

classes from which they are borrowed, and needs no special

consideration, since the movements are used for temporary

functional correction, and not for physical development.

When the slow leg-movement is left out of the lesson, it may

conveniently be substituted by a balance-movement.^

c. True introductory leg-movements are such as taking the

different wlk. st. pos. ; all others are borrowed from the balance-

movements in accordance with what has been said about

" Introductions."

1 These movements are used extensively as a cure for insomnia caused by cere-

bral hypersemia, or too active a mind.
2 Foi- further discussion, see Appendix.
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In many movements the nomenclature is simplified by merely

naming the terminating position. When this is given, it natu-

rally follows that the movement consists in taking this position,

first to one side, then to the other.

Walk a St. Pos. (Fig. 20). — Command, '' (Hips— firm!)

Left {r.) foot sideways fortvard— placet'''' The foot is lifted

and moved twice its own length in its own direction, and placed

on the ground with a gentle pressure, the weight of the body

being carried equally by both legs. '-'•Change feet — 6nel

Tivd!'' At ''one'''' the foot is moved back into fundamental

pos. ; at " two " the other foot is moved in its own direction as

above. Fundamental pos. is resumed at the command, '' Posi-

\

Fig. 20.—Walk a St. Pos. Fig. 21.—Walk b St. Pos. Fig. 22.—Walk c St. Pos.

tion

!

" The foot may be moved sideways backward on the

same principles. (The position may then be named " Walk a

St. pos. backw.")

Walk h St. Pos. (Fig. 21).— Command, ''{Hips—firm!) Left

Q\) foot forward (backw.) — place!" The foot is lifted and

moved parallel with itself twice its own length forward, and

placed on the ground with a gentle pressure, the body being

carried equally by both legs. " Change feet— dne ! Twd !
^'^ on

the same principles as above. The movement is done backward

as well.
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Walk c St. Pos. (Fig. 22).— Command, ''{Hips—firm!) Feet

cldse ! Left (r.) foot forivard (hackw.) — -place '.
" The foot is

moved twice its own length in its own direction. Care is taken

to keep the feet pointing straight forward. "• Cha7i(/e feet—
dne, tw6 ! " etc.

Stride St. Pos.^ (Fig. 23).— Command, '' Left (r.) foot side-

ways — jjldce f '' The foot is moved parallel with itself, twice

its own length to its own side, and placed on the ground,

so that the heels are still on the same line, parallel with a line

through the shoulders ; the feet are equally turned out, the

knees straight, and the body carried equally by both legs.

Fig. 23.— Stride St. Pos. Fig. 24. — Crosswise St. Pos.

For beginners the movement is best given the following form

:

Command, '' Feet sideways place — o^ie ! Tiv6 ! '' At " ow6
"

the left foot is moved its own length to the left ; at "• tivo " the

right foot is moved its own length to the right. The fault of

carrying the weight principally on one leg, which easily arises

when only one foot is moved, is by this means prevented.

When the movement has been done this way, the pupils take

fundamental position at the command, ''•Position — 6ne ! Tw6
T''

the movement beginning by the left foot being moved its own

length to the right.. When the right foot is placed beside the

1 Abbrev. : std. st.
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left one, the arms take fundamental position (if they were in

any other position before).

Crosswise St. Pos.^ (Fig. 24). — Command, "-Left (r.) foot

crosswise forward (backic.^ — jjldce ! " The foot is moved par-

allel with itself in direction of the other foot, and placed on the

o-round, the distance between the heels being a little less than

twice the length of the foot. Care should be taken to keep the

shoulders facing as before the foot moved. The body is carried

equally by both legs. " Change feet — 6ne I Tw6 !
"

After some practice each of the above movements can be

done in a series of four counts. Command, for instance,

" Foot-placing sideivays forivard in four counts beginning ivith

the left (r.') foot— due! . . . Fdur ! The same^ beginning with

the right (Z.) foot— <5ne ! . . . Fdur ! " Practised in this way,

these introductions improve the conception of time as well as

that of space.2 Later on these positions are used a's commen-

cing positions for various exercises.

Fallout a Pos. (Fig. 25).—^
Command, ^' Left Qr.} foot sideways

fonoard—falFSnt ! " The body is allowed to fall in direction

of the left (r.) foot, which is lifted from the ground, and moved

three times its own length in its own direction ; the left (r.)

knee is bent to right angles, and remains so when the foot is

placed on the ground. The advanced foot thus carries most

of the weight of the body. The trunk and backward leg

are in a straight line, the shoulders facing as before, and both

feet fully resting on the floor. " Change feet— 6ne ! Tw6 T'

(This needs no description.) If the movement is to be done

backward, the command is (for the position created above),

" Left (r.) foot sideways backward—falFSut ! " In respiratory

1 Abbrev. : wlk. d st.

2 Compare " memorizing " in the chapter on " Methods of leading the Lessons."
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exercises this position is used with the trunk erect instead of

inclining-. To denote the difference, we then use the command,

''^ Left (r.) foot, large step, sideways forward (hackiv.^ — place I^'

In either case, when the movement is practised for the first

time, arrange the class so that they stand one foot parallel to

the boards of the floor, and the other at right angles to them

(facing obliquely to the flank), as this

will help the pupils to find the direc-

tions in which the feet should move.

Fallout b Pos.— This position re-

sembles the previous one, except that

the foot is moved parallel with itself

forward (backward) (compare walk a

St. as related to walk h st.

pos.). Command, ''''Left (r.)

foot forward (hackiv.') —fall-

did !
"'

or, if the

trunk is to be

erect, '"Left (r.)

foot large step

forward (backw.^

— pldce/^^ The

easiest way to

get this position

correct is by moving the foot backward, especially if the trunk

is to remain erect. If the backward foot is not fully resting

on the floor, but has the heel raised, the position is called

Toe-support Fallout b Pos. (Fig. 149, p. 164). —The command

for tins is, " Left (r.) foot, toe-supporting, large step backward—
pldce

!

"" The distance between the heels is somewhat more

than three times the length of the foot, and the forward knee

Fig. 25. — Fallout a Pos.
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is bent a little more than in the fallout b pos. If the back-

ward foot is inserted between two of the stall-bars, the position

is called

Foot Gr. Fallout Pos. (Fig. 26). — To get into

lis position, the pupil stands one step away

from the bars, turnino-

his back to them. At

the command, ' '•^ Left

(?\) foot hackivard —
place !^'' one foot is in-

serted between two of

the bars ; and at the

command, ^'Forward—
falPdut ! " the pu})il jumps forward into position, the backward

knee being stretched to its fullest extent. If the backward foot

is lifted free from the floor, the position

is called

Hor. Half St. Pos. (Fig. 28). — For

tills position the command is,

" ITorizontal half-standing po-

FiG. 26.— Foot Gk. Fallout Pos.

Fig. 27.— Foot Gk. Fallout Pos.

sition^ left (r.) leg backward— lift!'" The trunk and backward

leg form a graceful curve, and the knee of the supporting leg

is bent to nearly right angles.
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Fallout c Pos. (Fig. 29) is like the fallout b pos., but

the feet are pointed

straight forward as

in walk c st. pos.

The distance between

the heels should be

three times the length

of the foot, but may

be less ; if otherwise,

the backward heel

will be raised from

the floor. The fall-

FiG. 28.— HoR. Half St. Pos.

out positions, except foot gr. fallout, are

not suitable for children (under twelve or

fourteen years of age), on account of the

difficulty of co-ordination.i

All the fallout positions belong among

balance-movements, although the fallout c

pos. has also the character of a

leg-movement on account of

strong extension of the back

calf. All the positions from

walk a St. to fallout c inclu-

sive are to be

practised with

"hips— fi rm,"

which command

should immedi-

ately precede

1 There is also a stride fallout pos. constructed on the same principles, the foot

moving three times its own length to its own side. Command, " Ih the left (r.) —
falldut !

"

Fig. 29. — Fallout c Pos.
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these movements. Thus each of these positions should have the

prefix •' wing," making them : wg. wlk. a st. ; wg. hor. ^ st., etc.

In nearly all of the above positions the

movement of (2) heel-elevation can be

performed.

St. 2 Heei-eiev. (Fig. 30). — Command,

" Heels— lift ! " The heels are quickly

raised from the ground, and the pupil

stands as high on tip-

toe as possible. This

position is called toe-

standing. " Heels —
sink ! " The heels

are again lowered,

with moderate speed,

without tipping the

weight of the body

backward.^ On the

same principles, the

following movements

are executed :
—

Fig. 30.— St. 2 Heel-
ELEv. ; Wg. Toe St. Close st. 2 heel-elev.

^«^-
(Fig 31).

stride st. 2 heel-elev. (Fig. 32).

Wlk. a St. 2 heel-elev.

Wlk. h St. 2 heel-elev. (Fig. 33).

Wlk. c St. 2 heel-elev.

Walk, d St. 2 heel-elev.

In the last five positions the movements can be arranged in

series of four counts. For instance: '•'' Foot-placing sideways

1 For fiiitlier discussion, see Appendix.

Fig. 31.— Close St. 2

Heel-elev.
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forward with heel-elevation, left (r.) foot — <^ne

F6m etc.

F6ur !
"

At the" Tlie same, right (I.) foot— 6ne !

first count, the foot is moved out

from fundamental position ; the

heels are raised at the second and

lowered at the third ; and at the

fourth the foot resumes funda-

mental position.

To increase the difficulty of

balance, the movements, which

are at first done in wing, pos.,

are later done with the arms in

yard, rest, and stretch positions

(see heaving-movements), in the

o r d e r m e n-

tioned. (By

raising the

arms, the cen-

tre of gravity

is lifted higlier

T ^1 n
Fig. 32. — Std. St. 2 Heel-elev.

above the base,

making the equilibrium less stable.) These

movements are soon lised as introductions.

Fallout a Heei-Elev. (Fig. 34).— Command,
" (Hips —firm .') Left (r.) foot sidew.forw.

— falFdut ! Heel-elevation— one ! Tw6 !
"

Here only the forward heel is raised— not

Fig. 33.—Wg. Wlk. b. both, as described by some authors. By the

raising of the heel, the forward knee is bent

still more. In a similar manner is executed

Fallout c Heel-elev.— Command, after fallout c position is

taken, " Heel-elevation— one ! Tw6 !
"
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These two movements, always done with hips firm, are

to be considered cliiefiy as slow leg-movements : in the first, the

quadriceps extensor of the forward leg is being stretched (eccen-

tric activity), in the second, the gastrocnemius of the backward

leg (passive extension). Heel-elevation in fallout b position

is possible, but has but little value, the effort producing a

hardly noticeable change in the muscu-

lar activity already present in tlie com-

mencing position.

Alternate Toe-elev. — Command, " Al-

ternate toe-elevation — dne I Tied.''' . . .

The heels remain on the ground, and

the balls of the feet are alter-

nately lifted and again put

down with a slight pressure,

one foot moving up

as the other one

moves down.

(The speed is

about seventy

movements a

minute.) This

is done with

or without

hips firm. After some practice, the command is clianged to

^'Alternate toe-elevation— stdrt! . . . St6p!'' the left foot

being the one first lifted. The shoulders should not be tipped

from side to side, nor should the body cease to gravitate

forward. When done as last described, the movement is very

efficient in giving the pupils a true conception of rhythm. To

increase this effect, they may be allowed to put the foot down

1

Fig. 34.— Fallout a Heel-elev.
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a little more forcibly than is usually the case. This is also a

good means of counteracting the tendency of the pupils to

increase the speed of motion. Children

usually find it very amusing to do this move-

ment; and in their gymnastics it is used a

great deal as an introduction. It is also a

slow leg-movement.

Alternate 2 Heel and Toe-elev.— Command,

''•Alternate heel and toe-elevation— start!'''

(or 6ne! Tw6 ! .

raised and lowered.

'J^' %^
Fig. 35.— Reach Gr.
St. Alt. 2 Heel
AND Toe-elev.

). 1. The heels are

The balls of the feet

are raised and low-

ered, and the move-

ment is repeated

until the command,

'' St6p !" is given.

The body should not be swaying back-

ward and forward. For beo-inners theo

movement may be done in the reach

grasp st. pos. (Fig. 35), in which this

swaying is not possible.

These two movements are slow leg-

movements, the passive extension of

the calf (alternating with its active

contraction) propelling the blood into

the legs, i.e., from the heart.

In some of the above positions both

Fig. 36. — St. 2 Kn. Flex, knees can be bent, which movement we

call double knee-flexion (= 2 Kn. flex.).

St. 2 Kn. Flex. (Fig. 36). — Command, •' Heels— lift ! Knees

- bend ! Knees— stretch ! Heels — si7ik ! " The knees are
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bent to right angles ; when so bent, the position is called cour-

tesy standing. A common fault in this position is to tij) the

trunk forward and the pelvis backward. The knees should be

pointing in the directions of

the feet. Tliis movement is

a true balance-movement, to

be done with moderate speed

;

but as it contains the inter-

mediate positions of jumping,

after a while the speed and

rhythm should vary so that

the pupils may become thor-

oughly balanced in each one

of these postures. At such

times, the command is,

" Prepare to jump (or ])re-

paration for jumping^ — d7ie !

Tw6! ThrSe! FdurT a

J
pause being made between

any two of the executory

commands. In this form —
in spite of the speed of mo-

— tion— the movement has also

~ the character of a slow leg-

movement, although when

used as such it is usually done with its natural rhythm.

On the same principles command and execute

Std. St. 2 Kn. flex. (Fig. 37).

Wlk. h St. 2 Kn. flex.

Wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex.

"Wlk. a St. 2 Kn. flex. (Fig. 38). — The command is the same

Fig. 37.— Std. St. 2 Kn. Flex.

Crty. Std. St. Pes.
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as for double knee-flexions, but the movement differs from these

in that the backward knee is bent the most, the weight of the

])ody being carried cliiefl}' by the back-

ward leg. If both knees were equally

bent, the difference between this move-

ment and walk h st. 2 Kn. flex, would

not be great enough to warrant the use

of the two commencing [)Ositions. Be-

sides, when done as described, the in-

termediate position (as shown in the

figure) is almost identical with the

fundamental position in fencing, for

which this movement will tlius prepare

tlie way.i

St. 2 Kn. Flex, to Sitt. Pos. (Fig. 39).

— Command, '"Heeh— lift ! Knees—
bend! Sit!'''' The knees are bent as

far as muscular resistance will allow

;

the heels come slightly apart.^ This ,

position is-^^^^
Fig. 38. — Walk a St. 2 Kn.

called cour- flex.

tesy sitting. The trunk should be

as erect as usual. At the command,

^'Knees— stretch ! " or " Upward —
stretch!''^ tlie knees are again

stretched to toe st. pos. ; and at

Fig. 39. — 2 Kn. Fi.Ex. TO Sitt. "-JSg^^.s-— sink ! '" the heels are low-
Pos. ; Crty. Sitt. Pus. i * p. .• • n

ered. Alter some practice, especially

for children, the movement may be done in five counts. C'om-

1 Fencing may be considered as gymnastics for advanced classes; hence, one

sliould lead to tlie other.

2 For further discussion, see Appendix.
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mand, '•'Double kfiee-Jiexion to sitting positio7i— <^ne! . . . Five!''''

(1. Heels lift. 2. Knees bend to 90°, 3. Knees bend to sit-

ting position. 4. Knees stretch. 5. Heels sink.) '' The same

— 6ne ! . . . Five ! " etc. When the movement is done for

the first time, the reach grasp st. pos. (compare Fig. 35) may

be used to prevent loss of balance.

The movement can also be done from the stride st. pos. :
—

Std. St. 2 Kn. Flex, to Sitt. Pos., which is done on exactly the

same jjrinciples.

In all these 2 Kn. fiexs. (from st. 2 Kn. flex, to the one just

named inclusive), a progression is made by having the arms in

wing, yard, stretch, or rest positions ;
^ by staying in the cour-

tesy st. or sitt. position, while a head rotation or 2 A. ext. (for

which see lieaving-movements) is being executed ; or by com-

bininof the knee-flexion ^^'ith an arm-extension. To enumerate

all the various movements to which these combinations give

rise would take too much space. Tl:ie following movement, as

being the most complicated one, may however be described :

Bend Toe St. 2 A. Ext. and 2 Kn. Flex. — Command, '"Arms

upward hendl (see heaving-movements) and heels— lift! Arm-

exte7ision upivard ivith knee-flexion— 6ne! Tivd !
^^ ... 1. The

arms are stretched up, and the knees bent. 2. The arms are

bent, and the knees stretched. This is especially suitable for

advanced pupils.

In the various walk standing positions, as well' as in stride st.

pos., the double knee-flexion can be done in series of six counts.

Thus: '•' Foot-placinf/ sideways with double knee-flexion, left

{r.') foot—-one! . . . Six!'" 1. Left foot sideways place. 2.

Heels lift. 3. Knees bend. 4. Knees stretch. 5. Heels sink.

1 Because of tlie greater tendency in vest jios. of piisliing olliows, liead, and

trunk forward, this position conies later than str. pos. in tliis movement.
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6. Position. '•'•The same right (I.') foot — 6ne! . . . Six!''' etc.

To be done only by advanced classes. After a while the teacher

leaves off counting, when the executory command is, '•^Stdrt!^'

the pupils going through the whole movement, and taking the

rhythm from those who stand foremost.

Toe Sup. Wlk. h St. Kn. Flex. (Fig. 41). — Command, ''Left

(r.) foot, toe su^yporting, hacktvard—place ! " The position is

like walk h st. (Fig. 40), except that the backward heel does

Fig. 40. — Toe Sup. Wlk. h St. Pos. Fig. 41.— Toe Sup. Wlk. h St. Kn. Flex.

not touch the ground. '•'•Right (Z.) knee— bend f '" The for-

ward knee is slowly bent until the heel of the (straight) back-

ward leg touches the ground. This causes passive extension of

the backward calf, making the exercise a slow leg-movement.

It is apt to produce a very faulty posture (on account of tlie

difficulty of attaining muscular isolation, or confining the move-

ment to prescribed parts alone), and consequently must not be

given to children.
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Instep Gr. St. Kn. Flex. (Fig. 43). — The pupil stands at a

distance of twice the length of his foot from the stall-bars or

other apparatus (Fig. 42). Command, "-Left (r.^ foot backward

— place !
"" The foot is inserted between the third and fourth

bars, the knee of this leg being bent. "Right (I.') knee— hend !
"

The knee of the carrying leg is bent as far as the extensibility

of the quadriceps of the other leg will allow, the trunk remain-

ing erect with the hips brought well forward. Besides being a

Fig. 42. — Instep Gr. St. Pos. Fig. 43. — Instep Gxi. St. Kn. Flex.

slow leg-movement, this exercise cultivates the flexibility of the

knee, and thus improves the elasticity in jumping.

These two movements can also be done from jtI. rest or str.

st. positions.

Heel Gr. Half St. Kn. Flex. — The pupil stands facing the

stall-bars ; and, at the command '•^Left (/•.) foot forward—
pldce!'" he puts this foot between two bars at hip-height (or

lower), or he rests his heel on some other convenient appara-

tus, as shown in Fig. 44. At the command. '•'Right (?.) knee—
hend!^'' the knee of the carrying leg is bent, while the sup-
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ported one remains straight, the trunk being erect or slightly

inclined forward. The exercise produces a passive extension

of the whole under side of

the straight leg. A similar

effect is received if both

knees remain straiglit, while

the trunk is bent forward,

which exercise is named

Heel Gr. Half St. T. Forw.

Plex. (Fig. 44). — Tlie com-

mencing position is the same

as above. The command for

the movement is, " Trunk for-

ward — he7id ! Ujnoard — Fig. 44.— Heel Gr. i St. T. Forw. Feex.

Stretch ! " (Compare arch-flexions.)

A similar effect is also received by

Str. Wlk. h St. T. Forw. Downw. Flex.

(Fig. 45).—Command, ''Left (r.) foot

forward and arms upward— strStch!
"

The forward foot is braced agrainst the

horizontal bar, resting on the floor (or

against a platform, etc.). ''Forward,

dowmcard — hend ! " The trunk is

bent as far as good posture will allow.

Both legs remain straight, and the

backward heel must not leave the

floor. " Upward— stretch ! " ^

I Wing Yard Gr. Cr. h ^ St. Kn.

Flex. (Fig. 46). — Command, ''Ei(/ht

(Z.) side to the bars. Left (r.) ha7id hip firm, rif/ht (Z.) hand grasp

1 The la.st five exerci.ses are slow leg-movements.

Fig. 45. — Str. Wlk. h, St. T
Forw. Flex.
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at hip-height! Left (r.) leg foricard— lift ! " Tlie leg is lifted

straight forward to nearly

horizontal position. '-'•Heel

— lift! Kyiee— bend! Knee

— stretch / "
. , . The knee

of the carrying leg is bent

to right angles (or to sitting

position), while the lifted

leg lemains straight and

horizontal and the trunk

erect. A common fault is

to tip the body backward.

This movement can also be

done without heel-elevation.

Fig. 46.— ^ Wg. Yd. Gr. Cr. 6, Half St. Instead of the stall-bars, the

back of a chair, the shoulder
Kn. Flex.

of another pupil,

etc., may serve

for support.

Rch. Gr. Cr. h \

St. Kn. Flex. (Fig.

47).—The pupils

grasp the hori-

zontal bar, which

they are facing (or

the hands of the

other pupils, as

shown in the fig-

ure). Command,

''LeftCr.) legfoncard— lift! Heel— lift ! Knee— lend !''
. . .

etc. The movement is executed on the same principles as the

Fig. 47. — Reach Gr. Cr. b h St. Kn. Flex.
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Fig. 48. — Rch. Cr. h ^ St. Kn. Flex.

one just described,— \\\{\\ or without previous lieel-elevation,

and to 90° or to sitting

position. Without sup-

port for the hands (en-

tirely free-standing), the

movement is performed

in a like manner. It is

then called

Rch. Cr. h \ St. Kn.

Flex. (Fig. 48).— This

movement is always

done without heel-eleva-

tion. Command, ^'Arms and left (r.) leg fonvard— lift I Knee

jt T — hend ! " etc.i

Half Yard Gr.

Hor. Half St. Kn.

Flex. (Fig. 49).

3r '/ '~^'^^ — One hand
' -^'^'^^^Ifyt'-rz grasps the stall-

bars, the other

takes hips firm.

C o m m and,
''•Horizontal half

standinr/ posi-

tion, right (I.')

leg backward—
Fig. 49.— i Yd. Gr. Hor. h St. Kn. Flex. , .j,^ , .^

lift! (Per-

formed as described above.) Left^ (r.) knee — bend!'' The

1 This movement may be preceded by Rch. Crty. .sitt. L. ext. forw. Command,
"

. . . sit! Arms foriv.— lift! Left (?•.) ler/ foriv. — stretch.' Change legs— 07ie
.'

Tu^o ! ( 1^ Rch. crty. sitt.)." Later the change occurs in one motion hy a slight

jump. Command, " CAanve /egrs— one.'! Tied!!" . . .
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knee is bent as far as possible. " Knee— stretch ! " The knee

resumes its former flexion (about 90°). This can also be done

with previous heel-elevation and with one arm extended upward
(hlf

.
str. yard gr. hor. half st. pos.) as shown in the figure. The

movement can also be free-standing, and is then called

Horizontal Half. St. Kn. Flex.— It is executed as above, always

without heel-elevation. It may be done

from wg., yd., 1 str., str., or rest pos.

When onl}^ one arm is extended upward,

the position may be either left (r.) arm

up, and left (r.) leg lifted backward, or

vice versa. The last five movements are

both balance-movements and slow leg-

movements. Improving the flexibility

of the knee, they also improve the elas-

ticity required in jumping. Tlie str. and

half str. hor. half st. Kn. flex, are also

shoulder-blade movements, on account

of the difliculty of keeping the arms in

correct position.

Crook a h St. Pos. (Fig. 50). — Com-

mand, '-'•Left (r.) Jcnee vpicard— bend! "

The leg is slowly lifted forward and upward until the hip

and knee are bent at right angles ; the instep is stretched,

so that the toes are pointing downward ; the knee is point-

ing sideways forward. Common faults are to tip the shoulders

to the opposite side, to incline the trunk backward, and to

bend the knee of the leg that carries the body. "-Cliange

feet— one! Two!'' 1. The lifted foot is put down. 2. The

other leg is raised as above. For beginners the change of feet

is done quickl v and rhythmicall3\ as this is easier to do (seventy

Fig. 50.— Wg. Cr. a}^

St. Pos.
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:;o a hundred movements a minute). When done tliis way, the

'-
'

'~ ''-
~'^ knee is lifted somewhat higher. In this

form the exercise forms a substitute for

marching, when space does not allow the

latter ; and as marching, it can also be

Fig. 51. — Reach Gr. St. Alt.

Kn. Flex. Upw.

done on tip-toe — when a

slight motion forward is

allowed — and in double-

quick time.^

Beginners, who are not

able to take the crook half

st. pos. correctly, may for a

while be allowed to use sup-

port, the exercise then being

Reach Gr. St. Alternate Kn.

Flex. Upw. (Fig. 51), which Fig. 52. -« Wg. Cr. a Half St. F.
° ^

AND Ext. ; b Wg. i St. Pos. ; Wg.
is done on exactly similar « ^ st. Kn. Ext. Backw.

principles.

In the crook half st. pos. various exercises are done in

gression, as enumerated below :
—

Crook a ^ St. F. Flex, and Ext. (Fig. 52 a). — Command, '^

Flex.
Cr.

pro-

Left

1 Very advanced pupils may also do the slow movement from toe st. ; viz.

toe 4 St. pos.

Cr. a
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(/.) knee upward— hend ! Foot Jiexion and extension— dne!

Two!" . . . The figure is sufficient explanation.

Crook (I I St. Kn. Ext. Backw. (Fig. 52 6). — Command, " Left

(/•.) knee upward— bend I Knee backivard— stretch ! Upivard

— bend f . . . The knee is extended as far backward as good

posture will allow ; i.e., without bending the trunk foi'ward.^

Crook a ^ St. Kn. Ext. Forw. ^ (Fig. 53). — Command. . . .

''Knee foricard—stretch ! Bend I

Stretch .''*... Common faults

are, to lean over backward, and

to bend the knee of the carrying

leg. To correct these, supports

(Fig. 54) may be allowed for a

short time.

Crook a \ St. Kn. Abd.— Com-

mand, . . . "Knee ahduction —
one! Two!"" ... 1. The raised

leg is moved as far sideways as

good posture will alloAv. 2. It

is moved back to original posi-

tion. The shoulders (and triudc)

Fig. 5.3. — Crook o h.
St. Kn. Ext.

FoRW. Ck. h ^ St. Pes.

should not be twisted from side to side.^

In all these balance-movements, progression is made from

wing to yard, I'est and str. st. positions, as enumerated ; 3'et so

that when the leg moves forward the str. st. pos. precedes the

rest St. pos., as the former one is less apt to produce a faulty

posture in this movement. (See foot-note under 2 Kn. flex.)

1 Thi.s movement may be preceded by St. L. elev. backw. Command, " Left

(r.) ler/ hackii-ard— Uft .' Chaiif/e feet — one I Tico .' " the tinal position loolvin.u as

Fig. 52 b.

2 = Cr. b i St. pos. Tliis may also i»e taken by St. L. elev. forw. Command,
" Lrft (r.) leg fonoard— lift '.

"

3 There is also a Cr. b \ st. L. abd.
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St. L. Elevation

Sidew. (Fig. 55).

— Command, -

''Left (r.) leg side- '^
j

IV ay s — lift! " *~1

The weight of the I

body is removed V

to the right (1.)

leg, and the

straight left (r.)

leg is lifted side-

ways as far as

possible. The

shoulders are
, TIT Fig. 54. —Reach Gk. h St. Kn. Ext. Forw.
kept level, and

the trunk erect. ''Change feet — one!

Two!'' ... 1. The lifted foot is again

put down beside the other one. 2. The

other leg is raised as above.^ The move-

ment is made more difficult by using

either of the wing, rest, str., or yard st.

positions in the order enumer-

ated. The yard pos. is put last,

because, in this exercise, it is

more difficult to maintain than

any of the others. Finally, the

movement can be done from toe

St. pos.,2 when it is best to have

Fig. .5.1. -Wg. St. l. Elev. Sidew. the arms in stretch pos. Com-

1 The change can also be done in one count.

2 All the preceding movements, from Cr. « i st. onward, can also be done from

toe St. pos.
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maiul, ''Arms npicard— stretch! and heels lift! Leg-

elevation sideiv.— one ! Tico /"'... The movement is

executed with more sjjeed in this

than in the other positions.

Leg-elevation sideways is also a

lateral trunk-movement, since it

brings into play the muscles around

the waist ; but when used as such, it

is best done from other commencing

positions.

Among leg-movements we also

classify marching and running.

Marching in ordinary time is one

of the best slow leg-movements.

Marching on tip-toe is an excellent

balance-movement, and is one of

the best exercises to correct a

faulty posture. Command, '-'Hips

firm and feet— cl6se ! Heels

lift!

Slowly

forward

march—
one!
Two!''

This
move- —
ment is —~
also Fig. 56.— Balance Walking on Horizontal Bar.

done with neck tu-m or arms upward stretch, and later on with

-—
::-nj^
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the feet turned out. The shoulders shoukl be kept level

throughout the exercise, which is then one of the best means

of correcting the bad habit of tipping the shoulders from side

to side when walking. Taking place on tip-toe, the movement

also counteracts the tendency we all have to walk on our heels:

it teaches us to land on the balls of our feet, making the steps

springy and graceful.

As balance-movements, we can use various forms of balancing

on the horizontal bar (Fig. 56), an exercise which can be done

backward as well as forward, and is too familiar to us all to

need any description. The bar (at first at knee-height or lower)

should have the flat side up until the pupils have gained some

proficiency in the movement. After that the round side may

be turned up, and the bar may be gradually raised.
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Balance-Movements Grouped by Types.^

wg,
yd.

rest

str.

wg.
yd-

str.

rest

wg.
yd.

St.

close St.

std. St.

-< wlk. ((, h^ c, d. J

St. alt. toe-elev.

St. alt. toe and heel elev.

^ close toe st. slow march.

St.

std. St.

wlk. b, a, d, St.

< St. ^

std. St.
'

toe St.

toe std. St.

r

crty.

Tst.

std. sitt.

2 heel-elev.

( 2 Kn. flex, to crty,

( St. ]30S.

2 Kn. flex, to crty.

sitt. pos.

Bend toe st. 2 A. ext

yd. d toe
\ St.

H. rot.

] 2 A. ext. sidew.

I

yd. a 2 A. fling.

i str. yd. 2 A. ext
2 A. ext. upw.
yd. (^-2 A. elev.

sidew. ^

upw.

2 A. elev

with 2 Kn. flex.

wg.
yd.

rest

str.

<

std. St. i

wg. fallout, a, I), c, d, pos.

wg. fallout, b L. elev. backw.

r i sidew.
St. L. elev. | backw.

( forw.

cr. a i St. pos.

cr. a i St. F. flex, and ext.

cr. a i St. Kn. ext. backw.
cr. a I St. Kn. ext. forw.
cr. (I, I St. Kn. abd.

I , , , i L. abd.
! cr.Hst.jj^^j^.^_

reach I

crty. sitt. L. ext.

Reach cr. b i st. Kn. flex.

Reach cr. b | crty. sitt. ch. L.

wg. 1

yd.

i str.

rest

str.

^hor.ist. ifP^-.' - > Kn. flex.

J

I

str. hor. ^st. Kn. flex, to readier. 61 crty. sitt. pos.

1 For progressive list of balance-movements, .see Appendix.
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Synopsis :

Aim :

Contents

:

Types :

ARCH-FLEXIONS.

\ Cultivate extensibility of expiratory muscles.

( Supple the chest.

( P'alse (excentric action).
I
Sagittal.

i
True (passive extension), f Lateral.

S
Gr. arch st. 2 Heel-elev.

I Obliiiue gr. arch st. 2 Heel-elev.

Effects ,

Physical.

Physiological.

r Widen inferior chest.

J Straighten dorsal spine.

I

Flatten shoulder-blades.
[Uraw up viscera.

\ Thoracic aspiration.

I
Increased possibility of respiration.

'False ri. 2. wlk. r, 5, st.

to
I

3. Turn wlk. a st.

Progression .•'{ true
<J

4. Turn stride st.

I to 1
.5. Turn wlk. b st.

[ false. L G. Close st.

7. Turn st.

8. St.

9. Turn close st.
|

10. Stride st.
\

J

"] Progression

j

of l)ase

|- of false

arch-
flexions.

Limitation.''

Relations

\
Quantity: one in each lesson.

I Quality: proportioned to heaving-movement.

1. Prepare for heaving-movement.
2. Depend on shoulder-blade movements.

J 3. Reseuible abdominal exercises.

4. Prepare for vaulting.

\ heaving-movements.

I
vaulting.

Arch-flexions ^ consist of backward-flexions of the trunk exe-

cuted by an arching backward of the spine, each vertebra taking

part in the movement. The chest becomes lifted, the ribs are

spread apart anteriorly, and the muscles of the epigastric region

become stretched. As these, the muscles of forced exhalation,

ordinarily offer resistance to inhalation, the movement, cultiva-

ting their extensibility, diminishes the resistance and so produces

an increased possibility of inspiration.

The ribs being spread apart, the chest widens ; and as it also

becomes elevated its total capacity increases similarly as at

1 Swedisli : Spannbojninr/ = tense-heudiutj^, possibly ''span-bending." "Arch-
flexion " best empliasizes and describes tlie movement.
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inhalation ; the viscera become drawn up and the venous atHux

toward the chest increases.

The tirst effort of the movement occurs in the upper doisal

muscles, straightening this portion of the spine as well as flat-

teninof the shoulder-blades. Also the invertebral substances

become compressed behind, distended in front, and by constant

repetition the movement will make these effects permanent so

that the spine will be lield erect mechanically without special

effort.

Arch-flexions done on apparatus are called true, for here, after

arch. pos. has been assumed, the expiratory muscles are in

passive extension, the arch being maintained by the contrac-

tion of the posterior muscles, while in the free-standing or false

arch-flexions the anterior muscles are active to prevent loss of

equilibrium (unless the movement has been driven to the liga-

mentous limit of the muscles, when they are in passive exten-

sion) ; and although they are stretched, their extension cannot be

as complete as in the apparatus-movement. For the same lengtli

of lever the false arch-flexions are stronger than the true, for in

the latter the weight is carried by both hands and feet,^ while in

the former it is carried by the feet alone. For that reason true

arch-flexions precede the false ones of the same type
;
yet so

that free-standing backw. flex, precedes gr. arch st. pos., since

it is necessary to pass through the former in order to assume

the latter. An instance of this progression would be str. st.

arcli flex.— Gr. arch st. 2 A flex, and ext. — Str. arch st. 2 A
ext. upw.

Arch-flexions without rotation of the trunk are called sagit-

tal, those with rotation lateral. On apparatus the last kind is

produced by grasping with one hand below the other one,

1 Or at least not by the feet alone.
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the arch becoming stronger on tlie side of the lower hand.

Free-standing substitutes for lateral arch-flexions are those late-

ral trunk movements which consist of trunk backw. flex, from

preceding rotation, and which are to be coijsidered as empha-

sized trunk-rotations rather tlian as arch-flexions ; for here the

Ijlane of the hands is no longer parallel with that of the heels,

and hence the mechanics are quite different from those of arch-

flexions proper. Besides, wliile the true lateral arch-flexions are

stronger than the true sagittal ones, the false lateral are easier

than the false sagittal, the base usually being longer.

Typical arch-flexions are Gr. arch st. 2 lieel-elev. and oblique

gr. arch st. 2 heel-elev., the first being sagittal, the second lat-

eral, the movement in each increasing the passive extension

produced by the commencing position.

Progression of true arch-flexions is made by so changing the

movement as to increase the arch, the extension of the muscles.

In tlie free-standing movements progression follow's the usual

laws for change of base and lever, the elucidation of which

belongs to General Kinesiology. Speaking generally, the pro-

gression of arch-flexions should be slow, especially for women,

as the movement is quite severe.

The strong pressure on vessels and nerves occurring in back-

ward flexions of the trunk readily produces a backache from

spinal congestion. To counteract and prevent this, backw.

flex, should always be followed by forw. or forw. downw^ flex.

;

for if the trunk is bent forward (downw.) the posterior muscles

of the legfs become stretched, and an effect similar to that of

slow leg-movements is obtained —- at least a backache produced

by backw. flex, becomes at once relieved. For this reason the

abbreviation " arch-flex." stands for "• backw. flex, followed by

forw. (downiw.) flex."'
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Usually only one arch-flexion is given in each lesson,i and

it should precede the heaving-movenient if the latter is done on

apparatus. For the hanging pos. forcibly stretching the supe-

rior abdomen (epigastric region), a lameness will occur here,

unless the movement has been preceded by a gradual leadino'-up

to it by a milder form of extension. Besides, since the heaving-

movements cultivate the power of respiration, it is proper to

prepare for them by first increasing the possibility of respira-

tion : it is like taking off the tight clothing before beginning to

exercise. When the lessons consist chiefly of free exercises the

arch-flexion is best put nearer the middle of the lesson, as it is

then one of the strongest exercises in the lesson. In any case,

the arch-flexion sliould, as far as possible, be made to corre-

spond in strength to the heaving-movement of the same lesson.

The first effort of the arch-flexion being that of lifting tlie pec-

toral chest (by contraction of posterior muscles), it will be found

that the shoulder-blade movements of expansion will regulate

the progression of arch-flexions, so that none of these witli long

levers should be attempted unless the pectoral chest lias been

made sufficiently extensible. For if the pupil is " chest bound,"

the only flexion possible \\\\\ be in the lumbar region, and then

the movement ceases to be an arcli-flexion.

Arch-flexions resemble those abdominal exercises which con-

sist of backw. flex, of the trunk ; but in the latter the spine

remains straight and the body merely falls back, the details of

which difference will be dealt Avith more fully in the chapter on

abdominal exercises.

Some heaving-movements, like arch, hang., etc., and some

vaulting exercises include the effects of arch-flexions, but are

1 If there are two lieaviiiff-niovemeiits there is no reason wliy anotlier aroh-flex-

ion cauiiot precede the second heaving-movenient if the case sliould so require.
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not described as such ; for the rule is to chissify the movements

according to their most pronounced effects, even though there

are others definite enough to entitle them to reappear in other

groups.

Arch-flexions may be said to polish the execution of vaulting,

for in almost all vaulting exercises the form depends on a

correct arching of the body in the in-

termediate stages of the movement.

Good examples of this are face-vault

over box and leap-frog on buck or

horse.

In all the backward flexions de-

scribed below the whole spine should

partake of the flexion— that is, the

back should not be bent merely at

the waist. For this I'eason, let the

head begin the movement backward,

and let it be the last to move for-

ward. Respiration should be free,

and an occasional '•'•Breathe ! " from

the teacher is not out of place. An-

other excellent bit of advice when

backward flexion takes place is, '•'•Look

at the opposite wall!'' (or, if at the ^j^ 5-

stall-bars, '•'•Look at the bars ! ") ; this

reminds the pupil to let the head also move backward. In for-

ward flexion you say, ''Look at the ceiling ! '" which order pre-

vents the head from losing its good posture. Whether the

flexion is backward or forward, the knees should be kept

straisrht.^

T. Flex. Backw.

1 lu very deep backw. flex, a slight flexion of the knees is allowed.
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St. Arch Flex. — Command, '' Trunk backward— bendf Tlie

trunk is arched slowly backward (Fig. 57). The jjosition thus

arising is called arch st. pes. '' Upward —- stretch ! " The

trunk resumes fund. pos. '' Trunk forward — bend I " The

trunk is bent slowly forward with fully ex})anded chest (Fig.

58). Tliis position is called stoop st. pos. " Upward—
stretch ! " The trunk resumes fund,

pos. The movement can be done from

wlk. e, b^ close st., st., and stride st.

pos., going from the larger to the

smaller base.^ The progression of

lever is, wg., yd. c-., 4- str. wg., rest,

str. in backw. flex., and wg., 3^1. , str.,

rest in forw. flex. [Rest and i str.

wg. forw. flex, are to be considered as

shoulder-blade movements.] Thus w<3

have

wg. f wlk. c.
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the hands reaching out as far as possible. It is only after very

long practice that the liands touch the ground. '' Upward—
stretch ! " Tlie trunk resumes fund, pos., the movement com-

mencing at the hands, which are the first to move upward back-

wai'd. The small of the back should be concaved and the dorsal

part flattened during the

movement, so that the

back is not convexly

curved (in tlie familiar

attitude of a frightened

cat), but the chest must

be thoroughly expanded

throughout the move-

ment. The exercise is

also done from any of

the ff)ot-positions given

above, the order of pro-

gression beino- the

reverse. For chil-

dren and Ijegin-

ners the down-

ward flexion may

be done with less

attention to good y\g. 59. — Str. Std. St. T. Flex. Forw. and Dowxw.

})osture, and the

hands made to touch the floor: for, the arms being extended

upward (as related to tlie trunk), the compression of the chest is

never excessive. Done in this way, the final position looks as in

Fig. 60, which for an advanced pupil is decidedly faulty. When
thus done, the movement is executed a little more quickly.^

1 In orilcr that tlie anus, in swingins' up, may expand the che.st.
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If, after downward flexion, you Avish the pupils to stretch to

stoop st. pos., command, "•' Foricard — stretch!^' when the pupils

take the position marked by dotted lines in Fig. 59. This mode

of dividing the " upward stretch " into two parts is a good safe-

guard against faulty movement.^

If you wish to increase the effect of the backward flexion,

make the pupils stay in arch st. pos., and do some movement

while staying there. Thus we

have :

Str. Arch St. 2 A. Ext. Upw.

— Command, '•'•Arms upward —
stretch ! TriinTc backward —
bend/ Ann-extension upward—
one ! Tw6 ! . . . (for which

movement, see heaving-move-

ments.) Trunk upward —
stretch/^'' etc. The movement

mav also be done from bend

_ '•ys__;

Fig. 60. —Faulty Final Position IN arch St. pOS., which is a little

Trunk Flection Downward. • tti xi • -j.-

easier. I^rom this position

each arm may he alternately extended, the final position then

being half str. bend arch st. pos. Similarly we have

Bend arch. P,^f^t.sidew.
( alt. A. ext. upw.

Bend arch.
|

Str. arch.
\

Yd. a 2 A. fls.

2 A. ext. upw.
from <J

wlk. r, h.

close St.

St.

stride st.

> pos.

which need no special description.

A still further progression can be made b}' combining the

arm-movement with a diange of feet, as for instance

Str. Arch Wlk. b St. 2 A. Ext. and Change of F. — Command,

1 The progression of base in forw. dowinv. tlux. is std. st., st., close st., wlk. h

St., wlk. c St.
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" Left (;•.) foot forward place and arms vptcard stretch— one !

Tw6 ! " 1. Arms upward bend. 2. Arms upward stretch, and

left (r.) foot forward place. " Trunk backward — bend ! Arm

extension and change of feet—-one! Tw(j!'' ... 1. Arms up-

ward bend, and place the forward foot beside the backward one.

2. Place the other foot forward, and stretch the arms

upward. This exercise is quite powerfid. Similar

movements are :
—

Yd. c wlk. 6(c) arch st. 2 A. ext. sidew.

Yd. a wlk. h (c) arch st. 2 A. flg. f

Bend arch st. alt. A. ext. upw. and F. pi. forw.i

(Str.) Gr. Arch St. Pos. (Fig. 61). —
This is the first true arch-flexion. The

class stands at the bar-stalls, one pupil

at each, with his back turned to the

bars. Command, "^4 sliort step forward

— mdrch ! Arms iipward — stretch

!

Trunk backward— bend! (^Look at the

bars .') " The trunk is bent backward

until the hands touch a bar ; at first

the hands merely rest on the bar, later

on they grasp it with the palms under

the bar, the thumbs in front of it, and

both hands holding the same bar. If

one hand grasps a bar below that

held by the other, the position is called

oblique gr. arch st. (Fig. 75). If

only one arm is up, the position ^

is called half str. gr. arch st. (Fig. ' r'

62). The latter is stronger than

and ch. of F.

str. gr. arch st.

Fig. 61.—
Str. Gr. Arch St. Pos.

1 See foot-note 2 on page 90.
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In absence of apparatus the wall may serve for support, the

hands resting against it (Fig. 63). Or the pupils of the second

rank may serve as supports (Fig. 64). The command then is,

" First rank, arms upivard— stretch ! Trunk backward— bend !

Second rank, support — stand ! " The men in the second rank

place one foot backward so as to get a steady posture, and put

their arms up, the wrists of the first rank resting in the liands

of the second. Those giving the

support should take care not to

push the arms of the others for-

ward (and to remain as rigid as

possible). To avoid this tendency

the support may instead be given

by one hand on the neck (Fig.

65). Still another way is to do

the movement with neck firm, the

support then given at the elbows

(Fig. 66). This form is probably

the least productive of faulty pos-

ture, as here the weight of the

head pi-esses the arms backward,

forcing the chest to be vaulted.

To use living supports is usual-

ly not suitable for children,^ al-

though a skilled teacher may

safely try it also for them.

Instead of bending backward, beginners are apt to fall against

the apparatus, thus compressing their chests and pushing their

heads forward. To con-ect this, the movement should alternate

with the followinof one :
—

Fig. 62. — i Str. Gr. Arch St.

1 Because a cliiM is not steady eTioui?l» iiiid also likes to wrestle with the one

taking the movement.
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Fig. 03. Fig. 04.

Fig. 63. Fig. 6(5.
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Str. Support St. Arch Flex. (Fig. 67). — The horizontal bar

is put so low that it rests against the sacrum when the pupil

stands close up to it with his back turned to it. Command,

'''•Arms ^ipward— stretch! Trunk hackivard— hend ! " etc. The

bar now compels the pupil

to arch instead of falling-

backward. This movement

can also be done with

living supports (Fig. 68).

Command, " Numbers tico

( one ) chain sujjport —
stand ! " The indicated

numbers lock hands, and

rest them in the small of

the backs of those in

front of them, and take

the fallout h pos. for-

ward to gain a firm pos-

ture. The movement now

takes place in usual order.

Suitable only for grown

',' persons.

All of the movements

just mentioned are done

in stride, st. pos. as well,

and the flexion over the

bar can be made stronger

by adding 2 A. ext. in the arch st. pos. ; tluis we have—

Fig. 07.— Str. Stride St. T. Backw.
Flex, over Bar.

Bend arch. sup.

Yd. « arch sup.

( . 1 , ) 2 A. ext. sidew
^td. St. / ,, . p . ,

}

alt A. ext.
I

2 A. ext. S

upw.

std. St.
\

St. i

2 A. flK.
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The arch-flexion over bar can also be done from wg., | str.,

yd, c, and rest pes. These movements are easier than the cor-

responding free-standing exercises.

Str. Gr. Arch. St. 2 Heel-elev. (Fig. 69). — Command (after ar-

ranging the pupils at the apparatus), " Arms upward— stretch !

Trunk hackivard— bend! Grasp I Heels— lift! Sink! The

Fig. 68. — Str. Arch Sup. St. 2 A. Ext.

same— 6ne ! Two!'"' . . . Arms and legs must be kept straight.

When the heels are raised, the chest becomes still more arched

than when the feet rest fully on the ground. Unless the head

is kept well backward and the body generally well balanced, it

is not possible to do the movement without cramping the chest.

The movement may be done with living supports (Figs. 64,

65, 66}.
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Fig. 69. — Str. Gr. Arch St.

2 Heel-elev.
Fig. 70. — Gk. Arch Std. St.

2 Heel-elev.

Fig. 71. — Oblique Gr. Arch Std.

St. 2 Hkel-elev.
Fig. 72. — Gr. Arch St. Kn.

Upw. Flex.
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Gr.
Oblique gr.

i str. gr.

The same exercise can be done in stride pos.,

position also with oblique grasp and ^ str. gr. :
—

i
arch.

\ f''^''
^^-

I 2 Heel-elev.

Gr. Arch St. Kn. Upw. Flex. (Fig.72).—^After

the commencing- position (gr. arch st.)

has been taken, command, "Left (r.) knee /

upward— bend ! " The limb is

bent so that the thigh is hori- ^^^

zontal, the leg vertical,

and the foot pointing

downward. The other

limb remains

and in either

Fig. 73. — Gr. Arch St. Kn. Flex, and Ext.

straight. '•'•Change feet— one! Two!'" ... 1. The foot is put

down. 2. The other leg is raised in a similar manner. The ex-

ercise is done also with oblique grasp. For advanced pupils it may

be done as follows: ^'•Knee-elevation— ojie ! . . . Four!'" or, still

l^tev on, '•'•Knee-elevation— one! Two! One! Two!''' . . . when the

knee is quickly raised as soon as the other foot touches the ground.

Gr. Arch. St. Kn. Flex, and Ext. (Fig. 73). — Command . . .
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'•' Knee upicard— bend.' Knee— stretch/ Bend! . . . Change

feet— 6ne ! Two / "
. . . The knee is stretched as in cr. a \ st.

Kii. ext. forw. (see leg-movements). After some practice the

i
W
G

<

command will be, . . . '''Knee-flexion and extensio7i, left (?•.) leg

— one! . . . Four! Eight (?.) leg— one! . . . Four!'' Done

also with oblique grasp, and from toe st.
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Gr. Arch St. L. Elev. — Command, . . .
'' Left (r.) leg forivard

— lift ! " With straight knee and extended instep, the leg is

raised as far as muscuhxr resistance and good posture will allow.

'-' Change feet— one! Two! . . . Foot doivmvard— place!''

These movements can be combined with heel-elevation.

Gr. Arch St. L. and Heel-elev. (Fig. 74). — Command, . . .

''Left (/•.) leg forward — lift

!

Heel-elevation— due! Two! . . ,

Change feet!'' . . . Both of

these exercises may also be

done with oblique grasp.

^

Gr. Arch St. Hand Move-

ment Downwr. (Fig. 75). —
The movement can be done

(rt) so that the hands move

to the same bar. Command,

" Hand to hand movement

dotvnward— one! . . . Four!"

1. Left (r.) hand grasps the -

lower bar. 2. The right (1.) "^

hand is moved to the same

bar. 3. The right (1.) hand

is moved one bar down. 4.

The left (r.) hand follows. "-Upicard the sayne— one! . . .

Four!" takes place in the opposite order. (6) The hands

skip one bar. Command, ''Hand under hand movement— one !

Two !"...!. The left (r.) hand grasps the next lower bar.

2. The riglit (1.) hand grasps the bar below the one no\\^ held

by the left (r.), thus skipping one bar, etc. (c) Both hands

1 In oblique gr. arch st. pos. the lifted knee or leg should correspond to the upper
hand. For argument see appendix.

Fig. 75. — Oblique Gr. Arch St. Pos.
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move simultaneously. Command, '•'•Double hand movement down-

ward— one! Tw6!'" . . . The elbows are slightly Ijent ; and

b}' their rapid extension both hands are pushed from the bar,

which they let go in order to grasp the

next bar below (or next but one, if so

ordered). The movements are easier in

stride pos., and best in the latter when

the flexion becomes very deep. Flexible

individuals, especially children, will (after

some practice) be able to move tlie hands

Fig. 7(). — Gn. Arch St. from bar to bar Until both hands rest on
Pos., Hands on Floor. , ,, n-n • • • ^^ ^

the floor, ilus position is called gr. arch.

St. pos. hands on floor (Fig. 76). A '^ backward contortionist"

easily takes this position free-standing by doing str. stride st. T.

flex, backw. downw.^

Gr. Arch St. 2 A. Flex. (Fig. 77).

—

Command, . . . "Arms — hend ! .-

Stretch ! Bend I "
. . . The arms

are bent until the head touches the ^l

bars, and again stretched, the flex-

ion beino- slow, the extension a

little more rapid. This movement

cannot l)e done in good form un-

less the trunk is l)ent to horizontal -f

position, or still farther backward

(even until the hands rest on the Fig. tt. — Gr. Arch St. 2 a

floor). The same arm-movement is

done in stride pos.. as Avell as in the position shown in Fig. 74 :

and in any of these also with oblique grasp.

1 It is necessary to bend the knees a little, as otherwise the position is impos-

sible.
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Stride Fall Hang, to Gr. Arch Stride St. Pos. (Fig. 78). — After

the pupils have taken the fall hanging pos., with under grasp

(for which see heaving-movements), command, " Arch standing

position— 6ne! Two!''' ... 1. Tlie feet, which previously

rested on the heels, are now put fully on the floor, the body is

pushed forward into gr. arch st. pos., the radial border of the

hands resting on the bar, the thumbs held apart from the fingers,

Fig. 78. — Stride Fall Hang, to Gr. Arch Stride St. Pos.

and their cushions firmlv resting^ against the bar. 2. Commen-

cing position is resumed by turning the hands over, raising the

balls of the feet, and letting the body fall backward. This

movement contains the intermediate positions of forward somer-

sault over the bar (see jumping and vaulting), to which exer-

cise it is an introduction. All arch-flexions are increased in

strength, not only by changing the movement as above, but also
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by increasing the distance from tlie bars, and by making the

back\yard flexion deeper. A very strong movement can be

arranged by travelling sideways, feet on the floor, hands on the

bars, the hand and foot of the same side moving together ; the

movement is called gr. arch stride st. sidew. trav.

Small children are seldom able to do a correct arch-flexion on

apparatus (or other support for grasp), as they fall backward

Fig. 79. — Str. Gr. Stride Kneeling Arch Flex.

instead of bending. To correct this tendency, we give them a

movement called

Str. Gr. Stride Kneeling Arch Flex. (Fig. 79).— The pupil

kneels down in front of the stall-bars with his feet resting

against the wall, and his hands grasping as high a bar as he can

reach. Com\\vAm\ '' Arch-flexion— one! Two!"' ... 1. The

feet are braced against the wall, and the body arched forward

so that the knees rise from the floor. 2. Commencing position

is resumed.
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Synopsis of arcli-flexions :
^

wg.
'f

yd. c I

~

i str. wg. ^ ^
rest,

str.

[^arch-flex.

C . . C Oi C3
^ »> ^ ^ a: ^

bend arch.
|

2 A. ext. sidew.

bend arch.
|
alt. A. ext. upw.

bend arch. I 2 A. ext. upw.
yd. a arch.

|
2 A. fling.

yd. c arch wlk. h st. 2 A. fling, and ch. o. F.

(yd. c arch tiu-n wlk. a st. 2 A. fling, and ch. o. F.)

bend arch st. alt. A. ext. upw. and F. placing forw.

, j (turn wlk. « St.) 1 2 A. ext., and
str. arcn. .

^jj^_ ,^ ^^ j change of feet.

Gr. ,

Oblique gr. ^arch. <

i str. gr.

]
pos.

stride st. I 2 Heel-elev.

St. [2 A. flex.

J Hand trav. downw.

^ Kn. upw. flex.

f . ; Kn. flex, and ext.
^to^^*^-

h^. clev.

wg.
yd. c.

i str. wg.
rest.

str.

stride st.

St.

arch-flex, over bar.

^ . , ^ 2 A. ext. sidew.

Bend arch sup. ]
^."*^ e s . f

^^j^. ^ ^^^ ^

P^- ) 2 A. ext. l"P^^'

, , ( stride st. I .^ 4 .i

yd. a arch sup. ^ 2 A. flg.

1 For progressive list, see Appendix.
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Synopsis

Aim :

S ^

Types :

Effects :

HEAVING-MOVEMENTS.

j Cultivate contractility of inspiratory muscles.
) Elevate Chest.

Contents: <

, , , , ( H. flex.
Introductory. ; „ *''

) H. rot.

False

True -

2 A. ext.

\ extension. \ suspension,
contraction. resistance.

{2 A. ext. sidew.
Horiz. trav.

j

2 A. ext. upw.
[vertical trav.

lateral.
1
J>expansion.

I

vertical, j

Physical.

Physiological.

Psychological.

Expand pectoral chest.

Internal elevation.

Develop nuiscular arm.
"] Elongate spine.

Afflux in thorax and arm.
[increase intracardiac pressure.

( Increase respiratory power.
< Accelerate heart-beat and respiration.

( Relieve congestion of head and spine.

{ Consciousness of power.

\ Repose.

Progression : <

Mainly Individual.

Hang.
I

Cr. hang.
Fall "hang.

|
Stoop hang.

Climb hang. I Arch hang.
Bal. hang.

Quality

:

\ Proportioned to arch-flex., etc.

^. ., ,.
jv^aui,.;/.

( of same lesson.
Limitations : <;

'

IQuantitij : Two or more ni same lesson.

'
1. Regulate progression of arch-flex.

Delay use of abdominal exercises.

Can be substituted by shoulder-blade

movements and Lat. T. movements,

l'
arch-flex.

,, . , shoulder movements.
Merge into 4 ^i^aominal exercises.

[Lat. T. movements, etc.

Relations

:
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Heaving-movements are exercises cultivating the contractility

of inspiratory muscles, and elevating and expanding the chest

so as to permanently increase the respiratory power and capa-

city. These movements are usually exercises of lianging and

climbing, the body being suspended from the hands with or

without the additional support of one or both legs. Such exer-

cises are called true heaving-movements.

When the body is suspended from the hands a strong tension

occurs in those muscles which connect the thorax and arms,

especially in the pectorals ; that portion of the chest to which

these are attached becomes drawn toward the fixed insertion
;

i.e., the pectoral region rises and expands vertically. If the

body is made to swing in a transverse direction, so that the

weight is carried by each arm alternately, the thorax will at

the same time widen laterally. As the chest expands its vascu-

lar capacity increases and a greater afflux occurs toward this

region ; the intracardiac pressure and heart-beat increase, and

respiration is hastened. Secondarily, there is a diminution of

blood supply in other parts, the return current from abdomen

and legfs becomingr accelerated.

In hanging from the hands the vertebrae become drawn apart

from the sixth dorsal down. The veins of the spine become

stretched, and consequently the current through them is has-

tened (compare slow leg-movements) : the position relieves spinal

congrestion and tends to lessen nervous fatisrue. This effect is

emphasized by the increased afflux in the arms (caused by the

expansion of its muscles), producing a diminution of cerebral

blood supply.

The weight of the legs, communicated through the innomi-

nate bones is carried by the spine rather than by the muscles of

the abdomen (unless the hips are flexed into cr. pos., when the
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condition changes), which merely cany the pelvis and deter-

mine its angle to the spine. But the upper attachments of

these muscles are being spread apart as the ribs are drawn

toward the ultimate, fixed insertions in the hands, and conse-

quently the abdominal muscles become stretched from below

upward, the arch of the abdomen flattening and driving viscera

up (this effect is aided b}' the thoracic aspiration produced by

the position) ; in this way hanging from the hands becomes a

means of internal elevation instead of depression, as supposed

by some teachers of former days. But at the same time it is

true that if the weight is brought to bear too suddenly a lame-

ness will appear in the epigastric region (superior abdomen or

"inferior chest"); this, however, will not take place when a

proportionate arch-flexion has preceded the heaving-movement.

All the above effects, which are in a measure passive, become

emphasized if the carrying muscles are brought into contraction,

as when the arms are flexed, etc. ; and now the inspiratory mus-

cles are brought into active play, their power growing by repe-

tition and increase of movement ; besides, the muscles of the

arm will develop since they are being actively used for the

execution of the exercise.

The freestanding-movements of stretching both arms upward,

sideways, etc., have effects similar to those enumerated, the

expansion of the chest increasing with the speed of movement

(in accordance with the laws of penetrating energy), and in

absence of apparatus they are used as substitutes for heaving-

movements, — false heaving-movements,— and can then be in-

creased in power by changing the position of the trunk (turn,

arch), etc., so as to emphasize the expansion of the thorax.

2 A. ext. sidew. would correspond in effect to horizontal and

transverse travelling in hang, pos., 2 A. ext. upw. to vertical
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travelling. It is to be observed, however, that in the true heav-

ing-movements the upper ends of the muscles are fixed, Avhile

in the false the lower are comparatively stationary.

Some chest-weight exercises are to be considered as true

heaving-movements. The resistance offered to the contraction

of the muscles now is not tlie body-weight, but is much less,

and instead of the body rising toward the hands, the latter de-

scend toward the body. For those having weak muscles, such

exercises may form introductions to the heaving-movements on

stationary apparatus. It is to be remembered, however, that,

unless properly executed, chest-weight exercises are highly pro-

ductive of bad posture.

If the arms are extended slowly upward, with elbows drawn

well back, the Latissimus dorsi, Teres major, etc., are brought

into play, offering resistance to the antagonists, and we have an

effect similar to that of the true heaving-movements.

Arm-extensions with loose weights in the hands are not heav-

ing-movements, since they tend to a depression of the superior

chest rather than to its expansion. Piactised to excess, such

movements lead to a vertical compression of the thorax.^

The head-movements described among introductions are to

be considered as introductory heaving-movements. For the

head is connected with the chest by muscles in such a manner

that if it is bent backward and then raised with the chin drawn

well backward, the sternum becomes lifted through the tension

in the sterno-cleido-mastoids ; and if the neck is bent sideways

and then straightened, the first two ribs become raised by the

scaleni. Rotation of the neck will produce similar effects. By

repeated practice the muscles Avill shorten in such a manner as

1 Women especially get a very dumpy appearance from exercising with iron

dumb-bells and like apparatus.
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to permanently elevate the fixed point toward which the ribs are

lifted at inhalation ; and consequently the inspiration will be

habitually deeper. It is well said that '' the posture of the head

determines that of the chest," and, we

might add, it decides the depth of res-

piration.

The true heaving-movements by de-

veloping great muscular strength soon

produce in the individual a conscious-

ness of power and of its control for

slow heavy work. Tliey cultivate re-

pose, and differ in that respect from

such movements as vaulting, where it

is the executive rather than the poised

attention which becomes developed.

The heaving-movements are nearly

related to other classes of exercise.

So, for instance, lateral trunk-move-

ments, causing an expansion of the

chest, can be used as substitutes for

them in absence of the necessary ap-

paratus ; vaulting on double bar, over

bar with roj)e, etc., have effects in

common with heaving-movements; arch

hang. pos. is in a measure an arch-

flexion ; serpentines through ladders, etc., border upon lateral

trunk-movements ; cr. hang. pos. is partly an abdominal exer-

cise, etc.

The progression of heaving-movements depends largely upon

the individual's muscular development, so that men soon become

capable of very heavy work, while women, as a rule, \\\\\ be con-

FiG. 80.— St. 2 A. Flex.
Upw. ; Bend St. Pos.
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fined to the lighter types of movement. Exercises where the

weiglit is carried by tlie legs as well as by the arms are easier

than those where the arms alone are involved in the movement.

For advanced classes

a second heaving-move-

ment is applied toward

the end of the lesson

(before the jumping)
;

the second one is then

made stronger than the

first one, and as differ-

ent from the latter as

possible.

St. 2 A. Flex. Upw.

(Fig. 80). — Command,

"J.rw«s upivard— bend !
"

The upper arms remain

still; with moderate

speed the forearms are

bent upward as far as

possible with the hands

semi-closed in front of

the shoulders a n d

brought as far sideways

as possible. The elbows

should be held close to

the body. At the com-

mand, "-Position

!

" the arms resume fundamental position.

When the arms are bent upward, the position is called bend

pos., and this is the intermediate position of all arm-extensions.

2 A. Ext. Upw. (Fig. 81 «). — Command, " Arms upivard

Fig. si. — a 2 A. Ext. Upw.; Str. Pos.

h 2 A. Ext. Forw.; Reach Pos.
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stretch— one! Tw6!" 1. Bend pos. 2. The arms are quickly

extended upward, so that they are parallel, the palms of the

hands turned toward each other,^ the fingers of each hand held

together, and the arms carried as far backward as possible. This

position is called stretch (str.) pos. Common faults are to push

the head and abdomen forward.

2 A. Ext. Forw. (Fig. 81 h). — Command, '•'•Arms forward

stretch — 07ie ! Tic6 ! " 1. Bend pos. 2. The arms are thrust

quickl}' forward; the arms

are parallel and horizontal,

y^ and the palms of the hands

turned toward each other.

Til is position is called reach

pos. Common faults are to

push the shoulders and ab-

domen forward and to bend

the trunk Ijackward.

2 A. Ext. Sidew. (Fig.

82). — Command, "Arms

sideivays str etch— 07ie !

Tw6 ! " 1. Bend pos.

Fig. 82.-2A. Ext. Sidew.: Yd. cSt. Pos. 9. Tlie hands are thrUSt

in a straight line sideways from the shoulders, so that the arms

become straight, horizontal, and carried well backward, the

palms of the hands being turned downward. This position is

called yard c pos. (For other yard positions, see shoulder-blade

movements.)

To resume fund. pos. from any one of these positions, com-

mand, " Arms downivard stretch— one ! Two ! " 1. Bend j)OS.

1 If the palms are turned the opposite way, the chest becomes compressed and

the head pushed forward.
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2. The arms are stretched with moderate speed into fund. pos.

As the pupiLs gain proficiency, the command grows shorter

:

thus, if at first it is, ^'•Arms iqnvard stretch— one ! Tw6 ! " later

on it will be, '-'-Arms upward—
strStch! Tw6 ! " and still later,

^''Arms upward— stretch !
"

In absence of apparatus, these

movements serve as substitutes

for the heaving-movements, and

may then (as well as at other

times) be done twice or several

times in each direction. Other-

wise they are used as introduc-

tions, and as such form part of

every lesson, even for the most

advanced classes. A favorite

combination for advanced pu-

pils is, " Twice in each direction^

arms forward^ uptcard, sideways,

and dotvmvard— stretch!'''' (or,

" stretch— one ! Tw6 ! One !
"

. . .) For beginners, the reach

pos. should be tried last, as it is

the most productive of faulty -
-'^---

posture ; it should always be im- .

mediately followed by the j^ard c Fig. 83.-Str. Std. St. Pos.

pos., as this one has the quality of correcting these same faults.

When used as introductions, the 2 A. exts. may be combined

with a leg-movement, as, for instance, the str. std. st. pos. (Fig.

83) ; command, '"'"Left (r.) foot sideivays place and arms upward

stretch — 6ne ! Tw6 ! " 1. Bend st. jjos. 2. The foot is moved.
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and at the same time the arms are stretched as previously de-

scribed. (Compare leg-movements ; std. st. pos. for children
;

the command is then, '''Feet sideways place and arms upward

stretch— 6ne ! Tu'6 T'' each

movement of the arms being

accompanied by one foot-

movement.) In this man-

ner the various wlk. st. })0-

sitions can be practised, so

that the pupils get some

skill in taking the different

commencing positions quick-

ly and correctly. These in-

troductions are excellent for

the improvement of a child's

conception of rhythm and co-

ordination of motion, (For

other arm-extensions, see

shoulder-blade movements.)

When hanging by the

arms alone from a horizon-

tal bar, we can grasp the lat-

ter in three different waj^s,

as follows :
—

-

Under Gr. Hang. Pos. (Fig.

85).— The pupils stand fa-

cing the bar. Command,

" Under f/rasp — f/rdsp !
"

The pupils jump, and grasp the bar on the opposite side from

that on which they stand. The arms are straight, and the dis-

tance between the hands at least equal to the shoulder-width.

Fig. 84. — Over Gr. Haxg. Pos.
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If you wish the pupils to grasp on the same side on which thej

stand, the position is
I

-

Over Gr. Haug. Pos. (Fig. 84). — Command, etc., on

the same princi- -

pies as the previ-

ous exercise. If

one hand grasjis

each side of the

bar, the position

is called

Double Gr. Hang.

Pos. (Fig. 8 6),

which is done on

the same princi-

ples. (Best with

the groove up.)

When these

positions are prac-

tised for the first

time, the bar is

put so low that

ever y pupil can

easily reach it,

those who are

very tall some-

time s having to

bend their knees

slightly backward

in order not to stand on the floor after the hands have grasped.

In each one of these positions the pupils may pull themselves

up by bending the arms, the exercises being :
—

Fig. 85.— Under Gb. Hang. 2 A. Flex.
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Under Gr. Hang. 2 A. Flex. (Fig. 85).— Command (after com-

mencing position is taken as above), ^'Lift ! " With moderate

speed the pupils raise themselves as high as possible, the head,

elbows, and (straight) legs being carried well backward and the

chest forward. At the command, ''Sink ! " the pupils lower

themselves slowly

until the arms are

straight.

Over Gr. Hang. 2

A. Flex., and

Double Gr. Hang. 2

A. Flex, are done on the same principles.

These movements may be increased in

strength by increasing the distance be-

tween the hands ; by bending the arms

only to 90° ; or bj^ increasing the dura-

tion of the movement (by repeating it a

number of times). When repeated sev-

eral times, the movement should not be

done by quick jerks, but slowly and

evenly, a pause being made in each of

the two positions (bend gr. hang, and

str. gr. hang, positions).

Next in progression comes travelling

on the bar. This can be done in any of

the above |)ositions with the arms bent.

Double Gr. Hang. Hor. Travel. (Fig. 86). -

The pupil stands at one end of the bar, grasps it as above, pulls

himself up, and travels slowly to the other end by letting each

hand alternately grasp behind tlie other one, the head being

kept immediately under the bar (" the nose in the groove !
").

Fig. 8G. — Double Gr.

Hang. 2 A Flex., or

Under Hang. Trav.

Command, '•'Stdrt
I"
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The bar may be horizontal or inclined. The movement can be

done so that the head is alternately lifted above the sides of the

bar, and is stronger in tliat form. It is then called

Double Gr. Hang Trav. w. Alternate Elev.

Bv using eitlier of the other two grasps we get

Und. Gr. Hang. Trav., and

Over Gr. Hang. Trav., ^\•hich movements aie done at first by

moving one hand at a time, later on by moving both hands

simultaneously ; they are then called

Und. Gr. Hang. )

[
2 Hand. Trav.

Over Gr. Hang.
)

Beginners (women and chil-

dren) may travel with straight arms, and

the movement then is best done as

Over Gr. Hang. Oscillatory Travelling,

which exercise is done so that the impetus ^ V

for motion is received by oscillating the whole \^ ^^^
1

body (from the shoulders to the feet) from side to

side, the left hand movino- when the leo-s swinon to
Fig. 87 a.

the left ; the right when they swing to the right, the rotahy trav-

T 1 1 T . n , ,
• •

J 1 1
KLI.ING ON THE

distal hand moving nrst so as to maintain at least horizontal

shoulder-width between the hands. This exercise

corresponds to travelling in the rings (common in American gym-

nasiums), but is safer and more developing than the latter. Osc.

trav. can also be done with und. gr. and double gr., and is then

more difficult. Travelling with straight arms without oscillation

is harder, and produces more vertical and less lateral expansion.

One of the strongest horizontal-bar movements is the

Rotary Travelling (Fig. 87). — This movement is done as fol-

lows : Grasp the bar with the left (r.) hand, and hang with this

arm bent (as shown in Fig. 87 a), the right (1.) arm hanging
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down by the side ; the head is on the side of tlie bar opposite

Fig. 87 b. — Rotary Travelling on the Horizontal Bar.

the hand that grasps. Now tip the head back-

Avard under the bar, and rotate the body to the

right (1.) until the head is on the same side of

the bar as the left (r.) hand
;
grasp with the

right (1.) hand, the right (1.) arm bent at the

elbow, and let go with the left (r.)

^

hand. Hanging on the bent right |

""N. (1.) arm, rotate forward to the right L^
(1.) so that the head comes on the M *i

,

original side of the bar, when again R'-''^"^^^

','A

I

^

original sicie or tne oar, wiien agai

grasp with the left (r.) hand, and

continue the movement as just de-

scribed until the other end of the

bar is reached. Fig. 87 b shows the

grasp of the hands, the movements

starting with both hands on tlie bar.

If the bar is grasped so that tlie first

rotation takes place forward, it is a lit-

tle easier to continue the movement.

Travelling by means of the arms

alone can also be done upward be-

tween two ropes.
Fig. 89.

Double Gr. Hang. Vertical Trav. pi^^g. 2 A.

(hand above hand) (Fig. 88). — ^lex.

Gras})ing two of the vertical ropes, one in each hand, the pupil

r
Fig. Gr.
Hang. Vertical

Trav.
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pulls himself up as far as possible, extends one arm upward,

and grasps the rope a little higher, bends that arm to utmost

flexion, and repeats the movement with the other arm, and with

each hand alternately until he reaches the ceiling. He travels

downward in the same manner or by moving both hands at the

same time, — a short distance at a time, and with the arms

Fig. 90. — Vertical Travelling
ON Perpendicular Ladder.

Fig. 91.— Over Gr. Hang. Teav.
ON Inclined Ladder.

always bent. Before any upward travelling takes place, 2 A. flex,

alone (Fig. 89) should he practised ; and for advanced pupils

this movement may be done two or three times after the ceiling

has been reached (or when the pupil has gone as high as he can)

before travelling" down aofain.

Figs. 90, 91, and 92 show how a corresponding exercise can

be done on ladders and stall-bars, the movement then being done

with over grasp.
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Fig. 92.— Over Gr. Hang. Trav.
ON Stall-Bars.

J
-==-^.-

Fig. 93. — Somersault Back-
ward Between Kopes.

Fig. 94 a.— Somersault with Assistance.
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Between the ropes we can also turn a somersault backward, if

we hang on straight arms, lift the legs forward upward, and tip

the head and shoulders backward, coming back the opposite

way. Tins is called

Somersault Backw. betw. Ropes (Fig.93).— In this movement,

skilled athletes are able to hold themselves in horizontal posi-

tion with upturned face or facing downward (after turning the

somersault). Beginners should be

assisted as shown in Fig. 94 a and

b. Beginners may be given an in-

troductory exercise on stall-bars, as

shown in Fig. 95. Command,

''Forward dowmvard— bend! Grrdsp!

JStoop hanging positio7i— 07ie f Two!''''

... 1. The legs are lifted so that

the whole back of the bod}'- rests

against the bars. 2. The feet are

again put on the floor,

2 Cr. a Hang. Pos. (Fig. 96). —
The pupil grasps one of the stall-

bars (or double or single bar, as in

Fig. 96 b and Fig. 97) as high up as Fig. 95. — Stoop Hang. Pos,

., , 11 , • 1 ,
ON Stall-Bars.

possible, and hangs on straight arms

with his back resting on the bars.^ Command, ''Knees upward

— bend!'''' Both knees are bent upward (as in cr. a ^ st. pos.).

'•^Knees doivnivard— stretch!'''' The legs are stretched down-

ward again.

Beginners may at first be made to lift one knee at a time.

Command, ''Left (r.) knee upiv. ^ bend ! Change— one! Two!

. . . Knee doumward— stretch .^
" 1

2= Cr. a hang, with the other leg.

1 This position is called introfl. to or. hang:.

Introduction to cr. hang.
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2 Cr. a Hang. Alternate Kn. Ext. — Command, ''Knees uptvard

— hend ! Knee-extension— d^ie ! Tw6 !
"" ... 1. The left (r.)

knee is extended forward so that the leg is horizontal. 2. The

left (r.) knee is bent while the right (1.) knee is extended in a

similar manner.

2 Cr. a Hang. 2 Kn. Ext. (Fig. 97). — Command, '-'Knees vp-

FiG. '.w;. — 2 Cr. a Hang. Pos. a, On Stall-Bars; h. On Double Bar.

ward— bend! Forward— stretch! Bend! Stretch!''' . . .

Both legs are stretched simultaneously.

Cr. Hang. 2 L. Elev.— Command, " Grasp ! Legs forward—
lift!'' Both legs are lifted to horizontal position. This pos.

is caUed 2 Cr. h hang. ''Sink ! " The legs are lowered. The

movement may be preceded by Cr. hang. L. elev.

2 Gr. Hang. 2 L. Swing over Bar (Fig. 98). — Apparatus:
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double-bar. Command, '' Grrdi<p !
"" The pupil grasps the upper

bar. "'Leys forward swliiy— one ! Two / " . . . The pupil

V.----

FiG. 97.-2 Cr. a Hang. 2 Kn. Ext. Forw.

swings his legs straight forward over tlie bar from side to side.

2 Cr. h Hang. 2 L. Abd. (Fig. 99). — Command, "'- G-rdsp

!

Legs forward— lift! Ley ahduction— one! Two!^' ... 1. The
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legs are brought as far apart as possible. 2. The legs are again

brought together. The legs remain lifted into horizontal posi-

. oC2?^,n<^,.-._.

M

Fig. 98.-2 Gr. Hang. 2 L. Swing, over Bar.

tion and the feet are extended throughout the movement.

Later on, the six preceding exercises are done with bent arms

(Ijend 2 cr. hang. pos.).
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Over Gr. 2 Cr. h Hang. 2 A. Flex. (Fig. 100). — Command,
" Grasp ! Legs forward— lift

!

Arms — lend ! ( or Lift ! }

Stretch ! (or Sink / )
"

. . .

2 Cr. 6 2 Gr. Hang. Trav.

(Fig. 101) is done on the same

principles as 2 gr. hang, trav.,

except that the legs are lifted

to horizontal position.

2 Cr. h Hang. Somersault

backw. over the Bar. — The

pupil liangs on straight arms,

at first with under grasp, later

on with over grasp, and lifts

his legs forward until his feet

touch the bar ; now he pulls

himself up on bent arms, and,

Fig. 99. — 2 Cr. h Hang. 2 L. Abd.

in SO doing, throws his legs over the

— bar (by tipping his head backward),

Fig. 100.— Over Gr. 2 Cr. h

Hang. 2 A. Flex.

tips his trunk backward

(Fig. 102), as in the

somersault between the

ropes, and finalh^ comes wholly over on tlie other side of the bar

on which he rests by his hands. In this position the arms are

Fig. 101.— 2 Cr. h Under Hang. Trav.
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straiglit, the abdomen leans against the bar, the body is grace-

fully curved backward, and the head is carried high. This

position is called

Balance Hang. Pos. (Fig. 103). — Another way of taking this

position is to grasp the bar with both hands (over gr.), and with

one knee over the bar, to swing the other leg quickly backward,

so that one comes up sitting astride the bar; then the forward

leg is lifted backward over the bar and placed beside the other

one. This movement, called i Kn. hang, to bal. I sitt. and bal.

Fig. 102. — Intermediate Pos. of

Somersault over the Bar.

Fig. 103. — Balance Hang. Pos.

hang., is familiar to all " horizontal-bar performers," and hardly

needs illustration. Instead of taking the balance hang. pos. you

may bring the backward leg over the bar and sit on the latter

(high sitt. pos.). From this position you can now turn a som-

ersault backward, as shown in Fig. 104.

(In a schoolroom the balance hang. pos. can be taken by the

pupil standing in the aisle and placing his hands on the desks

each side of him ; if now he raises his knees forward, the posi-

tion corresponds to the 2 cr. a hang, pos.)
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In the balance hang-., liio-h i sitt nnrl h\n]^ o,-ff . ^ • i ,to-i^^^cjii 2 siLi'- ana nign sitt. jjos. we mig-ht

travel along the bar, which

movements need no descrip-

tion.

A great many other move-

ments, suitable for advanced

pupils, might be done in

these three positions,

but they will not be

^- described here.

Exercises in cr.

hang. pos. are abdominal ex-

ercises as well ; and, when a

heaving-movement of tliis

kind is apj^lied, it usually

appears in the last half of the

lesson, and the abdominal ex-

ercises may be eliminated

from tliat lesson.

Fall Hang. Pos. (Fig. 105).

— The bar is put at hip-

height. Command, ''G-rdsp!''

The pupils place their hands

on the bar. ''Feet forward
— pldce!'' The pupils
swing their legs quickly for-

Avard under the bar, so that

they hang on straight arms

witli heels resting on the

floor. The body is straight
from the head to the feet, or slightly arched, the head is back-

Fig. 104.

High Sitt. Somersault Backw.
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ward, and the chest is vaulted. '•'PoHitlon ! " The pupils re-

sume commencing position. {^'Tlw same— due! Tiv6 1 ""^

Arch Hang. Pos. (Fig-. 10()). — The bar is nearly shoulder-

high. Command, "'Crrdsp! Feet backward—pldcef The

feet are placed as far backward as possible, with the insteps

stretched so that the bod}^

rests on the tips of the toes.

The arms are straight. ^

'"'Position !
''

etc., as above.

Change between Fall and

Arch Hang. Pos. — Command,

^''Feet forward— pldce I Feet

Fig. 105.— Fall Hang. Pos.

backward — pldce ! " The arms remain straight while the feet

are swung backward into arch hang. pos. ''-The same— 6ne

!

Tw6r' ...

In either position arm-flexion can be done on the same piin-

ciples as in the other hanging positions. These exercises are

called

^ This position includes the effect of arch-flexion, but is classified as a lieaving-

movenient, since the ui>i)er end of the muscles are fixed and the feet form only sec-

ondary support, while in arch-flexions the lower ends are fixed and the feet form
the chief support.
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Fall Hang. 2 A. Flex, and

Arch Hang. 2 A. Flex., and do not need any description.

In either position sideways travelling can be done by moving

the liands sideways on the bar and the feet on the floor, opposite

hand and foot moving simultaneously. Sagittal trav. can be

done from 2 gr. fall-hang,

p o s . and resembles u n d

.

hang, trav., except that the

feet drag on the floor or

walk in rhythm with oppo-

site hands. These *m o v e -

ments, at first done with
straight arms, later from

bend fall-hang., etc., pos.,

are suitable as introductions

to other hanging positions.

All these exercises are

increased in force by low-

ering the bar or by bring-

ing the hands farther apart.

In this manner the arch

hang. pos. can be made to

bring about a most forcible

expansion of the chest.

The exercises can be ar-

ranged in the schoolroom by placing the pupils in the aisles

(facing the back part of the room) and letting them grasp the

desks on each side of them.

The following movements are various forms of climbing,

which are especially suitaljle for children, although they should

be done by grown persons as well.

Fig. 106.— Arch Hang. Pos.
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Climbing the Inclined Rope (Fig. 107)- — The hands grasp the

rope, right (L) hand above, and // the left (r.) knee is

swung over the rope, while the

straight down. Travelling up-

the following or-

jfl'1 right (1.) leg hangs

hand grasps above

and then the left

tlie rope,

is swung

ni o V e -

tal bar, which may

travelling is at-

the legs should be

hand alternately

u n d e r the otlier /

Fig. 107

ward is now done in

der: The left (r.)

the right (1.) one,

(r.) leg is swung off

and the right (1.) one

on to it.^ The same

ment is now done

with the other hand and leg,

and so on till the ceiling is

reached. The movement can

also l)e done on the horizon-

then be inclined. Before

tempted, the movement of

practised alone, while one

/ g r a s p s over and

one, which remains

Fig. 108. — Introduction to Inclined Hope Climb.

in one and the same place. For children, this can be arranged

1 Each liinb moves separately: " One, two, three, four " (hand-leg, haiul-leg).
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109) is done on

legs are up and

by tilting a long bar against the bar-stalls (or into a corner),

while another pupil fixes its lower end by placing his foot

against it (Fig. 108). ^
Inclined Rope Climb. Backw. (Fig. A'

similar principles, except that the 'V

the head down.

Rotary Climb, on Incl. Rope,

the rope, face turned toward

grasp 2 gr

gether, and

h a n d is

right (1.)

Fig. 109.

—

Inclined Rope Climb. Backw.

move the u^^per hand above the knee, grasping with und. gr.,

the other hand following, grasping still higlier and from the

Fig. 110 (i.~2 Rotary Climbing Fig. 110 h.

ON Inclined Ropk.

same side (pos. of hands is now ov. gr., the previously lower
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luiiid being the higher), swing the knee off, and let the previ-

ously free leg swing over the rope above the hands and from

the same side as these have grasped. Repeat until the ceiling

is reached.

2 Rotary Climb, on Inclined Rope (Fig. 110). — Both hands

grasp the rope with over grasp, the body is pulled up on bent

arms, and both legs are swung over the rope above the liands

K

(Fig. 110 ci). Now move

time, upward, and grasp the

side, so that the hand that

above the otlier one (Fig.

movement of the legs, as

these procedures as high up

(Suitable only for ^i-f-?;??^ ^^

,

strong individuals.) ^t.i)^t-J^

In each of these

movements y o u m a y

come back by climbing

downward on the same 'y

principles as you climb

up in the first of the

exercises. If possible.

both hands, one at a

rope from the opposite

was below now comes

110 ^> ) . Repeat tlie

above, and continue

on the rope as you can.

Fig. 111.— Climbing the
Vertical Rope.

eacli pupil, upon reach-

ing the ceiling, should climb down on a rope sus- V^

pended from the same place as the inclined rope (or on

some other apparatus), as this will save time.

Vertical Rope Climb (Fig. 111). — Grasp the rope Avitli "'

the hands, pull the legs up, and take the rope between the feet

as near the hands as possible, the left foot being in front when

the right hand is uppermost, and vice verm. Keeping the grasp

with the feet, extend the knees, let the liands glide up as high
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as possible, and grasp the rope so that the hand which was below

shall now be above the other one. Pull the legs up, and take

a new grasp (as above), etc., all the way to the top. To come

down, move hand under hand and let the feet slide down the

\.

; W

-rD—

Fig. 112.—Climb-

ing THE Pole.

Fig. 114.

—

Sliding Down the
Rope, Head First.

Fig. 113.

—

Climbing Down
THE Rope, Head First.

rope, the legs being well drawn up. The movement can be

done on the vertical poles as well (Fig. 112).

Instead of coming down as just described, you can descend

head first, hand under hand, as in Fig. 113, or by letting the

feet slide on the rope, while the arms are extended sideways,
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as in Fig. 114. These modes, however, should not be attempted

by any but advanced pupils, who, with assistance, have learned

how to turn tlieir feet up and grasp the rope, this being done

near the floor.

-/

Fig. 11.' Tkavelling fkom Rope to Rope.

Trav. from Rope to Rope (Fig. 115). If several ropes (or

poles) are hanging in a row, the pupils may travel from rope

to rope, taking one grasp (and one " lift " ) on each rope, and
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steadily rising. When the ceiling is reached, they travel along

on the same level till the last rope is reached, and then slide

down in any of the ways described above. (ComjDare under gr.

hang, vertical trav. on ropes.)

Zigzag Vertical Serpentine through Vertical Ladder.— A pupil

crawls into one of the openings, and, sitting on one of the

rounds, he grasps the next (or second) round above with his
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obliquely below, and slides down, feet first, in a manner simi-

lar to his ascending (Fig. 116 b). As soon as there is room,

another pupil starts ; and in this way a constant current of

pupils is kept going up in one half of the ladder and down in

the other half.

Another form of serpentine is shown in Fig. 117, where the

pupil climbs diagonally from opening to opening, the move-

ment being a little easier than the preceding one on account

Fig. 117. — Spiral Serpentine through Vertical L.vdder.

of more space. It is usually done so that two pupils sit on

the lowest round facing in opposite directions, start at the

same time, and follow each other all the way up and down,

crawling not only in and out through the openings, but, at

the same time also, around each other. This is called spiral

serpentine. Care should be taken to make tlie pupils change

places and face the opposite way on alternate days, so as to

secure symmetrical development.
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Rr

Fig. lis. —Outside Serpentixe (around the Sidepiece of Ladder).
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Fig. 119. — Spiral Rerpextine Downward, Head First.
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The serpentine can also be done around the side-piece of the

ladder, as shown in Fig. 118 ; a and b show-

ing the movement upward ; c, t?, and e down-

ward. You can also slide downward, head

first, as shown in Figs. 119 and 120 ; 119 a

showing the mode of turning ; b, c, and d

different stages of the movement. It can

also be done by sliding around the vertical

without grasping with the hands, the fric-

tion of the foot around the vertical prevent-

ing a fall, and tlie outstretched arm (as Fig. 120.—Outside Ser-

. -r-" ^ ^ r\ i
•

i
PENTINE DOWNWARD,

shown in lig. 119 e, except that the right Head Fir.st.

-<ax>^~

\/

Fig. 121. — Diagonal Serpentine Downward, Head First.

hand should grasp the left arm between shoulder and elbow

instead) guiding the way.
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Of these movements, the second is the easiest, but the first is

used more, as it takes less time, if the class is large.

Fig. 122.— a. Horizontal Serpentine, Head First.

6, Corresponding Exercise on Double Bar.

The corresponding form of climbing can be done in the hori-

zontal ladder, the motion being similar to that described in the

Fig. 1'23. — Horizontal Serpentine, Feet First.

second of the preceding movements. Tlie climbing is done either

diagonally, head first upward and feet or head first downwaid

(Fig. 121), or in and out through openings on the same level,
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either head first (Fig. 122), or feet first (Fig. 123). In total

absence of ladders, a similar movement is done on the double

bar, as shown in Fig. 122 6, where the

pupils climb from side to side around

each other. In the horizontal ladder,

the pupils can soon travel downward,

head first, whereas in the vertical lad-

der this takes more time to learn. Be-

sides the above serpentines, there are

numerous variations of these and also

other movements which may be done

on the ladders and which hardly need

description.

An excellent exercise to cultivate the

habit of using the opposite limbs simul-

taneously we have in the ordinary lad-

der climbing, as shown in Fig. 124.

The command is, " Upward march —
due ! Tw6 .'"... At the start, both

feet are on the floor, and both hands

grasp as high a round as they can

reach (on the rope-ladder the hands

grasp, the side-ropes) ; at " owe," the

left foot is moved one step up, and at

the same time, the right hand grasps

above the left one ; at " ^wo," the right

foot moves one step above the left,

while the left hand grasps above the ^il] 124 — Ci

right one, etc. This movement, whicli

may precede all climbing on ropes or poles, is one of the easiest

of the heaving-movements. It can be done on ordinary vertical

yLiMBiNG Rope
LADDKK.
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(or inclined) ladders, on rope-ladders (Fig. 124), and on stall-

bars with or without the help of a rope (Figs. 125 and 126).

Fig. 125. — Climbing
THE Stall-Bars.

Fig. 127.— Sidew. Tuav. on Stall-Bars.

_ r -• ,
—-^—

—

On^

Fig. 128.—Reach Gr. Cour- Fig. 129.—Beach Gr. Forw. Lying 2 A. Ext.

TEST SiTT. 2 Kn. Ext.

For children, and in absence of other apparatus than stall-

bars, some simple substitutes for heaving-movements can be
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arranged, as shown in Figs. 127, 128, and 129,

which hardly need exphination.

The sidew. trav. on stall-bars (Fig. 127) can

be done in either of two ways ; a, hand and

foot of the same side move at the same

time ; ^, the hands move together and the

feet together, the movement becoming a sort

of jumping.

There is no class of exercises more needed

by the growing generations than the heaving-

movements, and in anj- room (schoolroom) some

simple contrivance can easily be put up so that

at least some form of these movements may be

ajiplied..

Synopsis of true hearing-movements classi-

fied by commencing-positions :
—

Und.
Over \ gr. ban
Double )

\

i pos.

g. < osc. trav. i bend
( 2 A. flex, to \ bal. >

bang.
. ^c,. h bang.
( bal. liani?.

ir-'

Fig. 126.

Climb. Ladder
WITH Help of

A KOPE.
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Sidew.
Vertical.

Oblique rope
or

Inclined bar.

Hor. bar.

Vert. rope.

Vert. pole.

Ladder.

Fallhang.
Bend fallhang.

trav. on stall-bars.

cli. Leg.
trav. H. first.

-:; trav. F. first,

trav. rotary,

trav. 2 rotary.

i Kn. hang, to i sitt.

ov. gr. Kn. hang, to sitt. (sit up
from '' skin a cat").

Head first.

hor.

vert,

diagonal.
trav.

Feet first, vert. trav.

Head up; down head first.

^ Feet up; down head first.

Hor. serpentine.

Diagonal serpentine.

\
H. first.

( F. first.

\
H. up, feet down.

(
H. up, head down.

Vertical serpentine. <(

f diagonal,

spiral.

zigzag,

l^ out. spiral.

^ «, Head up and
; feet down.

f 6, Head up and
J head down.

pos.

2 A. flex, r transv.
hor. trav. j sagittal. S

vert, trav.i )

alt. L. elev. (Fig. 175).

Hands and feet.

Hands, feet drag.

Bal. hang.

pos.

trav.
one hand at a time;
both hands.

\ transverse (hor. bar).

i
sagittal (parallel bars).

j

2 A. flex.

I

to i sitt. (also sidew. trav. ) + Somersault forw. or backw.

1^ to sitt. (also sidew. trav.) + Somersaidt backw. (or its reverse).

und. gr.
H. rot.

ov. gr.

und. gr.

double gr. ( + vert. trav. ).

alt. elev.

Bend hang. -^ over gr.

rotary.

double
luid.

over

hor.

diag

hr
vert. trav.

> gr. ; ., , , lior.{° i 2 hand. .

) r vert.

trav.

trav.

1 Travel iii» a rope liand over hand into str. gr. st. pos. from lying on tlie floor.
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Stoop hang.

Cr. hans:.

pos.

2 A. flex.

J
Somersault (+ high sitt. Somersault).
hor. / .

. / trav.
vert. )

vert. 2 hand. trav.

' introductory jios. 1

a pos. / one / , / ,v V-
4os.}both|l«g- K-\%"ev
2 L. elev. J

^ ^^- "^-^•

( und. gr.

Somersault. } over gr.

( double gr. (ropes).

2 L. abd. (fi'om 2 cr. a or h).

Bend cr. h hang. 2 gr. trav. ;° * / vert.

Bend cr. h hang. over. gr. hor. trav.

Bend hang. trav. forw. and 2 L. swing, over bar.

Arch hang. -;

' on upper stall-bar.

on ropes,

on hor. bar.

2 A. flex,

vert. trav. (to stand, pos. from lying on floor).

hor. trav. \ ^^^^f/' ( Hands
) sagittal. )

iiancis.

L. elev. backw. \
Hands and feet.
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SHOULDEK-BLADE MOVEMENTS.

Synopsis: —
Ai)n :

Contcnis

Types :

\ Increase sphere of activity of shoulder-

/ joint and skill of hand.

\ Movements of arms witli isolation

of chest and head.

S
2 A. flg. -

) 2 A. elev.

Phvsical.

expansion.
— localization.

Effects

.

( Correct localization of shoulder.

I

Widening of pectoral chest.

J
Straightening of dorsal spine.

)
"Widening of shoulder-girdle.

I

Broadening of back.

[ Equal development of brain-halves.

Physiological.

Psychological.

I

j Improved action of organs in

I chest and abdomen.

f Localization of thought.

J Concentration of mind.

I

Symmetrical development of faculties.

(^ Multiplication of mental power.

Progression

Limitations :

1. St.
I

5. Turn fallout o.

2. Stoop St.
I

G. F. gr. fallout,

o. Fallout St.
I

7. Ilor. l st.

4. Forw. ly.

Quantity
Quality:

T'wo or more in each lesson.

Expansion before localization.

BeIation.<

1. Substitutes for heaving-movements.
2. Regulate progression of arch-flexions.

3. Regulate progression of respiratory exercises.

Shoulder-blade-movements are exercises of the arms, usiiallv

done in some position producing isolation of chest and liead

in sucli a manner that the arms become educated to move inde-

pendently of shoulder-blade, trunk, and head ; in other words,

cultivating away the involuntary co-ordinations (inco-ordina-

tions) and the rigidity of this region. The individual who

lacks physical cidture, as a rule, is ''chest bound ", i.e., his pec-

toral muscles have shortened, the shoulder-width has diminished,
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the coracoid process is drawn forward, and the shoulder-blade

protrudes so that its mobility has lessened. By such move-

ments as 2 A. flg, (sidew. or upw.), a strong tension is brought

to bear upon the pectorals : their extensibility gradually in-

Qreases, and they become longer; the transverse dimension

of the clavicular region increases, the collar-bones straighten-

ing; and the pectoral region rises ; the coracoid process moving

backward, the scapula sinks, and its inferior angle flattens on

the back. Simultaneously the dorsal spine is pushed forward

through the contraction of the trapezii, rhomboidei, etc., acting

upon these vertebree as a system of forces, the resultant of

which is sagittal. If these movements— called shoulder-blade-

movements of expansion — are followed by movements of

localization, like Yd. d stooj? st. 2 A. elev., etc., the back will

widen and give more space for the scapulfe to move over,

and besides, these are brought into play in such a manner as

to highly increase their mobility.^ At the same time the arm,

in its movements, becomes in a measure independent of the

scapula, thorax, and head so that arm-movements no longer

produce visible disturbances of posture in these parts. As the

chest rises and widens, the organs in it and in the abdomen

gain more freedom and better relative positions, their functional

activity improving proportionately.

Shoulder-blade-movements of localization require a high

degree of muscular isolation, and depend on a precise concept

for exactness of execution, consequently they cultivate the

ability of associating impulses correctly for motion of some

parts during the repose of those adjacent. The power of choos-

ing correct pathways for motor impulses and of inhibiting the

1 To have the shoiiklers " drawn back" so as to bring the scapulae near the

spinous processes produces rigidity. A wide back, on the other hand, leads to

mobility as well as to strength.
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radiation of the latter grows proportionately as the movements

become more perfect: the pupil learns how to concentrate his

attention and how to correctly localize his efforts of volition.

In the unilateral (^ str. pos., etc.) and bilateral (J str. yd.

pos., etc.) movements, the gymnast is exercising one-half of

the brain independently of the other ; and by practising the

movements equally to both sides, or with an exaggeration

on the '\\eaker side, the two halves of the Ijrain (at least as far

as motor areas are concerned) may become equally developed,

since development will follow exercise, in brain-cells as well as

in other parts of the body. It may be possible to accomplish

as much witliout gymnastics ; but in study or in abstract think-

ing there is no proof that one side of the brain is used more

(or less) than the other, while in the movements just named

it is known as an absolute fact that one side of the brain is

used when the opposite limb is put into voluntary motion, and

then there is a concrete proof of what is going on in the mind.

It is true this effect ma}^ be obtained from other movements

as -well as from shoulder-blade-movements ; it is to be noted,

however, that a very much closer relation exists between tech-

nical skill in hand and arm and mental ability than between

the latter and proficiency in other parts ; so it might be said

that this class of exercise especially emphasizes such effects.

As there is no definite separation of motor, intellectual, and

sensory centres, but a majority have a multipolar action, the

qualities developed for locomotion will be present for intellec-

tion as well, so that the individual who has developed a liigh

degree of unilateral skill physically will possess it mentally too.

In tliat manner the mental capacity is nudtiplied so that intel-

lectual work is executed not only by the one stronger hemi-

sphere, but as much by the other which now has attained equal
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power. The experience in schools ^yhere educational gymnas-

tics have been correctly applied, i.e., in accordance with the

laws of psychology as well as those of physics and physiology,

will bear this statement out as being something more than mere

theoretical deduction.

^

The progression of commencing positions in shoulder-blade-

movements is from st. to stoop st. in accordance Avith the laws

of leverage (lever of weight grows longer), and from these to

fallout a, b, c, (7, forw. ly., turn fallout «, F. gr. fallout and

hor. J St. in conformity with the law that movements are easier

when the two ends of a muscle are drawn farther apart in the

commencing pos., harder when they are brought nearer together,

also because the simple precedes the complex. Within each

position the progression of the arm-movements is largely depend-

ent on co-ordination, but also in a measure on the law of concen-

tric and excentric muscular activity.

As a rule, it is well to give more than one shoulder-blade-

movement in each lesson, their effects being much needed by

the average individual. It is well to remember, however, that

too many such exercises will overdevelop tlie trapezius and

supraspinatus, so as to make the gymnast round-shouldered

from having to carry too much bulk of muscle. No attempts

at localization should be made unless the pectoral chest is toler-

ably extensible, for then the pupils will only grow more round-

shouldered as a result of the great antagonistic resistance. If

two shoulder-blade-movements are used, they should be made

as dissimilar as possible, and are best separated by some other

movement like marching ; if more than two are used, the

additional ones are best placed among the introductions.

1 Necessarily, while psychology remains in its infancy the psychology of exer-
cise can consist of only a few data accumulated by practical experience. Neverthe-
less such data are procured more easily than any others in psychological research.
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Shoulder-blade-movements have many effects in common Avitli

heaving-movements, and may consequently be used as substi-

tutes for these when no suitable apj^aratus is at hand, the move-

ments of expansion being the ones best

adapted for such purposes. The progres-

sion of arch-flexions depends in a measure

on the effect received from shoulder-blade-

movements, for a correct arching back-

ward cannot take place, especially with

long levers, unless the pectoral chest is

tolerably extensible. (In this way it will

be found that any class of exercise is de-

pendent for progression upon the advance

of other classes as well as upon that of its

own types— that is, if develoj^ment is to

^. ^ . be harmonious, and if the " tables "' are

\\ r ' to be balanced.)

Finally, shoulder-blade-movements de-

termine the progression of respiratory ex-

ercises, since the arm-movements of the

latter are all borrowed from the former

and are not used for respiratory purposes

until their co-ordinations have become

habitual.

Swinginfi of Indian clubs or other

weights intensifies the effects of shoulder-

blade-movements of expansion ; lifting of

weights may be movements of localization, provided tliose

exercises are applied in their proper progression and with due

attention to form and general posture.

Half Str. Pos. (Fig. 130). — Command, ''Left (r.) arm upward

Fig. 130.— i Str.

St. Pos.
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stretch — due/ Twdf" 1. The left (i-.) arm takes bend pos.

2. The arm is stretched upward on the same principles as when

both arms are stretched (in 2 A. ext.). Common faults are:

leaning the head against the raised arm, and drooping the

other shoulder. '-'' Change arms— one! Twd!'' 1. Both /

arms are bent upward (Fig. 80). 2. The left (r.) arm is

extended downward, the right (1.) one upward.

Bend St. Alt. A. Ext. Sidew., Upw., etc.— For

children, the movement

may be done from bend

St. pos. Command, '•'•Anns

upward — hend ! Alter-

nate arm-extension tipivard^ beginning hy

theleft {r.')~6ne! Tw6 !''
. . . One arm

bends, while the other one extends. In

this manner an alternate arm-extension

may also be done sideways or forward.

Alternate arm-extension sideways or up-

ward may be executed from any of the

following positions :
—

St.

i stride st.

stoop.
I

St.

( close St.

forw. ly.

fallout (I, b, c, d.

turn fallout a.

hor. i St.

i Str. Yd. c Pos. (Fig. 131).— _ :

Command, '"•Left (r.) arm up- _ _. ^_

tvard, right (/.) arm sideivaijs
^'^- ^^^—^ ^''^- ^^^ " ^^- ^"^•

stretch— 6ne ! Tw6 ! " 1. Bend st. pos. 2. The arms extend

as directed. Common faults are : raising the arm, which is

in yard pos., above horizontal, and carrying it forward

;

leaning the head against the arm, which is extended up-

ward, etc.
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h str. Reach Pos.— Command, '"''Left (r.) arm upward^ right

(I.') arm forward streteli— <5ne ! Two!" The most common

faults in tliis movement are : stretching tlie right (1.)

arm sideways forward instead of forward, and throwing

the same shoulder forward,

i Yd. c Rch. Pos. (Fig. 132). — Command, ''Left (r.)

arm sidetrat/s, right (Z.) arm for-

Fig, 132.— ^ Yd. c Rch. Pos.

ward stretch— dtie! Tu'd!''' Com-

mon faults are : twisting the

trunk, throwing the shoulders

out of jDOsition, and not keeping the arms horizontal.

In the last three exercises the arms change position at the

command, " Change arms — one! Tiod!"' 1. Both arms bend.

2. The arms are stretched in opposite directions. Any of these

exercises, even when once learned, will l3ear repetition on account

of their distinct psychological effects ; they may

then lie placed among introductions.

The last three exercises may be executed

from an}^ of the positions enumerated on jiage

151.

St. 2 A. Ext. Backw. (Fig. 133). — Command,

"•Arms backward stretch— 6)ie! Twd !'"' 1. Bend

St. pos. 2. The forearms are flung down^^•ard

_and backward as far as good posture A\ill allow,

the arms being straight, j)arallel, and having the

palms of the hands turned toward each other.

Fig. 13.3. Common faults are : pushing the head forward
St. 2 A. Ext. Backw.;
Backw. Kch. St. fwd concaving the chest. Care should be taken

^"^'
that this exercise not be used too early ; for, un-

less performed in good posture, it has an effect veiy different

from the one desired— which is to expand the clavicular (upper
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sternal) region of the chest, thus pushing the shoukler-blacles

backward. To counteract ill results as well as to inci'ease the

good ones, the movement is best combined with (or immediately

followed by) 2 A. ext. sidew. Command, ''Arms sideways and

haekivard stretch— 6ne ! . . . F6ur! The same— 6ne ! . . .

Four!''' . . . This combination is much more powerful than

either of the two movements alone, as any one will know who

has tried it.

Slow 2 A. Ext. to Yd. d Pos. (Fig. 134).— Command, ''With

palms turned up, arm-extension sideways, sloivly— one'! Two!''*

... 1. Bend st. pos. 2. The arms

are extended slowly sideways,

with the palms of the hands "^-^^^^dll^C/ ' "T^THirt:^
turned upward. Both the flexion

and the extension should be done

evenly and slowly.

Slow 2 A. Ext. Upw. — Com-

mand, " Arm-exte7lsion upward, Fig. 134. — St. Slow 2 A. Ext.

slowly— one ! Two ! " 1 = Bend

pos. 2 = The hands and wrists extend, and with vertical fore-

arms, the arms are stretched slowly upward, the elbows being

drawn well back throughout the movement. The return to

bend pos. occurs as slowly and in a similar manner, the wrists

and fingers being the last to flex. This movement is usually

applied as a heaving-movement, but has the effect of shoulder-

blade-movements as well, and hence is preferably used as such

when bars and other apparatus is at hand. (The last two

movements are not suitable for small children.)

Yard a 2 A. Fig. (Fig. 135). ^ —-Command '•'•Arms forward

—

1 Yard positions are: (a) arms forward bend (Fig. 135); (6) arms liorizontal,

elbows at right angles, upper arms pointing sideways, forearms forward, and liands

turned with palms toward each other; (c) arms extended sideways, palms turned
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bend ! " The arms, bent at the elbows, are lifted sideways to

horizontal position with the elbows well drawn backward, the

palms of the hands turned down, the forearm and hand in a

straight line, and a little below the level of the shoulder. This is

the yard a pos. (Fig. 135 a), which should be practised alone be-

fore any arm flinging is done. The hands must not touch each

other or the chest (as described by a recent German author), as

that would bring the elbows forward and lessen the exj^ansion of

the chest. The movement, done from this position, is, '•'•Arm-Jiuu/-

ing (ov Arms sideways fling^ — 6ne ! Two!'" ... 1. The fore-

arms are flung quickly sideways to yard c pos. (arms horizontal.

B
V

3i)

Fui. 11^5. — Yd. n 2 A. Flino.

palms turned down) (Fig. 135 h). 2. With moderate speed

(so that they may not strike the chest) the arms resume yard a

pos.

Rch. St. 2 A. Fig. Sidew.— Command, "Armsforivard— stretch 1

(see heaving-movements). Arm-flinging sideways — 6ne !

!

Two!'' . . . 1 = The straight arms are flung with utmost

speed into yd. c pos. (arms horizontal; straight; |_)alms down).

Common faults are : pushing the abdomen and head forward,

and inclining the shoulders backward. 2 = With moderate

speed the arms return into rch. pos.

down: (d) arms extended sideways, palms turned up (Fi?;- l^D
:

(e) upper arms

horizontal, elbows at right angles, forearms vertical, and pahns turned toward each

other (Fig. 137).
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Rch. St. 2 A. Fig. Upw. (Fig. 136).— Command, ''•Arms forward

— stretch ! Arrti-flimjing (or Arms upwardJling'),— dne ! Two !
"

... 1. Remaining straight, the arms are Hung quickly upward

into stretch st. pos. 2. With moderate speed, the arms are low-

ered into reach pos.^ A common fault is to push the head for-

ward when the arms rise. To counteract this, beginners may do

the movement with tlie head bent backward. Command, '•'-Arms

forward— stretch ! Head hackivard— bend ! > ,.

Arm fiuKjhKj— one! Two / ''
. . . (The effect /'

.V^''

may be emphasized by combining the move-

ment with L. elev. backw. Command, ^'Arm

flinging upward, leg-elevation, backward— dne!

Two ! Three ! Four ./"...)

Beofinners find it difficult to return to the

reach pos. without lowering the arms below

horizontal ; for this reason the arm flinging

may at first be done from fundamental posi-

tion (st. 2 A. fling, upw.). For children it

may be still more simplified \)y flinging each

arm alternately from fundamental position,

one arm being flung up, while the other fig. 136. — Rch. St.

T 2 A. Flg.
moves down.

Arm flinging upward can also be done from yard b pos.

Yd. b 2 A. Fig. [to Yd. e Pos.] (Fig. 137).— Command,

^'Arms half forward — bSnd ! " This is yard b pos., in which

the arms are liorizontal, elbows bent at right angles, and on a

level with the shoulders, palms turned toward each other, fore-

arms parallel and pointing forwaixl. The movement to be done

from this position is, "-^r;>i /?/>^///?i//

—

dne! Two!'' ... 1. Tlie

1 The effects of tlie last two movements become higlily emphasized, wlieii done

with dumb-bells or other loose Aveights, these adding penetrating energy to the

swinging pendulums, and hence increasing the tension in the pectorals.
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upper arms remain horizontal, while the forearms are flung up-

ward until they are vertical (or carried still more backward, if

possible). 2. With moderate speed, the forearms are lowered

into yd. b pos.^ When this movement is done for the first time

the pupils may be allowed to lean against a horizontal bar (as

shown in Fig. 137). In this way better muscular isolation is

attained. The movement, simple though it appears, is exceed-

ingly difficult to do correctly,

and consequently it can be

applied only to advanced pu-

pils— seldom to children.

The exercises from 2 A.

ext. backw. onward may be

executed in any of the posi-

tions enumerated on page 151.

Yd. c 2 A. Fig. Forw.— Com-

mand, "''Arms sideways stretch

— one! Two! Arm jlinging

forward with turning of the

hands— dne ! Twd .' "
. . .

1. The forearms are slightly

lifted, and while the hands

are turned, palms up, the

arms are flijng sideways forward into rch. pos. (with palms up).

2. Tlie forearms are lifted, and the hands turn, while the arms

are flung back into yd. c pos. The movement resembles cutting

the air with two swords. The most common faults are : push-

ing the head forward, when the arms are flung backward, and

bending the arms so much that the movement resembles an

arm-extension, the line of motion being a straight line instead

of a curve.

1 It would be uiore correct to name the movement yd. b 2 A. rot.

Fig. 137. — Yd. e Support St. Pos.
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Stoop Pos.— (For command, etc., see arch-flexions.) In this

position tlie extensors of the back are forcibly contracted, and

thereby the shoulder-blades are drawn downward and flattened,

so that the position becomes one of localization. Besides, the

trapezius, rhomboidei, etc., now become more forcibly used to

retain the commencing pos. (the lever of the weight having

grown' longer), so that less of their energy is left for the exe-

cution of the movement.

Fig. 138. —Wg. Stp. Std. St. H. Rot. Fig. 139. — Bend Stp. Std. St. Pos.

To keep the pupils busy while standing in this position, a

head-rotation may be ordered.

Wg. Stp. Std. St. H. Rot. (Fig. 138). — After the position is

taken, command, '•'•Head rotation, to the left (r.), right (?.), and

forward— 6ne! Tied! Three! The same right (?.), left (r.),

andfonvard— 6ne ! . . . Three !''' etc. The H. rot. is done

from
f .std. St. 1

, . f stoop <! St.
^g-

\ L close St. P«^-
yd. c.

1^ forw. ly.
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2 A. Ext. Upw. When done from any position where the

trunk is inclined forward, this movement becomes a shoulder-

blade-movement. Under such circumstances, when done for

the first time, the arms should be stretched upward before the

trunk is bent forward, as this favors the muscular action (excen-

tric) ; later the movement is begun from bend pos., this being a

little more difficult. Similarly Reach 2 A. flg. upw. and Yd.

d 2 A. elev are at first done from Str. pos. as commencing pos.,

the first motion then being excentric. This is indicated in the

tables by inserting the abbreviation exc. before the words flg.

elev., etc., as for instance in Reach stoop st. exc, 2 A. flg., which

later becomes Rch. stp. St. 2 flg., etc. Suitable shoulder-blade-

movements are also 2 ext. sidew. to Yd. c or Yd. d pos. from

some position of inclined trunk ; also the movement of Yd. c 2

A. rot. (Command ''•hands— turn/ Two ! ""
• • • ) and 2 A.

swim. (See Appendix. Introductory Swimming Exercises.)

2 A. Circ. — Command, . . . '•'•Arms sideways— lift ! Arm
circumdiiction — stdrt ! " The arms remain straight, and are

moved with moderate speed so that the hands describe a small

circle upward, backward, downward, and forward, and this is

continued until the command '•'Stdp .' " is given ; also

Yd. (? 2 A. Elev. (Fig. 141). — Command, . . . "yirms side-

tvays— stretch! Hands— turn! Arm-elevation— one! Two!''''

... 1. The arms are slowly raised sideways into str. pos. 2.

The arms resume yd. d pos. equally slowly. When done from

str. pos., the command is, '•'•Arms sideways sink ! Anm^ lift!—
The same— one ! Two .^

"
. . . For advanced pupils it may be

changed to

I Str. yd. (/. 2 A. Elev., in which movement one arm is lifted,

while the other is lowered, so that the hands maintain the same

distance from each other as in the commencing position.
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Fig. 140. — Yd. c Stp. Std. St. Pos.

Fig. 141.— Yd. d Stp. Std. St. Exc. 2 A. Elev.
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Fig. 142. — Wg. Forw. Ly. Pos.

(The force of the movements of 2 A. ext. and 2 A. elev. may-

be increased by adding dnmb-bells or other hjose weights.)

Forward Lying Pos. (Fig. 142).

— The pupil lies face down across

a bench so that liis waist is over

'the middle of the bench ; his legs

are straight, and his feet and

hands rest on the floor. At the

command '•'Hips—firm!'"' he places

his hands on his hips, and raises his trunk as high as he can, his

feet leaving the floor so that he balances on the bench. At

the command ^'-Position

!

" he resumes commencing position.

When movements are to be done wdth this for a commencing

position, the legs of the pupil are prevented from rising above

horizontal, by another pupil kneeling behind and grasping the

first one above and around the ankles (as in Figs. 143 and 144).

In a school-room this has sometimes been done so tliat the pupil

lies down on the desk, and places his feet under the cross-tree

of the back rest of

his chair.

Besides movements

already enumerated

from this position, we

also have

wg.
Yd. c

J str. wg.
rest

str.

forw. ly. T.

backw. flex.

Fig. 143. —Yd. c Forw. Ly. Pos.
In these, after com-

mencing position is

taken, the command is.,
" Trunk forward— bend!'" when the

pupil bends until he touches the floor ; and " Trunk hackivard —
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P'iG. 145. — 4 Str. Fallout a Pos.
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bend /"'^ when he rises as high as he can. The farther forward

the pupil is lying, the stronger is the effect of the movement.

The most common fault is pushing the head forward.

From fallout pos., besides movements already mentioned,

there also are the following: —
I Str. Fallout d Change of A.— Command

''^Left (r.) arm iipivard, rigid (/.) arm haclc-

waj'd, and left (^r.') foot sidewai/s fortvard fall-

out— 6ne ! Tu'6 .'
" 1. Bend st. pos. 2. The

left (r.) arm is stretched upward,

the right (1.) one backward,

while the fallout a j^os. is

taken (as described under leg-

movements) (Fig. 145).
'•'- C h a 71 g e ar m s— <'> )i e !

Ttr6!'' ... 1. Bend fall-

out a pos. 2. The

arms are stretched in

opposite direc-

tions, Avhile the

trunk is rotated

to the side of the

arm that extends

backward (Fig.

146). ''Change arms and feet— cine f Tw6!'' 1. Bend st.

pos. (Fig. 80.) 2. i str. fallout a pos. to the opposite side.

Change of arms is now done without change of feet, etc. This

exercise is a lateral trunk-movement as well.

Turn Fallout a 2 A. Ext. Upw. (Fig. 147). — Command, ''Hips

—firm ! Left (r.) foot sideways fortvard—falldiit ! Trunk to

the left (r.) — turn ! (See lateral trunk-movements.) Arm-

extension upicard— 6ne ! Two!"' . . .

1 Or "Tnuik niiward — stretch!"

Fig. 146. —J Str. Fallout o, Change of A. "Two!
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Fig. 147. — Str. Tukn Fallout a Pos.

Fig. 148.— Ste. Turn Fallout a T. Forw. Flex.
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Str. Turn Fallout a T. Forw. Flex. (Fig. 148).— Command,'

" A)'ms upivard stretch and left (r.) foot isideivays forivard fall-

out— due ! Two ! Trunk to the left (>•.) — turyi ! (^In this

position^ Trunk fonvard— heyid ! Upward— stretch!^'' . . .

The forw. flex, may be executed from the following posi-

tions :
—

Fallout a, J, C, d.

Turn Fallout a.

F. Gr. Fallout (Fig. 151).

Fig. 149. —Str. Fallout d Pos. Fig. 150. — Bend Foot Gr. Fallout Pos.

Besides these movements we also have

Str. Fallout c 2 A. Ext. w. Change of Feet Backward.— Com-

mand, ''Arms upivard stretchy feet close and left (r.) foot back-

ward—falldutf" (The feet are brought together, when the

arms bend.) ''•Ai'm-extension npu'ard tcith cltanye of feet— due!

Two .'"... This is a slow leg-movement as well.

Foot Gr. Fallout Kn. Flex.— After the pupils are arranged at

the stall-bars, command, ''Hip)S—firm! Left (r.') foot on the

third bar— place! Forward—falUut! (see Fig. 26). Knee—
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bend ! " The bent knee bends still more, while the other

(backward) one remains straight. ''- Stretch !
^^ The for-

i

;
wai'd knee is straightened to original flexion (about 90°).

I The movement preferably is done from str. and rest pos.

I Str. Hor. ^ St.

Kn. Flex. (Fig.

1 5 2 ). — C o m-

mand, '-'-With

/-3^ .^^*^^v ' arm-exte7i8ion

upivard, horizon-

tal half-standing

positio7i on the

left (r.) foot—6ne! Two!'' 1. Bend st. pos.

Fig. 151.— Str. Foot Gr. Fallout T. Forw. Flex.

2. The arms are extended upward, and, at the

same time, the left (r.) knee bends, the

body inclines forward, and the right (1.)

leg is lifted backward, so that the arms.

/^^

Fig. 152. — Str. Hor. I St. Pos.

trunk, and backward leg form an even, nearly horizontal

''Knee — bend

!

" The knee of the supporting legcurve.
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bends to utmost flexion, the rest of the body maintaining

the same position. '^ Stretch I" The knee resumes original

flexion. At first this movement (which is prepared by the cor-

responding leg-movements ; see Fig. 49, p. 77, etc.) is practised

in h str. pos., the other hand taking "hip — firm,'" either so that

the left arm is extended when the left leg is raised, or so that

the elevated arm and leg belong to opposite sides. The knee-

flexion should not be tried until the commencing position can

be correctly taken. Very advanced pupils may try an arm-

extension (2 A. ext. upw.) in this position : Hor. half st. 2 A. ext.

upw. This movement and the one just described are exceed-

ingly difficult on account of their close relationship to the bal-

ance-movements — in which class they might also be counted.

The most common fault in these exercises in fallout positions,

or their allies, is to let the arms sink forward when the}' should

be in str. pos. The effort of overcoming this natural tendency

to faulty posture is what makes these exercises shoulder-blade

movements of localization.

Some highly advanced movements are :
—

Alt. A. Fig. Upw. and Fallout l> Forw. (Backw.). — Command,

''''Left (;•.) arm upivard fling and riglit foot foricard (liackward^ —
falldut! Change arms and feet— o'>ie ! Twd!^'' . . . 1 = Fund.

pos. Similar movements are :
—

Alt. A. flg. upw.
I f^u^^^j ^ j

forw.

2 A. flg. upw. \ \ backw.

Alt. A. Flg. Upw., Fallout d Forw. and Change Forw. — Com-

mand, ''Left (r.) arm upward fling^ and right (l.) foot long

step fortvard— place! Change forward— dne ! Tu6!" . . .

1 = Fund. pos. by moving the backward foot foi-ward. 2 = i

str. backw. rch. fallout d forw. with the other aim and leg. The

change may occur in one count to the command, " Change for-
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ward in one count— one! Ttr6

!

when the pupil merely

passes through the fund. pos. forward without stopping, so that

the backward foot has a continuous motion forward into fallout

230S. This is an exceedingly handsome movement when well

performed. Instead of alt. A. fig., 2 A. flg. may be used. This

hardly needs description.

Alt. A. Fig. Upw. and L. Elev. Backw. to Hor. ^ St. — Command,

^^Ann fiuiging upiiHird and leg sivinging bachoard to horizontal,

left (^r!) arm and left leg—fiing ! Change —-one! Tw6 !
"'

. . .

The limljs of the opposite sides may be used first ; later those

of the same side. Still later both arms are used instead of

one.

The swimming-movements of the arms can, with slight varia-

tions, serve as shoulder-blade-movements (see Part III.. Prepara-

tory Swimming Exercises).

Synopsis of shoulder-blade-movements, arranged by commen-

cing positions (for progressive list, see Appendix) :
—

i str. 1

i yd. c.
[

i rch. )

St. pos.

Alt. A. flg. upw.
1

2 A. flg. upw. (sidew.) ; from st. pos.

Yd. c 2 A. flg. forw. )

Bend alt. A. ext.

i str. yd. c.

i str. rch.

i yd. c rch.

2 A. ext. backw.

Slow 2 A. ext.

\ sidew.

( upw.

i
toyd. (Z.

upw.

r St.

stoop
std. St.

St.

J f close St.

forw. ly.

fallout a, b, c, d.

turn fallout a.

[_ hor. i St.

Yd. a 2 A. flg

2 A. swim.

Rch. 2 A. flg.
i

''^^'^},^
,,^

( upw. (+ exc. ).

Yd. 6 2 A. flg. upw.
Yd ci(+exc.)UA.elev.
i str. yd. a. )

i str. fallout a ch. of A. ( with rot.

)
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wg. 1

Yd. c.
I

4 str. wg. j> forw. ly T. backw. flex.

Rest.

Str.

Yd. c. ) ( St.
)

Str. [
]

fallout «, h, c, d. [ T. forw. flex.

Rest. ) ( turn fallout a. )

!'%
!
S-'^V'f^^SKn.flex.

Rest, j Hor. i st. |

Str. fallout 6, c 2 A. ext. and ch. F. backw.

Alt. A. flg. upw. I

2 A. flg. upw. (

L. elev. backw. \ forw.

fallout b, (I, c. ) backw.
^ L. elev. backw. to lior. -J- st.

^ ,, ^ J £ ,1 i?
two counts,

fallout d forw. and cliange forw.
=> one count.

Synopsis

:

Contents

Types :

Effects :

Progression

Limitations

Belationfi

ABDOMINAL EXERCISES.

/ Improve digestion.

{ Support viscera.

/ Contractions of vertical group of

\ abdominal muscles.

j Stoopfall.

) Kn. St. T backw. flex.

f Abdomen flattens.

T,i • 1 J Acceleration of flow in mesenteric veins.
1 nysical <{ Yiscera driven up.

Lumbar spine straightens.

<{ f Intestinal absorption increases.

Physiological < Peristalsis is induced.

(^ Intestinal elimination increases.

-p 1 1 1 ' (Improved digestion makes a
1 sycnoiogicai

more cheerful disposition.)

1. Lying.
2. Stoopfall.

3. Kn. St.

Quantity

:

Quality:

4. F. gr. sitt,

."). ^ Kn. St.

(). F. gr. i St.

Begin late;

Easy for children;

Strong for adidts;

f Exercises of contraction from below

1 upward before others.

r 1. Resend)le arch-flexions.

j 2. Prepare for certain heaving-niovements and

]
vaulting exercises.

l^ 3. Introduced by certain balance-movements.
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Abdominal exercises are movements bringing into play the

muscles of the abdomen for the purpose of improving digestion

and cultivating the natural support of viscera.

When the abdominal muscles contract, the arch of the abdo-

men flattens, and the contents of the cavity become compressed

;

the blood is driven with greater force from the mesenteric veins;

i.e., the vis-d-terrjo of the portal circulation increases. The same

is true of the lymph current from the lacteals. Nutritive

material absorbed into the capillaries of the villi and into the

lacteals is washed more quickly into the efferent vessels, so

that a high degree of osmotic affinity is maintained mechani-

call3% provided the muscles are made to relax intermittently in

order to allow the emptied vessels to refill. At the same time

the pressure from the external muscles causes a livelier secre-

tion of the digestive juices, producing a more perfect transforma-

tion of food-colloids into crystalloids, this also favoring the

diffusibility. The pressure of the external muscles also acts as

a mechanical irritant, producing peristalsis, and so hastens the

passage of chyme and chyle, and drives the fseces into the

rectum. The result, then, of these exercises will be a more

rapid digestion and a more perfect elimination (expulsion of

waste matter) from the intestines.

If the ribs are fixed (by contraction of posterior muscles, or

by tension in commencing position), so that the chest will not

descend when the muscles contract, viscera become driven up

;

if the ribs descend, the opposite thing will occur. For that rea-

son it is well not to apply abdominal exercises until a reliable,

good posture of the chest has been secured by other movements

(heaving-movements, balance-movements, and shoulder-blade-

movements), and consequently this class of exercises usually

should not appear in the table until after five or six weeks'
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practice. Even .such movements where the commencing posi-

tion -iixes the chest, cannot be applied in the early lessons for

beginners ; for in young indivitluals it will happen that the

sternum becomes depressed, the costal cartilages yielding to

the tension of the rectus abdominis, and a deformity may be

produced whicli is very hard to overcome. So it is well to

exercise precaution, lest bad effects be obtained instead of good

ones. It is a lucky coincidence, however, that children do not

need abdominal exercises as much as adults do, since, as a rule,

their digestive apparatus has had less opportunity to become

inert ; and, consequently, it is safe to leave these movements

out in gymnastics for little folks, or at least to make them

easy. But adults should have the full ])enefit of them ; and

for them it mav even be useful in some instances to afive more

than one such exercise in each lesson ; all the more since

activity of the abdominal walls will prevent and overcome the

deposition of adipose tissue in this region.

The rectus abdominis being divided into transverse sections

by tendinous slips, it contracts from slip to slip instead of, like

other voluntary muscles, from attachments to centre, the wave

travelling from sternum to pubes or the reverse, according to

which end is the most fixed at the time, and to whether the

trunk is flexed on the thigh or the thigh on the trunk. When

the contraction travels from above, viscera become depressed,

unless the chest is well fixed. For that reason lying (2)

L. elev. and stoopfall pos. should precede movements from

other commencing positions, in order to make sure that the

compression of the abdominal cavity may occur from below

upward, and that no undesirable effects may be produced. The

progressive relation of other commencing positions depends on

the law that a muscle contracts more easily when its ends are
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drawn apart, less so when they are brought nearer together.

Within each position the progression follows the laws of lever-

age, continuity of movement, etc.

By repeated exercise the muscles shorten permanently, so

that in this case viscera will have a firmer support, and the

pelvis will rotate forward through the lifting of the pubic arch.

Secondarily this will cause a straightening of the lumbar curve,

even so that abdominal exercises form an excellent cure for

lordosis ("sway-back").

Kn. St., F. gr. sitt., etc., backw. flex, resemble arch-flexions,

but are executed without arching of the spine, the trunk

merely inclining backward from the lowest joint supported

by the floor or apparatus. In tlie arch-flexions the movement

travels from the chest into the abdomen, so tliat the latter is

brought into play only after the chest has reached extreme ex-

tension. In the abdominal exercises the movement travels from

the pelvis into the chest, the latter not becoming directly in-

volved (except to fix the upper abdominal insertions) until

the hip is stretched. In that manner— considering the hip-

joint— the final position of an abdominal exercise is like the

commencing jjosition of an arch-flexion. For instance, Wg. F.

gr. sitt. backw. flex, is an abdominal exercise only so far as to

bring the trunk and legs in a straight line ; for the limit of

abdominal effect has then been reached, and flexion beyond tliat

position must occur by arching of the spine, and will bring

about the effects of arch-flexion.^ The position illustrated in

Fig. 76 may be taken from ''hand-stand" by letting the legs

sway over until the feet touch the floor; there is then a gradual

lengthening (excentric activity) of the abdomen and later of

the chest ; while, when the position is taken by bending back-

ward from str. std. st. pos., the chest is first brought into play.

1 Inclining backward from standing position is neither one nor the other, as

it usually causes backache and liolding of the breatli.
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The lirst movement is an abdominal exercise; the hist is an

arch-flexion.

Heaving-movements like Cr. hang., oblique

rope-climbing, etc., should be prepared by ab-

dominal exercises, since they have the effects

of these in exaggeration. Likewise vaulting

Ijetween double-bars (face up, one liand on

each bar, or face forward.

— Str. Gr. St. Kn. Forw.
Flex, and Ext.

both hands on the upper bar),

'^ sit-over " bar, horse or box,

vaulting over bar with rope,

etc., should be prepared by

corresponding abdominal ex-

ercises. On the other hand,

movements of the cr. \ st.

type (see balance-movements)

are to be considered as intro-

ductory to abdominal exercises of similar types.

Str. Gr. St. Kn. Forw. Flex, and Ext. (Fig. 153). — The pupil

stands close up to the stall-bars, turning his back to them. At

the command, ''-Arms upward—
stretch! Crrdsp!'' he stretches

his arms up, grasps a bar as^

high as he can reach, and lets

his body arch forward so that

arms and legs are straight.

Command, ''Left (;•.) knee up-

ward— hend ! Knee forward

— stretch! Bend! Stretch! . . . Change feet— 6ne! Two!" . . .

just as for the corresponding free-standing exercise (see leg-

movements), which it resembles in execution. A doorway, the

Fig. 15-1. — 8tr. Lying 2 L. Elev.
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vertical poles, etc., are just as useful as apparatus for this move-

ment.

Str. Lying 2 L. Elev. (Fig. 154).— The

pupil lies down flat on the floor (face

up), and after the teacher has ordered

stretch position, he commands, "if//.s—
lift! Sink!'' . . . With straight knees

and extended insteps, the pupil raises

his legs slowly and lowers them as

slowly. At first the elevation is very

slight — just enough to be called an

elevation— a few days later it is done

to 90° (or over), and still later it is done to 45°, where a dis-

tinct pause is made before the legs are again lowered. In

this way, this movement lias a progression in itself. The

amount of elevation is indicated by adding, ''slightest eleva-

tion,'' " all the tvay vp," or ^' half-way," to the preparatory part

Fig. 155.

of the command. The

the arms up can be over-

grasp the horizontal bar

apparatus, Fig. 155), or by
n

tendency to tip

come if the hands

put low (or other

having tlie hands

held down by an-

other pupil. If

the floor is uii-

suitable and

benches are at

hand, the jiupils

lie down on these

instead, lengthwise, one pupil at each end, their hands grasp-

ing the edges of the bench (Fig. 156).

For beginners the movement may take the following form:

Fig. 156.
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"Knees upward— hend!'" The knees are diawii up into 2 cr. a

pos. ''Knees — stretch!'" The legs are stretched mto 2 cr.

/> pos .

^

• Leys— sink !
'

'

Tlie legs are lowered as

described above. '' TJie

s a m e — o n e 1 T w o !

Three .' " etc. This is

called EXCENTEIC 2 L.

ELEV. Still earlier (for

weak women especially),

ALT. L. ELEV. ma\- be

used. Command, ''Left

Fig. 157. — Str. Kn. St. Backw

(r.) leg— lift ! Sink !
"

etc.

Str. ly. 2 L. abd.^—
Command,

"ro45°%.s

—lift! Leg

abduction—
one ! Two

!

. . . Legs

— s i 71 k !
"

1 - The
straight ^^^' ^^^' ~ ^'^^" Half Kn. St. Backw. Flex.

legs are spread apart. 2 = The legs are brought together.

Kn. St. Pos. (Fig. 157).— To take the knee-standing posi-

' For introduction to L. swim. See Appendix.

C^
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tion, first get into courtesy sitting position (leg-movements,

Fig. 39), and at the command, ''Kneel/'' move tlie knees forward

until they rest on the floor ; the balls of the feet should still

rest on the floor, so that standing position can be resumed by

merely moving the centre of gravity backward, and then ex-

tending the legs. The trunk should be erect.

i Kn. St. Pos. (Fig. 158).— ^-"- ^^

To take this position, one leg / ^.-'' ^\'^~~.

is moved backward as in fallout / /
"^ ^

d pos., and the knee is bent until

it rests on the floor. Meanwhile

the other knee is bent so that the

leg is vertical, the thigh horizontal,

and the foot rests fully on the

floor; the ball of the backward

foot is also resting there,^ and the

trunk is erect. The command is,

"Ontheleftir.^ — kneel! Change Fig. 159. -Reach Fall Kn. St.

— 6ne! Tw6!'" These two are 2 a. Flij^g.

commencing positions for various abdominal exercises enumer-

ated below. The movements are : —
Wiiiii-

Beml-
yd. c .

i Str. wg.
[

Rest-
I

Str.-
1

Bend fall

yd. a
Reach fall

Kn. St

i Kn. St.

Kn. St.

I

4 Kn. St.

T. backw. flex. (Figs. 1.57 and 1.58).2

2 A. ext. \ sidew.

\ upw.
alt. A. ext. upw.

\
Kn. St.

\ o K fl- /T7- 1-ns
I I Kn. St. (

^ '^- fl^"g- (Fig. lo9).

2 Some instructors claim that tlie backward foot should be resting with the toes
on tbe floor, the instep being stretched. This form may be more esthetic, but
affords less balance and less ability to resume standing position.

2 Tbe illustrations of tbese movements show tbe trunk too much arched.
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i:>

Fig. 1(JU.— Stk. Foot Gk. Sitt. T. Backw. Flex.

m

M\i
=^' T^

Fig. 1(51. — Wg. Foot Gr, Sitt.

T. Backw. Flex.
Fig. 162. — Wg. Foot Gr. Sitt.

T. Backw. Flkx.

ffl O,

Fig. 163. — Bend Fall Foot Gk. .^ St. 2 A. Ext. Upw.
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In all these movements the trunk sliould incline backward

Avithout arching (command, '•'•Trunk haekivard— betid! Up-

ward— stretch I " or, '•'•Trunk hacktvard — incline ! Raise ! ")

In ^ str. \vg. i Kn. st. backw. flex, the right arm is extended

upward when the left knee is on the floor, and vice versa.

Other movements will hardly need description.

Foot. Gr. Sitt. Pos. (Fig. 160, etc.).— The pupils sit on the

benches facing the stall-bars, and place their feet between the

second and third bars ; the trunk is erect and the chest ex-

panded. The benches are at such a distance that the pupils

have straight knees. If tall pupils happen to sit beside short

ones, the bench should accommodate the short ones, and the

tall ones adjust the distance by spreading their feet apart. In

absence of stall-bars, the horizontal bar gives a good grasp for

the feet (Fig. 161). In total absence of apparatus, the pupil

may sit on the floor, another pupil holding his feet (Fig. 162).

In a schoolroom, the pupil may sit on the desk and place his

feet under the seat (or back rest) of his chair (which he faces).

Movements in this position are :
—

Wg.- 1

Bend-

i Str. Wg. ^ ^- §•• ^'"- ^- Backw. Flex.

Eest- "
I

Str.- J

The flexion has a progression in itself ; viz., 1. Slightest

flexion ; 2. Flexion till the floor is touched ; 3. Flexion to

horizontal position. (Compare str. lying 2 L. elev.)

f 2 A. ext. sidew.
Bend fall F. gr. sitt. -l alt. A. ext. upw.

[ 2 A. ext. upw.
and

yd. a

Reac'

will need no description

Reach 1

^^11 ^- S'-- «'"• ^ A-
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Foot Gr. h St. Pos. (.Fig- 163). — The pupil stands facing the

Fig. IGi.

stall-bars and one step away from them ; he places one foot

forward between the third and fourth bars, and keejDs both

Fig. 1G5.

knees straight; the trunk is erect. In absence of stall-l)ars.

the lifted foot may be placed on a bench (on a cliair; on the
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knee of another pupil [Figs. 164 and 10.3]), and held there by
another pupil. Movements in this position are : —

Wg.-
Bend-

S'tr." W-. I
^^^^ ^^'- i ^^- T- Backw. Flex.

;

Rest-

Str.-

Bend Fall Foot Gr i St.

alt. A. ext. upw.

2 A. Ext.
f Sidew.
tUpw.

Reach } ^^^^ F««t Gr. i St. 2 A. Fling.

In all these movements, both knees are kept straight, and the

body is bent so far back that it is in a line with the raised leo-.

izontal position (or above the

the supporting (backward) leg

is bent backward (Fig. 166).

If this leg is raised to hor-

fourth bar), the knee of

must bend as the trunk

This form, however, is

used only for very ad-

vanced classes.

In ^ str. wg. F. gr. | st.

backw. flex, the right arm

should be in h str. pos.

when the right foot is ele-

vated, and vice versa.

In all these backward

flexions it is very important not to check the respiration. Tlie

chest must be kept well expanded, and the head held well back.

" Breathe !
" " Let your head go !

" " Fall backward I

" are

excellent exhortations.

Stp. Falling Pos. (Fig. 168). — Command, " Stoop falUmi
6ne! Tied!"' 1. The pupil takes courtesy sitting position,

and places his hands on the floor in front of him, the hands

Fig. lOG.
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about a foot apart, and pointing obliquely inward (Fig. 167).

2. Keeping bis body straiglit, and liis bands in tlie same place,

the pupil throws his feet backward so that his legs and body

are in a straioht line from head to heels. The under side of

the toes should rest on the floor (not the upper side, as described

by some authors. Compare Kn. st. pos.). To return to stand-

ing position, command, "Pos/tiOM— due! Tivdf'' 1. The feet

are placed forward, behin^l (or between) the liands as above.

2. Fundamental position is resumed.

To take the stoop falling pos., is in itself an abdominal exer-

cise, as it could not be maintained were it not for the strong

Fig. 167. Fig. 168.— Stoop Falling Position.

contraction of the abdominal walls. If it is desirable to make

the pupils stay for some time in this position, keep them busy

by commanding a rapid head-rotation :

Stp. Fall. H. Rot. (For commands, etc., see Introductions.)

To teach the pupils to quickly take the stp. fall. pos.. the

moving of the feet backward and forward may be practised as

a separate movement. This also furnishes a short rest for the

abdominal muscles when the movement (position) is to be made

stronger by longer duration :

Stp. Fall. F. Placing Forw. and Backw.— Command, ''''Stoop

fallimi— 6ne ! Tw6 ' Feet forward— place! Backward—
pldce ! The same— dnef Ttcd!" . . .
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In this position the following movements may be clone

:

Stp. Fall, 2 A. Flex — After commencing position is taken,

command, ''Arna — bend/'" The body remains straight, and

the arms bend until the nose touches the floor. ''Stretch!'"'

The arms are straightened.

Stp. Fall. L. Eiev. — After commencing position, command,

'•'Leij-elevatioa — one ! . . . F6ur ! " 1, The left

:—> (r.) leg is raised with straight knee. 2. The

left (r.) leg is lowered, and the foot again put

-^ on the floor. 3, 4. The right (1.) leg is raised

and lowered. This exercise can also be done

while the arms are bent, and is then called

Bend Stp, Fall. L. Elev.

Stp Fall. A. Elev. — For command and descrip-

tion, see stoop fall. L. elev.,

and exchange the words

''leg" for "arm," "knee"

for " elbow," and " foot
"

for " hand."

Stp. Fall. A. and L. Elev.

is done so that the left (r.)

leg and the right (1.) arm
Fig. 169. -Horizontal Stoop Fall. Pos. ^re simultaneously raised

and lowered, etc. Command, ''Arm and Le<j elevation — dne !

. . . Fdur!''

Horizontal Stp. Fall. Pos. (Fig. 169) resembles the stoop

falling position, except that the feet are placed on a bench or

other apparatus, so that they are on a level witli the slioulders.

If the feet are placed still higher (on stall-bars, horizontal bar,

etc.), the position is called

Inclined Stp. Fall. Pos. (Fig. 170).
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In eitlier position, double arm-flexion can be done, and for

moderate elevation, also H. rot., L. elev., A. elev., A. and L. elev.

The incl. stp. fall. pos. can be

taken from stp. fall, b}' having

another pupil grasp the feet of

the one doing the movement and

lifting them from the floor (Fig.

171).^ This form, however, is

suitable only for advanced pupils

and grown persons.

If the legs are raised beyond ver-

tical position and I'esting forward

against a wall (stall-bars, or other
-\S^i-^^'

Fig. 170.- Incl. Stp. Fall. 2 A. Flex,
apparatus), the position is called

Reverse Stp. Fall. Pos. (Fig. 173). — The pupil Stands facing

the stall-bars (or wall) and tAvo steps awav from them, one foot

behind the other ^.---^ .—

(walk b St. pos.)
Y^ik

(Fig. 172). At /^'

the com m a n d,

'"''Reverse stoopfal-

ling p s i tio)i —
pldee !'' he places

botli hands on the

floor (as in stoop _
fall, pos.) and

swings his legs

up until his feet

rest against the

wall, the weight of the body l)eing carried by the straight

1 Fig. 171 i.s faulty, inasinncli a.s tlie pupil whose hands are on the floor shows
these turned out instead of obliquely inward.

Fig. 171.
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arms. When the head is carried well up and the back is

arched, there is no danger of a fall. In this position, ami-

flexion can be done to the command, '^Arms— hend! Stretch!"

For more safety, the feet may be inserted between the bars.

Fig. 172. — Position Preparatory to Rev. Stp. Fall.

This position, naturally, is to be tried only by far-advanced

pupils; those who have a flexible back may move the feet

down from bar to bar until the feet stand on the floor in

front of the head (as in gr. arch st. pos. w. hands on the
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floor, Fig. 76), which position might be named rev. stp. fall,

w. feet on the floor. The rev. stp. fall. pos. may also be done

with living support, one pupil standing in front of the other

Fig. 173. — Rev. Stp. Fall. Pos.

and grasping the feet when they swing up (Fig. 174), or, still

better, the legs near the ankles. Without support the position

is called Hand stand.
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The heaving-movements in cr. hang. pos. must be considered

as strong abdominal exercises as well ; and whenever a heaving-

movement of this kind is used, there need be no other abdomi-

nal exercise in the same lesson.

For children, leg-elevation in fall. hang. pos. is suitable

as an abdominal exercise ; the arms may be straight or

bent (Fig. 175). After fall hang. pos. is taken, command,

Fig. 174. —Rev. Stp. Fall. Pos. with
Living Support.

Fig. 175. — Bend. Fall. Hang.
L. Elev.

'•'Leg-elevation, left (r.) — duel . . . Fdur!'" The legs are

raised and lowered on the same principles as in stoop fall. L.

elev.

In the schoolroom tlie stoop fall. pos. may be done by having

the pupil stand in the aisle facing the back of the room
;
placino-

a hand on the chair on either side of him, he swings his feet

backward at the teacher's command. (For cr. hang pos. in

schoolrooms, see heaving-movements.)

The introductory swimming-movements of the legs de-

scribed in the appendix are also to be considered as abdominal
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exercises, and are used as such iu the general gj^ranastic pro-

gression.

Synopsis of a1)dominal exercises arranged Ijy commencing

positions :
^

o. f alt. L. elev.

&tr. 2 L. elev. <

Rest, i , , . ^

^«"^-

,xT 2 L. swim.
WS-

' 2 L. abd.

Stoop fall. 1

Hor. stp. fall.
J>

-:

Incl. stp. fall. J

f H. rot.

(Foot placing forw. and backw.)
L. elev.

2 A. flex.

2 A. flex, and L. elev.

A. elev.

A. and L. elev.

Rev. stp. fall. 2. A. flex.

P -

"N "3 -M T) M

wg.
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Synopsis :
—

Aim :

Contents

Types ,

Effects

.

LATERAL TRUNK-MOVEMENTS.

j Affect large vessels.

I
Develop waist-muscles.

T. rot.

T. sidew. flex.

Oblique backw. flex.

Oblique sidew. flex.

L. elev. sidew.

j Trot.

( T. sidew. flex.

Physical.

Accelerate flow in vena cava.
Widen chest.

Produce internal elevation.

Develop nature's corsets.

Improve portal circulation.

Increase activity of liver.

Increase capillary osmosis from intes-

Physiological. -=1 tines.

Increase elimination from alimentary
tract.

Progression

:

I

Rot.

Turn St. 2 A. ext.

Turn St. backw. flex.

(^ Turn arch st. 2 A. ext.

Sidew. flex.

Turn St. sidew.
L. elev. sidew.

Sidew. hang.

flex.

Limitation : Rotation precedes sidew. flex, in same lesson.

Relations

.

1. Substitutes for heaving-movements.
2. Complete effects of abdominal exer.

( Heaving-movements.
3. Merge into < Vaulting.

( Games and sports.

Lateral trunk-movements ^ consist in rotations and sideways

flexions of the trunk and exercises derived from these types.

The oblique muscles of abdomen and back being brought into

play, it is evident that they will develop from this kind of move-

ments. Rotations especially bring into play the transversalis

1 By some writers erroneously called " alternate side movements." Foot placing

sidew., alternate A. ext. sidew., etc., may be " alternate side movements," but they

are not lateral trunk-movements.
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abdominis, — " nature's corsets," — and this growing- stronger,

viscera will become better supported. But let us examine a

little more into the details of the typical forms, and we shall

find that the effects are much more far-reaching.

Anything that is rotated grows shorter if its two ends are mov-

able in a longitudinal direction ; but if the ends are fixed tlie

twisted body will suffer a diminution of diameter. If the trunk

is rotated upon its own axis it not only will not shorten, but,

the vertebrae acting like screw joints, it wall actually lengthen.^

Simultaneously there will be a diminution of diameter, the meas-

urement around waist and abdomen growing smaller. Also, the

muscles of these parts contract to produce the movement; and

it follows that a strong pressure is exerted upon viscera. These

become driven up toward the expanding chest ; for in rotation

to either side, there is an oblique expansion of the chest to that

side, and, the capacity of the latter increasing, the movement

will produce " thoracic aspiration "
: the viscera are drawn up,

and the flow in the vena cava and thoracic duct increases. If

the body is bent backward from previous rotation it is evident

that the effect of arch-flexion is added to the above, and thus

the effect of rotation becomes highly emphasized. For that rea-

son backw. flex, from turn pos. is to be considered as an advanced

form of trunk rotation ; and it is given a place among lateral

trunk-movements rather than among arch-flexions, the loiig base

and gentle tension (excentric contraction) making its effect of

arch-flexion rather too mild to be considered as such.

If the trunk is bent to the left, with the spine arched side-

ways from head to sacrum,^ the inferior vena cava will become

1 This can easily be ascertained hy measurements taken in sitting position witli

fixed hij)-joints.

2 For argument as regards execution, see Appendix.
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stretched, since it is situated on the right side of the spine in

such a manner that it must follow the movements of the latter.

According to Prof. Lov^n ^ a moderately stretched vein will not

diminish in diameter ;
^ i.e., its capacity will increase : it then

follows that more blood will rush into the vena cava during- flex-

ion to the left. When the spine straightens, the vessel resumes

original size ; and at flexion to the right it becomes compressed

;

so tliat an alternate flexion to each side will affect the venous

currents as if a force pump had been introduced somewhere

into the vessels, especially those which immediately feed

the vena cava. The hepatic veins are emptied with greater

speed ; and, secondarily, there is a suction through the capilla-

ries of the liver. Also, as the trunk bends to the right, the

liver becomes compressed and the contents of its vessels driven

onward ; and as the trunk straightens and bends to the left the

vessels refill ; so that the alternate sideways flexion directly

hastens the flow through the liver and secondarily increases the

vis-d-froute in the portal vein and its afferent vessels. The os-

mosis from the intestines will increase, since the material dif-

fused into the blood will be drawn off with greater speed.

B3' increasing the circulation through the liver, the sideways

flexions will heighten the activity of that organ ; bile will be

secreted in greater profusion
; peristalsis will increase ; the

bolus will become softer ; and the expulsion of faeces will occur

with greater ease.

As the trunk is bent to one side the ribs of the opposite side

are spread apart ; and if the movement is repeated with suffi-

cient frequency, the chest will be found to widen permanently.

1 We consider Prof. Loven undisputed authority on tliis point.

2 Tliis may be due partly to the pressure of the blood, partly to the mechanical
irritation of the vaso-motor nerves— and probably mostly to the latter, as other-

wise it would be hard to explain a fact contrary to the laws of physics.
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Simultaneously the " soft " tissues below the ribs are drawn in,

so that the proportions will somewhat change : the waist will

appear smaller, even though its actual measurement has increased.

In that manner the large waist of a gymnast may not necessa-

rily give him a '• homely, tubular shape."

The abdominal exerci»ses condense the liquids each side of the

animal membrane — increase osmotic affinity ; the rotations

draw off the diffused nutritive material ; and the sideways flex-

ions multiply botii the vis-d-fronte in the portal vein and the vis-

d-tergo in the mesenteries, drawing off the saturated venous

current and driving fresh layers forward. For that reason the

best sequence of movements in each lesson is to let the rotation

be preceded by abdominal exercises, and followed by sideways

flexions. This, however, need not be rigidly adhered to, appa-

ratus, or externalia generally, making variations desirable and

necessary.

In rotations a progression is made by gradually isolating the

rotators of the thigh from the movement by changing from

stride St., to wlk. st., to sitt. or kn. st., etc., pos. ;
^ by bending

backward from turn pos. ; by raising the centre of gravity (^wg.

to yd., rest. str. pos.), so as to produce greater effort of equi-

librium ; and by remaining in the turn or turn arch pos. while

executing some exercise (2 A. ext., 2 A. flg.) so as to produce

statical activity of the rotating muscles.

In sidew. flex, progression is made by diminishing the base ;

by increasing the lever (or the weight) ; by making the move-

ment more complex (turn st. sidew. flex.) ; and by increasing

the speed of motion, etc. It should be mentioned that in rapid

lateral trunk-movements the increase of return current from the

abdomen becomes very high, centrifugal force being added to

1 For argument, see Appendix.
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the vis-d-fronte : in rotations the blood is driven into the arms

and hands, in sidew. flex, into the chest and head.

Since lateral trunk-movements have a strong effect of chest

expansion they can be used as substitutes for heaving-move-

ments ; so that in absence of apparatus the lat. T. movements

should be multiplied. Rotations would correspond to exercises

of vertical expansion (2 A. ext. upw., vert, trav.), sideways

flexions to those of lateral expansion (2 A. ext. sidew., hor.

trav.).

Physiologically the lateral trunk-movements finish up the

work begun by the abdominal exercises of the same lesson, and

no lesson is complete without them.

However, heaving-movements, like serpentines through lad-

ders, include rotations and sideways flexions, and, to save time,

lateral trunk-movements can be omitted when such exercises

appear as second heaving-movements. The same is true of such

exercises as vaulting through double-bars, etc.

All forms of games and sports— and, for that matter, com-

plex exercises generally— are largely lateral trunk-movements.

For that reason, when gymnastic games, or other general exer-

cises (complex parallel-bar exercises, fencing, etc.) are intro-

duced into the lessons, they are best put in to substitute or to

emphasize the lateral trunk-movements.

Once acquired, lateral trunk-movements can be well used as

introductions. Especially suitable as such are 2 A. ext. from

turn pos. and allied forms.

Trunk Rotation.— In this movement the trunk is rotated

around its own axis ; the body below the waist remains as immov-

able as commencing position will permit, and the head, shoulders,

and arms follow the movement of the trunk. Common faults

in this movement are pushing the shoulder forward, turning the
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head so that it loses its position relative to the shoulders,^ bend-

ing the trunk to the side or forward, bending the knee of the

side toward which rotation takes place, and turning the feet out

of place.^ The simplest movement of this kind is :
—

"Wg. Close St. T. Rot.— Command, " Feet close and hips—firm !

Trunk to the left (r.) — turn ! Forward— turn / "
. . . The

movement is done slowly. When the trunk is rotated to either

side the position is called turn pos. The movement is made

stronger by using yd., rest, or str. (Fig. 176) pos.

of the arms. The rotation is performed on the

same principles in the st. and stride st. positions.

In the walk st. positions (all of which may be

used), the rotation takes place to the side of the

advanced foot. For instance:—
Wg. wik. h St. T. Rot. (Fig. 177). — Command,

^^ Left (^rS) foot forward and hips—firm! Trunk

to the left (r.) turn! Forward— turn! . . .

Change feet— due ! Tied ! Trunk to the right

(I.) — turn!" . . .

The rotation may be done also to the side of the

backward foot. It is then called rev. T. rot., and

its final position is called rev. turn pos.

Of fallout positions, only a is used (Fig. 178).

The rev. turn fallout a pos. may be taken so that the rotation

and foot movement are done simultaneously. Command, ''Kips

—firm! With rotation^ left foot sideways forivard—fallout!

Change feet and sides— 6ne! Tco ! ''
. . . When done in this

manner, the head is turned in the direction of the forward foot.

1 For advanced classes the head may be brought into rotation too, as tliis is

aesthetically more correct, even tliough in the beginner it is liable to lead to faulty

posture.

2 For further discussion of execution, see Appendix.

Fig. 176.

Close St. T.

Rot.
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In half str. pos. this is a truly sesthetical movement ; it is done

as follows :
—

^ Str. Rev. Turn Fallout a Pos. (compare

Fig. 145). — Command, "''Left arm iipivard^

right arm backward^ ivitli rotation^ left foot

sideways forivard fallout — 6ne! Tivd!''''

1. Bend st. pos. 2. Hlf. str. rev. turn fall-

out a pos. ; the feet are in fallout a pos. ;

the trunk and backward leg are in a straight

line ; the trunk is rotated so that the shoul-

ders are parallel with a line through the

heels ; the arms are parallel with the back-

ward leg, — the left has the palm turned

up, the right the palm turned down ; the

head is turned in direction of the advanced Fig. 177. —Wg. Wlk.
£ , ,, y^i n T -, . ,

6 St. T. Rot.
loot. ''C'ham/e anns^ feet, and sides— <^nef

Tivdf' (As above.) An advanced class may do the change

of feet zigzag forward (or backward). Com-

mand, ^'Change arms, sides, and feet forward

(backward')— 6ne! Tw6 !
'' ... 1. The back-

ward foot is placed beside the forward one, and

the arms bent. 2. The position is taken to the

other side by moving this same foot side-

ways forward, etc. This form of the

movement requires a great deal of

muscular control, and should be

used with moderation. The move-

ment illustrated in Fig. 146 is a

lateral trunk-movement as well as

a shoulder-blade movement and may be used as such.

Children often find it difficult to keep their feet still while

Fig. 178.

Wg. Turn Fallout a Pos.
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rotating the trunk. In such a case, let the pupils sit astride a

bench (or chair) (Fig. 179), and command the movement in

usual order. For children the rota-

tion may be done also in knee st.

pos. Besides, these two positions

supply a higher degree of muscular

isolation by excluding the hip from

the movement.

By advanced pupils, the rotation

may be done with the utmost speed

in the yd. std. st. and str. std. st.

pos. Command after com. pos.

is taken,
" Trunk rota-

Tivdl! . . .

Fig. 179.

Str. Stride Sitt. T. Rot.

dne ! !tion left and right

Forward turn .' " . • .

To increase the effect of a rotation, the

pupils may be kept in turn pos. while

executing a 2 A. ext. For instance :
—

Str. Turn Stride St. 2 A. Ext. Upw. (Fig.

180). — Command, ''•'Feet sideivays place

and arms upivard— stretch! Trunk to the

left— turn ! Arm-extension upioard—6ne !

Two! .... Trunk to the right— turn!"

etc.

In wlk. a position, it may be changed

for advanced pupils as follows : Command, ^^^- ^^^
^ ^ St. 2 A. Ext. Upw.

''•Left foot sideways forward^ to the left, and

arms upward stretch— dne / Tw6 ! '' 1. Bend st. pos. 2. Str.

turn walk a st. pos.— ''Arm-extension, change feet and sides—
dne ! Tw6!" . . .

Bd. Turn Std.
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I Yd. Rch. Turn Std. St. T. Rot. with 2 A. Fling (Fig. 181). —
This is a very difficult movement, used only for far advanced

classes. For the commencing position, command, '"'Left foot

sideways— pldce ! Trunk to the left— turn! Left arm side-

ivays^ right arm forward — stretch ! Right hand — turn !
"

(Palm up.) For the movement, '•'- Trunk-rotation quickly^ zvith

arm-flinging and turning of hands— dne ! Tiv6 !^' ... 1. The

trunk is quickly rotated to the right, while the forearms are

slightly lifted, the hands turned and flung to the right, until

Fig. 181. — ^ Yd. c Rch. Turn Std. St. T. Rot. with 2 A. Fling.

the left arm comes into reach pos. with the palm up, the right

into yard pos. with the palm down. 2. The movement is

done on the same principles, to the other side. Before the

movement reaches this complicated state, the rapid rotation

should be practised alone in yd. std. st. pos., and the arm-

flinging should be practised separately (as a shoulder-blade-

movement).

The turn pos. can be exaggerated by backw. flex, of the trunk.

For instance :
—
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Str. Turn Wlk. rt St. T. Backw. Flex. (Fig. 182).— Command,

"Left (r.) foot sideways forward and arms up-

ward— stretch! Trunk to the left (r.)

— turn I Backward— hend I Ujnvard —
stretch! Forward— hend!''"' . . . (see

Fig. 183). The flexion occurs in direc-

tion of the face and occiput. This

movement can be made exceedingly

strong if the pupils remain in the back-

ward flexion and execute arm-extension

upward \^itli change of feet and ro-

tation to the opposite side. The move-

ment is then called

Str. Turn Arch "Wlk. a St. 2 A.

Ext. and Change of Feet.— After

b a c k A\' a r d

flexion is

taken, com-

mand, '^lr/«-

extension, change feet and sides — dne !

Tw6!'' . . . 1. = Bend arch St. pos. 2.=
Str. turn arch wlk. a st, pos. to the

opposite side. This movement can .

be done only by very strong persons.

At first the 2 A. ext. is done without

change of feet.

This form of lateral trunk-move-

ment resembles closely the arch-flex-

ions (oblique), and may be used as substitutes for these when
there are no bar-stalls or other suitable apparatus at liand. (See

"Arch-flexions.")

Fig. 182. — Str. Turn Arch
Wlk. a St. Pos.

Fig. 183.

Wg. Turn St. Forw. Flex.
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The simplest sideways flexion is

Close St. T. Sidew. Flex. (Fig. 184). — Command, ''Feet—
cldse! Trunk to the left (r.)— hend!''^ The trunk is slowly

bent to the side named, the hands glide on the legs, the knees

remain straight, and the head follows the movement of the

shoulders. Common faults in all sideways flexions are : pushing

one shoulder (in this case the right one) upward, and leaning

the head against the shoulder, bending one knee, and bending

the trunk forward or backward.^ The trunk is

slowly straightened at the command, "C/p-

ivard— stretch!^'' To increase the force of

the movement and thus to get a progression

out of one and the same exercise, the arms

are subsequently placed in J str. wg., rest,

str., and yd. c positions. Wing position is

used but little in sideways flexions (except

for children). If \ str. pos. is used, the

flexion takes place to the left, when the right

arm is extended upward, and vice versa.

Besides close st., the position of the feet can ^

be : stride st., st., wlk., h st., wlk. c st., and fall- Fig. 184. — Close St.

out h. In the last three positions, the flexion
'^^ ^'''^^- ^'^''-^•

takes place only to the side of the advanced foot. For

instance :
—

Str. Wlk. h St. T. Sidew. Flex. (Fig. 185). — Command, ''Left

foot fonvard and arms upivard— stretch ! Trunk to the left—
bend! Upward—stretch! . . . Arm-extension upward and change

effect— <^ne ! Tw6 ! Trunk to the right— bend!'''' . . .

In any position, after commencing position has been ordered,

the command for the flexion is invariably as described above,

and the execution is slow.

For further discussion of execution, see Appendix.
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Advanced pupils may do rest stride st. and str. stride st. T.

sidew. flex. (Fig. 186) rapidl}- instead of slowly. ^ Command,

'''Left (r.) foot sideivays lylace and neck—
^ firm ! (or Arms upward— stretch ! ) Triuik-

flexion quicldy, left (r.) and rigid (Z.) —
dne! Two! . . . Upivard— stretch!''' . . .

i Str. Wg. Side Sup. Wlk. h St. Sidew.

Flex. (Fig. 187).— The pupil stands beside the

horizontal bar, which is put at hip height. He
turns liis side— supposing in this case the left—
to the bar and stands so close that he touches the

latter. Command, ''Left foot forward place, left

hand hip firm and right arm upward stretch— <jne !

Tw6!^'' 1. The right arm bends.

2. The position named is taken.

" Trunk to the left— hend ! Up-
FiG. 185.— Str.

7 / •< rt^-,

Wlk. h St. u^^ird — stretch ! " ... Ihe
Sidew. Flex, movement is also done

from St. pos. and with the arms in

yd. c, rest, or str. pos.

Foot Side Gr. St. T. Sidew. Flex.

(Fig. 188). — In the foot side gr. st.

pos. the pupil stands with his side

turned to the stall-bars and one step

away from them. The foot nearest

the bars is inserted between the

second and third rounds (or higher),

both knees are straight, and the body

in usual good posture. Trunk flexion

1 The centrifugal force (penetrating energy) increasing with tlie speed of motion

(as the square of the rate at which tlie velocity increases), a stronger contraction of

the carrying muscles will be produced.

Fig. 186.

Str. Std. St. T. Sidew. Flex.
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Fig. ICM).— Str. Rev. Turn
Fallout a Sidew. Flex.
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takes place in direction from the bars, both knees remaining

straight. The flexion should not be deeper than that the trunk

and elevated leg are in a line. The command is as described

above, and the movement is done with the arms in wing, jd. c, ^

str. wg., rest, or str. pos. In absence of stall-bars the foot may

be placed on the horizontal bar, or on a chair, or the knee of

another pupil (compare Fig. 165), where the latter holds it in

position. To secure firm posture, it is then best to have the

supporting pupil in the h kn. st. pos.

Fig. 191. — Wing Side Fall L. Elev.

If the sideways flexion is to be combined with rotation, the

flexion is done to the side to which the trunk is rotated. The

commands are, for instance, for

Str. Turn Std. St. T. Sidew. Flex. (Fig. 189).— ''Left foot

sideways place a7id arms iqyward— stretch! Trunk to the left

— turn! To the left— bend! Upward— stretch! ... To the

right— turn!'''' . . .

Similarl}^ : — Str. Rev. Turn Fallout a T. Sidew. Flex. (Fig.

190), and movements of the same type.

A common fault in these movements is to bend the trunk

forward instead of sideways.
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Side Fall. Pos. (Fig. 191). — To take this position, command,

'•'• Side falling on the left hand— one! Tw6 ! Three /" 1 and 2

are executed as stoop falling position (Figs. 167 and 168).

3. The right hand takes " hip firm," while the body is

turned over (to the right), so that it rests on the left hand and

on the outside of the left foot. The feet are in close pos. and

the legs straight. Change hands— 6ne ! Two!'''

... 1. Stoop fall. pos. 2. Side fall. pos. on

the other hand. After this position has been

practised for some time it is used as commencing

position for leg-elevation.

Side Fall. L. Elev. (Fig. 191). —
After commencing position is taken,

command, ''Leg-elevation—one ! Two !

. . . The upper straight leg is lifted

as high as good posture will allow.

The movement is

also done in | str. ~ ~ /

side fall. pos. (Fig.

192), which may be

considered easier.

If the arm which

is extended upward

grasps a stall-bar

(hor. bar, the hand Fig. 192.— JStr. Side Fall Pos.

of another pupil, etc.), the position is called ^ str. gr. side fall,

pos., which naturally is easier to maintain than the same free

position.

Rest Side Sup. St. Sidew. Flex, and L. Elev.— The pupil stands

close to the horizontal bar, put at hip height, with his side

turned to the bar and touching it. Command. '-'Neck — fii-m !

Trunk-flexion, leg-elevation— {^ne ! Two!" . . . The pupil

/

^
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Fig. 194. — Str. Side Gr. St. L. Elev.
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bends over the bar, keeps the leg nearest it straight, and lets

the other rise as the trunk bends, so that this leg and the trunk

are in a line. (Compare Fig. 193.)

Str. Side Gr. St. L. Elev. (Fig. 194). — The pupil stands one

step away from the stall-bars, his side turned to them. Com-

mand, ''Arms wpivard— stretch! Trmik to the left (r.)— lend!

G-rdsp I " The trunk is bent toward the bars, and each hand

grasps a bar, so that the arms are straight (the upper arm remains

in str. pos., whereas the lower, to become

straight, must be lowered into yd. d, pos.

;

this hand is supinated). The leg nearest the

bars is vertical and straight. The foot of

the other leg is raised

above the floor. ^''Leg-

elevation— 6ne ! Tw6 !
"

. . . The outside leg

is raised and lowered.

Introduction to

Wheeling (Fig. 195).—
The pupil stands one

step away from a bench,

with his side turned to

it. Command, ''Right (I.') foot sidewags and arms upward—
stretch! Trunk-flexion to the left (r.)— due! Tw6 !

'^ ... 1.

The pupil bends to the left (r.) ; at the same time he raises his

right (1.) leg, and lowers his left (r.) arm until his left (r.)

hand rests on the bench (the position is like str. side gr. st.

L. elev.). 2. He resumes str. stride st. pos.

Before wheeling is attempted.

Rest St. T. Sidew. Flex, with L. Elev. may be tried. Command,

''Neck—firm! Trunk-flexion left and rights leg-elevation— one!

Fig. 195. — Introduction to Wheeling.
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Two ! Three ! Four / "
. . . 1 and 3. = Flexion to the side, the

opposite leg rising proportionately. 2 and 4. = Rest st. pos. The

movement may also be done from wg., \ str. wg., yd. c, and

str. pos.

Wheeling (Fig. 196).— Command, '•'Feet sideivays place and

arms iqnoard— stretch ! To the left (r.)— ivheel! " The pupil

Fig. 196.— Wheeling.

bends his trunk slightly to the right (1.), and then with ut-

most speed to the left (r.), until his left (r.) hand rests on the

floor ; his right (1.) hand is placed on the floor beyond the left

(r.) one ; his feet, having left the floor, describe a semi-circle in

the air, and land on the floor beyond his right (1.) hand. By

this time his hands liave left the floor, and he stands in str. std.

st. pos. The motions of arms and legs resemble the spokes
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of a revolving wheel. The hands should not touch the floor

simultaneously, nor should the feet, but the movement should

be a distinct "one — two — three — four." Leo-s as

well as arms are kept straight throughout the mov<

ment. When practised for

the first time, the pupils

may be allowed to bend

slightly forward, and, al-

ready in the commencing

position, to lower the hand

in whose direction the

wheeling is to be done. As soon as every j^upil has gained

some proficiency, the class is arranged in one rank, the pupils

standing behind each other at "whole distance." After

they have been numbered by tw^os from the front backward.

Fig. 197. SiDEw. Hang. Pos. (as it

OUGHT TO be).

command, " Feet sideways place

stretch ! Numbers one to the

right— ivheel I " The ones and

Fig. 198. — Sidew. Hang. Pos. (as it

USUALLY looks).

happen (the gymnasts interfere

consequently wheeling must not

until after considerable individual

Sidew. Hang. Pos. (Fig. 197). — The pupil stands at the bar-

stall with his side turned toward the wall and one step aw\ay from

and arms upicard—
left^ numbers two to the

twos do the movement

^ in opposite directions,

y^^
as ordered. ^' Into places

^ — wheel/" The pu-

pils wheel back into

their original places.

The movement must

take place strictly side-

Avaj's, or accidents aa'III

with each other)

;

be tried in class

practice.
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it. Command, '•'•Arms upivard— stretch! Trunk to the left (r.)

— bend! Grasp! (see Fig. 194). Sideivays ham/inj/—place!'''

The pupil swings both his legs up, and holds himself out from

the bars by means of his arms alone. Arms and legs are

straight, and the body stands out at right angles from the bars.

The pupil stays in this position as long as his strength will

allow, and then lowers himself slowly into commencing posi-

tion. Beginners may learn to take this position by first taking

the str. side gr. st. pos. with elevated outside leg. This leg is

now lowered with utmost speed (and allowed to pass in front

of and on the other side of the inside leg), and inmiediately

swung back again as high as possible, the inside leg following

close to it. The upper arm may at the same time be bent ; and,

as the body is lowered into horizontal position, it is straight-

ened. Advanced pupils get into the position by merely elevat-

ing their legs with moderate speed until they are horizontal.

This, however, requires a high degree of physical development.

A common fault in this exercise is turning the face obliquely

upward, and curving the body and legs (Fig. 198) ; in fact,

there are but few who reach the ideal in this position.

(Such movements as " scissors," " spider-walk," etc., on par-

allel bars should be considered as lateral trunk-movements.)

Synopsis of lateral trunk-movements arranged by commen-

cing positions :
—

Botations :—
' close St.

St.

stride st.

< walk, a St. (also rev. rot.) )>

wlk. b st.

Avlk. c St. (also rev. rot.)

^ fallout a (also rev. rot.)

str"
^

(
^*^^^^ ^*- q"i<^k T. rot.

i yd. c rch. turn std. st. quick T. rot. with 2 A. flg.

wg.
yd.c
rest

str.

T. rot.

(slowly).
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I St. rev. turn
fallout a

turn

pos.

change of arms and feet zigzag,

forward or backward,
change of arms, with rot.

f sidew.

close St.

St.

stride st.

wlk. a St.

wlk. b St.

wlk. c St.

iipw.

forw.
backw.

2 A. ext. -{ sidew. and upw.
sidew. and backw.
forw., sidew., and upw.
forw., sidew., backw., and upw.

W (^ upw., slowly, etc.

wg.
yd. c

\ str.

rest,

str.

wg. > turn

wlk. a St.

stride st.

St.

wlk. h St.

close St.

y

t* ft • >5

T^ >:
'

arch tiirn
Bend

\

yd. a
J

Sideways-flexions ;
—

close St.

stride st.

wg.
^ str.

'

rest

str.

yd. c

wg.
yd.

rest
I

str. J

i str. wg.
rest

str.

> T. backw. flex.

) wlk. a St.

i stride st.

ext.
f sidew.

\ upw.
sidew.

change of F.

St.

close St.

wlk. b St.

wlk. c St.

side sup. wlk. b st.

F. side gr. ^ st.

f stride st.

I

wlk. b St.

turn<j wlk. a st. (+ rev.)

I

St.

[ close St.

fallout b.

rev. turn fallout f-.

> T. sidew. flex, (slowly).
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rest

str.
stride St. quick T. sidew. flex.

istr. side fall.
£««^i^^,

wg. ) (

1

side sup. St.

^ St.

wg.

\ Str. wg.
rest

Str.

yd. c

Introduction to wheeling.
Wheeling.

T. sidew. flex,

with L. elev.

Synopsis

Aim .

Contents

Types ,

Effects

:

Progression ,

Limitations ,

Relations :

JUMPING AND VAULTING.

f Develop general co-ordination.

\ Control and speed.

I Pamning.
' Jumping.
' Vaulting.

I
Jump with whole, half (or double) start.

} Vault with whole, double, or half start.

Physical.

Physiological.

r Develop elasticity.

J
Develop extensors of leg.

i Increase peristalsis.

1^ Increase blood-pressure.

( Increase exhalation.

< Increase elimination of CO.2.

( Increase metabolism.

Psychological. <

' Improve cerebral localization

Produce courage.
Produce apprecia- f space \ g^-^j-j.

tion of \ time S

Produce presence of mind.
Produce exhilaration.

Standing
Running

jump,
vault.

1. Are never introductions.

2. Quantity and quality to be proportioned to rest of

lesson.

1. Evolution of all other movements in same and
preceding lessons.

r heaving-movements.
,, ,, . ^ abdominal exercises.
2. Merge into < 1 « •®

I

arch-ttexions.

[ Lat. T. movements.
3. Hopping = continuous balance-movement.
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The exercises commonly known as jumping and vaulting not

only liave numerous educational effects warranting their use,

but they are also of great practical value for purposes of or-

dinary every-day life. For it is well, when obliged to jump, to

know how to accomplish the movement with the least expen-

diture of energy, and also how to break the fall by a correct

use of the muscles, instead of meeting the concussion by

the bones alone. Fractures, sprains, and jarring of the

spine, do not result from jumping when one has learned how

properly to land, while with the untrained such occurrences are

frequent.

In the practice of these exercises the question is less how

high to jump, more in what manner is it to be done, and es-

pecially how should the landing occur.

The knee-joint is so shaped that, when the knee is straight,

the surfaces of tlie condyles fit very accurately into the facets

of the head of the tibia ; and the first part of a knee-flexion

takes place slowly. The radius of tlie condyle is decreasing

backward, so that, after flexion has once begun, it occurs easily

and with accelerating speed. Now, in jumping, if the landing

is made with straight knees, the facets of the knee-joint are

pressed forcibly together, so that flexion becomes impossible,

and the thighs and hips suddenly oppose the downward move-

ment ; but gravitation cannot be thus suddenly overcome, and

the body still remains for a while under the influence of the

fall ; the neck of the femur has to resist the pressure from

above, and, if the speed of motion is great, the bone will break ;

the internal organs also continue to move downward, and the

ligaments, etc., by which they are suspended, will thus be

excessively stretched, until the fall is broken— displacement

is often the result. On the other hand, if the knees have
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already commenced to bend, when the feet strike the ground,

they continue to do so until the fall is wholly broken, and

the motion is gradually reversed through the elasticity of the

quadriceps extensor, etc. For ordinary height and speed, all

danger of fracture and displacemeiit is now removed. The

heels should be raised when the feet strike the ground, so that

the gastrocnemius may also help to break the fall. Further-

more, the heels should be held together and the feet turned out;

for, in this position, the neck of the femur acts like an oblique

beam, distributing the pressure throughout the whole bone,

whereas, when the heels are apart, the neck is horizontal, and

hence easily broken. Besides, the position lessens the danger

of internal displacement. If done in this way, there is no need

of a mattress to land on when ordinary jumping is practised.

In prolonged or violent vaulting, and when jumping takes

place from great heights, a mattress may be used as a safeguard

against accidents and to prevent the feet from becomino- sore.

On any other occasion, the use of a mattress will tend to ruin

the form of the movement and to take away its best effects.

In jumping, the body is propelled by the feet alone, the arms

merely adding momentum by oscillating in the direction of

motion, and balancing the thoi-ax at the landing ; in vaulting,

during the intermediate portion of the movement, the body is

balanced on the hands, so that the direction of motion of tlie

legs may change from rectilinear to curvilinear, the feet de-

scribing an arch or '•'• vault."

Running consists of a rapid succession of jumps from one

foot to the other ; and for that reason its effects resemble those

of jumping, as described below. Also, instead of introducing

running in tlie middle of the lesson, it may appear later as a

preparation for the jumping and vaulting. As a matter of
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convenience the three forms of movement may be included

under the one heading " leaping."

When the body is sprung from the ground by both feet, from

standing pos., the jump is said to occur with "whole start;"

when by one foot from standing or running with "half start;"

and when by both feet from running, as in running face

vault, leap-frog, etc., with double start. The double start

is used in jumping only for free somersaults (and for diving

purposes); and the whole start should precede the half start.

In vaulting, whole start is used first, half start last, and double

start will be the most common form, since vaulting is best

done from a runnino' start.

If the effort is to be for height, a short run is best, — just

enough to gain muscular control, — for here the rapidity with

which the last step is taken largely determines the height

attained ; if the effort is one for distance, the run should be

longer, so that when the feet finally leave the ground the body

may have gathered the greatest horizontal momentum. In

standing vault, the body is largely lifted over \>y the pull from

the hands ; in running vault, the hands strike later than the

feet, and merely support the trunk.

In all jumping and vaulting, the landing should take place

on both feet, as described above (Fig. 201). In continuous

side vault over bar (Fig. 227), however, it occurs on one

foot, the mechanics otherwise being the same as for landing

on both feet.

Leaping requires for execution a high degree of elasticity,

and its continued practice will consequently develop this

quality in the body. The extensors of the legs are being

used for contractions and relaxations in rapid sequence, and

the speed and power of these muscles Avill grow in such a
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manner as to produce an elastic step in walking. This is

still more emphasized by the increase of arch of instep re-

sulting from the shortening of the plantar muscles by their

constant and forcible use in these movements.

The shaking of viscera in continued leajDing will have the

effect of a mechanical irritant to produce an increased se-

cretion of bile and a livelier peristalsis, even to causing di-

arrhoea. In this respect it is even more powerful than horse-

back riding ; for in the last-named exercise the pounding

on the saddle causes pelvic congestion enough to offset some

of the effects produced on liver and intestines.

The jarring of the lungs, heart, and large vessels, as well

as the rapid accumulation of carbon dioxide in the blood, re-

sulting from the contractions of the large masses of muscles

of the legs, soon produces pulmonary congestion and an in-

crease of general blood pressure and heart-beat. There is

an increase of respiration, so that the carbon dioxide may

become eliminated with greater rapidity ; the exhalations be-

come more rapid and forcible. There is, however, no propor-

tionate increase of inhalations,^ so that it would be an error to

suppose that leaping increases the chest capacity ; and we also

know that the boy of phthisical or contracted chest usually

makes a good jumper— which may in some degree depend

on his expiratory strength.

The hastened circulation causes an increasing skin-evapo-

ration; and considering also the effects on digestive and res-

piratory organs, these exercises may well be spoken of as

movements of elimination ; and as such they are of great

1 The time of inhalation may be longer than that of exhalation, but the latter

is far more forcible and of greater volume. (Compare Lagrange for opposite

version of this question.)
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value when it is desirable rapidly to affect the general

metabolism.

To jump or vault, a great number of muscles have to be

brought into play simultaneously, each one contributing an

exact degree and speed of contraction for the consummate

action. This means that a great number of motor impulses

have to be generated and co-ordinated in a very exact, man-

ner. In fact, the execution of the movement depends much

more upon the mental skill than upon muscular strength;

and its practice Avill also show a marked increase of ability

of cerebral localization of effort and of co-ordination, manifest-

ing itself as a general quality of the mind. The movements

cultivate control in the form of executive attention, rather

than the expectant attention— active repose— as produced

by balance movements.

While heaving-movements produce a consciousness of power

a courage of being, — such exercises as the more complex

forms of vaulting and jumping cultivate the courage of do-

ing. Besides, the last-named exercises develop presence of

mind, or the ability of turning a quickly conceived idea into

as rapid an action ; for a rapid transmission and co-ordination

of impulses is a necessity in these movements, and even

though primarily developed for locomotion, the ability will

appear as a general mental characteristic.

Skill in vaulting and jumping depends on ability to gauge

the effort according to space and time; and it produces in

the gymnast the habit of making exactly the effort required

— no more, no less : he learns to save energy by properly

appreciating the necessary "launching effort"' of attention

for any definite deed.

A forcible sensory impression received on a small surface is
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conceived as pain, while if the same amount of force is distrib-

uted over a larger surface, so that numerous small impressions

become transmitted at once, it is conceived as " a large, massive

impression," — one of pleasure, of exhilaration. Muscular move-

ments produce sensations of motion in such a manner that when

a strong exercise is well localized, as foi- instance in shoulder-

blade-movements of localization, it produces a sensation of pain

;

while if the exercise is more generalized, so that many muscles

each contribute a little toward the movement, a large, mas-

sive impression is received, and the exercise produces exhila-

ration. In that manner leaping becomes exhilarating, as will

also au}^ general exercise done with full volition. This exhil-

aration from vaulting is well known to all gymnasium instruc-

tors, although they ma}^ not have understood the reason for it,

beyond that of the satisfaction which all experience in overcom-

ing a difficulty — in this case that of getting over the obstacle

in good form and doing a little better than the other members

of the class.

The simpler forms of jumping should precede vaulting ; and

standing jump and vault should precede the corresponding run-

ning movements. In other respects the progression depends

largely upon individual skill. And it might be said that skill

in these movements well indicates the j^hysical culture of the

individual, since it expresses his ability of control for execution

— of correctly doing that which has been correctly conceived.

Leaping cannot very well appear among introductions, since

in that part of the lesson the pupils do not })Ossess the neces-

sary co-ordination, which, on the other hand, gradually develops

during the lesson and reaches its acme toward the end. In that

manner jumping and vaulting may be said to be the evolution

of all other exercises in the same lesson, and necessarily also
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from those of all preceding lessons. Moreover, it is Inglily un-

desirable in the beginning of the lesson to increase the blood-

pressure, heart-beat, and expiration in so forcible a manner ; and

consequently we cannot approve of the German method of be-

ginning the lessons with (marching and) running.

Vaulting between double bars, over bar with a rope, pole vault,

etc., are heaving-movements as well as leaping ; and when they

are used, the second heaving-movement may be excluded from

the lesson. Many of these exercises also include the effects of

lateral trunk-movements and abdominal exercises, and almost

all vaulting depends for good form on an effort of arch-fiexion

during the intermediate portion of the movement. Thus, that

holds good which has been stated before, that the more complex

an exercise grows, the more it embraces the effects from several

classes of exercise.

The hopping-movements described below are used as easy

forms of jumping, although they are in reality continuous bal-

ance-movements — very rapid (2) heel elevations — the typi-

cal characteristic of jumping, the sudden extension of the knee,

being absent.

The physical and physiological effects of running are very

similar to those of repeated jumping, but the psychological

effects — with exception of the exhilaration — are very much

less marked.

The number, complexity, and force of the jumping and vault-

ing exercises should be proportioned to the rest of the lesson

;

and it is well to let the quantity of running correspond to the

severity of the vaulting, as it will always be found that the lat-

ter improves from a sufficient run applied in the preceding part

of the same lesson.

In applying jumping, it is well to remember the relation of
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bone-structure and age, so that deformities (in the young) and

fractures (in tlie old) may not result from the exercises.

Preparation to Jumping (Fig. 30). — Command, ''^Prepare to

jump — one! . . . F6ur!^' . . . The execution is like that of

st. 2 Kn. flex, (see leg-movements). At first the movement is

practised with hips firm, later without it, the arms hanging

straight behind the thighs when the knees bend. From time

to time the teacher changes the rhythm of this movement

( "— one^two!— Three !— Four I " or "— 6m !— Two^three !

— Four r'' etc.), so that the pupils become thoroughly balanced

in each one of the intermediate positions. After some time,

the teacher leaves off counting, and merely commands, ^'•Prepa-

ration to jumping — s^ar^.'" when the pupils go through the

whole movement. When it is done in this way, the teacher

may occasionally and unexpectedly say, '•'Twd !"" (or ''Three ! ''''

etc.), when the pupils understand that they are to stop in the

position belonging to that count. This is an excellent way to

make the pupils well balanced in the intermediate positions.

After this movement can be well performed, it is safe to pro-

ceed, to the next one ; yet the preparation to jumping should be

applied in almost every lesson ; for, no matter how skilled the

pupils may be, the movement always retains its effect of correct-

ing the form of all jumping and vaulting. It may then be

used as an introduction or as a slow leg-movement, since it

shares the effects of the latter kind of exercises, even tliough

it is done in rapid rhythm.

Upw. Jump (Fig. 199). — Command, " Upivard jump— 6ne !

Tw6! Three! Four! Five!'' 1. 2 Heel elev. 2. 2 Kn. flex,

to 90°. 3. By a rapid extension of his knees, the pupil jumps

straight up ; and, in the same place where he stood before, he

lands on tip-toe with raised heels, and lets his knees bend to
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right angles ; in this position he stays with erect trunk and

head, and arms hanging straight behind his thighs. 4. The

knees are stretched. 5. The heels are lowered. Tliis move-

ment should never be clone with '4iips firm ;
" for what is gained

by the knee-flexion in landing is apt to /^^^^Tv^

be lost by the pressure exerted by the W^5^^ ^\

hands on the hips. v/, 1

Turn. 90° Upw. Jump. — Conuiiand, /'^''^ 'V
'•'•Turning 90° to the left (r.), upward

jumjy — 6ne ! . . . Five ! " The move-

ment is executed as the one just de-

scribed, except that, as the pupil jumps,

he turns 90° to the side ordered, and

faces in this new direction when he

lands. [Later on 180° (and even 360°)

may be tried.]

With A. Fling. Upw. Jump.— Com-

mand, '•^Arms flung sideways, upivard

jump — (jnef . . . Five f
^^ This re-

sembles upward jump ; but, as the pupil

jumps, he flings his arms straight side-

ways to horizontal position, thus aiding

the motion upward. The arms move

quickly down again, so that they are
"

in the usual position when the landing

occurs. Upw. Jump: '•Three!"

With A. and L. Fling. Upw. Jump. — Command, '''Anns and

legs flung sideivags^ upivard jump — one ! . . . Five ! " At the

jumping, arms and legs are flung out sideways, and brought

back into position again, so that the arms are perpendicular, and

the heels together, when the feet strike the ground.

y

r

Fig. 1<)'.).
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^

Forw. Jump (Figs. 200 and 201). — Command, '^Forward

jump— due.' . . . Five!'' 1. 2 Heel elev. 2. 2 Kn. flex, and

the arms are moved backward into backw. rch. pos.^ 3. Keep-

ing his heels together, the pupil jumps forward, and helps the

movement by swinging his arm straight forward into reach pos.

The arms swing back again ; and, by keeping them rigid behind

the thighs when the

/^'«7...iM' landing occurs, the

body is prevented

from falling for-

ward. 4. Knees

stretch. 5. Heels

sink.

Backvr. Jump. —
On the same prin-

ciples, jumping can

be done backward;

'^ this movement,

however, is of less

value, and is but

little used.

Sidew. Jump. —
Command, "'To the

left (r.}jwyip — dne! . . . Five!''' This is executed on the

same principles as forward jump, except that, just before jump-

ing, the pupil swings his straight arms in front of him to the

side opposite the one to which he is jumping : and, as he jumps

straight to the side, the arms are flung in direction of the

jumping, and brought into the usual position at the landing, so

as to prevent the trunk from tipping over.

Fig. 200. — Forw. Jump: The Start.

1 It is better to close the hands firmly, instead of keeping them open as shown

in the illustration.
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Later these jumps may be practised with a command for only

the first and last part of the movement. For instance, com-

mand, '•''Upivard—jump ! Five! " The pupils go through the

first four parts with utmost speed. Before this, however, the

movement should be done as, " Upivard—jump ! F6ur ! Five !
"

at the landing,

also be practised

tension done so

ates another jump.

upward jump —
or '''Turning 90°

and back to the right

jump — due f . . .

left (r.) a7id right

the pupils stopping

The jumping may

with the knee-ex-

quickly that it cre-

Command " Twice

6ne! . . . Six!''

{180") to the left (r.}

(Z.), twice upward

Six ! " or, " To the

(Z.) ju7np — dne !

. . . Six ! " etc.

Forw., sidew\, and

backw. jump may be

done over a rope or

other obstacle, first

to counts, later to the

command ''• Stdrt
! ''

All the above

jumps are done from -

whole start. Ex-

amples of jumping with half-start are the following: —
One Step's Start Forw. Jump (Fig. 202). — Command, '''Left

(r.) foot fortvard, forivard jump — one tw6 ! ! Three ! Four !
"

1. The left (r.) foot is placed forward in walk h st. pos. 2. (Fol-

lows instantly.) The riglit (1.) leg and botli arms are swung

forward with utmost speed, while the left foot springs from

Fig. 201.— Forw. Jump: The Landing.
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the ground, and the body is thrown forward ; the heels are

brought together, and hxnding takes phace in usual form.

3. Knees stretch. 4. Heels sink. The movement is repeated

from each foot alternately, so that the pupils become equally

skilled in using either for the start. At first the distance

jumped should be small, so that the landing may not lose its

correct form. Later on, two or three steps are used for the

start. For instance —

Fig. 202.— One Step's Start, Forw. Jump.

Three Steps' Start, Forw. Jump.— Command, '-'Three steps' Start ;

begm with the left (r.^ foot^ forward jump— one two three ! I

Four I Five ! " (or— " stdrt ! Four ! Five / "). The third step

is the " half start " for the jumping, executed as above. After

three steps have once been used, the movement is always done in

this way, as one or two steps do not produce the speed that

should characterize jumping.

This form of jumping may also be done with 00° turning ;
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the turning is then to the side of the foot which gives the final

start. For instance :
—

Three Steps' Start, 90'' Forw. Jump.— Command, " With 90°

turning mid three stejys' start, beginning with the left (^r.^ foot, for-

ward—jiimp! . . . Four! Five!''' The pupils face to the left

(r.) when they land. If the start had been with two steps,

they would have faced to the right (1.), etc.

Tlie jumping ma}^ also be done sidewaj^s forward, and then

always Avith one step's start :
—

Sidew. Forw. Jump. — Command, '•'Forward to the left (r.)

jump— one two! Three! Four!'' 1. The right (1.) foot is

placed crosswise forward to give the start. 2. (Follows in-

stantly.) By swinging the left (r.) foot in its own direction,

and sending the right (1.) foot from the ground, jumping takes

place sideways forward to the left (r.) ; landing is done as

usual (with heels together, etc.). 3. Knees stretch. 4. Heels

sink.^) This form of jumping is one of the most graceful

movements known.

In jumping with "half start," — running free jump, — the

teacher soon leaves off counting the separate movements, and

commands only the start and the last two parts (knee-extension,

and lowering of the heels).

Running Long or High Jump.— When proficiency is gained in

these movements, two marks are made on the floor to indicate

the distance to be jumped: and a rope is used to mark off

the height for high jump. The distance or height should not

be so great that the jumping cannot be done in correct form.

When jumping over a rope (or other obstacle) the pupil should

jump straight forward, — not with legs swinging to one side, —

^ Similarly, sidew. jump id. ^ start may be done, the foot moving through stride

crosswise st. pos.
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and bring his heels together already before passing the rope

(Fig. 203).

J

Fig. 203.— Running High Jump.

The running high jump may be done with arms and legs

flung sideways (Fig. 204), and also witli arms and legs swung
backward (Fig. 205), the last-named movement being both hand-
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some and difficult. The heights attained will not be as great

in these two exercises -as in ordinary run. high jump. Besides

being suitable for advanced pupils, they form good introduc-

tions for the outside and inside pommel-vaults described below.

In running long or high jump the teacher should decide which

foot is to give the final spring. The pupils are arranged in one

rank behind the rope (or marks on the floor), and face to the

Fig. 204. — Running High
Jump, Arms and Legs

FLUNG Sideways.

Fig. 205. — Running High Jump,

Legs swung Backward.

flank. The teacher commands, ^'- Start !
^'' and the first pupil

runs, jumps the rope, and, after landing, stretches his knees ; he

stays in toe st. pos. until the teacher commands, " (^Next—

)

start ! " when he lowers his heels, and marches away to place

himself in the rank behind the others, etc. Occasionally the

pupils may be ordered to run and jump as fast as there is room,

the whole class running at the same time, and continuing
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to jump one after the other until the teacher commands,

Jumping from a Height (Fig. 206).— The pupil stands on a

bench (or other elevation). Command, '--Left (>•.) leg forward

— Vrft !
"' The leg is lifted far enough forward to be outside

the bench. '•'•Downward—jUmp!'"' The pupil jumps down

and lands as usual. " Tli ref !

Four ! " 3. Knees stretch.

4. Heels sink. The pupil

may be allowed to bend

slightly the knee of the leg

which gives the start, es-

pecially if the height be

great. This slight knee-

flexion just before jumping

also gives more grace to the

movement. The pupil must

not look down when jump-

ing; for, if he does, he loses

his balance when landing.

Star Gr. St. Jump from

Stall- Bars (Fig. 207).

—

The pupil stands with one

foot on the fourth or fifth bar, grasps with the hand of the same

side a bar above his head, and holds himself out sideways, the

other arm and leg being elevated sideways, so that the position

of the limbs resembles the points of a star. Command, '•'•Down-

tvard jump— one tw6 ! ! Three! Four!''' 1. The free arm

and leg are swung in to the bod3\ 2. They are again swung

sideways, and, at the same time, the other foot and hand

leave the bars, and the pupil jumps down sideways and lands

Fig. 206.— Jumping from a Bench.
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as usual (facing as before jumping). 3. Knees stretch. 4.

Heels sink.

Before the jump is tried, the arm and leg elevation may be

practised as a lateral trunk-movement.

Wg. Toe St. Stride Jump. — Command, '"'-Hips—firm ! Heels—
l(ft ! Stride jump — due I Tivd ! . . . (or— Stdrt ! . . . Stop .')."

1 = Wg. stride toe st. 2 = Wg.

toe st. The change from one

position to the other is taken

by jumping with the slightest

knee-flexion ; and the movement

is repeated in rapid rhythm for

a minute or two. Care should

be taken not to give it too long

duration, as it forcibly and rap-

idly increases the heart-beat. It

should be followed by a slow

leg-movement. A similar move-

ment can be done from wlk. a

(h, f?), toe St. pos. by changing

feet by jumping without stop-

ping in fund. pos. These exer- -

^^^ 207.

Cises are quite suitable for little Star Gr. St. Jump from Stall-Bars.

folks, both for amusement and to cultivate co-ordination and

rhythm.

Wg. stride Toe St. Upw. Jump, Feet Striking. — Command,

'•'Feet sideivays place and hips—firm! Heels— lift! Quick

jump, feet strike— dne ! Tiv6 ! . . . Position! (or — Stdrt!

. . . St{Sp .')." The pupils jump straight upward, strike the

feet together, and land in wg. stride toe st. pos. with slightly

bent knees, and use the landing as start for another jump, etc.
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The rh3^thm of this movement is somewhat slower tliaii tliat of

the preceding one, and the knees flex more at landing.

Similarly, L. elev. sidew. (forw., backw.) (see Balance-move-

ments) may be changed into a jumping exercise, by letting the

change of feet occur rapidly and repeatedly to one count.

Fig. 208. — Introd. to Vaulting: the
Moment before Jumping.

Fig. 209. — Introd. to Vaulting:
" Two." Bal. Hang. Pos.

Hopping. — This is done from toe st. pos. at the command,

''Hopping fonvarcl (hackio.')— stdrt ! . . . Stdp f " The body is

moved forward (backw.) by a rapid succession of quick con-

tractions and relaxations of the muscles of the calves, the knees

remaining straight and the body being carried well erect. The
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movement is done from wg, or yd. c, toe st., or toe i st. (the

other leg Hfted backward or forward), and from courtesy sitt.

Fig. 210. —^ Yd. Gr. St. Introd. to Vaulting. Commencing and Final Pos.

pos., when it may also be done sideways. In Yd. c toe (i) st.

hopping the hands may be allowed to hang loose and flop in
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rhythm with the hopping, so that the whole is made to resemble

the movement of a bird. Hopping has the same effects on cir-

culation, respiration, and digestion as jumping, and hence may-

be used as such, especially for little folks. Considering its

mechanics (except courtesy sitt. hopping), — a succession of

double heel-elevations,— it should be called a balance-movement.

Rch. Gr. St. Introd. to Vaulting (Figs. 208 and 209). — The

pupil stands at the horizontal bar, at whole distance from it.

At the command, '•'•G-rdsp! " he grasps the bar, thumbs behind,

fingers in front (unless the bar be too thick to allow this), and

arms straight. At the command, ''Sit up— one tw6 ! " he jumps

and pulls himself forward, so that he lands against the bar ; and,

resting over it, he holds himself there, his arms straight, his

head high, chest well expanded, and the body and legs forming a

graceful curve backward (balance hang. pos.). At the command,

''•Three fdur I/" he swings himself off from the bar, his hands

giving a strong push, and lands, in the usual manner, in the same

place from which he started. At first the hands retain the grasp

of the bar at landing. After the first day, the teacher omits

the command, ''G-rdsp!^' and the pupil does not place his

hands on the bar until just before he jumps.

^ Yd. Gr. St. Introd. to Vault. (Fig. 210.) — The pupil stands

with his side turned to the bar, and grasps it with one hand

(straight arm). At the command, ";.SV^ up— one hvdf he

turns toward the bar,i grasjDS also with the other hand, and sits

up as in the previous exercise. When jumping down, he

pushes himself off by the forward hand, so that he lands in the

same place and position (relative to the bar) which he had

before sitting up. In these two exercises, the bar is at first

placed at hip height, and gradually raised as the pupils gain

1 The feet turn as in " left (r.) — face !

"
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proficiency. As manv pupils as the bar will hold should do

the movement at the same time.

If the bar is provided with saddles (or if there is a vaulting-

horse or box), the following movement may be done :
—

Fig. 211. — Intermediate Position of Somersault over the Bar.

i Yd. Gr. St. Sit up Astride. — The pupil stands as in the pre-

vious exercise, and places his hand on one pommel of tlie saddle.

At the command, 'SSVi up— one two ! " he sits up as in the

previous exercise, one hand on each pommel. '''-Three!''' He
swings the leg, which in commencing position was outside, over

the pommel, and sits gently down in the saddle as if on horse-
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(t ^J"'^^-

back ; his legs and arms hang straiglit down, and his trunk

and head are erect. At the command, "aSV^ off
— fourfive ! " he

grasps the pommel in front of him with both hands, swings

his legs backward and over to the side from which he sat up

;

and, as he lands, he grasps the backward pommel with one

hand, and faces the same way as he did when sitting in

the saddle.

Introd. to Somersault over Bar (Fig. 211).— The pupil stands

facing the bar, and sits up

into balance hang, pos., at the

command as above. ^'Hands—
turn!'' He turns his hands.

one at a time, so that the

thumbs come in front, the

fingers behind. '•^Introduction

to somersault— one ! Two !
"

... 1. The pupil folds him-

self forward over the bar, so

that he hangs, head down, and

holds himself in this position

by means of his hands and

thighs ; his legs are bent at

the hips and knees. 2. He pulls himself back into balance

hang. pos. When this has been practised for a day or t\AO,

the somersault may be tried.

Somersault over Bar (Fig. 212). — Command, '"'Sit up—
one two ! Hands— turn ! " (As above). " Somersault— three

four I'' Tlie j^upil folds over the bar, as in the previous exer-

cise ; and, turning his trunk fully under it, he lets his legs

slowly swing over backward until they rest on the floor, so that

he is in stride fall hang. pos. (Fig. 78). ''• Five!'' He swings

Fig. 212. — Somersault over Bar.
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made more difficult

nearer the floor,

his body forward from under the bar, and, pusliing well off with

his hands, he rises into str. stride st. pos. '' Six ! " He takes

fundamental position. The corresponding arch-flexion serves as

an introduction to ...,,^ this movement.
The movement is

by placing the bar

until finally there is

barely room for the

trunk between the

bar and the floor.

When the bar is

low, the hands are

placed in turned

ting up omitted,

ment is usually de-

(beinga preparation

is better to apply it

ions, since it resem-

Wlk. h St. Introd.

pupil stands a full

bar and facing it.

(r.) foot backward

onetwd!'^ (At first

1. The pupil places

ward, and springs

foot forward, for-

He lands on both

forcibly on the floor;

position, and the sit-

Although this move-

scribed as vaultingf

for handsprings), it

among arch-flex-

bles these in effects.

to Vaulting. — The

step away from the

Command, ''Left

— 2?ldce ! Sit up—
. . . '-one! Two!")

his left (r.) foot for-

as in '' Left (r.)

ward jump t

"

Fig. 213. — Inside Pommel-
Vault ON Bak-Saddle.

feet, which are put

and grasping the

bar with both hands, he sits up as in the previous exercises.

This mode of giving the start is called " double start," aud
is mostly used in vaulting when the start is taken by running.
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"Sit off — three four!" is done as in previous exercises,

except that the pupil throws himself still farther backward

from the bar. Later on, this movement is practised with two

and three steps' start, and finally with a short run.

Inside Pommel-Vault (Fig. 213). — The pupil stands facing

the saddle (fixed on the bar). At the command, ''Spring! " he

sits up as in the previous exercise, one hand on each pommel,

Fig. 214. — Inside Pommel-
Vault ON Horse
{" echapper").

Fig. 215. — Outside Pommel-
Vault ON Horse

(" eearter " ).

swings his legs quickly forward between the pommels ; and,

when they are well over on the other side, he relinquishes his

grasp, and lands on the floor in ordinary manner. When prac-

tised for the first time, the movement is done so that, after sit-

ting up, the pupil swings his legs slowly between the bars at

the command of the teacher. Later the movement is done from

running start, the legs being swung well forward, so that the

body becomes arched from head to heels before landing. A sim-
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ilar movement is done with the legs thrown outside the pom-

mels (outside pommel-vault), when the hands must be removed

earlier.

Advanced pupils may do these vaults without the saddles.

The box or horse is then preferable to the bar, as affording

greater safety, and the movements are done from running

Fig. 216. — Inside Pommel-Vault with Free Supports.

start. The hands stay on the apparatus only long enougli to

straighten up the trunk, and the body should be arched from

liead to heels wdien passing over (Figs. 214 and 215). In the

outside vault, the legs may either he thrown out sideways as

in Fig. 215, or swung back as in Fig. 214 — of course with the

feet somewhat apart.
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In absence of saddles, etc., the inside vault may be done in

ranks with ''chain support" (Fig. 216). For instance : Q'Open

ranks, numbers tivo (^one) one step backward — mdrch I ")

" Numbers one (two') chain support— stdnd ! " The specified

numbers place one foot forward, and extend their arms sideways

until the hands touch. "'•Numbers two (one) — spring ! " These

numbers take one step forward, and, placing their hands on the

shoulders of those in front of them, they vault between them

Fig. 217.

Inside Pommel-Vault with Bench-Supports.

over the meeting hands, just as the movement is done through

saddles. Tlie supports must not lock hands, as some one might

catch his feet, and fall, if the hands cannot quickly come apart.

If benches are at hand, the movement may be arranged as

shown in Fig. 217.

An exercise which forms an introduction to this form of

vaulting is the stoop, fall. 2 F. placing forward (see abdominal

exercises).
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Face-Vault. (Fig. 218). — The bar is put at moderate height

(so low that all can easily get over). The pupil grasps the bar

with both hands, fingers in front, thumbs behind ; and by jump-

ing upward, giving a strong pull with his hands, and throwing

Fig. 218. — Face-Vault : showing how the Hand turns just

BEFORE Landing occurs.

his legs to one side, he swings himself over the bar, turning his

face and whole front toward it. He lands (in usual manner)

with one hand still holding the bar and that side turned to it

(Fig. 220). When his legs are swung to the right, he should
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Fig. 219.

Face-Vault on Horse.

laud directly in front of the left arm, so that the latter is straight

and at right angles to the bar, and vice versa. While the legs

pass the bar, the head

should be carried high,

the arms should be

straight, and the whole

body form a gi-aceful

curve, the abdomen
^ being lower than the

feet and head. The hand wliich is

to remain on the bar, in order to do

so, has to be turned fingers beliind,

thumb in front, just before the land-

ing occurs (as shown in Fig. 218).

If the hand is already turned

in this manner before the start,

that arm cannot be so well used

for pulling ; the hand is apt to

slip off the bar— which means

accident— and the movement

loses its beauty of form. The

teacher (or another pupil)

should stand on that side of

the bar from which the pupil

springs and be ready to help

him if necessary. To do this,

he stands close to the bar and

takes hold of the pupil's wrist Fig. 220. — Balance-Vault.

with one hand, and with the other grasps the same arm

from behind and just below the shoulder ; he will thus be best

able to assist the pupil if need be. As the pupils gain skill, the
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bar is raised from time to time. The movement is also practised

with a short run for start on the same principles as the introd. to

vault. (" double start"). It is then best done on the horse (Fig.

219) or box, these apparatuses being safer.

^' Fig. 221. — Lengthwise Face-Vault.

A modification of the face-vault is the ^ balance-vault " (Fig.

220), where the legs are swung into hand-stand and then to the

side, so that the landing becomes the same as in face-vault.

This is a good introduction to hand-spring.

Another modification is the lensfthwise face-vault on box or
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horse (Fig. 221), the start being given from the end of the horse,

and the body turning to one side and around the hands, so that

at landing the gymnast faces

in a direction opposite that

; in which he started. This

vault can also be done across

the horse (Fig. 222), the

landing occurring where the

spring was taken. This,

however, is an exceedingly

difficult movement.

Face - Vault 180° (Fig.

\ 223). — This is done like

Fig. 222.— Face-Vault and land where
Start was taken (Rotate on

One Hand).

ordinary face-vault, except that

the body is allowed to keep

on turning until at landing

it faces in a direction op-

posite that of the ordinary

face-vault. While passing

over, it is necessary to

move the middle hand so

as to liave a hold with

it at landing. /

Side-Vault, Face For- .'

ward, is a difficult move- •'

mentdone from running

start, as shown in Fig.

224. The start is given as in face-vault ; but the middle hand

is immediately removed, and the body— which should be hori-

FiG. 223.

Face-Vault 180° Turning.
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Fig. 225. — Back-Vault over Bar.
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zontal and Ktraight from head to heels— is baLanced on the

other (" distal ") hand. Landing should occur facing straight

forward, and care should be taken to drop vertically to the

ground ; for if the feet strike obliquely the knee of the ujiper

leg may become sprained. It is probably more difficult to

attain skill in this vault than in au}^ of the preceding.

Back-Vault, or Sit Over (Fig. 225).— This is done on the same

principles, except that as soon as the feet leave the gi'ound the

face is turned in their direction and the back toward the bar;

the position of tlie body resembles sitting position. When the

legs pass the bar, one hand

(the left, if the legs are swung

to the left, and vice veri<a)

leaves it and is quicklj^ swung

behind the body, where it

grasps the bar close by the

other hand (which is now

taken off), where it remains

until the landing, knee-exten-

sion, and lowering of the heels

have been done. Skilled gymnasts arch their body so that

the hips are higher than the head and heels while passing

over. This is an improvement upon the posture shown in

Fig. 225.

Sit Over Lengthwise (Fig. 226) is done so that the start is

given from the end of the horse (box), and both legs swung

around the hands from one side to landing on the other side of

the horse, the hands changing grasp as described in the previous

movement. Arching of the body gives a more perfect form

than that shown in Fig. 226.

Back Vault with Half Start (Fig. 227).— The pupil stands

Fig. 226. — Sit Over Lengthwise.
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close to the bar with his side turned to it. He grasps the bar

with one hand, swings the leg of the same side backward, then

quickly forward, and, at the same time, he jumps with the other

foot, and swings that leg forward too, thus throwing himself over

the bar, both feet being brought together as they pass (like " sit

over"). Before landing, he changes hands on the bar, so that

the one which was outside supports him when he lands. The

movement may be done so that, in-

stead of on both feet, the pupil lands

on the outside foot, and, swinging

the other leg for-

ward, he imme-

diately jumps

back to the other

side of the bar,

and continues in

this manner from

side to side, at the

same time moving

slightly forward

until he reaches

the end of the

bar. It may also

be done so as to

face the bar while passing over and land facing opposite

from the start. This movement may be called, " backvault

with \ start to face landing." For perfect form the free arm

should be kept to the side and the body arched. Both these

movements can be done lengthwise on horse or box, and the sec-

ond one also crosswise, namely, " running face-vault from one

hand and foot."

Fig. 227. — Back-Vattlt with .J
Start.
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Fig. 228.

Leap-Frog."

Leap-Frog (Fig. 228) is too familiar to need description, it

being sufficient to call attention to the posture of the support as

shown in the cut. The one who jumps

should spring from both feet, and should

straighten up while passing over. It makes

an excellent game to have several pupils

forming a row of supports, and one leap-

ing over each in succession. When he

has passed the last one, he in turn forms

support in front of the others. The one

who is hindmost in the row starts leaping

as soon as there is no one behind him. In

this manner the whole row moves grad-

ually from one end of the room to the

other.

Leap-Frog on Horse (Fig. 229).— This is executed like ordinary

leap-frog, except that the impetus of springing must be greater.

The hands should strike on the back end of the horse, and the

body should immediately straighten up

and become arched, with arms and les^s

well back and head hiofh. The fact is,

it is easier to clear o-reat heigfht and

distance with good form tlian

with drooping head and flexed

hips and knees. Before at-

tempting to leap all the way

over, it may be well to prac-

tise "sit in tlie saddle"

(Fig. 230), when sitting off

is done either to the side (Fig. 219) or forward (Fig.

233 ^0-

Fig. 22SI. — Leap-Fi;og on Horse.
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The leap-frog can also be done backw. (Fig. 231) ; and, whether

forward or backward, with one or more men (or other obstacle)

sittinp- in the saddle. The hands should

then strike behind the men, not on them.

Leap-frog over one man sitting straight

(merely bending his head), and the horse

full height, is about as handsome and dan-

gerous a movement as there is in

Swedish gymnastics — and Swedish

gymnasts excel in it

!

Long Leap-frog (Fig. 233). — In

this movement the hands strike on

the front end instead of the back

end of the horse (box). Any straight- fig. 230. - Sn- in the Saddle.

ening up or arching is here out of the question, as there is

time only for the effort of correct landing. This movement is

in reality easier than the regulation leap-frog, unless the distance

is very great. The movement shown in the cut is easier

than it look.'

Fig. 231.

Leap-Frog Backward on Horse.

Tiger-jump ^ is the same

as long leap-frog, except

that it is done across the

box (or horse), and the

hands strike on the shoul-

ders of another pupil, who

stands on the other side of

the box to catch the jumper.

While the movement re-

quires some courage for the

first attempts, it is merely

a show-movement after once learned.

1 Pupils in the PosseGymnasiura have called this movement " Flying Angels."
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Fig. 232.— Leap-Frog Forward ox Horse, Three
"Man Up; " (Hands strike on the

Horse, not the Men).

Fig. 2o3. — Long Lkap-Fkog over Rope and Box ("the Long Fly.")
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stand in the Saddle (Fig. 234). — The pupil leaps into the

saddle, leap-frog to stand in front of the hands, and then jumps

off forward, throwing his arms into str. pos. By advanced pupils

Fig. 234. — Stand in the Saddle, Jump off Hands over Head.

the leap into the saddle may be taken by free-jump. It may

also be taken as for inside pommel-vault (feet betweeti the

hands), which is a little more difficult than the form described

above.
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Stand-over (Fig. 235).— This is done like the preceding,

except that the vaulter does not stop in the saddle, but keeps on

over, and brings his feet

them pass over the horse,

to have the front end of

than the back end. The

done between the hands.

together, so as to have

In this vault it is best

the horse a little lower

movement can also be

The stand-over might be

called long outside

(inside) pommel-

vault. It can be

done on tlie box, but

the inclined horse is

much safer.

Fig. 235.— Leap-Frog to " Stand Over," on Horse. Leap-frog to Sit

Over (Fig. 236) is done like leap-frog, except that one leg is

swung over to the other side, so that landing occurs on that

side instead of in front of the horse (box). If sufficient height

is attained, the body can be arched

as in leapfrog, while the leg passes

over from one side of the horse to the

other. (Fig. 236 shows the easier

form.)

Vaulting through Double

Bar, Face Up (Fig. 237).

— The lower bar is put at

usual height, the up})er one

about four feet higher. The

pupil stands with his side Fig. 2:36.- Leap-Frog to Sit Over.

turned to the bars and his hand resting on the lower one.^

1 The arm should he straight (in reach pos.), and the liand well in front of the

body.
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Lifting himself on this hand, he now jumps, grasps the upper

bar with liis other hand, swings his legs forward between the

bars, and lands on the other side with one hand on the lower

bar. In this way, he jumps from side to side, using the land-

'9JX^

Fig. 237.— Vaulting through Double Bar, Face Up.

ing for a new start until he reaches the other end. The body

should be arched, and care should be taken to jump well for-

ward, the upper hand striking a foot or more farther forward

than the lower one. Beginners may use \ start, with a run
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from the side (spring from the outside foot). The head should

be the last to pass through the bars.

Vaulting through Double Bar, Face Down (Fig. 238). — The

Fig. 2.38.— Vaulting through Double Bar, Face Down.

start is taken with a sliort run, one hand is placed on each bar,

and the vaulting is similar to that over the single bar. The

pupil may also face straight forward tln-ougliout the movement,

or he may " sit over," as previously described.
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Cr. Hang. Vault over the Under Bar.— Standing one step away
from and facing the double bar, the pupil jumps, grasps the

upper bar with both hands (over gr.), swings his legs forward

over tlie under bar, arches his body, lets go with the hands and

Fig. 239.— Vaulting over the Upper Bar.

lands in ordinary manner on the other side of the bars. The
movement is also done from running start, especially when the

bars are placed near together.

These otlierwise easy movements are made more difficult by
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putting the bars higher, or by placing them nearer together,

either so that the under bar is raised or the upper one lowered.

Vault, over the Upper Bar (Fig. 239). — The Start is taken by

running. Wlien the pupil jumps, he places one hand on the

upper bar with the fingers forward, the other hand on the lower

bar with thuml) pointing forward, fingers backward. As soon

as the hands have

whole body to the

and his legs swing

he turns the front

bar. Pulling-

grasped, he throws his

side of the upper arm,

over the upper bar, while

side of his body to that

tlie upper hand, and push-

ing with the lower one,

he tips himself backward

over the upper bar, to

which he subsequently

removes the lower hand,

so that he comes into

balance hang. pos. (Fig.

209). He then sits off

backward (as described

in introd. to vault.), and

jilaces both hands on the

lower bar when he lands.

The Ijars must at first be

put quite close together,

the upper one so low that both legs can at once be swung over

it (not one at a time as if climbing). Tlie movement is

exceedingly difficult.

Vaulting with Rope (Fig. 240). — Like the movements on the

double bar, this exercise is a heaving-movement combined with

jumping. If a vertical rope is suspended at a convenient dis-

FiG. 240. — Vaultixg with Rope.
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tance from the bar, the latter is used to jump over ; otherwise

tlie benclies (or a horizontal rope) may be arranged as hurdle at

a suitable distance (about three steps from where tlie rope

hangs). Let us suppose that the pupil grasps the rope with the

right hand. He takes one or two steps backward, stretches the

hand that holds the ro23e as high up as possible, and turns this

side towards the obstacle. Now he takes a rajjid step forward

springs from the

the ground, the

with the light foot (Fig. 241), and

ground. As soon as the feet leave

left hand grasps the rope above the

right ; and swinging his legs for-

ward, he lets the rope carry him

over the hurdle, while he hangs on

bent arms. As soon as his legs

pass the hurdle, he arches his body,

drops the rope, and lands as in '^for-

ward jump." This movement, like

all others, should be practised

equally to each side. The higher

the obstacle, the farther must it be -

distanced from the rope.^ If the bar

is very higli, the start is taken by run-

ning, and the hands slide up on the

rope when the feet leave the ground.

The vault may be done using two ropes for suspension instead

of one ; and the flying rings are then as suitable, the box, horse,

or jumping-rope serving as hurdle.

Handspring (Fig. 242). — Altliougli this movement is very

violent, it may be safely tried by far advanced pupils. When
practised for the first time, it is best done on the saddles (or

1 Provided tlie jtoint of suspension is sufficiently higli above the ground.

Fig. 241.

Vaulting with Rope : The Start.
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low parallels), the bar being placed near the floor. The pupil

places one hand on each pommel, swings his legs back and up,

Fig. 242. — Handspring on Saddle.

and, keeping his arms straight, he turns a somersault. Before

landing, he pushes well off from the saddle with his hands, and
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lets go his grasp of the pommels. A pupil should stand in

front of each pommel, and give the necessary assistance by

grasping the vaulter around the wrist

and under the shoulder (compare Fig.

243). After some practice, no help is

needed, although a pupil should always

stand on the otlier side of tlie bar, so

that accidents may not occur. The

movement is

also done with

a run for start

(spring from

both feet).

Later on, the

h a n d spring

m a V be ^^^- ^^"^^ — Handspring from
Box WITH Assistance.

executed

over the vaulting-box. As a j)rep-

aratory exercise, the pupil stands

on the box, and, placing the hands

near the edge, turns a somersault,

and lands on the floor, while two

other pupils assist him (Fig. 243).

As soon as this can be done with

ease, the handspring is turned first

across (Fig. 244), then lengthwise

(Fig. 245), over the box, the start

always taken with a short run.

Box with Assistance. At first twO pupils give assistance,

and stand in a position which enables them to grasp the one

who vaults (Fig. 246). Later on, they give no assistance,

Fig. 244. — Handspring across the
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except at the landing, or when necessary to j^revent accident.

The handspring may be turned either with utmost speed, or so

-3.^

Fig. 245. — Handspring Lengthwise over the Box.

that the pupil stands balancing on his hands for a moment, and

then lets his legs gradually " weigh

:7iW^over.

Handsprings of a more difficult nature

are shown in Figs.

247 and 248, the last

one requiring not only

courage and co-ordi-

nation, but also great

strength in the exten-

sors of the arms.

The handsprings

from running start
Fig. 246. — How to stand re.a.dy to assist one who

(whether complete or is to turn Handspring over the Box.

to hand-stand) should not be done so that the legs are bent and

gradually stretched, but so that the legs stviiic/ up from the
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ground and remain straight from start to landing. The author,

however, has seen only one man ^ who could do the movement in

this perfect form.

Exercises preparatory to hand-

springs are deep arch-fiexions, reverse

stoop fall, pos., and various parallel

bar exercises, etc.

There are many other forms of

leaping, like pole-vaulting, various

movements on the horse, on pan

bars (different forms of " cut-

off," etc.), on saddles, etc., which

are evolutions or modifications

of the preceding, and which may

be used more or less for advanced

classes. To describe them will,

however, not be necessary nor

possible in this small work.

Fig. 247.

Handspring to sit in the Saddle.

Exercises on parallel-

bars are very desirable

preparations to vaulting,

for they cultivate the auto-

matic swinging of tlie legs

and the strength of the bal. hang

pos., which two things constitute

the elements of nearly all vault-

ing. Good form in vaulting de-

FiG. 248. — Handspring, Length- pends largely on the ability to
WISE, WITH Double Start

i i ^ t

OF THE Hands. arch the body suddenly, as soon

as the feet leave the ground, so as to swinf/ tlie body forward

1 George Hultgren, of the Scandinavian Gymnastic Club of Boston.
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instead of lifting it over the obstacle. " Dip-vaults " and

siniiliir movements over very high obstacles are to be considered

as heaving-movements, not as vaulting.

A complete table of exercises should contain both jumping

and vaulting ; the jumping is usually made to come after the

vaulting and immediately before the respiratory exercises. • Ad-

vanced classes may have several exercises of each kind in every

lesson. Yet it should be understood that no vaulting is to be

tried until the main forms of jumping have been thoroughly

practised; that no matter how far advanced the vaulting has

become, the greatest attention should be paid to the landing;

and that to cultivate the latter, free-standing jumping must be

given frequently, even to "star-performers."

Synopsis of jumping (for progressive arrangement of jump-

ing and vaulting, see Appendix) :
—

•

Prepare to jump,
' iipw. ]

iovw.

once, sidew.

twice, backw.
or -^ 90° turn upw.

more 180° turn upw.
times 360° turn upw.

2 A. tling upw.
(^ 2 A. and L. fling upw.

r forw.
One, two, or tliree J backw.

steps' start
|
sidew. forw.

[ 90° turn, forw.

wg. wlk. a, h, or d, toe st. change
^

of feet 1

change from toe st. to stride
|

toe st. J

wg. stride toe st. upw. jump, feet striking to-

gether and landing in stride pos.

Zf- . 1
toe St. L. elev. \ f^^Z:.

I
l^v jim.ping.

jump at first

to counts,

Hater to the
command,
''Start!''

.1
ump.

by jumping.

yd. c i I backw. \

reach toe st. L. elev. forw. by jumpini

wg. j toe St.
I

yd. ) toe i St. (

hopping.

wg. courtesy sitt. hopping
J ?[J ',sidew.

etc.
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Synopsis

L

Aim

:

Contents .

Types

.

Effects :

RESPIRATORY EXERCISES.

Proiluce normal respiration.

Remove venous congestion.

Respiratory movements accompanied
by gymnastic exercise.

Turn St ^
' ^- ^S'

VII r . \ 2 A. elev.
Fallout St. )

f Lessen blood-pressure.

Physical <[ Increase elasticity of air-cells.

1^ Increase respiratory power.

Better oxygenation of tissue.

Elimination of CO^ + HO^,
Lessen temperature.
(Lessen skin evaporation.)

(Lessen fatigue.)

(Lessen need of sleep.)

Physiological
<J

Exhilaration.

Moral repose.

Progression :

Psychological

Depends on progression of shouider-
blade movements.

y . ., ,. f Rhythm of movement to correspond
l.vmtatwns :

^ ^^ rhythm of respiration.

Belatiuns

1. Prepared by arch-flex. + heaving movts.
2. Evolution from shoulder-blade movts.

at end of lesson.

I henever needed.

Respiratory exercises consist of the respirator}^ movements

accompanied by arm-movements, etc., to assist the respiratory

act. They are applied in order to produce normal respiration ;

to increase the venous circulation ; to increase the oxygen sup-

ply to the system ; and to exercise the air-cells.

At inhalation a negative pressure is produced in the chest, so

tha,t the blood is drawn forward in the vena3 cavse, and in the

pulmonary artery, the capillaries of the lungs expanding with
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the expanding air-cells. The acceleration of the currents will

be proportionate to the degree and (within certain limits) speed

of the chest expansion. If then some means be used to increase

the thoracic cavity beyond what ordinarily occurs at inlialation,

— as, for instance, by raising the arms, rotating the trunk, or

bending it backward, etc.,— and if that expansion is made to

take place with some degree of speed, it is evident that the

greatest effect will be produced upon the venous circulation.

Also, the extension of the muscles occurring duriiig the exer-

cises described below causes a distension of numerous small veins,

increasing the vascular capacity, and hastening the venous cur-

rents regardless of the thoracic aspiration ; so that the sum total

of both (chest-expansion and muscular extension) will be a high

degree of diminished blood pressure on account of the increased

vis-d-fronte. At exhalation the blood is driven into the left

heart and into the aorta with a force proportionate to the dui'a-

tion and speed of the relaxation of the thorax ; at the same

time the venous pressure increases, especially on the semilunar

valves of the pulmonary artery. If the relaxation of the tho-

rax occurs suddenly, or if it is changed into a forcible contrac-

tion, the penetrating energy of the arterial currents will increase

manifold, and the left ventricle will suffer a sudden and violent

dilatation, which effect will be all the sti'onger if the preceding

inhalation has been \e\-y complete (the capillaries of the air-cells

being well filled), and if the arms assist in depressing the chest

— as occurs in respiratory exercises. For that reason it is essen-

tial that, in these, the exhalation should be slow and steady, so

as to produce a minimum of penetrating energy, while, on the

other hand, tlie inhalation may be given a little more speed than

usual. In any case the arm-movement employed should follow

the rhythm of noiiiial respiration (inhalation — exhalation—
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pause — inhalation — exhalation — pause, etc.) and the respira-

tory act must not be made to follow any arbitrary or artificial

rhythm, like that of music, etc. ; nor is it desirable that all the

members of a class should do the movement in absolute unison,

for no two persons normally breathe exactly alike.

As the air-cells are brought more fully into play, their power

of expansion and recoil grows ; their tonicity increases, and

their tendency to disease lessens. In that manner, b}^ exercising

the air-cells,— giving them an opportunity for normal action,—
the respiratory exercises will tend to produce strong and healthy

lungs. They also cultivate the respiratory power, since they

bring the respiratory muscles into active contraction. Yet they

are used but little for that purpose, since so much more can be

accomplished in that direction by arch-flexions and heaving-

movements. The fact is, these two classes of exercise prepare

the way for lespiratory exercises, inasmuch as they cultivate the

possibility of normal respiration.

As respiration grows deeper, the tidal volume of air increases,

and more blood passes through the pulmonary vessels in the

same given time. As a result a greater amount of oxygen will

be taken into the blood; more energy will be supplied to the

body ; the metamorphosis of tissue will be increased, and the

tide of life will rise ; the degree of usefulness of the individual

will grow, for more energy has been given him to work with.

Also at exhalation the increased tidal volume carries with it a

greater amount of carbon dioxide and water, so that some of

the most essential elements of excretion are being eliminated

with greater rapidity ; waste matter is being removed in greater

quantities. The accumulation of carbon dioxide is one of the

chief causes of fatigue, and if this is removed at a more rapid

rate, it is evident that the period of work can be lengthened
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proportionately ; and it will be found (</) that a judicious use of

respiratory exercises throughout a lesson in gymnastics will

make the effect of a properly applied lesson one of rest instead

of fatigue
; (^) that a person wlio has practised respiratory exer-

cise so as to make his tidal volume normally large can shorten

the hours of sleep, since part of the purpose of sleep, the storing

up of oxygen, has been substituted, and the other part, the rest-

ing of attention, requires but little time, and is even better with

shortened sleep, since there is then less opportunity for loss of

co-ordination recently acquired in the wakeful state.

The increased elimination of water through the lungs will

lessen the bodily tempera^ture, and will also diminish the skin-

evaporation, since lungs and skin are complementary organs.

In that manner properly arranged gymnastics will not necessi-

tate a bath after the lesson, at least not after school-room exer-

cise. It should be understood, however, that when the lesson

contains many and violent exercises, as in gymnastics for ad-

vanced classes, a cold sponge bath becomes a necessity in order

to prevent taking cold from the rapid loss of heat through the

skin-evaporation. The bath, however, does not heighten the

effect of the exercises unless it precedes these.

By hastening the general circulation, the respiratory exercises

produce a degree of exhilaration akin to the sense of total well-

being— a consciousness of an abundance of general energy, of

power, and of will to do not only great deeds, but good deeds as

well. They create in the individual a sense of moral repose or

consciousness of goodness as a duty— probably generated by the

heightened normal functional activity— which is neither as defi-

nite nor as well emphasized by any other physical cause. So

that to breathe well will mean to live well, to live longer, and

to live better.
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Respiratory exercises are always applied at the end of a lesson,

to "prepare for rest," and to lessen the (venous) blood pressure

heightened by the preceding exercises, especially by jumping

and vaulting ; they are always applied after running, to lessen

the pressure in the lungs, and to further a rapid elimination of

the carbon dioxide accumulated by the repeated contraction

of the large muscles of the legs. They are also applied at the

very beginning of lessons embracing many or strong exercises,

so that a greater allowance of oxygen may be taken into the

system, to be stored up in the tissues and become ready for use

at the end of the lesson, to make up for that expended. For it

is to be remembered that while exercise increases respiration,

oxygen must undergo various processes before it can be turned

into muscular contraction, so that that inhaled cannot be used

until sufficient time has elapsed for its assimilation. In that

manner the respiratory exercises at the end of a lesson will not

be sufficient to prevent or to immediately remove fatigue.

The respiratory exercises are all arm-movements, and as such

are prepared by the corresponding shoulder-blade-movements;

so that until its mechanics have become well acquired,— i.e., its

co-ordination has become habitual,— the arm-movement is ]iot

used for respiratory purposes. For, any movement requiring and

done with full volition stimulates heart-beat and respiration, so

that the use of a non-acquired arm-movement as respiratory

exercise would cause a loss in the effects desired.

Before going into the details of special movements, it may be

well to warn against erroneous forms of respiratory exercises.

A time-honored method, recommended even in medical jour-

nals of quite recent date, was that of breathing in as much as

one could hold, and " then go through the usual calisthenic ex-

ercises while holding one's breath." Holding the breath for any
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length of time will tend to diminish the power of recoil in the

air-cells by retaining them in expansion, and may lead to emphy-

sema (= the chest remains expanded and the power of exhala-

tion has diminished) ; it will cause a retardation of the venous

currents ; the blood-pressure will rise even to regurgitation ; and

if now the arterial pressure is increased at the same time by

active movements (" the usual calisthenic exercises "), the

venous congestion will be all the more severe. Similar effects

are produced by loud singing during exercise : here the gym-

nast does not merely hold his breath, but he makes sudden

efforts of exhalation (see above), and meanwhile keeps increas-

ino- the resistance to the arterial current I

Another old-time method was that of beating one's own chest

during deep respiration, or while a large amount of air was con-

fined in the lungs. Although percussion applied by another

person (yet never when the patient liohh his breath) is most

beneficial (the vibration thus caused increasing the contractility

of the air-cells), it is at best of no value when applied by one's

self ; for, to give the blows, one has to fix the muscles which

hold the arms to the trunk : and when these muscles are rigid,

while the arms are raised forward, they compress the chest

(which interferes with free respiration), and make its walls

too rigid to vibrate. As for applying percussion, while holding

one's breath after deep inhalation, tliat is the very best means of

distending the air-cells, — the same as one would distend an air-

filled rubber ball by squeezing it.

Again, some teachers tell their pupils to breathe with their

abdomens, intercostals, lumbar muscles, etc. Aside from the

fact that the abdomen is not a respiratory organ, the effort of

voluntarily makiiig the abdomen swell at inhalation usually

leads to liolding the breath and driving the lungs down on to
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the diaphragm by contracting the chest from above downward
;

venous congestion will set in, and will in this case be particu-

larly localized into the pelvis. By frequent repetition pelvic hy-

persemia, with its far-reaching sequelce, will result ; it may take

years to undo the ill effects, and nothing good has been gained

to make up for the injury.

To learn to energize the intercostals, lumbar muscles, etc., for

respiration may be excellent practice for the concentration of

attention into any given motor pathway ; but as a respiratory

exercise it is a pitiable example of waste of time and energy.

It is far simpler to tell the pupil to inhale and exhale, and mean-

while make him do a certain prescribed exercise that will local-

ize respiration chiefly to the desired portion of the lungs. For

by changing the ai'm-movement or the position of the trunk it

is possible to produce a greater expansion in a given portion of

the chest than in others, and the lungs will expand the most

where the chest expands the most, i.e., where the inrushing air

will meet with the least resistance. By doing the necessary

movement, without having to fix attention upon anything bnt

the arm-movement and the respiratory act, one can breathe

chiefly with the apex of the lungs, the base, the anterior one-

half, with one lung more than with the other, etc., and mean-

while one does not even need to know that there are such

things as lungs, diaphragm, abdomen, etc. It is on this plan

that the respiratory exercises of Swedish gymnastics have been

arranged ; and certainly in gynniastics for children any other

would be useless ; and the same holds good for a majority of

adults.

The progression of respiratory exercises depends upon the

classes from which they are borrowed. It need not be strict,

since these movements are not applied for physical development

;
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but that exercise is chosen whose effect is desired at the.

time.

When an exercise is to be respiratory, the words " ^vith respi-

ration,'''' or '' breathe m, breathe out" shouhl always precede the

command for the arm-movement ; and, this being understood,

they will not be repeated in the following descriptions.

St. 2 A. Elev. Sidew. — Command, ''•Arms sideways— lift

!

"'

The arms are lifted straight sideways into yard c pos. (Fig. 82).

^'Sink/" The arms are lowered into fundamental position.

After the movement is understood by all, it is better to com-

mand. ^''Arm-elevation sideways— dne/ Two!" . . . Inhale

while the arms rise, exhale while they are lowered. The move-

ment raises the whole chest, thus expanding it vertically. It

emphasizes respiration with the base of the lungs (diaphragm).

St. 2 A. Elev. Sidew., w. 2 Heel-elev.— Command ''Arm-eleva-

tion sideways^ ivith heel-elevation — 6ne ! Two /" ov ''^Arms and

heels lift and breathe in— one ! Sink and breathe out— two !
"

... 1. The arms are lifted and the heels rise at the last mo-

ment. 2. Arms and heels are again lowered. It may also be

done with 2 Kn. flex. :
—

St. 2. A. Elev. Sidew. w. 2 Kn. Flex. — Command, ''Arm-eleva-

tion sideways, kneefiexion — one ! Two .'"... 1 = Yd. c cour-

tesy st. pos., the heels rising as the knees bend. 2 = Fund, pos.,

the heels being lowered as the knees stretch.

St. 2 A. Elev. Sidew. w. l Step Forw. — Command, ''Arm-eleva-

tion, sideways, half-step fonvard — one.' . . . Fonr / " 1 = Yd.

c walk, b St. with the left foot, the weight of the body fully on

the advanced foot, the backward heel raised. 3 = 1 with the

right foot. 2 and 4 = Fund. pos.

2 A. elev. sidew. is also done from turn close st. (st., stride

St.), fallout b, d, and turn fallout a pos.
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, Yard d St. 2 A. Elev. — Command, '-'Arms sideivays— lift

!

Hands— turn! (Fig. 141.) Arm-elevation — one! Tu'o !
"" (ov

'-''Arms lift and breathe in— one ! Sink and breathe out— ttvo ! ")

.... 1. The arms are raised into str. pes. 2. They resume

yd^ d pos. Inhale while the arms rise, exhale while they are

lowered. The movement expands the lateral parts of the chest,

while it slightly contracts the anterior superior (clavicular)

region. The greatest expansion is at the middle lateral portion

of the lungs. The movement is always done with even rhythm,

and is usually followed by yd a 2 A. fig.

On the same principles are executed :
—

Fallout J, d
f ClOS(

Turn I stride st

— , 7 J r close St. 1

Yard d <, ^ . .

,

^ 2 A. elev.

I

[ fallout a. J

In the fallout positions, the trunk should be ei^eet ; hence,

command, " Left (r.) foot, large step, backward— place !
" etc.

Yd. d St. 2 A. Elev. w. 2 Heel-elev. is done on the same princi-

ples as 2 A. elev. sidew. w. 2 heel-elev., the heels rising at the last

moment and being lowered gradually.

Yd d St. 2 A Elev w. 2 Kn. Flex, is executed SO that

the heels rise while the knees bend, and vice versa (compare

above).

Yd. d Toe St. 2 A. Elev. w. 2 Kn. Flex.— Command for com-

mencing position, '-'•Arms sideways — lift ! Hands— turn !

Heels — lift ! " and for the movement, '•'Arm-elevation with

Tcnee-fiexion— one! Two!'' ... 1. The arms rise into str. pos.,

while the knees bend to right angles (inhalation). 2. Com-

mencing (yd. d toe st.) position is resumed (exhalation).

This movement should first be practised as a balance-movement.

Yd. d Courtesy Sitt. 2 A Elev. will need no descrijDtion.
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St. 2 A. Elev. Sidew. Upw. — Command, '•'•Arm-elevatioJi side-

loays iipioard— one! Two!^' ... 1. The arms are raised

through yard d pos. into str. pos. 2. They are lowered side-

ways downward, and carried as far backward as possible. The

turning of the hands is done gradually, both when the arras are

raised, and when they are lowered.

^

St. 2 A. Elev. Sidew. Upw. w. 2 Heel-elev. — The heel-elevation

occurs quiclvly, just before the arms reach str. pos., and the low-

ering of the heels takes place slowly and gradually. Command,

etc., on the same principles as previous movements. It may

also be done from the positions enumerated under 2 A elev.

sidew.

St. 2 A. Elev. Sidew. Upw. w. 2 Kn. Flex. — Command, "-Ann-

elevation sideways upivard with Imee-fiexion — one! Two!"

1. The arms are raised into yd. pos., while the heels are lifted,

and continue rising into str. pos., while the knees bend to right

angles. 3. The arms are lowered into yd. pos., while the knees

are straightened, and continue into fund, pos., while the heels

are lowered. Inhalation is done while the arms rise (" due .'"),

exhalation Avhile they sink (^' Two ! "). At first the movement

may be done in four counts : 1 and 3 = yd. d toe st. 2 = Str.

courtesy st. 4 = Fund. pos. This, however, is merely a trans-

itory introduction to the true movement just described.

St. 2 A. Elev. Forw. Upw. (Fig. 249). — Command, ^'•Arms for-

ward upward— lift ! " The arms are lifted straight forward

upward through reacli pos. into str. pos. " Sideivays doiimward

— sink!'''' The arms are lowered through yd. pos. into fund,

pos., the hands turning gradually. When the arms are raised

forward upward, the chest becomes vaulted forward and raised

vertically, it becomes no wider, but its capacity grows larger in

1 For argument, .see Appendix.
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a longitudinal direction. The follownig movements are done

on the same j)rinciples :
—

Fallout b, d.

Turn fallout a.
2 A. elev. for-w. upw.

The arm-movement may also be combined with heel-eleva-

tion :
—

St. 2 A. Elev. Forw. Upw. w. 2 Heel-elev., the heels being raised

just before the arms get into str. pos.,
^^,^ ^^

and lowered gradually. Command and ex-

ecution are, in other respects, similar to

the movement just described. The arm ;

movement may also be combined with a

trunk-rotation :
—

;

St. 2 A. Elev, Forw. Upw. w. T. Rot. — ; ^

Command, '-'•Ai-m-elevation forward upivard^ ^^

trunk-rotation left (?•.) aiid right (Z.) —
one! . . . Four!'' 1. While the trunk

is rotated to the left (r.), the arms are

raised (inhalation). 2. While the trunk

is rotated forward, the arms are lowered

(exhalation). 3. As No. 1 to the opposite ~ 249^1 St.Ia^ Elev.

side. 4. As No. 2. The movement may Forw. Upw.

be done from st., close st., or stride st. pos. In rotated position,

the chest is more expanded than when facing forward ; hence

this movement is stronger than the corresponding one without

rotation. Before trunk and arm movement are combined, the

2 A. elev. should be executed alone from turn st. (close St.,

stride st.) pos.

St. 2 A. Ext. Sidew. — The usual 2 A. ext. (also upw.) may be

made into a respiratory exercise, if inhalation is done when the

arms extend, exhalation when they bend, the arrt-movement
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following the rhythm of deep respiration. But to get the most

chest-expansion out of this movement, the palms of the hands

should be turned up as in yd. d pos. (Fig. 134) ; for in this posi-

tion the tendon of the m. pec-

toralis major is pulled backward

and partly wound around the

humerus: the tension thus caused

in the muscle elevates the sternum

and pulls the upper ribs apart,

/ thus expanding the chest still

<\ more. Hence a better respiratory

exercise is the

St. 2 A. Ext. to Yd. d Pos. (Fig.

134). — Command, ''Palms ujh

arm-extension sideivays — one! Two!'''' . . . The movement is

Fig. 250. — Str. Arch Sup. Stride

St. 2 A. Ext. Upw.

done slowly ; and the flexion is not as rigid

nor as complete as in the rapid 2 A. ext.,

the elbows not being brought close to the

waist. (Mat/ also be done with 2 Heel-elev.)

Str. Arch Sup. Stride St. 2 A. Ext. Upw.

(Fig. 250).— The bar is placed below hip-

height, and (to the teacher's

command) the pupil takes str.

stride st. pos., and bends back-

ward to horizontal position

over the bar, so that it rests

across the middle of his back,

supporting him there. When Fig. 251.-Yard « Turn Fallout a Pos.

the bar is low the pupil has to bend his knees. ^'•Arm-extension

upward sloivly— one! Two!'''' . . . The arms bend only to

yard e pos. (Fig. 137). Inhalation is done when the arms
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extend upward. In the backward flexion, the chest becomes

forcibly vaulted, and the effect of the arm-extension is thus

increased. The position would accelerate the heart-beat if the

trunk were not supported by the bar. The movement should

first have been practised as an arch-flexion.

Yd. a St. 2 A. Fling. (Fig. 135). — Command, "Arms forward

Twd ! Inhalation takeshend and sideways fling— one !

place while the

arms are swung

sideways, exhala-

tion while they are ^^----n *j(

being bent. The

sideways flinging

is much less rapid

than in shoulder-

blade-movements

of the same me-

dia n i c s . This

movement expands

the clavicular re-

gion of the chest

(broadens it), a

portion usually ab-

normally flat hi Fig. 252. - Yard c Fallout 5 Pos.

persons not possessing physical culture. The chest expanding

the most over the apices of the lungs, these will be brought

emphatically into play. The movement is used a great deal

and for a long time for beginners, since it develops just that

part of the chest where they are the most hollow, and exercises

that portion of the lungs which is the most inactive. On the

same principles, the following are done :
—
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r Turn (close stride ) st.

Yard a. -l Fallout />, t% (/ (Fig. 252) [> 2 A. fling.

[ Turn fallout a (Fig. 251) j

Yd. a St. 2 A. Fig. and F. PI. Forw.— Command, '''Arms forward

— bt'7id ! Arm-jihuiiny sideways, foot-placing fortvard — one !

. . . Four ! " 1 and 3 ^ Yd. c wlk. h st. pos., each foot alter-

nating (beginning with the left).

Yd. a St. 2 A. Fig ?, step Forw. — Command, '•'•Arms for-

ward— bend! Arm-fliyiging sideways^ half-step fonvard — 07ie

!

. . . Four ! " 1 and 3 = Yd. c wlk. h st. pos.,

witli the weight fully on the advanced foot,

tlie backward heel being i-aised, and the body

well arched (compare Fig. 41). This move-

ment may also be done with T. rot. and h step

sideways forw.: Yd. a st. 2 A. flg., T rot. and

i step a, command, '•'•Arms fonvard— bend I

Artn-flmgmg sideways, trunk-rotation and half-

step sideways forward— one! . . . Four!'"'

Suitable for very advanced classes.

Yd. a "Walking 2 A. Fling. — Command,

'•'With arm forward flexion and sideivays fling-

ing, forumrd march — one ! Two ! Three !
"

. . . 1. Left foot moves a step forward, while the arms are

placed in yard a pos. 2. The arms remain in this position while

the right foot takes a step forward. 3. The left foot moves for-

ward Avhile the arms extend, and so on as far as the size of the

room will allow. The marching is necessarily slow, but yet

determined and in good posture. The effect of the arm-flinging,

of restoring free respiration, is thus combined with that of slow

marching :— mechanical propulsion of the blood into the legs,

without increasing the heart's action.

Fig. 253.

Yard a Arch St. Pos
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Yd. a Arch St. 2 A. Fling. (Fig. 253).— Command, "-Arms for-

ward— bend! Sliglitly, trunk backward— bend!''' The trunk

(and head) is bent backward a little. '^Arm-flinging— 6ne!

Two!"" . . . The trunk being bent backward, the chest is more

expanded than in the fund. pos. The movement may be com-

bined with a leg-movement

:

Yd. a Arch St 2 A. Fling, w. F. PI. Forw. — Command, ''Arms

forward— bend! SligJitly, trunk backward— bend ! Arm-fling-

ing, foot-placing forward— one! . . . Four!'' The trunk-flexion

becomes deeper when the foot is advanced. The 2 A. flg. should

at first be practised in arch wlk. b st. pos. And this and the pre-

cedingr movement should first have been used as arch-flexions.

Yd. c St. 2 A. Circ. — Command, ''Arms sideways— lift ! Arm

circumduction— start!'" The arms remain straight, and move

so that the hands describe a small circuit upward backward,

downward forward. Inhalation takes place while the arms move

upward backward, exhalation while downward forward, the

movement of the arms following the rhythm of slow respiration.

The movement should be one of the whole chest rather than

one of the arms. Care should be taken not to move the arms

too -far forward. The movement is continued until the teacher

commands, " Stdp ! " This movement will be found to restore

free respiration the most quickly after running, probably be-

cause the oscillatory changes of tlie axillary circulation rapidly

diminish the general blood-pressui-e and the pulmonary conges-

tion, the blood being '' pumped '' into the arms.

On the same principles are executed :
—

fallout J, d.

r close St.

St.
Yard c. turn

I ^ .

,

stride St.

i fallout a.

arch St.

^ 2 A. circ.
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Synopsis of respiratory exercises arranged according to types

(for progressive list, see Appendix) :
—

St.
"I

2 A. ext. sidew. (upw.)«
Fallout h, d. 2 A. ext. to yd. d.

yd. a 2 A. flg.

f close St. I 2 A. elev. sidew.

St.

turn -i stride st.

wlk. a St.

}-
yd. c 2 A. circ.

yd. d 2 A. elev.

2 A. elev. sidew. upw.
[ fallout a. J 2 A elev. forw. upw.

St. 2 A. elev. sidew. "]

yd. d St. 2 A. elev. I .^i o i i i

St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
f

""'^^ ^ heel-elev.

St. 2 A. elev. sidew. upw. J

St. 2 A. elev. sidew. ) -^i o i a
yd. d St. 2 A. elev. }

with 2 kn. flex.

yd. d courtesy sitt. 2 A. elev,

yd d toe st. 2 A. elev. ) .^, .-> , ^
St. 2 A. elev. sidew. upw. }

^'^^^ ^ ^^- ^^^-

f w. F. pi. forw.

yd. a 2 A. flg. J
^-^step^-

[ w. I step a and T. rot.

St. 2 A. elev. sidew. )
i + i

St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw. (
^'- * ^'^^P "'

close St. ^

St. > 2 A. elev. forw. upw. w. T. rot.

stride st. )

arch. St. <

yd. a 2 A. flg.

yd. a wlk. b st. 2 A. flg.

yd. a 2 A. flg. and F. pi. forw.
yd. c 2 A. circ.

yd. c wlk. b st. 2 A. circ.

^ 2 A. ext. upw. w. sup. on bar.

RULES FOE MAKING TABLES OF EXERCISES.

One of the most difficult duties of a teacher of gymnastics

is that of making tables of exercises— and every teacher is

expected to provide his own. For no one can prescribe a set

of tables that will be suitable for every class, even under

tolerably similar conditions of teaching, since no two classes

nor any two teachers are alike. Moreover, every teacher will
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need new tables for every class he conducts ; for even if all

the suppositions on which his tables are based should remain

the same for any two classes, he himself will differ enough

in his teaching to necessitate a modification of prearranged

tables.

The manner of 23roceeding in making up a plan of exercise

or a set of tables will be something like the following :
—

First cut a number of papers (" cards "}, each large enough

to hold the names of from nine to Mteen exercises written

under each other. The cards should be numbered. Each one

is intended to hold one table of exercises, and twenty-four

of them will suffice ; for, counting the winter season (during

which the exercises are usually taken) as six or seven months,

twenty-four tables of exercises will be enough to last through

the season, since one table is to be used for a week at a time

(besides, legal holidays and other intermissions must be counted

out). Estimate the nominal average of physical development

of the class, taking into consideration the individualities of age,

sex, strength, nationality. Then fill in the exercises on the

" cards " on the following plan : for instance, take the shoulder-

blade movements. Look at the progressive table of these

exercises, as given in this book, and estimate about how far

the class in question will be able to proceed in these exercises

in the given time, bearing in mind that the more rapid the

progression can be made, the better, since physical culture

should be acquired in the shortest possible time. Let us

suppose exercise No. 15 to be considered the limit of the

progress in one year; write this exercise down in the proper

place on card No. 24, and then spread the other fourteen

exercises over the rejnaining twenty-three cards, letting the

difficult movements appear twice or more. Li the same man-
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ner, treat all the other classes of exercise, taking into con-

sideration what apparatus there is at hand, what time is allotted

to each lesson, how many lessons a week there are to be, etc.

After all the exercises have been filled in in this manner,

the tables should be compared with each other, so as to

ascertain that every movement has had its necessary prep-

aration, not only as regards the exercises of its own class,

but also with reference to its relation to other classes. This

revision will cause many changes of a more or less extensive

nature. Then compare each table to itself, and adjust it so

as to make its movements balanced in relation to each other,

and so that there may not be too much sameness of com-

mencing positions or movements. To prevent this it may be-

come necessary to interchange movements from adjacent tables,

and such exchanges can be made without greatly violating

progression ; for, in the progressive lists, out of three or four

adjacent exercises it is well-nigh impossible, with any degree

of accuracy, to determine the exact sequence. In this way,

the teacher '' constructs " a set of tables suitable for the class

in question, and uses it for a guide, to be followed as closely as

circumstances will permit ; meanwhile being prepared to make

any alterations rendered necessary by unforeseen conditions.

For theory and practice are two widely differing things, and

the teacher will find that as his work proceeds, his tables will

suffer so many modifications that merely the background of

his actual tables will resemble tliose theoretically constructed.

For example, he may find it expedient to keep one exercise

throuofh a greater number of tables than he had at first

planned ; or he may have to postpone a movement on account

of its producing too many faults ; or he may find that the class

develops faster than he had anticipated, etc. In accordance
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with this, the tables printed at the end of this book must

be considered onl}^ as samples, and not as regulation tables

to be mechanically followed. An inexperienced teacher may

begin by using these tables as they are written, but he will

soon be competent to make his own and thus to put his

individuality into the work, greatly to his advantage ; for a

teacher of gymnastics Avill be just as unsuccessful as any other

teacher, if he makes himself into a machine.

If apparatus is at hand, each table should contain : intro-

ductions ; arch-flexion ; heaving-movement ; balance-movement

;

shoulder-blade movement ; abdominal exercise ; lateral trunk-

movements ; slow leg-movement
;
jumping and vaulting ; re-

spiratory exercises, in the order enumerated. The first few

tables, which for beginners must be very simple, naturally

cannot contain all these classes ; thus it will not be until the

seventh or eighth table that the order can be strictly followed

;

and even afterwards the order need not be rigidly adhered to,

since circumstances may necessitate many changes according

to the teacher's judgment.

As the woik progresses, various additions are made to the

tables. Thus, for introductions may be used resp. exers., Leg-

movs., A.-exts., lateral T.-movs., and exercises for attention

and rhythm, one or more of each kind in every table, these

being- chosen from exercises which have been done before.

Moreover, another heaving-movement may be added just after

the slow leg-movements ; two or more shoulder-blade move-

ments are introduced to follow the marching and running

;

several jumping and vaulting exercises may be placed in the

same table ; two or more lateral trunk movements may be

used, etc. ; so that a lesson for an advanced class may con-

tain as many as twenty different exercises, whereas one for

beginners should have only six or seven.
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If no apparatus is at liand, some kinds of exercises (heaving-

movements, vaulting, etc.) have to be entirely omitted, and

others will have to be used as substitutes. This somewhat

changes the order of exercises in each table (see Part I. " Pro-

gression "), and many movements of the same class have to be

applied in the same lesson. These should then be placed as far

apart, and made as different in character, as possible. Under

such circumstances, the free-standing arch-flexions may be

placed in the middle of the table, and on each side of them

leg-movements, lateral trunk-movements, shoulder-blade move-

ments, etc. In a schoolroom where for some reason the teacher

is not allowed to use the chairs and desks as apparatus, the

tables have to be made out according to the plan just described.

If the exercises are to be taken between the recitations for a

period of about five minutes, more or less, there will not be time

for more than a leg-movement, a 2 A. ext., an arch-flexion, and

a lateral trunk-movement, or four or five other exercises chosen

according to the needs of the class. Tliis arrangement may do

for very small children (six or seven years of age), but for all

others it is of small value, even though it be better than no

exercise at all. To have any lasting effects, the gymnastic

exercises should occupy at least half an hour a day put' into

one lesson. And it would be strange if that nnicli time could

not be easily spared from the theoretical exercises for the sake

of the physical welfare of the school-children, all the more

since the time " lost " will be regained through the pupil's

better ability of brain work when his body is working at a

higher rate of health ; for, after all, " mind " merely expresses

the functional activity of nervous tissue. In the history of

man, the fact stands out in bold relief, that a race, mentally

gifted or ph3'sically developed, has survived only if its repre-
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sentatives were physically stronger than their competitors;

whereas a physically degenerated race, no matter liow bril-

liantly endowed otherwise, soon ceases to hold the lead in

culture and civilization. The histories of the ancient peoples

all bear witness to tliis.

Marching and running should be applied in every lesson, if

the room admits of such exercises. They are best put in the

middle of the table, just after the shoulder-blade movements
(or, if two shoulder-blade movements are used, between the

two) ; and they should be immediately followed by a slow leg-

movement or a respiratory exercise, whenever the teacher deems

it necessary. If possible, the marching and running should

always take place out-of-doors (in the school-yard, in the yard

connected with the gymnasium, etc.), partly because there

is more space, but especially because there is more air, more

oxygen.

When tables are made out for advanced pupils,— those who
have i)ractised gymnastics for several years, — it is not safe to

begin at once with heavy exercises, even though they have

been done before. If there has been a month or more of rest

befoi-e the lessons begin, the first few tables should have an

introductory character; but the progression may instead be

made more rapid. Each step forward in the various classes

of exercises is made longer; and every exercise, previously

practised and now repeated, should be done to utmost per-

fection. In this way each movement may, from year to year,

in a measure serve as its own progression.

It is desirable that the teacher, before beginning the lesson,

should make himself so familiar with the table of exercises

he is going to use, that he knows it by heart. A teacher

who has many different classes, however, could not well com-
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mit to memory all the tables ; for that reason he may cany

a memorandum of the exercises written on a small caixl (the

size of a visiting-card), which he can easily hold in his open

hand, and yet use that hand to correct or to illustrate a move-

ment. He should take care, however, not to consult this card

too often, as he is expected to have his eyes on the class almost

incessantly, so that attention and discipline may not diminish.

The transition from one table of exercises into the next

should not be made abrupt, but so that as soon as one exercise

has been " acquired " the corresponding one from the next

table is introduced. In this manner movement after movement

becomes exchanged until one table has comj^letely merged into

the next one. This table is then applied in its entirety until

its movements are gradually dropped for those of the next, etc.

In this manner a very exact and even progression can be pi'O-

duced, and monotony and automatism of move^nent can be

prevented ; but it will l)e readily seen that the actual tables

used will soon differ materially from those theoreticall}- con-

structed at the outset. The method is not so convenient for

the teacher as that of exchanging table for table, but tlie

effects of the exercises will be far better, and well warrant

the additional effort spent in teaching.
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APPENDIX

DISCUSSION OF SOME MECHANICAL DETAILS.^

Wg. pos.— A rule in Swedish (i'ational=scientific) gymnas-

tics is to let the j^nrpose decide the mechanics of the exercise,

and to polish its appearance only as far as correct effect

allows.

About wg. pos. the late Prof. H. Ling'-^ says [Allman Rorelse-

lara, 1866, Page 212]: "A correctly executed hips-firm, i.e.,

with the shoulders drawn moderately backward, provides a

firm support for the shoulders, and a steady insertion for the

pectoral muscles, to produce more complete respiration without

a distorted raising of the shoulders, which is a fault reminding

of disease and expressly forbidden in the handbook of free

exercises which first appeared with us,^ but which is used in

otlier methods as a special exercise. That is, the object of

' hips-firm ' is to give those muscles which run from chest

to shoulders, arm, etc., a support [reversed origin], thus more

readily and decidedly to react upon the powerful carriage of

the chest."

1 Reprinted from The Posse Gymnasium Journal.

2 Hjalmar Ling, M.D., tlie son of P. H. Ling [the originator of Swedish gym-
nastics] was born in 1820 and died in 1883. He was professor of Educational

Gymnastics in the Roy. Gymnastic Central Institute from ISfil until his death.

He was an eminent scientist, while his father was a philosojilier; and he is to

be considered as the first authority on the science of Swedish Gymnastics and
General Kinesiology.

3 Written by the elder Ling.

281
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The object, then, is to make the hip carry the arm so that the

sternal insertion of the pectorals shuukl be the moving end,

the humeral the fixed one ; consequently the liand should

be resting on the hip, and should not merely grasp the waist,

while the energized shoulder muscles carry the arm. Fig. 32

is a copy of a drawing from the pen of Prof. Hj. Ling, and is

taken out of the standard Swedish collection of gjannastic

illustrations ;
^ consequently it must be considered as represent-

ing the correct position.

The dissenters [not one of whom is a graduate of gymnastics]

maintain that wrist and forearm should be in a straight line,

as in Fig. 254, and claim as their authority the illustrations in

Major V. G. Balck's book on gymnastics [from Avhich Fig. 254

is copied]. These illustrations were not drawn by Major

Balck,^ but by an ai'tist, Bruno Liljefors, who is entirely

unacquainted with the details of special kinesiology, even

though he may be an excellent practical gymnast. His draw-

ings are apparently sketches from life, the models proljably

being members of the Stockholm Gymnastic Association [of

which Liljefors is, or at least was, a member]. Now, it is char-

acteristic of athletes that radio-ulnar flexion of the wrist is

lessened or even absent.^

It is a well-known peculiarity of the Swedes [in Sweden]

that they pay small attention to details ; and it is more than

probable tliat Major Balck overlooked the position of the

hands in these drawings, or considered that every one would

1 Atlas till Gymnastik Reglemente for Kongl. Flottaii.

2 The writer, wlio claims Major Balck as a personal friend, and who has had

liini for teacher as a schoolboy, as a student in the R. G. C. I., and as a member of

tlie Stockholm Gymnastic Association, cannot recall ever having been taught any

other wg. position than that shown in Fig. 32.

3 Tlie author's experience in the Scand. Gymnastic Club of Bo.ston tends to

prove this fact.
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understand why the athlete was forced to hold them in this

manner, so that when they attempt the position shown in

Fig. 32, they produce that of Fig. 254.

Probably that was the case with Liljefors'

models. Nothing is said in the book about

the posture of the wrist, only that " both

hands quickly grasp the hips with thumbs

behind ; the elbows in direction of the

clavicles, i.e., moved slightly outward."

When children are taught to keep forearm

and wiist in a line in wg. position, they

very soon assume the position shown in Fio. 2o4. — Wg. Pos. as
IT LOOKS IN THE

Fig. 255, which, according to Ling and Stiff Athlete.

common sense, illustrates faulty posture ; and that which

tends to faulty posture should be excluded from gymnastics.

Besides, when the position of Fig. 254 is assumed, and volition

rather than muscular resistance prevents the descent of the

hand, the pectorals become engaged to carry the arm, the sternal

.-C^ end is fixed, the humeral movable ; which

is the reverse of what Ling prescribed,

i.e., the object of the position is missed.

We leave it to the reader to decide

whether Bruno Liljefors is better authority

than Hjalmar Ling ; whether a rigid chest,

shoulder, and arm are preferable to flex-

ibility, ease, and grace of posture ; and

whether the statements of self-tausfht

T. n— K n, teachers of gymnastics are of more value
Fig. 2oo. —A Thoroughly ^-^

ixcoRRECT Posture. than those of a graduate from Sweden's

only normal school of gymnastics.

Head Flexion Backward. — In natural position of the head,
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the neck is slightly arched, with the convexity forward. Con-

tinued muscular inattention will cause this curve to increase,

and the head will sink forward ; the upper attachments of the

sterno-cleido-mastoids and the scaleni will descend, and con-

sequently those parts which are suspended from these muscles,

the sternum and first two ribs, will sink. This depression

of the clavicular chest is the first step toward a shortening

of the pectorals, with a diminution of respiratory capacity.

To counteract this effect of gravity and muscular relaxation,

the movement of head-backw. flex, has been introduced into

gymnastics. Yet it is the raising of the head after backw. flex,

rather than the last-named movement itself, which is tlie essen-

tial part of the exercise. For, if the chin is di'awn in while

the head is being raised, the occiput, with the attachments of

the sterno-cleido-mastoids, becomes pushed backward— upward,

and there will occur a tension in the muscles named, causing

the sternum to be lifted. The effort of drawing the chin in

radiates sufficiently into the sterno-mastoids to prevent their

passive extension during the movement, which thus not merely

has a tendency to lift the chest, but definitely lifts it. It is

true that if the chin is drawn in while the head is being bent

backward, there is an effect in the same direction ; but, as tlie

mastoid process no longer performs the function of a pulley

(changing the direction of the po\^'er and lengthening its

lever), the effect is greatly diminished. On the other hand,

the rigidity of the anterior cervical muscles produced 1)}" the

difficulty of the movement, causes a compression of the large

veins with a consequent increase of blood pressure in the

head. If the effort in drawing the chin in is sufficiently

strong, the gymnast will receive a sensation as if the top

of his head were being forcibly pushed upward ; and repeated
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execution of the movement in this manner will produce a

headache, an effect which we must pronounce physiologically,

and hence gymnastically, incorrect. Consequently, we claim

that during backw. tlex. of the head, no special effort should

be made of drawing the chin in, for when executed in tliat

manner there is no noticeable effect of such increase of pres-

sure ; and it is evident that in those gymnasia where the

movement has produced a headache, it has been incorrectly

executed. In conclusion, it might be said that the backw.

flex, is done merely to provide a

commencing position for the return

movement, and that it should occur

by letting the head fall back (3'et

taking care that the chin is not pushed

forward), while, during the raising

of the head, the chin should be

drawn in.

Double Heel Elevation. Should the

Heels be held together or not ?— The ^''

raising of the heel occurs around an

axis (a) at right angles to the lon-

gitudinal axis of the foot (Fig. 256

A, a). It is evident that the projection of the heel (h) will

fall the nearer this axis, the higher the heel be raised, and that

the projectors will be in a plane (a p H) at right angles to the

axis of motion (a).

If the feet are placed in fund, pos., i.e., with heels together

and at an angle of 90° (Fig. 256 B), it is evident that the axes

of heel elevation (aa^) will cross each other at nearly 90°. If

the heels now be raised, the projectors (h and h^) of each will

travel along the respective lines pp and pp^ and not along the
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common line pp.j; i.e., h and hj will move apart proportionately

as the heels rise. In other words, the heels come the farther

apart the higher one rises on tip-toe. This is the natural result

if the balls of the feet remain in original position.

In order to bring the projectors of each heel into one

and the same plane, ppg, it would be necessary to change the

direction of the axes a and a^ proportionately to the elevation,

in other words, to rotate the balls of the feet outward (as

indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 256 B). This would

mean that the heel elevation should be accompanied by a

voluntary outward rotation of the thigh. The question natu-

rally arises, does this improve the movement? It does not.

For the object of the movement is to throw the line of gravity

of the body forward with utmost speed while diminishing

the base, so as to bring the extensors of the body into the

strongest and most sudden contraction : to cultivate the power

of equilibrium ; and if part of the attention is taken up by the

effort of keeping the heels together and rotating the feet out-

ward, it will be found that the speed of motion will lessen,

and consequently part of the desired effect will be lost. For

the effect of this movement as a balance-movement is propor-

tionate to its speed of execution. Ling's general rule to

" prefer the simple to the complex " well obtains here ; and

since the object of the movement is not merely to take the

heels off the floor and to hold them together, we must consider

it correct to allow the heels to come apart, all the more since it

is never permissible to change the position of the feet during

the execution of a leg-movement, unless anatomical conditions

enforce such a change. The plate in the standard Swedish

work 1 seems to corroborate our view of the question, although

1 Plate I. 2= Fig. 30 in this book.
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the partial side view makes it indistinct. Careful research

has failed to produce any statement by Ling to the effect

that heel elevation should be accompanied by an outward

rotation of the thigh ; and it would be interesting to know
if the dissenters introduce tliis addition also in close st.,

stride st., and walk st. pos., and if not, what the reason is

for their inconsistency. For as far as we know 2 heel elev.

should always be executed the same way, no matter what
the commencing pos.

Courtesy St. and Courtesy Sitt. Pos.— From 2 heel elev. the

knees may be bent to 90° (courtesy St.). While the knees

bend, the heels gradually descend (yet not to the floor) until

they touch, as in Fig. 36, copied from the standard work.

But when the knees bend beyond 90° the heels again sepa-

rate, partly because the deeper flexion causes an increased

elevation of the heel (compare Fig. 256), partly on account

of the anatomical construction of the knee-joint. For accord-

ing to all good authorities, flexion of the knee is accompanied

by an inward rotation of the leg (caused by tlie greater length

of the internal condyle of the femur, and by the pressure

exerted upon the posterior crucial ligament), which rotation

becomes the most distinct after the flexion passes 90°. Wlien
Hjalmar Ling drew Fig. 39 (copied from the standard work)
he evidently remembered these facts, as the separation of the

heels is well emphasized in the drawing ; — and Ling and

the laws of the human body must be considered excellent

authorities.

Slow Leg-movements.— The slow leg-movement has the

object of diminishing or equalizing the blood-pressure and

thereby lessening the heart beat. This effect is obtained

from any movement where the blood becomes mechanically
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dniAvn forward in the veins ; and if a slow leg-movement is

to be what is claimed for it, it should have this effect. Now,

if a vein is moderately stretched, its diameter does not dim-

inish (Loven) ; i.e., its total capacity increases, and it will fill

with blood from the distal side. Thus, if a group of muscles

is being passively stretched, the venous current through the

region must increase ; and it follows that the vis-a-fronte in

proximal arteries will also increase ; consequentl}^ the resist-

ance to the heart's action diminishing, the frequency of the

heart-beat will lessen.

If one foot is placed in advance of the other, and tlie body is

bent as far forward as the ligamentous action of the muscles

will allow, such an extension occurs in the posterior muscles of

the advanced leg. In fallout c. pos. there is a similar action in

the calf of the backward leg.

These are typical slow leg-movements, and have the effects

named above.

A different condition obtains in movements like St. 2 Kn.

flex. It is true that when executed with ordinary speed (a

little less than in the regulation prep, to jump), there will be

an increased current (both efflux and afflux) through the legs,

and that consequently there will be a diminution of supply iii

the thorax, so that the movement will have a slight effect

of lessening the heart-beat. But supposing the flexion were

done slowly : then the muscles would be in a continuous state

of contraction, and hence there would be an increasing resist-

ance to the arterial current. The frequency of the heart-

beat would at first lessen ; and so we might be deceived into

tliinking that the effect of " slow leg-movements " had been

obtained. But a closer inspection would show an increase in

force of the heart-beat ; and if the movement were long con-
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tinned there would also ensue a greater frequency. Conse-

quently this movement is not a "slow leg-movement," even

though its rhythm be slow.

Heaving-movements in the early part of a lesson are followed

by balance-movements. These have a slight effect of diminish-

ing arterial pressure, and so may overcome the excess of increase

produced by the heaving-movements. Some increase is de-

sirable
; since the heart has to be trained as other muscles by

gradually having more weight to lift— if gymnastics do not

strengthen the heart, they fall short of their purpose— and it

is only the excess which is removed by the balance-movement.

If at this point in a lesson more effect in this direction is

needed, the balance-movement is out of place, and should be

substituted, or at least preceded, by a slow leg-movement.

On the other hand, toward the end of a lesson, if preceding

movements have been gentle and the jumping is not of a

violent nature, the slow leg-movement should be eliminated,

as then there is no increase of pressure to overcome ; and it

would only tend to hasten the pulse and diminish the force

of the heart's contraction if the vis-a-fronte were to be forcibly

increased. In such a case the slow leg-movement would merely

tend to weaken the heart ; and if a leg-movement nevertheless

is desirable (as a change, etc.) in this part of the lesson, it

should take the form of a balance-movement, or of a leg exer-

cise in slow rhythm as described above.

In conclusion we would say: 1. That the term "slow leg-

movement" is a misnomer, and that we advise the invention

of a better name
; 2. That slow leg-movements are needed

only when the blood-pressure has become al)normally high

(beyond the normal limit of fatigue in the heart) ; 3. That
they should be entirely omitted in gymnastics for beginners,
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unless especially indicated ; 4. That any movement producing

a passive extension of leg-muscles is a slow leg-movement,

whether this tension is caused by trunk, arm, or leg-move-

ment ; 5. That T. forw. flex, and fallout c pos. form the types,

and that balance-movements can be used as slow lee-niove-

ments only when being modelled after these.

This discussion may differ somewhat from the average under-

standing of this class of exercises ; but it may help to dissipate

the misconception which has led to a condemnation from scien-

tific investigators, viz., that a "slow leg-movement" was any

leg-exercise executed in slow rhythm.

Remember that in gymnastics, it is effects, not names, by

which we should judge.

Unilateral Arch-flexions and Abdominal Exercises.— In eluci-

dating the mechanics of gymnastic movements, and deciding

what should constitute their correct execution, first determine

the purpose of the exercise, and then construct the commencing

position and movement in sucli a way as to accomplish that

purpose. Any change of commencing position or of move-

ment in order of progression, then, should have the object of

intensifying the effects aimed at— or, inversely, a diminution

of effect by change of position constitutes a retrogression :
—

(a) i Str. Wg. Wlk. h St. Arch-flexion. Which Arm Should be

Extended Upward? — In arch-flexions the object is to extend

the epigastric region and to spread the false ribs apart. The

change from wg. to (yd. c to) ^ str. wg. pos. causes an in-

creased tension by lengthening the lever of the weight ; so

that the side having str. pos. becomes much more arched than

that having wg. pos. (compare Fig. 62). It is evident that this

effect will be intensified if the leg of that side is moved back-

ward, diminished if it is moved forward ; since in the first case
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the lower insertions of the tense muscles move down, in the

last they move up (the fascia of the thigh relaxing). In that

manner, if the leg were moved forward, the increase of tension

gained by stretching the arm of that side upward would be

partially lost ; i.e., the effect aimed at would be missed, and the

mechanics must be considered wrong, or the movement at least

useless. For that reason the i str. pos. should be taken on the

side of the backward foot (tlie wlk. b st. pos. being taken by

advancing one foot) in order that the utmost increase of effect

should be gained by tlie change of commencing position, and

that the latter should have full reason for existing.

If the opposite arm is used, not only is there a diminution in

the total effect of arch-flexion, but the tension clian^es from

sagittal to oblique, and now takes place from Poupart's liga-

ment of one side to the coracoid process of the other. The

command for the correct movement then is '' Hips— firm I

Left foot forward place and right arm upward stretch— one I

Tw6 ! Trunk backward — bend ! " etc.

(K) Oblique Gr. Arch St. Kn. Upw. Flex., L. Elev., etc. Which Leg

Should be Raised? In oblique gr. arch st. pos. (Fig. 72) the

body is arched backward toward the stall-bars, the arms are

extended upward, and the hands grasp the bars at different

levels (one liand is one bar or more below the other). It

is evident that the arch is the strongest on the side of the

lower hand, tlie plane of the hands being parallel with that

of the heels (and hips) ; and that an oblique tension has

been produced in direction of the lower hand, the trunk

rotating somewhat to that side. A movement done from any

commencing position whatever should intensify the effect of

the position (or the position that of the movement) ; so that,

in this case, whatever movement is executed, its purpose will
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be to increase the oblique tension. Besides by 2 Heel elev.

this can be done either by moving the low hand still farther

down (which needs no discussion) or by actively flexing the

hip of the opposite side. For if this hip is flexed (compare

Fig. 73), not only do the psoas and iliacus contract, but the

anterior muscles of the abdomen (those '' inserted " into the

so-called Poupart's ligament, and whose aj)oneuroses are in

reality continuous with the fascia lata) assist these and per-

form most of the lifting. But while they raise the leg, they

also tend to move their upper attachments down ; and the

flexion of the hip cannot become distinct until the upper

ends have ceased moving, i.e., until the limit of extension

of tlie epigastrium has been reached : the linea alba is sub-

jected to a tension in direction of the flexing thigh. But

this linea was already stretched toward the low hand, and

consequently the raising of the opposite leg has emphasized

the effect obtained by the commencing position. [The tension

increases still more if the leg is raised into cr. h pos. (compare

Fig. 74) instead of cr. a, the lever of the weight— considering

the contracting^ muscles— Qfrowino' long-er; and with either

movement, if heel elev. of the supporting leg is added, the

arch increasing as its toggle joint, the ankle straightens.]

If the leg on the side of the low hand were raised, this

would increase the tension of that side, and the arch-flexion

would become sagittal for that side instead of oblique for the

chest as a whole. The primary object of the commencing

pos. wonld then be lost, and the effect of the movement

could be obtained in a much simpler and more definite man-

ner. Consequently the " diagonal " movement must be con-

sidered correct, the " parallel " one incorrect.

(6-) i Str. Wg.
} l^^^ f-^^ I

T. Backw. Flex:—
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"Which Arm Should be in Str. Pos. ?— 111 abdominal exercises

the purpose is to bring into contraction the muscles of the

abdomen ; and any progressive change of commencing position

should intensify this effect. In ^ Ki^- st. and in F. gr. ^ st.

backw. flex. (Fig. 158 and Fig. 163) the vertical group of ab-

dominal muscles on the side of the anterior leg carry the falling

weight, those of the posterior leg merely fix the linea alba,

and secure equilibrium of the body below the hips : the effect

of abdominal exercise will be confined chiefly to the side of

the advanced leg. Any one-sided lengthening of the lever

of the weight should then occur so as to increase the exertion

of those muscles which are the most active, i.e., those of

the side of the advanced foot, so that ^ str. pos. is taken

only to that side.^ If it were taken to the opposite side,

it would increase the ligamentous action of the muscles of

that side more than the contraction of those of the other,

and would produce an effect of arch-flexion rather than one

of abdominal exercise. It is true some increased contraction

of the carrying side would set in ; but, the centre of gravity

having moved diagonally, oblique instead of sagittal resist-

ance would be introduced, and the typical characteristic of

abdominal exercises would be lost.

(t? ) Stoopfall Alt. A. and L. Elev. Which Arm and Leg Should

Rise ? — When from stoopfall pos. one leg is lifted from the

ground, the contraction of the abdominal muscles of the other

side must increase, in order to jirevent the falling of the

pelvis : that side becomes the carrying one, and the abdominal

effects will be confined largely to it, the other being passively

extended as the leg rises, the linea alba being drawn toward

that side : there is a gain in muscular fixation partially making

' Compare "The progression of 2 L. elev." below.
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Up for the loss of fifty per cent of the cariying power. The

upper insertions (origins) of the contracting muscles are

steadied by the hand on the ground fixing the ribs. But

if tliis hand is removed and carried by the shoulder-muscles,

the fixed ends become unsteady, and consequently the con-

traction must change into an oscillation of ever-changino'

rhythm : tlie exertion of the carrying muscles is one not

merely of increasing co-ordination, but, the arm rising for-

ward, the lever of the weight increases, and a more powerful

contraction must occur for the same equilibrium. If the other

arm were raised, in order to secure equilibrium, the trunk

must rotate to that side, and we would practicall}" have to

deal with a lateral trunk movement (rotation into ^ str. side

fall. L. elev.) instead of an abdominal exercise. That is,

in stoopfall alt. A. and L. elev., the arm and leg of opposite

sides should be lifted together. This, also, conforms to the

natural forms of locomotion in man and quadrupeds, the oppo-

site limbs moving together.

The Progression of Lying 2 L. Elev.— A muscle whose origin

has been drawn away from its insertion, contracts more easily,

for, if stretched in the commencing position, its elasticity will

assist the motor impulse ; and, also, a less contraction will be

required if the lieight and weight lifted remain the same. It

then becomes oljvious that the progression of positions of the

arms for this movement will be from str. gr., to str. (the

str. gr. giving a more fixed origin), to rest, to wg., to fund,

pos., the chest, and consequently the origin of the I'ectus

abdominis, etc., descending with the arms. The progression

liere consists in bringing the arms down, so that if |- str.

ly. alt. L. elev. were to be given, the i str. pos. would be

taken on the side opposite that of the moving leg.
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Next we must consider the three forms of muscular activity.

If the legs are lifted with straight knees from the floor to verti-

cal (Fig. 155), and then lowered, the muscles shorten (concen-

tric action) during the first motion, lengthen (excentric action)

during the second, the raising being harder than the lowering,

it being easier to give up to a resistance (gravity) than to

overcome it. For beginners, it would then be desirable to

start from the second position, and to practise the letting

down alone before attempting the lifting. To that end let

the pupil draw his knees up, sliding his feet on the floor,

and then tipping the knees up over his chest (count "one !

") ;

then stretcli the knees into cr. h pos. (count '• two I
'*)

; and

from there lower the legs (count " three I ") until they rest

on the floor.

This movement is called "excentric 2 L. elev."; and while

it may be eccentric to call the lowering of the legs an eleva-

tion, 3'et from a muscular and motor stand-point, it is correct,

as long as the elevator muscles are energized, even though they

are giving up to the weiglit. (If the legs were dropped to the

floor with relaxed muscles, or if they were brought down under

resistance of a force tending to lift them, the movement would

be the reverse of elev.). When proficiency has been acquired

in this movement, it is tried concentrically; first with slightest

elevation; then with elevation to 90°; and at last to 45°, where

a pause of periodically increasing length is made. From this

position 2 L. abduct, may finally be tried in order to make the

statical contraction still more severe.

Before 2 L. elev. is attempted in any form, L. elev. should

be practised, especially for women and others with weak
muscles favoring rupture and displacement.

Cr. a i St. pos. and Kn. ext. forw. (to cr. h pos.); and Str. gr.
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cr. a i st. Kn. ext. forw., are all introductions to ly. 2 L. elev.,

and its derivatives.

While 2 L. elev. is a most useful and desirable movement, it

is well to exercise care in its application, as strains readily

occur where the moment of weight is great (as compared to

tliat of the power) and the muscles unused to exertion.

The Execution of Lateral Trunk Movements : — (a) Trunk Rota-

tion. Should the Hips be Kept Still ?— We frequently hear

the command '•'• Trunk to the left ' twist
'

; keep your hips

still," and the pupils in their efforts to carry out the order

are seen to go through the most peculiar contortions. For

as a matter of fact muscular isolation, if not provided by the

commencing position, is j^roduced by an effort to rotate the

pelvis to the opposite side, and the command ought then more

properly to be " Trunk to the left and hips to the right twist."

Now, it is a fact that for T. rot. Ling used as commencing jiosi-

tions Close st., St., Stride, st., Wlk. st.. Fallout St., Kn. st., and

Ride sitt. in the order enumerated; and that his object in

changing commencing pos. when the lever remained the same

was always to produce an increase of muscular isolation, a

difference of gymnastic effect. But if the hips were to be

kept still, these commencing positions would have produced

no difference of movement except to make the last move-

ment easier than the first, a form of progression totally foreign

to the Ling system. The prevention of monotony by such

changes of leg-position would not have appealed to Ling any

more than it would to any one else, and hence that could

not have been his object. If the commencing position is

left to take care of the hips, the purpose becomes apparent.

For while in fund. pos. the pelvis rotates fi-eely on the

thisrhs and adds some 40° to the movement of the dorsal
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region,^ a change into stride st. and wlk. st. pos. gradually ex-

cludes the rotators of the thigh from the movement, until in

ride sitt. pos. the rotation occurs in the dorsal region alone. If

this final isolation were possible or desirable already in fund,

pos., Ling would have had no use for the other commencing

positions. Even if such an isolation is possible to an expert,

it would be absurd to demand it in a beginner. For (1)

It would require a degree of co-ordination scarcely to be ex-

pected from anybody ; and (2) The mobility of the dorsal

vertebrae in anybody, and especially in the gymnastically un-

trained, is so slight that there will hardly be any motion

at all unless the lower ends of the rotators are firmly fixed

by some power stronger than antagonistic resistance of con-

traction
; (3) The object of the movement is to exjiand the

chest; to produce internal elevation; and to produce mobility

of the waist. And, so far as we can make out, when the

isolation is produced by muscular contraction instead of b}'

passive tension, these effects are absent, and the only ones

produced with any degree of distinctness, are acute pain in

the quadratus lumborum, lordosis, holding of the breath, and

flexion of the proximal knee. Besides, the movement is directly

opposed to the correct action of the tensor vaginte femoris

in graceful walking, which is to rotate the pelvis to the side

of the advanced foot, not the reverse, wliieh latter produces

either a rigid walk, or one peculiarly snake-like, where the

shoulder turns one way, the hips the other. (Every skilled

horseman has probably experienced the ugliness of the corre-

sponding fault in unbroken horses.) Ling's general state-

ment tliat ''Creation has minutely decided the physiological

limits of isolation," and tliat "that which is simple and easily

1 It is to be remembered that rotation is absent in tlie lumbar resrion.
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understood should be preferred to that which is complex,"

oug-ht to have been sufficient to indicate his intentions as

regards the mechanics of this movement. Our arguments

will merely help to emphasize them.

(?>) Trunk Side^vays Flexion. Should the Spine be Inclined to

the Side, or Should it be Arched ? The purpose of the move-

ment is not merely to tilt the body to the side so as to

exercise the muscles of the waist. Ling did not construct

any class of exercise for mere muscular effect, but to him

gymnastics meant something more : it meant effect upon

internal organs, upon functional activity ; and in one of

Hj. Ling's books we find the trunk-flexions spoken of as

movements for the large vessels (^sforkdrlsrorelser^. The vena

cava inferior is attached to the spine (on its right side) in

such a manner that it must follow the movements of the spine

(Professor Loven). If tlie trunk is arched to the left, this

vessel is on the convex side of the arch, and consequently

becomes stretched. Meanwhile its diameter remains the same
;

i.e., its capacity increases} If the trunk is arched to the right,

the reverse condition obtains. Alternate flexion to each side

would then affect the vena cava as would a force pump
attached to it. Tliis effect hardly occurs through the small

change taking place at only one point, as when the trunk

merely inclines without arching; and it is not likely that

Ling could have intended that so desirable a result should

be prevented from ensuing, and that the only effect to be

gained should be muscular development. Furthermore, when

the trunk is arched there is a decided spreading open of

the ribs of the opposite side, causing an increased chest

1 In accordance with Professor Loven's experiments on living vessels. ["Har-
telius Medical Gymnastics."]
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capacity, which likewise disappears when the trunk merely

inclines ; and bearing in mind Ling's recommendation to

multiply the lateral - trunk-movements when there is no ap-

paratus for heaving-movements, it is evident to us that Ling

intended tliese exercises to have an effect towards chest

"development. Consequently we make the mechanics corre-

spond to such intentions ; and not only do we prescribe that

the trunk should be arched to the side, but we claim that

the movement should commence in the neck. For unless the

head and neck are bent to the side there will be but little

change in the dorsal region, and a straight neck would mean

just so much diminution of effect ; and, after all, it is for the

effect, physical and physiological, that exercises are applied,

not for the sake of forming straight lines, curves, and angles,

or for the sake of upholding a statement made by some one

in the heat of a debate. Perhaps Ling would not have ex-

plained the meclianics of these two movements in precisely

the same way ; but as our argument is rational, we are con-

vinced that it would have met with his approval.

St. 2 A. Elev. Forw. Upw.— About the first motion, the

raising of the arms, there can be but one opinion. But the

" sidew. downw. — sink !
" seems to be taught in different

ways. On one side it is claimed that the palms should re-

main in supination until the arms are horizontal ; tlieii the

hands are to be turned and the arms lowered, into funda-

mental pos. The opponents maintain that the hands should

turn gradually while the arms are being lowered, without

stopping at any point for this motion. The foremost advo-

cate of the first method. Professor Torngren, gives as his

reason, that as long as the palms are turned up we liave a

guaranty that the shoulder-blades are correctl}' poised, whereas

we have none after pronation has commenced.
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This reasoning might suffice as long as the exercise is used

as a shoulder-blade movement, only that it may be questioned

whether the su|)ination does not retain the chest in expan-

sion rather than flatten the shoulder-blade (unless the trunk

is inclined forward, when the la;^t effect is the stronger), and

that the stopping to turn the hands diminishes the continuity

and grace of movement and flavors of the jerkiness introduced

by the same reasoners into 2 A flex. upw. or forw., etc.

But in a majority of cases this movement is used as a

respiratory exercise ; and in these the arm-movements are to

be regulated as to rhythm and execution b}^ the respiratory

act. Now, the rhythm of normal respiration consists of a

recurring inhalation, exhalation, and a pause ; i.e., the pause

of the arm-movement should occur after the arms liave been

lowered, and not in the middle of that movement, unless

we also make the exhalation take place on the instalment

plan— which, as far as we know, has not been demonstrated

to be a physiological desideratum. That is, in order that

the movement should be physiologically correct, the hands

should turn gradually while the arms are being lowered with-

out stopping. Besides, we consider it perfectly safe in a

respiratory exercise to let the shoulder-blades take care of

themselves, since the first motion provides for a good general

posture ; and we also thirdc that the introduction of this

extra motion detracts from the general purity and grace of

the movement. The fact that Colonel Nyblseus— than whom

no one had a finer "sense of gymnastic movements"— used

to teach the gradual turning of the hands Avould liave been

'argument enough for us unless the question had been put

forcibly before us. Colonel Nyblseus' authority on the sub-

ject is unquestioned, and we are satisfied to leave the choice

of argument to our readers.
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MEDICO-GYMNASTIC EXERCISES USED IN EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS.

In every class pupils will be found who, through deformity

or unusually poor development, are unable to proceed as rap-

idly as the others. To enable these to keep with the class,

and to prevent them from checking the progress of the others,

— since none are to be excused from gymnastics, except on

account of incurable deformity or organic disease, which would

be aggravated by exercise,— the teacher resorts to movements

of a stronger and more corrective character, which he can apply

individually to those especially needing them. These exercises

are borrowed from medical gymnastics, and hence are to be

considered as an appendix to educational gymnastics. Only

the simplest and most common forms will be described, since

it requires a special education to intelligently apply medical

gymnastics— a knowledge that cannot be obtained by merely

reading about the subject, and Avhich cannot be expected in the

average teacher of gymnastics.

Round Shoulders.— When the shoulder-blade movements fail

to accomplish their object, the teacher applies the following

exercise : The pupil stands facing the teacher with his arms

in yard c pos., the palms of the hands turned forward. The

teacher (in walk b st. pos.), standing close to the pupil, grasps

the hitter's arms near the hands (over grasi), if the pupil is

small ; under grasp, if he is tall), and pulls them forward

into reach pos. under a moderate resistance. The pupil moves

his arms back into yard pos. under resistance from the teacher

;

and, when the limit of voluntary motion is reached, the teacher

presses the arms just a little farther backward. The move-

ment, which is repeated five or six times, should be done

evenly and not by little starts and pushes ; and the teacher
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should see that the pupil maintains good posture all through

it. The exercise is called yd. st resistive 2 A. abd. (Fig. 257).

As the pupil gains strength, the commencing position should

be made more difficult, forw. lying, stoop st., fallout b, and

foot gr. fallout (Fig. 258) positions being used in the order

enumerated. If the pupil cannot maintain the standing-posi-

tion without leaning backward and curving in the lumbar

region, he may sit while doing the movement; and, instead

of stoop st. pos., the corresponding

sitting position (Fig. 259) may be

used, the latter being easier.

The corresponding exercise on chest-

weights is a good shoulder-blade

movement of localization when done

in good posture ; i.e., with arms hori-

zontal, spine straight, and head well

poised. Tlie st. pos. (trunk vertical)

is useless for this movement, as it

leads to lordosis.

Drooping Head.— If the free-stand-

ing head-flexions, etc., are not sufficient

Fig 257.— Yard St. 2 A Abd. fo make the head stay in good erect

posture, the following movement is applied : The pu|)il stands

facing the teacher, who places his hands, one upon the other,

behind and against the pupil's head (Fig. 260), letting his fore-

arms rest on the anterior part of the pupil's shoulders. The

pupil bends his head forward and then pushes it backward as far

as it will go, the teacher offering a moderate resistance against

the backward movement, thus bringing the muscles of the

neck into stronger activity. When the liead moves back-

ward, the chin should be drawn in, for then the insertion
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Fia. 258.— Yd. Foot Gr. Fallout 2 A. Abd.

Fig. 259.

Yd. Stoop Sitt. 2 A. Abd.

Fig. 260.

St. Res. H. Backw. Flex.
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(gymiiastically speaking) or origin (anatomically speaking)

of the sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle is moved backward, and

a tension is produced in this muscle which causes an eleva-

tion of the sui3erior part of the sternum. Thus the exercise

not only corrects the posture of the head, but it also tends

to expand the chest. The movement, which is repeated five

or six times in succession, resembles free H. backw. flex.,

except that the head is pushed backward without the face

turning up. (Compare '' H. backw. flex." in the Appendix.)

In the free exercise the backward movement is done only

to get a commencing position for raising the head, while the

reverse obtains in the resistive movement. The reach gr. st.

pos. may also be used as commencing pos. ; the teacher then

stands on one side of the pupil, steadies him with one hand,

and resists the neck-flexion with the other. The movement

may also be taken in a stoop fall. 2)0S., obtained from the reach

gr. St. pos. by moving the hands a few bars downward and the

feet backward on the floor (or on a bench or other elevation),

the position growing in strength as it comes nearer to horizon-

tal stoop fall. pos. When done in stoop fall, pos., the exercise

has a far more extended effect; for now it is also an abdominal

exercise, a good posture calling for strong contraction of the

abdominal walls, which contraction must increase as the head

bends backward, or the position is lost. As a drooping head is

usually accompanied by a protruding abdomen, the stoop falling

neck-flex, is very effective in correcting not only the head but

the general posture as well. Besides, this exercise reaches

farther down the spine, and is more efiicacious in straightening

the dorsal region. When the stoop falling position is nearly

horizontal, the teacher gives the pupil a slight support by one

hand placed under the latter's abdomen, the other hand resist-

ing the neck-flexion (Fig. 261).
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It has been proposed that this exercise be done by the ]3upil

himself making resistance against his own movement, with his

hands locked behind his head. The effect of such a method is

to strengthen some of the muscles of the arm ; but for invigo-

rating the muscles of the neck, it is well nigh worthless.

The whole procedure forcibly reminds us of how the famous

Baron Miinchausen pulled liimself and horse out of a swamp

Fig. 261. — Stoop Fall. Res. H. Backw. Flex.

by taking hold of his own " pigtail," and l)y that means lifting

himself and horse until they reached firm land.

Flat Chest.— This is best corrected b}'' heaving-movements,

shoulder-blade-movements of expansion, and respiratory exer-

cises ; if, however, it is desirable to hasten the effect, the

following exercises can be used :
—

1. Wg. St. 2 Heel-elev. w. Chest Expansion.— The pupil takes
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'"hips firm." Standing behind him, the teacher takes hold of

his arms just above the elbows ; and, while the pupil rises on

tip-toe and inhales, the teacher pulls his elbows backward

as far as possible without tipping him backward. In this

waj^ the chest becomes forcibly (and passively) expanded, so

that it can hold more of the in-rushing air. The pupil ex-

hales, and lowers his heels, while the teacher lets the elbows

resume commencing position. The movement is repeated from

j.
• five to ten times. It is best to use the command, "• Heel-

n\ elevation with respiration— 6ne ! Two T"" . . . Care

should be taken to apply the pressure

neither up nor doAvn, but at right angles

to the spine, for otherwise bad posture

of the shoulder-blades will result.

2. Str. Gr. St. Chest Expansion (Fig.

261). — The pupil stands close to the

stall-bars, with his back turned to them,

and grasps as high as he can reach with-

out rising on tip-toe. The teacher stands

in front of him, and, bracing himself with

. ^
,

. __, one foot against the bars, he applies both

Fig. 262. — Str. Gr. St. hands to the pupil's back (between the
Chest Expansion.

shoulders). By letting his hands slide

downward and forward, he pulls the pupil's trunk forward

into arch pos., the pupil rising on tip-toe. During this opera-

tion the pupil inhales; and he exhales as the teacher lets

him fall gently back into commencing position. Tlie move-

ment extends the whole front of the body, and vaults the

chest forward. If vertical poles (whose lower ends are fixed)

are at hand, the pupil takes str. gr. st. pos. between them
;

and, standing behind, the teacher pushes the pupil's body
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forward and U2:)ward, with one hand applied in the middle of the

back just under tlie shoulder-blades (Fig. 263). When done in

this manner, the movement gives a little more eleva-

tion to the chest than is attained when the stall-bars

are used. A narrow doorway will

answer the purpose of vertical poles.

3. Reach Lying Passive 2 A. Elev.

(Fig. 264). — The pupil lies face up

on a bench (or other elevation), and

places his arms in reach pos. The

teacher, standing behind, grasps the

arms around the wrists and pulls

them backward into str. ]30S., while

the pupil inhales, and lifts them for-

ward into reach pos. while he exhales.

The movement— which is repeated
Fig. 263. — Str. Gr. St. Chest

six or eight times— expands the Expaxsion.

lateral parts of the chest and vaults it upward. The effect

is increased, if the pupil makes a slight resistance while his

0^ arms are being pulled backward.

Among the numerous exercises

useful for the stretching' of the

pectorals, introd.

to cr. hang. pos.

(see heaving-move-

ments) is one of

the best and most

efficacious.

Lordosis. — By
this name we understand that condition of the spine where

the lumbar region is too much convexed (forward) and the

Fig. 264. — Reach Lying Pass. 2 A. Elev.
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pelvis inclined in proportion. It is caused by weakness of the

muscles of the abdomen and front thigh, or by weakness of

the extensors of the back. The chief aim of specialized ex-

ercise should be to strengthen the muscles of the abdomen

and upper leg. If this is not achieved by the ordinary abdominal

exercises (and movements in crook hang, and cr. i st. positions),

the following movement may be applied :
—

Str. Gr. Ly. Resist 2 L. Elev. — The pupil takes the stretch

grasp lying position, and raises his legs as high as he can

(Fig. 156), while the teacher makes a slight resistance against

this movement by grasping the rising legs around the ankles

with one hand and witli the other exerting a gentle pressure

on the abdomen. The teacher presses the legs back into com-

mencing position, while the pupil makes a slight resistance.

For weak pupils it is best not to resist the rising of the legs.

Tlie movement (which is repeated three or four times) brings

into strong contraction the muscles of the abdomen and thigh.

As for such deformities as lateral curvature, we advise the

teacher to leave them alone unless he lias had special instruc-

tion in the application of medical gymnastics to such cases.

A child having lateral curvature or other serious deformity

should not exercise in a class tvith healthy children, but should

be sent to the medico-gymnastic specialist for treatment ; thus,

a teacher will hardly have occasion to do anything in such

cases.

EULES FOR MEASURING PUPILS.

One of the features of a modern gymnasium is the measur-

ing of the pupils at the beginning and at the end of every

working year, so as to observe what development each indi-

vidual has Grained: i.e., to measure the value of the methods
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6sed in applying the exercises. To make such measurements

on each pupil in a large school would be an absurd waste of

useful time ; for the human body during childhood yields so

readily to slight impressions, and radical changes take place

so fast, that the measurements can be of but little value in

serving as statistics for the teacher to judge of his own work.

Moreover, gymnastics in schools must ])e essentially class work,

and the children will, as a rule, be grouped together according

to age or size, and individualization can be done only to a

very slight extent; hence the teacher coukl have but little

use for the measurements towards supplying individual ex-

ercises. In gymnasiums where individual work is a distinct-

ive feature— gymnasiums for grown persons— the conditions

are a little different; for here the teacher is expected to give

each pupil a separate set of exercises suited to his particular

development (or lack of it) ; and to do so the teacher must

measure each individual and make his prescriptions accord-

ingly, the figures received at the beginning of the course

telling what should be done, those at the end what has been

done. Thus it will be seen that the fio-ures are still for the

teacher,— not for the pupil,— although he may show them

to the pupil if he so desires.

The record of these measurements taken on grown persons

should be kept by the teacher, so that, with these as a standard,

he can make the necessary improvements in the system of gym-

nastics which he uses. Moreover, they will furnish coming

scientists with the necessary statistics for their study of the

evolution of man, etc.

Since man is himself the unit by which his development

should be measured, some measure— usually the height—
should be taken as a unit, and all the others compared to
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this and recorded in fractions (percentage) thereof. This is

the only way in which we can be able to judge concerning the

liarmony of the development ; for we may now compare these

figures to a standard table of measurements prepared by taking

the average of a great number of measurements made on ivell-

proportioned bodies. For ease of calculation and in conformity

with progressive ideas, all measurements should be taken ac-

cording to the metric system.

To measure every part of the body would be a waste of

time; for, if a few of the important parts are measured, the

figures will give a fair estimate of the general development.

Parts to be measured are :
—

1. The height of the ivhole body.

2. The width of the chesty taken on a level with the nipples,

just in front of and close to the arms when they are hanging

straight down.

3. The depth of the chesty taken on a level with the nipples,

the arms of the caliper being on a level.

4. The circumference of the chest, also taken on a level with

the nipples. Two measures are taken : one with the chest in-

flated, the other after exhalation. The tape-measure should

be placed horizontally around the chest. These are the most

valuable measurement, as they give us an approximate idea

of the tidal volume of the one measured, and thus to some

extent, indicate his power of survival. The tidal volume is

the only " vital index " worth considering.

5. The shoulder tvidth, taken outside the acromion, so that

the caliper touches this bone.

6. TJie waist. — The circumference is measured in the nar-

rowest place.

7. The width of the hips. — The pupil is in close st. pes.
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while the measure is taken between the most protmdino-
points of the hips — the greater trochanters of the femurs.

8. The mside length of the leg from the perineum to the

ground, the feet being shghtly apart and the body carried by
both legs equally. On women, the outside length of the leg
from the greater trochanter to the ground is taken instead.

If the legs are of unequal length, a note is made of this.

9. The length of each arm from the acromion to the tip of

the middle finger.

Furthermore, the pupil's M-eight and age are recorded.

(One transverse and one sagittal tracing taken by "the
graphic method of anthopometry," together with the height
measure and the two circumference measures of tlie chest,

probably give a better estimate of the pupil than any other
form of measuring.)
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The following chart, extracted from a similar one published

in a text-book on Anatomy by Prof. T. Hartelius (Stockholm,

1884), may serve as a standard for comparison. The figures

represent an average of numerous measurements taken by Prof.

Carl Curman on living models and on antique statuarj-.^

AVERAGE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT, WHEN
THE BODY IS COMPARED TO ITSELF.
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PREPARATORY SWIMMING EXERCISES.

Swimming is an accomplishment that every one should pos-

sess, not only because some day one may save his own life or

that of another, if he be a skilled swimmer, but also because

the art is worth learning for the sake of the exercise itself,

which is undoubtedly one of the best for the promotion of

physical development. In the summer, the heat usually pre-

vents gymnastic exercises from being practised to any great

extent, while sw'imming will furnish both exercise and recrea-

tion, without adding the discomfort of excessive heat. To

know how to keep

one's self afloat, one

need only be familiar

with the movements

which constitute swim-
c

ming, and have con-

sciousness of their

Fig. 265.-2 A. Swim. efficacy.

Consequently, the best plan for acquiring the art is to learn

the swimming movements on terra firma so tlioroughly that we

do them unconsciously when w^e go into the water ; and chil-

dren may be most easily given this practice if the swimming

movements are brought in as j)art of educational gymnastics.

The exercises are described in accordance with the plan

followed in '•'-G-ymnastiska Dafjofningar^'' b}' C. H. Liedbeck,i

from wliich handbook they are borrowed.

St. Introd. to 2. A. Swim. w. even Counts (Fig. 265).

—

Command, "J.rwi.s forward— hend ! Arm swim — one ! Two !

1 The grandson of P. H. Ling and instructor of Medical Gymnastics in the

Roy. Gymn. Centr. Inst.
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Three!''' ... 1. The hands are brought so far forward that

the fingers touch, the pahns facing sliglitly outward. 2. Tlie

arms are stretclied forward, the hands still touching and facing

as before. 3. The straight arms are moved sideways into yd.

c pos., while the palms of the hands are turned backward. The

arms are horizontal throug

out the movement.

Stoop St. Introd. to 2 A.

S-wrim. w. even Counts. —
The exercise is done as the

previous one, the arms being

horizontal throughout the

movement.

Stoop St. Introd. to 2 A.

S-wim. -w. uneven Counts. —
This is done in a like man-

ner, except that the rhytlnn

is changed, the first two

motions being done quickly,

and immediately following

each other, the third motion

being slow. The command Fig. 2G0. — Hang. Introd. to 2 L. Swim
,, ,

. «, "One!" h, "Two!" c, "Three!
IS, . .

-

These exercises may be used as

''^Ann swim

one two ! Three .^ " . .

shoulder-blade-movements.

Lying Introd. to 2 L. Swim. w. even Counts (compare Fig. 266).

— The pupil is lying face up on a bench with neck firm. Com-

mand, '-'•Leg mvim— one! Two! Three!'''' ... 1. With heels

held together, the pupil draws his legs up as far as he can,

knees and hips bending, and the feet bent upward. 2. Sepa-

rating the feet, and extending the insteps, the pupil stretches
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his legs sideways into stride pos. 3. The straight legs are

brought together into commencing position.

Lying Introd. to 2 L. S-wim. -vr. uneven Counts. — This is as

just described, except that the rhythm is changed, the com-

mand beinof, . . . "otietwd! Three/'' . . .

These movements may be used as abdominal exercises.

They may also be done in hanging position (Fig. 266) (under

hang, or over gr. hang), and are then easy heaving-movements.

They may also be done in forward lying position, the pupil

grasping the stall-bars, or his hands being held by another

pupil.

Str. Porw. Lying Pos. (Fig. 267). — The pupil is lying face

down on the floor (on a

piece of carpet used for

^^^_^ ,^;r=-=:=^:^>.,,^ the occasion, or length-

'I

'.;""'/'.: ^y^^'^^"'^ ^ wise on a bench). Com-

^=jr^ " mand, "7n position— one !

Fig. 2G7. — Str. FoRW. Lying Pos. Tu'o!'' . . . 1. The pupil

swings his arms up into str. pos., and arches his body so that

the feet leave the floor. 2. He resumes commencing position.

At first the position may be taken with hips firm instead of

arms upward stretch, so as to teach the pupil how to arch

the body. The movement is a shoulder-l)hide movement.

Porw. Ly. 2 A. and L. Swim.— The pupil is lying across a

bench (covered by a cushion, if one is at hand). Command,

''Arm and leg mnm— onrtwd! Three!'' . . . The movements

of the arms and legs are combined and executed on the same

principles as above. The exercise is very exhausting, and can

be practised only for a few moments at a time : for instance,

three oi' four strokes are done, and then follows a short rest

before the movement is repeated.
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The progression of these exercises is as follows

:

1. St. Iiitrod. to 2 A. Swim. w. even 5. Stoop St. Introd. to 2 A. Swim. w.

counts. uneven counts.

2. Ly. Introd. to 2 L. Swim. w. even 6. Ly. Introd. to 2 L. Swim. w. un-

counts. even counts.

3. Str. Forw. Ly. Pos. 7. Forw. Ly, 2 A. and L. Swim.

4. Stoop St. Introd. to 2 A. Swim. w.

even counts.

These exercises are best practised in connection with gym-

nastics, just before the bathing season commences. The move-

ments may then be arranged to occupy two weeks of daily

practice, and may be applied according to the following chart

(by Liedbeck) :
—

Number of day . . .
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quantity of air inhaled and of carbon dioxide exhaled is greatly-

increased. The elimination of water through the lungs also

increases in proportion to the exertion.

Dr. Edward Smith's experiments (" Parkes' Practical Hy-

giene ") are interesting. He found that if the quantity of air

inhaled in the lying position was taken as unit, that inhaled in

sitting j^osition was 1.18; in standing j^osition, 1.33 ; walking

1 mile an hour, 1.90 ; walking 4 miles an hour, 5.00 ; and Avalk-

ing 6 miles an hour, 7.00, etc. Or, in other words, if a man at

rest inhales 480 cubic inches of air per minute, while walking 4

miles an hour he inhales 2,400 culnc inches, and while running

6 miles an hour 3,360 cubic inches. The carbon dioxide ex-

haled is increased in j^roportion.

Both the active muscle and the one at rest absorb oxygen

and give off carbon dioxide, the absorption of oxygen and

exhalation of carbon dioxide in the contracting- muscle being

about twice as great as in the resting one (Beclard, Helmholz,

etc.). If the carbon dioxide were not rapidly carried off by

the blood and eliminated from the body, the muscles would

soon become unable to work. For it has been proved that, if

the pulmonary circulation and the exhalation of carbon dioxide

are impeded, muscular exertion soon becomes impossible. Thus,

to insure proper elimination of carbon dioxide from the body,

i»t is necessary that muscular exercise take place ; and when

it cannot, the supply of carbon (carboniferous food) must be

lessened, if the body is to remain healthy.

Although respiration under ordinary circumstances is an

entirely mechanical action, yet it may be controlled by the

will, and the latter also governs the respiration unconsciously,

since every act of volition will cause it to be hastened. This

is true whether the effort be j)l\vsical or psychical. Respira-
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tion is also influenced by temperature, the respiratory act

becoming deeper in the same degree as the body loses heat

;

and, reversely, the temperature of the body will rise as respi-

ration becomes deeper (prolonged respiratory exercises, etc.).

Since oxygen is one of the chief power-producing elements
in the body, it can be said that to be strong— capable of much
work— good breathing capacity is of greater value than mus-
cular strength

; for the former gives one the quality of endur-

ance or ability to persevere, which is the key-note to success in

the struggle for the survival of the fittest.

Whereas properly guided exercise will strengthen and de-

velop the breathing apparatus, lack of exercise will weaken the

lungs, and may even lead to tuberculosis and allied diseases.

On the other hand, excessive exercise may cause pulmonary
congestion and even hemorrhage from the lungs.

From these facts we gather the following rules to be observed
during exercise :

—
(1.) The respiratory organs must be allowed perfect freedom

of motion
:
no tight clothing (corsets !) should be used ; and

any exercise which compresses the chest or interferes with free

respiration is to be avoided.

(2.) Since the elimination of carbon dioxide and the need of

oxygen are so much increased, the air should be as pure as

possible. Hence, exercise out-of-doors is the best ; but if it has

to be taken in-doors, the room should be well ventilated and as

far as possible kept free from dust.

(3.) The exercises should be so arranged as not to cause

over-exertion, since the latter produces pulmonary congestion

(a condition manifesting itself by deep sighing). Hence,
Avhen the exercise causes laborious breathing, rest should take
place, or, still better, such movements should be immediately
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used as will lemo^'-e this condition (respiratory exercises ; slow

leg-movements)

.

(4.) Since the elimination of carbon is so much increased,

those who exercise should partake of more carboniferous food

— best given in the form of fat.

While on the one hand it may be said that free respira-

tion is the basis of exercise, on the other it is possible by

special exercises to increase the possibility as well as the

ability of respiration.

On the Blood and Circulatory Organs. — The increase of color

and quickening of the pulse show us that exercise accelerates

the circulation.

When a muscle contracts, it exerts a pressure on those

vessels which are located in or around it. The arteries have

firm and hard walls, and the blood within them flows forward

with considerable pressure ; furthermore, the semi-lunar valves

at the opening of the aorta prevent the arterial current from

takino- a backward direction : hence the arteries are but little

affected by the pressure of the active muscle. The veins have

less elastic walls, and the pressure of the blood in them is less.

Their valves j^reventing the current from flowing in the oppo-

site direction, it follows that the muscular pressure drives the

venous current toward the heart with increased speed. At

the same time, the vis a tenjo in the arterial current increases.

When the contraction ceases, the veins in question contain

less blood. This produces a suction in these vessels, which

force, added to the pressure from the arterial side, causes a

new supply of blood to rush in with accelerated speed, this

being repeated at every contraction and relaxation. At the

same time the absorption of oxygen in the contracting part

causes the arterial current to flow more quickly to it, in order
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to supply the waste : the vis a fronte of the arterial current

increases. In fact, active contraction has even more effect on

the local afflux than on the return current fi-om the same part.

During flexion and extension, the vessels become alternately

shortened and lengthened. Moderately extended, the vessels

hold more blood than they do when shortened; hence bodily

movements act upon the circulation much after the manner

of a force-pump : the flow toward the heart is accelerated,

and the vis a tergo of the blood increased.

Through the action of centrifugal force, the blood becomes

driven into the peripheral ends of quickly moving parts, as,

for instance, into shoulders and chest in quick T. sidew. flex.,

into the hands in yd. c stride st. quick T. rot., etc.

Respiration also affects the circulation, as will be seen from

the following: At inspiration the elastic air-cells resist the

pressure from the inhaled air, and this causes the pressure on

other organs (heart and large vessels) within the chest to be

less than one atmosphere ('•'negative pressure"); a suction is

caused in direction of the lungs. The blood in the veins

is drawn forward to fill the vacuum. The arteries become

but little affected, on account of their stiff walls and of the

pressure of the blood in them. Besides, the closing of the

semi-lunar valves during the diastole of the ventricles pre-

vents any backward direction of the arterial current. This

suction, which by deep inhalations becomes four or five times

greater than what it is during ordinary inhalations (Wundt),

is a powerful aid in the propulsion of the venous currents.

Expiration has the opposite effect: it accelerates the arterial

currents, but retards the venous ones.

Every active movement increases the action of the heart,

which usually has from ten to thirty more beats per minute
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during exercise, and sometimes a great deal more. After

exercise the heart's action usually falls below the normal—
after severe exercise, even as low as fifty to forty per minute.

But if due attention is paid to the freedom and extension

of the respiratory act, tlie heart's action need not deviate

much from the normal. The same is true, if certain move-

ments are used that will furnish mechanical aid for the pro-

pulsion of the blood ; i.e., lessen the work for the heart.

Excessive as well as deficient exercise will weaken the heart,

and cause diseases, such as palpitation, hypertrophy, dilatation,

fatty degeneration, etc. On the other hand, properly guided

exercises will tend to strengthen a weakened heart ; and in

such cases it would be a mistake not to make use of exercise

as a therapeutic agent, as well as to suppose that absolute

rest is beneficial.

Exercise has also a great influence on the quality of the

blood ; for, by tlie increased pressure, the phenomena of endos-

mosis and exosmosis become livelier, and the absorption of

vital constituents becomes more rapid. At the same time, the

blood more quickly carries away the waste matter, and throws

it off through the orgfans of excretion ; and in this manner

its own quality improves.

On the Digestive Organs.—At every inspiration the diaphragm

flattens, and exerts a pressure on the contents of the abdomen,

the walls of which rise. At expiration the diaphragm rises,

and the walls of the abdomen again sink. Thus the diaphragm

and the air above it act like a pump, causing a constant oscilla-

tion of the abdominal and pelvic contents, increasing the action

of their involuntary muscles. This motion aids the peristaltic

movements of the stomach and intestine in carrying the food

downward, and in hastening the process of digestion.
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It is well known how exercise increases the appetite, espe-

cially for meat and fat. This increase of appetite indicates

a more perfect digestion, and a more rapid absorption. On

the other hand, lack of exercise lessens the appetite as well

as the power of digestion. During exercise, the circulation

through the liver is very much accelerated, especially by flex-

ion of the trunk in one direction or another, which move-

ment, by accelerating the circulation through tlie inferior vena

cava, causes a suction in the veins which feed it. Besides,

the pressure in the mesenteric veins rises, increasing the aftiux

to the portal vein. Similar effects are produced by deep in-

spirations.

Finally, if the voluntary muscles of the abdomen are well

developed, a livelier peristalsis is insured, and the faeces are

more readily expelled. Thus exercise, whether general or

special, will improve and maintain the normal functional

activity of the digestive organs.

While it may be well not to exercise immediately after a

heavy meal, experiments seem to prove that exercise after

a moderate meal does not retard digestion. Exercise on an

empty stomach should be attempted only by strong individuals.

On Absorption.— By the increased pressure of the blood, the

phenomena of endosmosis and exosmosis become very much

livelier, and the flow of the lymph accelerated.

The lymph-vessels are provided with valves like those of

the veins— opening toward the heart ; hence the alternate

contraction and relaxation of adjacent muscles will have the

same effect upon the lymphatics as upon the veins : that of

forcinof the contents of the vessels forward in direction of

the heart.

Inhalation has the same effect upon the thoracic duct as
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upon other vessels in the thoracic cavity ; a suction is caused

in it which accelerates the flow of its contents. At exhala-

tion, the thoracic duct becomes compressed, and its contents

are forced into the venous circulation.

On the Skin.— The cutaneous circulation is accelerated, the

skin grows red, and perspiration increases. The amount of

evaporating fluid is double (or more) what it is during rest;

water, chloride of sodium, acids, and some nitrogen are elimi-

nated. This evaporation lessens the temperature of the body,

and prevents it from becoming excessively high. If the pores

are closed by dirt, or if there be anything else to check the

evaporation, the bodily heat soon rises ; the work of the lungs

in the elimination of water is greatly increased ; breathing

becomes laborious, and the power of continuing the exercise

rapidly decreases.

After exertion, the temperature of the body falls quickly

below the normal degree, while the skin evaporation still con-

tinues ; hence, danger of taking cold arises.

From this it follows :
—

(1.) That the skin should be kept clean.

(2.) That the exercise should be taken in a cool room (55° to

60° F.).

(3.) That, during exercise, the clothing worn should be light.

(4.) That, after exercise, thicker clothing should be put on

to prevent chill.

On the Kidneys. — On account of the increased skin evapo-

ration, not only the water of the urine, but also the chloride

of sodium, is lessened. The amount of urea usually remains

about the same, although oftentimes it decreases— probably on

account of the greater excretion of nitrogen through the lungs

(Draper, Regnault, Reiset). Dr. John C. Draper's experiments
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demonstrate that " after violent exercise, the total amounts of

solid residue and urea are diminished, while the proportion of

urea to solid residue remains about the same."

On the other hand, by lessening the activity of the skin and

luno-s, lack of exercise forces the kidnevs to increase their ex-

cretory function, and may be a contributing cause to various

disorders of these organs.

On the Organs of Locomotion.— In active muscles, the tem-

perature increases in proportion to the work (up to a certain

limit) ; there is a change from neutral to alkaline reaction, the

principal metamorphoses being the oxidation of the hydro-

carbons and the formation of free acid. The venous current

from the muscle carries darker blood, less rich in oxygen and

water and richer in carbon oxide.

As a result of these changes, the muscles, through regularly

taken exercise, grow larger, heavier, and richer in nitrogen

:

and as the muscles grow, so do the bones and other passive

organs of locomotion. On the other hand, unused muscles

diminish in size and strength, and may finally entirely cease

to respond to cerebral influence. At the same time, too much

exercise of a muscle will cause it to decrease in size and power

after it has reached a certain degree of development. This,

however, does not occur w^hen all the muscles are moderately

exercised, and sufficient time is allowed for rest. If the food

does not contain a sufficient amount of nitrogen, other parts of

the body have to furnish the supply to the active muscles ; and

in such a case it is usually the heart that suffers most.

The exhaustion of the oxygen supply and the accumulation

of acids in the active muscles soon produce fatigue. In order

that the waste may be carried off and a new supply of oxygen

stored up, the tired muscle must have a shorter or longer period
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of rest before contraction can again take place. This alterna-

tion between activity' and rest occurs even during exercise,

although the period of rest at such times is usually insufficient

to allow the muscle fully to recuperate. Yet, by letting gym-

nastic movements follow each other according to physiological

principles, the immediate effect of a short period of exercise

can be made to be a sense of rest and invigoration instead of

fatigue and exhaustion. This, however, cannot be done when

the exercise is prolonged or w^hen it is of a one-sided nature.

The general oxygen hunger manifests itself in languor and

desire to sleep. Before work can be resumed, all the muscles

(and nerves) under the control of the will must be allowed

absolute rest until a sufficient amount of oxygen has again

been stored up. Artificial means (massage, stimulants, etc.)

may occasionally serve instead of rest, but cannot be relied

upon as permanent substitutes.

From these facts it follows :
—

(1) That there is a limit to physical development ; and hence

that the chief aim of exercise should not be great muscular

development, but health.

(2) That this limit is reached sooner, if the exercise is of

a one-sided character.

(3) That during periods of exercise, the food should contain

more nitrogen.

(4) That, if good physical development is to be acquired,

the exercise should include the Avhole body, and should alter-

nate -svith periods of sufficient rest.

On the Nervous System.— Experience has proved that inac-

tive motor nerves grow weaker, become fattily degenerated,

and finally lose all ii-ritability, so that it becomes impossible

even to think in the direction of movements to which those
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nerves should give the impulse. At the same time the sensory

nerves become highly sensitive and even morbidly irritable.

The nervously unstrung are to be sought among brain-workers

of sedentary habits,— not among laborers or pei"sons leading

an active out-of-door life.

In all active exercise, the cerebral influence to the acting

parts is highly increased ; and it may be said that the nerves

in question are even more active than the muscles which they

move. The consequence of this is, that the nutritive results

of muscular contractions are taken up by the nerves still

more than by the muscles. Thus exercise becomes efficient

in strengthening and developing the nervous system, and in

maintaining it in normal condition. In fact, exercise may

often serve as a valuable i-emedial agent in nervous disorders.

It is to be remembered, however, that while moderate exer-

cise increases the size and number of fibrils in the axis cylin-

ders, recuperation after nervous exhaustion occurs much more

slowly than after muscular exhaustion, and, hence, that over-

exercise of nerves will be far more pernicious than that of

muscles.

On the Mind. — As the general circulation and the quality

of the blood improve, the brain becomes better nourished, and

its power of action increases ; so that it is only in a healthy

body that we can find a liealthy mind ; whereas, if the body

is weakened by disease, — l)y inactivity, — the intellectual

powers become enfeebled.

Many maintain that it is not possible to combine great

mental work with powerful bodily exercise, but practical ex-

periments have proved this to be an entirely mistaken idea
;

for, if the two are made judiciously to alternate, it will be

found that the results of each become much more extensive,
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much better in quality. If atliletes are stupid, it is because

they make no efforts toward mental cultivation, and not be-

cause exercise lessens their powers in this direction.

But besides its general effects on the mind, exercise can

be made to have quite special ones, as mentioned in other

parts of this book, so that systematic physical training be-

comes quite an important factor in education. For by exer-

cise it is possible to train the attention for inhibition and

association with, in some respects, much more definite results

than are obtained by theoretical study.

The moral forces are also affected by exercise, for immor-

ality goes hand in hand with morbidity of mind. If the latter

can be changed, the former will also improve. It is the weak,

and not those who are strong in body and mind, that I'ecruit

the jails.

Exercise develops a consciousness of power, which inspires

courage, confidence, and resolution. Through its influence the

moral self comes forth healthier, purer, and stronger, and man

becomes in every way better fitted to lead a life of usefulness

to his fellow-men.
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CLASSIFIED LISTS OF EXERCISES

For teachers in schools or gymnasia, who \yish to make their

own tables.

In these lists, all the laws of progression have been carried

out as exactly as possible.

It is not intended that all the movements should be used^

but they have been brought in so as to show their relative

progression. According to the proficiency of the pupils, the

teacher skips every two, three, etc., movements within each

class of exercise. Besides, too strict an adherence to these

lists would produce too much monotony and so lessen the

educational value of the exercises.
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EXAMPLES OF TABLES OF EXERCISES.

GROUP No. 1.

Twenty-five tables for a class of children nine to fourteen

years old, who have had no previous training.

Wg. std. St. arch flex.

Fallhaiig. pos.

Wg. std'. St. 2 Kn. flex.

A.'flg. to i str. pos.

Marching.
Wg. stoop St. H. rot.

Str. gr. ly. exc. L. elev.

Wg. wlk. a St. T. rot.

Wg. close St. T. sidew. flex.

Wg. wlk. b St. 2 Heel elev.

Prep, to jump.
St. 2 A. elev. sidew.

IV.

fWg. St. H. sidew. flex.

I Wg. wlk. c St. pos.

\ St. 2 A. ext. backw. (also sidew. and
upw.).

[Wg. St. 2 Kn. flex.

Wg. std. St. arch flex.

Hor. trav. on stallbars (2 counts).

Wg. courtesy sitt. pos.

Bend st. alt. A. ext. upw.
Marching and running.
Yd. c St. "2 A. rot.

Str. gr. ly. alt. L. elev.

Wg. turn wlk. a st. backw. flex.

Wg. wlk. b St. T. sidew. flex.

Wg. wlk. c St. 2 Heel elev.

( Over )

< Under > gr. hang. pos.

(Double)
Upw. jump.

( Yd. d St. 2 A. elev.

I Yd. a St. 2 A. flg.
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2. Wg. wlk. b St. arch flex,

y. Over gr. hang, oscillation.

4. Wg. St. L. elev. backw.
5. St. 2 A. ext. to yd. d.

6. March, and run.
7. Wg. forw. ly. \}os.

8. Stooplall. pos.

y. Wg. wlk. o St. rev. T. rot.

10. Wg. turn std. st. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. St. alt. toe elev.
12. Hor. serp., head first (hor. ladder).
13. Upw. jump.
14. St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.

VI.

i Yd. c std. St. pos.
1. < 2 A. ext. backw. and upw.

( Wg. std. St. 2 Kn. flex.

2. Wg. wlk. h St. arch flex.

3. Walking upw. on stallbars.

4. Wg. courtesy st. H. rot.

5. Bend st. alt. A. ext. to Yd. d.
6. March, and run.
7. St. 2 A. swim.
8. Wg. Kn. St. backw. flex.

9. Wg. wlk. h. St. T. rot.

10. Close St. T. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. St. 2 Heel and toe elev.
12. Over gr. hang. osc. trav.

jj^ \ Reach gr. st. introd. to vault.

I Wg. toe St. std. jump.
1 , j St. 2 A. elev. sidew. upw.

I Yd. a St. 2 A. flg.

2. Wg. sup. .std. St. arch flex.

3. Sidew. run. on stallbars.

4. Wg. wlk. b St. 2 Kn. flex.

5. Rch. St. 2 A. flg. sidew.
6. March, and run.
7. Wg. forw. ly. pos.
8. Rest ly. alt.L. elev.
9. Wg. wlk. c St. T. rot.

10. Wg. turn wlk. a st. sidew. flex.

11. Yd. c St. 2 Heel elev.
12. Fallhang. 2 A. flex.

^n \
Vault, bench face down.

j Wg. courtesy sitt. hopping forw.
14. Bend st. 2 A. ext. to Yd. d.

IX.

(Wg. wlk. hsi. 2Kn. flex.

1. < Bend st. alt. A. ext. to Yd. d.

( Prep, to jump.
2. Wg. sup. std. St. arch flex.

3. Introd. to cr. hang.
4. Wg. cr. a ^ st. F. flex, and ext.
5. J str. yd. c st. pos.

6. March, and run.
7. Wg. forw. ly. H. rot.

8. Wg. Kn. St. backw. flex.

9. Wg. ride sitt. T. rot.

10. Wg. F. side gr. st. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. close toe st. slow march.
12. Fallhang. sagittal trav.

( Skip between benches (like pom-
13. I mel vault).

(90° upw. jump.
14. St. 2 A. elev. sidew. w. 2 Heel elev.

VII.

f Yd. c wlk. b St. pos.
1. < Bend st. alt. A. ext. upw.

( Prep, to jump.
2. Wg. close St. arch flex.

3. Arch hang, on stallbars.

4. Wg. cr. a\ st. pos.

5. 2 A. ext. sidew. and backw.
6. March, and run.
7. Yd. c stoop St. H. rot.

8. Stoopfall. F'. pi. forw. and backw.
9. Wg. turn std. st. backw. flex.

10. W(j. wlk. c .St. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. wlk. d St. 2 Heel elev.

12. Hor. serpentine, feet first (hor. lad-

der).

-lo I i yd- gr- St. introd. to vault.

I Forw. jump.
14. Yd. c St. 2 A. circ.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Str. std. St. pos.
Wg. St. slow 2 Kn. flex.

St. 2 A. ext. to Yd. d.

Wg. St. arch flex.

Change legs on oblique rope.
Wg. std. courtesy st. H. rot.

^ str. reach pos.
March, and run.
Rch. St. 2 A. flg. sidew.
Rest ly. alt. L. elev.

Wg. Kn. St. T. rot.

Wg. turn St. sidew. flex.

Yd. c std. St. 2 Heel elev.

(^r. a hang. pos.
Vault bench face down.
Jump from bench, ^ start.

Wg. toe St. hopping.
Yd. d St. 2 A. elev.

Yd. a St. 2 A. flg.

(
Yd.

1. \ Wg.
I 2 A.

VIII.

c wlk. a St. pos.
courtesy st. H. rot.

ext. forw., backw. and upw.

XI.

90° facing and side .step.

1. { 2 A. ext. forw. sidew. and upw.
St. 2 Heel and toe elev.

(90°
I. -^ 2 ^

( Wt
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Wg. St. arch flex.

Hor. trav. on stallbars (2 counts).

Wg. cr. a ^ St. Ku. ext. backw.
St. 2 A. fig. upw.
March, and run.

i yd. c roh. pos.

Stoopfall. H. rot.

Yd. c close St. T. rot.

J str. vf^. std. St. sidew. flex.

Yd. c close St. 2 Heel elev.

2 gr. hang. osc. trav.

( Inside pommel vault (saddles).

I
Sidew. jump.
Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. and F. pi. forw.

XII.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14,

Yd. c sup. St. arch flex.

(Fallliaug to) arch hang, on vert,
ropes.

Wg. toe St. 2 Kn. flex, to sitt.

Kch. St. 2 A. flg. sidew.
March, and run.
Yd. c stoop St. 2 A. circ.

Wg. F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex, ^to
the floor).

Yd. c wlk. b St. T. rot.

Wg. side fall. pos.
Yd. c wlk. h St. 2 Heel elev.
2 Cr. a hang. pos.

\ Face-vault on bench.

I
1 step's start forw. jump.
St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.

( Str. wlk. b St. pos.
1. < i str. yd. c pos.

( Yd. c St. 2 Heel elev.
2. Wg. std. St. arch flex.

3. Diagonal serpentine ; hpr. ladder.
4. Wg. std. courtesy sitt. pos.
5. Rch. St. 2 A. flg. upw.
6. March, and run.
7. Wg. forw. ly. H. rot.

8. Wg. F.gr. sitt.slight T. backw. flex.
9. Yd. c Std. St. T. rot.

10. i str. wg. St. sidew. flex.

11. Yd. c St. alt. toe elev.
12. Fallhang. transverse trav.

I St. face-vault over low. bar.
13. < Jump from bench, whole start.

(2 A. flg. upw. jump.
14 ( Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Heel elev.
^^'

\ Yd. a St. 2 A. flg.

XIII.

i 90° facing and front step.
1. •' 2 A. ext. sidew. backw. and upw.

( Wg. courtesy sitt. pos.
2. Wg. std. St. arch flex.

3. Vert. trav. on stallbars.
4. Wg. St. L. elev. sidew.
5. ^ Str. Yd. c (rch.) pos.
6. March, and run.
7. Yd. a stoop .st. 2 A. flg.

8. Str. gr. ly. exc. 2 L. elev.
9. Yd. c turn wlk. a st. backw. flex.

10. J str. wg. close st. sidew. flex.

11. Yd. c wlk. a st. 2 Heel elev.
12. Spiral sei-p., vertical ladder.
^o \ Back vault through double bar.

'^'
[ 2 A. and L. flg. upw. jump.

14. Turn close st. 2 A elev. sidew.

XIV.

Str. wlk. a st. pos.

Wg. wlk. h St. 2 Kn. flex.

2 A. ext. forw., sidew., backw., and
upw.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

XV.

r 180° facing and side step.

J ^ str. rch. pos.

I

Wg. std. St. slow 2 Kn. flex.

L 2 A. ext. in various directions.
Yd. c wlk. h St. arch flex.

Trav. on oblique rope.
Wg. wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex.

St. alt. A. flg. forw. upw.
March, and run.
Wg. Stoop St. 2 A. swim.
Str. gr. ly. exc. 2 L. elev.
Yd. c turn std. st. 2 A. ext. sidew.
i str. wg. wlk. 6 St. sidew. flex.

Wg. close toe st. slow march.
Spiral serp.,vert. ladder.

i Rch. gr. St. introd. to vault.

•J

Jump from ^ start and 90° turn.
( Y'd. c toe St. hopping.
Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. and F. pi. forw.

XVI.

Str. wlk. h St. pos.
Wg. cr. a i St. pos.
2 A. ext. in var. dir.

Yd. c sup. St. arch flex.

Fallhang. vert, ti-av. (ropes).
Wg. toe St. alt. Kn. upw. flex.
Yd. c St. 2 Kn. flex.

Rch. St. 2 A. flg. upw.
March, and run.
Stoop St. 2 A. ext. sidew. and

backw.
Wg. F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex.

Y'd. c wik. c St. T. rot.

i Str. turn std. st. sidew. flex.

Y''d. c St. 2 Heel, and toe elev.
Stoophang. pos. on stallbars.

Face-vault over low box.
St. jump over rope.
Yd. a turn close .st. 2 A. flg.
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XVII.

(
180° facing and frout step.

1.
-J

Wg. std. St. slow 2 Ku. Hex. 1.

( 2 A. ext. ill. vur. dir.

2. Yd. c wlk. b St. arch tiex. 2.

3. Bal. liaiig. sidew. trav. 3.

4. Yd. c St. L. elev. backw. 4.

5. Bend stoop, st. 2 A. ext. to yd. d. 5.

6. March, and run. (i.

7. i str. wg. St. T. forw. flex. 7.

8. \Vg. F.'gr. i St. backw. flex. 8.

9. Yd. c Kn. st. T. rot. 9.

10. Wg. F. side gr. st. sidew. flex. 10.

11. Yd. c wlk. c St. 2 Heel elev. 11.

12. Climb, vert, ropes. 12,

j
Somersault over low bar. -.„

13. < Jump from bench, whole start.

I Wg. toe ^ St. hopg. 14.

14. Yd. c St. 2 A. circ.

XX.

r Str. wlk. h St. pes.

< Wg. St. slow 2 Ku. flex.

(^Turn St. 2 A. e.xt. sidew.
Yd. c sup. std. St. arch flex.
Bend und. gr. hang. ^los.

Yd. o courtesy st. 2 A. flg.

Yd. b St. 2 A. flg.

March, and run.
Str. St. T. forw. flex.

Wg. F. gr. i St. backw. flex.

Rest close st. T. rot.

^ str. turn wlk. a st. sidew. flex.

Rest wlk. b st. 2 Heel elev.

Hor. serp., head first (hor. ladder),

j Back- vault through double-bar.

/ 1 step's start jump over rojie.

Yd. d turn std. st. 2 A. elev.

XVIII.

( Str. std. St. pos.

1. < Wg. wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex.

( i yd. c reach pos.

2. Yd. c sup. St. arch flex.

3. Arch-hang, on hor. bar.

4. Wg. courtesy st. 2 A. ext. sidew.
5. Bend stoop st. alt. A. ext. to Yd. d-

6. March, and run.
7. Yd. e forw. ly. pos.
8. Hor. stoop fail. pos.
0. Y''d. c turn std. st. backw. flex.

10. ^ str. turn close st. sidew. flex.

11. Rest St. 2 Heel elev.

12. Diag. serp., vert, ladder.

,q I Lea^ifrog on to box.
'•*

I
180° upw. jumj).

14. Yd. a turn std. st. 2 A. tig.

XIX.

Yd. c wlk. d St. pos.

Rest St. 2 Heel elev.

Turn std. st. 2 A. ext. sidew.
Yd. c St. arch flex.

3. Bend fallhang. sidew. trav.

4. Yd. c wlk. b St. 2 Kn. flex.

5. i str. backw. reach pos.

6. March, and run.

7. Bend stoop st. alt. A. ext. upw.
8. Yd. c Kn. st. backw. flex.

1). Yd. c ride sitt. T. rot.

10. AVg. side fall. pos.

11. Y''d. c close toe st. slow march.
12. 2 Cr. a hang. alt. Kn. ext.

-., J
Inside pommel vault (saddle).

( 2 steps' start forw. jumji.

14. St. 2 A. elev. sidew. w. 2 Heel
elev.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(i.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14,

XXI.

Str. wlk. a st. pos.

Rest stride st. 2 Heel elev.

Turn close st. 2 A. ext. to ^ str. yd. c.

Yd. c St. arch flex.

Zigzag serp., vert, ladder.

Wg. fallout, a pos.

Yd. b St. 2 A. flg.

March, and run.
Str. Stoop St. 2 A. ext. upw.
Rest ly. exc. 2 L. elev.

Rest std. St. T. rot.

Wg. side fall. L. elev.

Yd. c close toe st. slow march.
Arch-liang. pos. on hor. bar.

Leapfrog on to box.
3 steps' start forw. jump.
Yd. c turn close st. 2 A. circ.

XXII.

( Bend st. 2 A. ext. sidew. and 2 Heel
elev.

Wg. toe St. alt. Kn. upw. flex.

.J yd. c reach pos.

Yd. c std. St. arch flex.

Climb poles.

Yd. c std. St. 2 Kn. flex.

Yd. c St. 2 A. flg. forw.
March, and run.
Bend stoop st. 2 A. ext. upw.
Yd. c F. gr. sitt. backw. flex.

Rest wlk'. n st. T. rot.

h str. wff. turn st. sidew. flex.

Wg. fallout, a pos.
CiC hang. alt. L. elev.

( Cr. hang, jump from stallljars.

< Face-vault over bench.
I Yd. c toe ^ St. hoi)g.

( Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Heel elev.

1 Yd. u St. 2 A. flg.
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XXIII.

Rest wlk. h st. 2 Heel elev.

Yd. c St. slow 2Kn. Ilex.

2 A. ext. in var. dir.

Yd. c std. St. arch flex.

3. Bend mid. gr. hang pos.

4. Wg. fallout h pos. (backw.).
5. Reacli st. 2 A. flg. upw.
6. March, and run.
7. Yd. c forw. ly. H. rot.

8. Stoopfall. alt. L. elev.

9. Rest. wlk. h st. T. rot.

10. Wg. side fall. L. elev.

11. Yd. c close toe st. slow march.
12. Trav. on oblique repe.

I
Vault through 2-bar, hands on up-

13. < per bar.

( Wg. std. St. jump, heels strike.

14. St. 2 A. elev. forw. iipw. and 2 Heel
elev.

XXIV.

Str. St. 2 Heel elev.

Yd. c Std. St. slow 2 Ku. flex.

2 A. ext. in var. dir.

2. i str. wg. wlk. b arch flex.

3. Und. gr. hang. osc. trav.

4. Yd. c cr. a ^ st. pos.

5. Str. stoop St. 2 A. flg. upw.
6. March, and run.

7. Yd. a forw. ly. 2 A. flg.

8. Yd. c F. gr. s"itt. backw. flex.

'J. Rest. Kn". st. T. rot.

10. Rest. std. St. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. fallout, h pos. (forw.).

12. Climb, from rope to rope.

-|o \ Str. gr. ^ St. jump from stallbars.

I
Twice upw. jump.

14. Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. and F. pi. forw.

XXV.

( Str. std. St. 2 Heel elev.
I Wg. wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex.

( 2 A. ext. in. var. dir.

^ str. wg. wlk. h St. arch flex.

Climb vert. roj)es.

Yd. c toe St. 2 Kn. flex, to sitt.

Reacli stoop st. 2 A. flg. upw.
INIarcli. and run.
Rest forw. ly. pos.

Str. gr. ly. slight 2 L. elev.

Str. close st. T. rot.

J str. wg. F. side gr. st. sidew. flex.

Wg. fallout a pos. (backw.).
Diag. serp., come down head first

;

hor. ladder.
' Face-vault over low box.
I Run. jump over rope.
' 180° upw. jump.
St. 2 A. elev. sidew. and 2 Kn. flex.

GROUP No. 3.1

Twenty-five tables for a class of women nineteen to twenty-

five years of age, who have had some previous training.
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III.

Yd. c std. St. pos.
Wg. wlk. a (b, c, (1,) 2 Heel elev.
St. 2 A. ext. backw. ; also iipw.
Std. St. prep, to jump.
Wg. wlk. b St. arch flex.

3. Hor. serp., lior. ladder, feet first.

4. "Wg. cr. a ^ st. pos.
5. Bend St. alt. A. ext. upw. (sidew.

or forw.).

(5. March, and run.
7. Wg. forw. ly. pos.
8. Wg. Kn. St. T. backw. flex.

Wg. wlk. a St. T. rot.

M'g. wlk. b. St. sidew. flex.

Wg. St. alt. 2 heel and toe elev.
Ov. gr. hang, oscil. ; later osc. trav.
Forw. jumiJ.
Wg. toe St. std. jump.
Yd. d St. 2 A. elev.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

IV.

Yd. c v.'lk. b St. pos.
Wg. wlk. a St. 2 Kn. flex.

St. 2 A. ext. sidew. and backw.
Prep, to jump.

2. Wg. sup. St. arch flex.

3. Hor. serp., hor. ladder, head first.

4. Wg. cr. a ^ st. Kn. ext. backw.
(forw.).

5. Rch. St. 2 A. flg. sidew.
6. ISIarch. and run.
7. Yd. c stoopst. 2 A. rot.

8. Str. ly. L. elev.

9. Wg. turn wlk. a st. T. backw. flex.

10. Wg. wlk. c St. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. fallout, a pos.
12. Double gr. hang. osc. trav.

( Face vault on bench.
13. 90° upw. jump.

( Wg. courtesy sitt. hop.
14. St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.

V.

( Wg. wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex.

1. St. 2 A ext. to Yd. d.

( Wg. close St. slow march.
2. Wg. sup. std. St. arch flex.

3. Diag. serp., hor. ladder.
4. Wf,'. St. L. elev. sidew.
5. St." 2 A. flg. upw.
6. March, and run.
7. Yd. c forw. Iv. pos.
8. Stoopfall. H.' rot.

9. Wg. wlk. b. St. T. rot.

10. Wg. turn Std. st. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. fallout b jxis.

12. Introd. to cr. hang. pos.

r Reach (also ^ yd.) gr. st. introd. to
•o I

vault.

I

Sidew. jump.
[ Wg. toe St. hopg.

14. St. 2 A. elev. sidew. upw.

VI.

Yd. c wlk. « St. pos.
St. 2 A. exl. forw. , backw. and upw.
Wg. std. St. 2 Kn. flex.

St. 2 A. swim.
2. Yd. c wlk. b St. arch flex.

3. Arch hang, on upper stallbar.

, ^ Bal. wlk. on low hor. bar.
*•

( Wg. toe St. 2 Kn. flex, to sitt.

5. ^ str. yd. c pos.
6. March, and run.
7. Yd. « fallout & 2 A. flg.

8. Str. ly. exc. 2 L. elev.
9. Wg. turn std. st. T. backw. flex.

10. Wg. F. side gr. ^ st. sidew. flex.
11. Wg. fallout c pos.
12. Change leg on oblique rope.

( Backvault through 2-bar.
13. < St. jump. ov. rope.

( Wg. crtsy. sit. sidew. hopg.
14. St. 2 A. elev. sidew. and 2 Heel

elev.

VII.

(Yd. c wlk. b St. pos.
St. 2 A. flg. upw.
Wg. fallout d pos.

i str. rch. st. pos.
2. Yd. c sup. St. arch flex.

3. Diag. serp., hor. ladder.
4. Wg. cr. a ^ st. Kn. abd.
5. i str. wg. std. St. T. forw. flex.

6. March, and run.
7. Yd. c fallout b 2 A. rot.

8. Wg. i Kn. St. T. backw. flex.

9. Wg. wlk. est. T. rot. (also rev. rot.).

10. Wg. turn wlk. a st. sidew. flex.

11. Yd. c St. 2 Kn. flex.

12. Fallhang. 2 A. flex.

( Somersault ov. bar (hip-high).
13.

-J

2 A. flg. upw. jump.
( 1 step's start forw. jump.

14. Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Heel elev.

VIII.

(Wg. wlk. dst 2 Kn. flex.

St. 2 A. ext. forw., sidew., backw.,
and upw.

J yd. c rch. st. pos.
Wg. fallout a backw.

2. Yii. <• St. arch flex.

3. Fallliaug. transv. trav.
4. Yd. c toe std. St. 2 Kn. flex, to sitt.

5. Wg. forw. ly. H. rot.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

1-1.

March, and run.
Bend fallout b alt. A. ext. upw.
Wg. F. gr. sitt. T. backw. riex.

Yd. c St. T. rot.

i str. wg. std. St. T. sidevv. flex.

\Vg. heel sup. wlk. b st. T. forw.
flex.

Arch hang. pos. (bar shoulder-
high).

( Inside "pommel vault on saddles.

< Rung, high jump.
( Yd. c toe St. hopg.
St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw. and 2 Heel

elev.

IX.

"Wg. std. St. 2 Heel elev. in series.

St. 2 A. ext. sidew. — " Start!
"

Wg. fallout b forw.
Yd. c sup. std. St. arch flex.

Oblique rope climb.
Y"d. c cr. a J st. Kn. ext. backw.
Y^d. c stp. St. 2 A. circ.

March, and run.
Bd. fallout 6 2 A. ext. upw.
Str. ly. 2 L. elev.

Yd. c std. St. T. rot.

i str. wg. close st. sidew. flex.

Yd. c crtsy. sitt. pos.
Und. gr. hg. osc. trav.

Face vault through 2-bar.

2 A. and L flg. upw. jump.
Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. and F. pi.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

forw.

X.

St. 2 A. ext. upw. — " Start !

"

Wg. St. L. elev. backw.
i str. yd. c pos.
Wg. fallout a change forw.
Yd. c std. St. arch flex.

Spiral serp., vert, ladder.
Best. St. L. elev. sidew.
Rch. St. 2 A. flg. upw.
March, and run.
Yd. c fallout & 2 A. rot.

Wg. F. gr. h.
st- T. backw. flex.

Yd. c wlk. a st. T. rot.

i str. wg. wlk. b. st. sidew. flex.

I wg. yd. gr. hor. J st. Kn. flex.

Cr. a hg. pos.

( Face-vault ov. low box.
< 180° upw. jump.
( Wg. toe i St. hopg.
Yd. a turn close st. 2 A. flg.

XI.

IWg.

wlk. a St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

St. 2 A ext. sidew. and ui)W. —
"Start! "

Wg. fallout c backw.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

J str. wg. wlk. b St. arch flex.

Oblique rope climb.
Yd. c toe St. alt. Kn. ujiw. flex.

Bd. stp. St. 2 A. ext. sidew. and
backw.

March, and run.
Str. fallout h 2 A. elev. (exc).
Hor. stoopfall. pos.
Yd. c wlk. c T. rot. (also rev. rot.).

Wg. side fall. pos.
Yd. c close toe st. slow march.
Ov. gr. hg. sidew. trav. (without

oscil.).

( St. face-vault ov. low bar.
< Run. high jump and turn 90°.

( Yd. c toe i St. hpg.
Yd. c turn close st. 2 A. circ.

XII.

Wg. St. ^ step forw.

J str. rch. st. pos.
Yd. c std. St. slow 2 Kn. flex.

Rch. St. 2 A. flg. sidew.

i str. wg. sup. St. arch flex.

Fallhang. sag. trav.

Bal. wlk. on lior. bar., knee-high.
Wg. hor. ^ St. pos.
Bd. stp. St. alt. A. ext. upw.
IMarch. and run.

Rch.
I

fallout 6 2 A. flg.

Yd. c Kn. St. backw. flex.

Rest close st. T. rot.

i str. wg. turn std. st. sidew. flex.

Wg. fallout a heel elev.

Climb poles (ropes).

Vault 2-bar, face forw. (downw.).
Wg. std. toe St. jump., heels strike.

St. 2 A. elev. sidew. and 2 Kn.
flex.

XIII.

IWg.

wlk. b 2 Heel elev. in ser.

Turn close st. 2 A. ext. sidew.
Rch. St. 2 A. flg. upw.
Wg. fallout a change backw.
Jstr. wg. st. arch flex.

Diag. serp., vert, ladder.
Str. St. L. elev. sidew.
Yd. a forw. ly. 2 A flg.

March, and run.
Yd. d fallout 6 2 A. elev.

Rest ly. 2 L. elev.

Re.st std. St. T. rot.

^ str. gr. sidefall. L. elev.

Rest close toe st. slow mai'ch.
2 Cr. a hg. pos.

( Vault bar. with rope.

i Twice upw. jump.

I
Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Kn. flex.

( Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. and F. pi. forw.
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(Til

XIV.

Tarn std. st. 2 A. ext. upw.
. Yd. c std. St. 2 Kn. Hex.

( i str. backw. rch. pos.

2. i str. wg. sup. std. St. arch tlex.

3. Bill. lig. sidew. trav.

4. Rest cr. a ^ st. Kn. ext. backw.
5. Yd. c forw. ly. 2 A. rot.

6. March, and run.
7. Y'd. a fallout d 2 A. tig.

8. Yd. c F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex.

9. Rest wlk. o st. T. rot.

10. J str. wg. close st. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. fallout c heel elev.
12. Vert, rope climb.

i Leap-frog on buck (box).

13. < Sidew. jump. ov. mark.
( Yd. c toe ^ St. hopg.

11. Yd. u arch st. 2 A. flg.

XV.

(Wg. wlk. d St. 2 Heel elev. ui ser.

Yd", a stoo]i St. 2 A. flg.

Turn wlk. « st. 2 A. ext. upw.
Bd. toe St. 2 A. ext. sidew. and 2

Kn. flex.

2. ^ str. wg. std. St. arch flex.

3. Zigzag serp., vert, ladder.

4. Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. sidew. and L.
elev. sidew.

5. Bnd. stp. St. 2 A. ext. upw.
6. March, and run.
7. Yd. c fallout c 2 A. rot.

8. Stoopfall. att. L. elev.

9. Rest wlk. c st. (rev.) rot.

10. i str. wg. F. side gr. st. sidew.
flex.

11. Yd. cstd. St. 2 Kn. flex.

12. 2 Cr. o bg. alt. Kn. ext.

^,, J
Back-vault ov. bar. from one foot.

/
90° Twice upw. jump.
St. 2 A. elev. sidew. upw. and 2

14. <! Kn. flex.

Y\l. a turn std. st. 2 A. flg.

XVI.

Str. std. St. pos.

J yd. ' rch. St. pos.

Turn St. 2 A. ext. backw. and upw.
Wg. St. i Step forw.

2. Bnd. arch sup. st. 2 A ext. sidew.
3. Bend fallhg. sidew. trav.
4. Str. toe (std.) st. 2 Kn. flex, to

sitt.

5. Yd< c forw. ly. 2 A. rot.

f). March, and vnu.
7. Yd. a fallout (7 2 A. elev.

8. Y'd. r F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex.

9. Str. close st. T. rot.

10. liest. std. St. sidew. flex.

11. ^ str. yd. gr. hor. ^ st. Kn. flex.

12. Oblique rope climb.
( Cr. hang, vault through 2-bar.

13. < Run. long. jump.
( Twice sidew. jump.

14. Yd. « St. 2 A. flg. and ^ step forw.

XVII.

(Bend st. alt. A. ext. to yd. d.

Wg. std. St. 2 Kn. flex, in ser.

Rch. St. 2 A. flg. upw.
Wg. St. i step sidew. forw.

2. Bend arch sup. std. st. 2 A. ext.

sidew.
3. Diag. serp., vert, ladder.
4. Bend st. 2 A. ext. ui)w. and L. elev.

sidew.
5. Rest forw. ly. pos.
6. March, and run.
7. Beikl F. gr. fallout alt. A. ext.

ujnv.
8. i str. wg. Kn. st. T. backw. flex.

9. Str. std. St. T. rot.

10. Rest close st. sidew. flex.

11- h yd- gr. cr. h ^ st. Kn. flex.

12. Vert, rope climb.
HO j Face vault on Imx.

'^'

I
2 A. flg. twice upw. jump.

i Yd. « turn std. st. 2 A. flg.

14. I St. 2 A. elev. sidew. and 2 Kn.
flex.

XVIII.

Str. wlk. a st. pos.

St. 2 A. ext. forw. sidew. and upw.
— " Start!

"

St. alt. A. rig. upw.
Bend toe st. 2 A. ext. upw. and 2

Kn. flex.

Wlk. b St. A. elev. forw. upw. aiul

T. backw. flex.

Arch liajig. from fallhg. on bar.

Bal. wlk. on bar hip-high.

J Str. hor. .^ st. pos.

Bend stoop st. alt. A. ext. to Yd. d.

March, and run.
Str. F. gr. fallout 2 A. flg. (exc).
Str. ly. '2 L. elev.

i str. rev. turn fallout, a pos.
Rest wlk. h (r) st. sidew. flex.

Wg. fallout c change forw.
2 Cr. a hang. alt. Kn. ext.

Backvault through 2-bar (bars
nearer than in VI. VA).

Yd. c toe St. quick alt. L. elev.
sidew.

Yd. ( turn close st. 2 A. ciro.

St. 2 A. eh^'. forw. upw. and 2

Heel elev.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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10.

11.

12.

14.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

XIX.

' Wg. wlk. h St. 2 Kn. flex, in ser.

Rch. stoop St. 2 A. flg. sidew.
Yd. c wlk. d St. 2 Ku. flex.

Turn std. st. 2 A. ext. sidew.,
backw., and npw.

Str. wlk. h St. arch flex.

Spiral serp., vert, ladder.
Str. cr. a J st. pos.
Rest forw. ly. pos.
March, and run.
Str. turn fallout a 2 A. ext. upw.
h. str. F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex.
Str. wlk. o St. T. rot.

Ilest turn std. st. sidew. flex.

Str. St. 2 Kn. flex.

Bend und. gr. ]ig. j)os.

(
Side vault on box to sit in saddle

I (.i Start).

( 180° twice upw. jump.
j
Yd. d St. 2 A. and Heel elev.

/ Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. w. ^ step forw.

XX.

Yd. c turn std. st. pos.
St. 2 A. ext. forw., backw., and

upw. — "Start! "

Stoop St. 2 A. ext. to J str. yd. c.

^Vg. toe St. alt. Kn. upw. flex.

St. A. elev. with T. backw. flex.
Arch hang. 2 A flex.

Yd. c St. L. elev. sidew.
^ str. forw. ly. pos.
March, and run.
Str. turn fallout a 2 A. flg. (exc).
Incl. stoopfall. pos.
Yd. c std. St. quick T. rot.

i str. gr. side tall L. elev.
Y'"d. d. crtsy. sitt. 2 A. elev.
Vert, rope climb, from rope to rope.
180^ face vault ov. bar.
2 A. and L. flg. twice upAV. jumii.
Yd. d turn std. st. 2 A. elev.
Yd. a arch st. 2 A. fls-

XXI.

Str. turn std. st. pos.
Wg. wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex, in ser.

Yd. c stp. St. 2 A. rot.

^ str. yd. c, etc., pos.
Str. sup. std. St. arch flex., alter-

nating with
Gr. arch std. st. pos.
Oblique rope trav.
Str. cr. a ^ st. Kn. abd.
Yd. c stp. St. 2 A. circ.

IMarcli. and run.
Str. turn fallout a 2 A. elev. (exc).

i str. wg. F. gr. h st. T. backw. flex.
Str. wlk. b St. T. rot.

10.

11.

12.

1.3.

14.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

i;;.

14.

Rest turn wlk. a st. sidew. flex.

Str. close toe st. slow march.
Bend ov. gr. bg. pos.

( Vault bar with rope (high).
) .360° u]nv. jump,
j Turn St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
/ Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Kn. flex.

XXII.

Str. turn wlk. a st. pos.
Yd. c stp. St. 2 A. circ.

St. slow. 2 A. ext. upw.
Wg. fallout a change backw.
St. 2. A. elev. forw. upw., F. pi.

forw. and arch flex.

J
Stoophang pos., followed by

I
Sidew. jumping on stallbars.

St. 2 A. elev. sidew. w. L. elev.
sidew.

Str. stp. St. 2 A. ext. sidew. and
upw.

Marcb. and run.
Rch. turn fallout a 2 A. flg. upw.
Rest Kn. st. T. backw. flex.

Str. wlk. c St. (rev.) T. rot.

Rest F. side gr. ^ st. sidew. flex.

Rest. St. 2 Kn. tfex.

Vert, rope climb.
(Lengthwise backvault to sit in sad-

dle.

Run. high jump.
Upw. jvimp. — '• Start !

"

j Yd. d fallout d 2 A. elev.

j Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. w. ^ step forw.

XXIII.

Turn std. st. 2 A. ext. sidew.
backw. and upw.

.| str. rev. turn fallout a pos.

Bend stp. st. 2 A. ext. sidew. and
upw.

Rest std. St. slow 2 Kn. flex.

Str. St. arch flex., alternating with
Gr. arch st. 2 Heel elev.

Outside spir. serp., vert, ladder.
Y'"d. c St. L. elev. sidew., w. heel

elev.

Yd. b St. 2 A. flg.

March, and run.
Bend turn fallout a slow 2 A. ext.

upw.
Rest F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex.

Str. Kn. St. T. rot.

i str. .side fall. pos. (later L. elev.).

Wg. fallout c change backw.
2 Cr. o hang. 2 Kn. ext.

Sidevault 180° ov. bar (^ start).

Forw. jump. — " Start !

"

Yd. a turn toe sup. wlk. a st. 2 A.
fl.S.
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XXIV.

(Wg. w'lk. a {b) St. 2 Kii. flex, in

ser.

2 A. ext. in var. dir.

Rch. St. 2 A. flg. upw.
Yd. c toe St. alt. Kn. upw. flex.

2. Wlk. b St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
w. arch flex.

3. Cr. lig. somersault betw. ropes.

. ( Bal. wlk. on hor. bar, hip-high.
*•

I
Str. wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex.

~y. Bend forw. ]y. alt. A. ext. upw.
(). March, and run.
7. 2 A. flg. upw. and fallout d backw.
8. Rest F. gr. J st. T. backw. flex.

!). ^ str. rev. turn fall out a zigzag
forw.

10. Yd. c std. St. sidew. flex.

11. Rest wlk. h st. 2 Kn. flex.

12. Bend 2-gr. lig. pos.

y> \ Face-vault on box.
/ 90° upw. jump. — " Start !

"

(
Yd. a turn fallout a 2 A. flg.

14. s St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw. w. T.
I rot.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

XXV.

Bend toe st. 2 A. ext. upw. w. 2
Kn. flex.

Yd. b St. 2 A. flg.

2 A. ext. in var. dir.

^ str. fallout a ch. A. w. T. rot.

St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw., F. pi.

forw. and backw. flex.

Climb from rope to rope.

Str. hor. ^ st. pos.
Rest forw. ly. pos.
March, and run.
A. flg. forw. upw., fallout d forw.

and Chang forw. |

"i" 2 counts.
"

j in 1 count.
Stoopfall. 2 A. flex.

Str. turn wlk. «. st. backw. flex.

Rest side sup. st. T. sidew. flex.

ov. bar w. L. elev.
Rest wlk. a st. Kn. flex.

2 Cr. a hg. 2 Kn. ext.

i. Continuous sidevault over bar.
s Run. high jump.
( 180° twice upw. jump.
i Yd. a St. 2 A . flg. T. rot. and ^ step
•! sidew. forw.

( Y'd. d toest.2 A.elev. and2Kn.riex

GROUP No. 3.

Twenty-five tables of exercises for a class of men twenty

to thirty years of age, who have had previous training.

().

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

r Wg. pos.

Close St. and std. st. pos.

St. 2 A. ext. sidew.
Wg. St. 2 Heel elev.

St. 2 A. ext. upw.
Wg. wlk. a St. pos. ; later 2 Heel

elev.

Wg. St. arch flex.

( Und. )

\ Ov. > gi'. hang. pos.

( Double )

\ Wg. St. 2 Kn. flex.

/ Wg. cr. a i St. pos.

^ str. yd. c St., etc. pos.

Marching and running.
Wg. forw. ly. pos.

Stoopfall. pos.

Yd. c std. St. T. rot.

Wg. F. side gr. st. sidew. flex.

Wg. St. alt. toe elev.

Introd. to cr. hang. pos.

Prep, to jump.
Y'd. n St." 2 A. flg.

n.

f Yd. a St. 2 A. flg.

Wg. wlk. b St. pos. and 2 Heel elev.

i sir. St. pos.

Wg. std. St. 2 Kn. flex.

2 A. ext. forw. ; also upw.
{ Prep, to jump.

2. ^ str. wg. St. arch flex.

3. Und. gr. hg. 2 A. flex.

. \ Rest St. 2 l^n. flex, to sitt.

( Wg. St. L . elev. sidew.
5. Rch. St. 2 A. flg. sidew.
6. March, and run.
7. Yd. a forw. Iv. 2 A. flg.

8. Str. gr. Iv. 2 L. elev.

9. Rest St. T. rot.

10. Wg. side fall. pos.
11. Wg. fallout, a pos.
12. Hor. serp., hor. ladder.

II
I" ^.J.' I

St. introd. to vault.

Upw. jump.
Wg. toe St. std. jump.

14. St. 2 A. elev. sidew.
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III.

St. 2 A. elev. sidew.
Wg. wlk. c St. pos. and 2 Heel elev.

i str. yd. c st. pos.
Wg. Avlk. b St. 2 Kn. flex.

St. 2 A. ext. sidew. and backw.
Str. sup. St. arch flex., alternating

with
, Gr. arch std. st. 2 Heel elev.

3. Spir. serp., vert, ladder.
. \ Rest St. L. elev. backw.

I
Str. Std. St. 2 Kn. flex.

5. Rch. St. 2 A. flg. upw.
6. March, and run.
7. Bend forw. Iv- alt. A. ext. to yd. d.

8. Wg. F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex.

9. Rest wlk. h .st. T. rot.

10. Rest. std. St. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. fallout b pos.
12. Stoophang. pos. on stallbars.

i Vault 2-bar, face up.
13. < Forw. jump.

( Wg. crtsy. sitt. hopg.
14. St. 2 A. ext. to yd. d.

IV.

rSt. 2 A. ext. to yd. d.

Wg. wlk. d St. pos. and 2 Heel elev.
1.

\ J str. rch. st. pos.
Yd. c St. 2 Kn. flex.

[ St. 2 A. ext. backw. and upw.
2. Gr. arch st. 2 Heel elev.
3. Diag. serp., hor. ladder.
. ( Str. St. L. elev. sidew.

I Wg. hor. J St. pos.

6. Yd. a stoopst. 2 A. flg.

6. March, and run.
7. i str. fallout « pos.
8. Stp. fall. alt. L. elev.
9. Str. close st. T. rot.

10. Rest F. side gr. St. sidew. flex.

11. Wg. close toe st. slow march.
12. Oblique rope climb.

I Face-vault on box.
13. < 90° ui)w. jump.

( Sidew. jump.
14. Yd. d St. 2 A. elev.

V.

Yd. fZst. 2 A. elev.
Wg. wlk. a (b) St. pos. in series.

Yd. c std. St. pos.
Wg. fallout d pos.
St. 2 A. ext. forw., sidew., and upw.
Str. sup. std. St. arch flex.

Double \ 1

Und. \
^^- ^'^"S- ^^^- *'"^'^-

Str. toe (std.) st. 2 Kn. flex, to sitt.

Balance-walking on hor. bar. (low).
Yd. c std. St. 2 A. rot.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

March, and run.
Yd. c forw. ly. 2 A. circ.

h str. wg. ^ Kn. st. T. backw. flex.
Str. wlk. a (b) st. T. rot.
Str. std. St. sidew. flex.
Wg. fallout c pos.
Climb, vert, ropes.
Inside pommel vault on saddles.
2 A. flg. upw. jump.
Wg. toe St. hopg.
St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.

VI.

St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
Wg. wlk. f (d) St. pos. in ser.
^yd. c rch. st. pos.
Bend toe st. 2 A. ext. upw. w. 2

Kn. flex.

St. 2 A. ext. forw., sidew., and
backw.

Gr. arch st. Kn. upw. flex.
Diag. serp. on vert, ladder.

( Str. wlk. o St. 2 Kn. flex.

I
Rest cr. a ^ st. pos.
Rch. stp. std. St. 2 A. flg. sidew.
March, and run.

i str. fallout b pos.
Hor. stp. fall. L. elev.
Str. std. St. T. rot.

Str. wlk. b St. sidew. flex.

Wg. instep gr. st. Kn. flex.

Oblique rope climb.
( Face-vault over bar.
< 1 step's start forw. jump.
I Wg. toe i St. hopg.
St. 2 A. elev. sidew. w. 2 Heel elev.

VII.

(Wg. wlk. a St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.
Yd. c turn close st. 2 A. ext. sidew.
Bend toe std. st. 2 A. ext. upw. w.

2 Kn. flex.

St. 2 A. ext. in var. directions.
Gr. arch cr. a ^ st. Kn. ext. forw.
Climb, poles.

( Rch. crtsy. sitt. L. ext.
< Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. w. L. elev,
( sidew.
Bend stoop st. alt. A. ext. upw.
March, and run.
Yd. c forw. ly. 2 A. rot.

Rest F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex.
Yd. c gr. ride sitt. T. rot.

Str. wlk. c St. sidew. flex.

Wg. heel sup. wlk. b st. T. forw.
flex.

Somersault betw. ropes.
( Back-vault on box.
s 3 steps' start forw. jump.
( Wg. toe std. St. jump., feet strike.
( Y^d. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Heel elev.

I
Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. and F. pi. forw.
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VIII.

' St. 2 A. elev. sidew. and 2 Heel
elev.

"Wg. wlk. h St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

i str. backw. rch. jjos.

Yd. c std. St. slow. 2 Kn. flex.

St. 2 A. ext.

2. Fallhg. to gr. arch st.

3. Outside serp. on vert, ladder.
I Rest wlk. d st. 2 Kn. flex.

4. < Bend st. 2 A. ext. iqiw. w. L. elev.

( sidew.
5. "Wg. stoop std. St. 2 A. ext. to ^

str. yd. c.

6. March, and run.
7. Bend F. gr. fallout 2 A. ext. upw.
8. Stoop fall. 2 A. flex.

9. Rest ride sitt. T. rot.

10. Rest St. sidew. flex. ov. bar w. L.
elev.

11. Rest close toe st. slow march.
12. Oblique rope climb., feet tirst.

I Cr. hang, vault through 2-bar.

13. < St. jump, over rope.

( 2 A. and L. tig. upw. j.

St. 2 A. elev. forw., upw., and 2
14. { Heel elev.

Yd. a turn close st. 2 A. flg.

IX.

(Yd. d St. 2 A elev. w. 2 Heel elev.
Wg. wlk. c St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

i Str. rch. jios.

Yd. c wlk. h St. 2 Kn. flex.

2 A ext.
Gr. arch st. L. elev. forw.
Diag. climb, on vert, ropes.

( ^ str. wg. hor. ^ st. pos.

( Wg. St. L. elev. sidew. w. heel elev.

Bend stp. st. slow 2 A. ext. to Y"d d.

March, and run.
Rch. forw. ly. 2 A. flg. sidew.
Rest ly. 2 L. swim.
i str. wg. turn st. hackw. flex.

Rest turn wlk. a st. sidew. flex.

AVg. heel gr. ^ st. T. forw. flex.

2 Cr. a hang. alt. Kn. ext. forw.
I Leapfrog on horse.
< Sidew. jump over rope.

( Upw. jump.— " Start !

"

( Turn close st. 2 A. elev. sidew.
< St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw. w. 2 Heel
( elev.

14.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

14.

'Yd. « turn close st. 2 A flg.

AVg. wlk. d St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

4 vd. c rch. pos.

Yd. c std. St. 2 Kn. flex.

2 A ext.
Gr. arch st. 2 A. flex.

3.

4.

.5.

().

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Zigzag vert, sorp., vert, ladder,

j Str. toe St. alt. Kn. upw. flex.

( Bal. wlkg. on hor. bar (hip-high).
Str. stp. std. St. 2 A. ext. upw.
March, and run.

i str. rev. turn fallout a ch. of A.
Y'd. a fall F. gr. sitt. 2 A. flg.

Rest wlk. c St. T. rot.

J str. sidefall. L. elev.

Wg. instep gr. ^ st. Kn. flex.

Climb poles.

(Back-vault, ov. bar from one foot
and hand; (also w. 180° turn).

Run. high jump.
90° iipw. jump.

( Yd. d turn close st. 2 A. elev.

j St. 2 A. elev. sidew. w. 2 Kn. flex.

XI.

1st. 2 A. elev. forw. upw. and 2 Heel
elev.

Rest wlk. h st. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

St. 2 A. ext.

YA. c wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex.

Fallhg. to gr. arch st. (bar low).
Bal. hang, sidew. trav.

(Rest. St. 2 Kn. flex.

< Rch. St. 2 A. flg. upw. w. L. elev.

( hackw.
Bend stp. std. st. 2 A. ext. upw.
March, and run.
Bend forw. ly. slow 2 A. ext. to Y"d.

d.

Str. F. gr. sitt. T. backw. flex.

Str. turn close st. 2 A. ext. upw.
Rest St. sidew. flex. w. L. elev.

Wg. fallout a heel elev.

Oblique rope climb, feet first.

180° face-vault on box.
Back-vault from one foot on horse

to sit in saddle.

I

Run. long jump.
[ 180° upw. jump.— " Start !

"

j Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
( Turn close st. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.

XII.

Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Heel elev.

Rest std. St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

St. 2 A. ext. in var. dir.

Str. wlk. a st. 2 Kn. flex.

Gr. arch st. hand trav. a.

Bend und. gr. hang. hor. trav. (bar).

Rest wlk. b st. 2 Kn. flex.

Str. St. L. elev. sidew.
Bend turn fallout a 2 A. ext. upw.
ISIarch. and run.
Rest forw. ly. pos.

Stp. fall. alt. A. and L. elev.

Str. turn st. 2 A. ext. upwl
YM. c St. T. sidew. flex.

h yd. gr. cr. h ^ st. Kn. flex.
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12.

13.

14.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

2 Cr. a hg. alt. Kn. ext.

f Face-vault on box from one baud
and foot.

Forw. jump. — " Start! "

3G0° upw. jump.
Yd. a turn std. st. 2 A. fig.

A., elev. sidew. \v. 2 Kn.
(id. a turn i

\ Std. St. 2 A
( flex.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

XIII.

Std. St. 2 A. elev. sidew. and 2Kn.
flex.

Rest wlk. a st. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

2 A. ext.
Str.'wlk'. b St. 2Kn. flex.

Oblique gr. arcb st. 2 Heel elev.
Bend ov. gr. lig. hor. trav. (l)ar).

Str. close toe st. slow march.
Rest. St. 2 Kn. flex, to sitt.

Str. stoop std. St. 2 A. fig. upw.
March, and run.
Yd. d turn fallout a 2 A. elev.

Bend fall F. gr. sitt. alt. A. ext.

upw.
Str. turn wlk. a st. 2 A. ext. upw.
Wg. F. gr. side fall. L. elev.

Wg. St. 2 Heel and toe elev.

Single rotary trav. on oblique rope.
Lengthwise back-vault to sit in

saddle.
Vault bar w. rope.
90° twice iipw. jump.
Yd. c. toe St. hopg.
Yd. d crtsy. sitt. 2 A. elev.

I'd. a arch st. 2 A. flg.

XIV.

fYM. a arch st. 2 A. flg.

J Rest wlk. c St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

1 2 A. ext. in var. dir. (" Start! ")

y Str. wlk. d St. 2 Kn. flex.

Fallhg. to gr. arcb st. (bar quite
low).

Bend 2 gr. bang. hor. trav. (" nose
in the groove '').

( Rest. std. St. slow 2 Kn. flex, to sit.

I
Str. cr. a J st. F. flex, and ext.

Str. turn fallout a 2 A. flg. upw.
March, and run.
Str. forw. ly. pos.

Inch stp. fall. 2 A. flex.

Rest turn wlk. a st. backw. flex.

Rest std. St. quick sidew. flex.

i str. yd. gr. hor. 4 St. Kn. flex.

2 Cr. a hang. 2 Kn. ext.

Run. face-V aril t on bar.

"Sit over" horse, from one hand
and foot.

Run. high jump. 90° turn.

[ Sidew. jump. — " Start!
"

j Turn close st. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
I
Y'"d. c? St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Kn. flex.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

XV.

f Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Kn. flex-

Rest wlk. d St. 2 Heel elev. iu ser.

{ ^ str. yd. etc. pos.
Str. std. St. 2 Kn. flex.

1 2 A. ext.
Gr. arch st. hand trav. b.

Diag. serp. down H. first (hor.

ladder).

( Rest wlk. a st. 2 Kn. flex.

/ Str. cr. a ^ st. Kn. ext. back.
Rcli. stp. std. St. 2 A. flg. upw.
March, and run.
Wg. turn fallout a slow 2 A. ext.

upw.
Rest fall F. gr. sitt. T. rot.

Str. turn std. st. 2 A. ext. sidew.
and upw.

Str. turn wlk. a st. sidew. flex.

Wg. heel gr. J st. Kn. flex.

Bend 2 gr. hang. vert. trav. (ropes).

(Vault 2-bar face up (bars quite
i near)

.

) Jump, from benches (1 ; 2 ; later 3).

( 2 A. flg. upw. jump. — " Start!
"

\ YA. d turn std. st. 2 A. elev.

( Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. and F. pi. forw.

XVI.

Yd. a St. 2 A. flg. and F. pi. forw.
Wg. Std. St. 2 Kn. flex, in ser.

2 A. ext.

[Rest. St. slow 2 Kn. flex.

Bend arch std. st. 2 A. ext. upw.
Bend 2-gr. hg. hor. trav. w. alt. elev.

( Yd. c St. L. elev. sidew.

( Bal. wlkg. backw. on hor. bar.

Yd. d stp. St. 2 A. elev.

March, and run.

Str. forw. ly. 2 A. ext. (sidew. and)
upw.

Wg. F. high gr. ^ st. T. backw. flex.

Str. turn wlk. b st. 2 A. ext. upw.
Str. F. side gr. ^ st. sidew. flex.

Wg. fallout c Heel elev.

2 Cr. hg. 2 L. elev.

f
Continuous sidew. vault, over bar.

Inside pommel vault on horse.

I Run. high jump.

I

2 A. and L. flg. upw. jump. —
[ "Start!"
( Turn St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
{ Yd. d std. St. 2 A elev. and 2 Kn.
( flex.

XVII.

(Turn std. st. 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
1 I Wg. wlk. h St. 2 Kn. flex, in ser.
1-

1 St. 2 A. ext.

( Str. St. slow 2 Kn. flex.

2. Gr. arch st. 2 hand trav. downw.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

14.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

14.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

1-2.

13.

14.

Spiral serp., down H. first (vert.
ladder).

Rest toe st. 2 Kn. flex, to sitt.

St. 2 A. elev. sidew. w. L. elev.
sidew.

Rch. turn fallout a 2 A. flg. upw.
March, and run.
Bend forw. Iv. 2 A. ext. upw.
Rest ly. 2 L.'abd.
Rest turn std. st. backw. flex.

Str. side gr. ^ st. L. elev.
^yg. heel gr. ^ st. T. forw. flex.

Ov. gr. ^ Ku. lig. swing u[> to bal.
"^ sitt.

Cr. hang, vault through 2 bar (near
together).

360° twice upw. jump.
Yd. c toe ^ St. hopg.

J
Fallout b 2 A. elev. forw. upw.

/ Yd. (/ St. 2 A. flg. and ^ step. forw.

XVIII.

f Y'd. a St. 2 A. flg. and i step forw.
Wg. wlk. d St. 2 Ku. flex, iu ser.

2 A. ext.

Rest. std. St. slow 2 Kn. flex.

Gr. arch cr. b i st. 2 A. flex.

Single rot. trav. on oblique rope.
( Rest cr. a ^ st. Kn. ext. forw.
< Yd. c St. L. elev. sidew. w. heel
( elev.

i str. yd. d stp. st. 2 A. elev.
March, and run.
Str. fallout b T. forw. flex.

Bend fall. F. gr. i st. 2 A. ext. upw.
Str. turn wlk. c st. 2 A. ext. upw.
Str. St. T. flex, sidew. ov. bar. w.

L. elev.

Wg. toe sup. wlk. b st. Kn. flex.

2 cr. b lig. 2 L. abd.
fPole vault.
Outside pommel vault, on horse.
Run. long jump.
1 step's start forw. jump.

( St. 2 A. elev. sidew. upw. w. 2 Kn.
flex.

( Yd. a fallout 6 2 A. flg.

XIX.

St. 2 A. el. sidew. upw. w. 2 Heel
elev.

Wg. wlk. a St. 2 Kn. flex, iu ser.

I

2 A ext.

[ Str. std. St. slow 2 Kn. flex.

Gr. arch cr. a toe ^ st. Kn. ext.

forw.
Climb vert, rope and" make fast."

( Rest toe std. st. 2 Kn. flex, to sitt.

/ Str. St. L. elev. sidew. w. hi. elev.

Yd. (• stp. St. slow 2 A. ext. upw.
March, and run.
Str. forw. ly. 2 A. flg. upw.
Rev. stoop fall. pos.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
i

14.

Rest turn st. backw. flex.

Introd. to wheeling.
Wg. fallout a Heel elev.
2 cr. hg. 2 L. elev.
Balance vault.
Vault high bar w. rope.
3 steps' start forw.

" Start! "

90° upw. jump.
Yd. d fallout d 2 A. elev.
Close St. 2 A. elev. forw.

T. rot.

jump.

upw. w.

XX.

forw. upw

bd.

heel

f Close St. 2 A. elev,

I
T. rot.

1. \ Str. std. St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

I

2 A. ext.

[ Rest wlk. b st. 2 Kn. flex.

2. Str. arch st. 2 A. ext. upw.
3. Ov. gr. hg. 2 A. flex, to ^ rev,

bal. iig.

[
Str. wlk. (i St. 2 Kn. flex.

4. < Rest St. L. elev. sidew.
( elev.

5. jl str. rev. turn fallout a ch. zigzag

forw. (backw.).
6. March, and run.
7. Str. F. gr. fallout T. forw. flex.

8. Str. fall F. gr. sitt. T. rot.

9. Str. fallout a (rev.) T. rot.

10. Str. std. St. quick sidew. flex.

11. Wg. instep gr. ^ st. Kn. flex.

12. Climb vert, rope, slide down H.
first.

Handspring on saddle (bar).

Vault to stand in the saddle (horse)
13. \ and junip off forw.

Run. high jump. w. 180° turn,

i Twice upw. jump— " Start! "

( Yd. a fallout (/ 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
14. < Std. St. 2 A. elev. sidew. upw. and

( 2 Kn. flex.

XXI.

f Yd. d St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Kn. flex.

1 J
Str. wlk. a st. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

^'
1 2 A. ext.
[Rest. wlk. d st. 2 Kn. flex.

2. Oblique gr. arch cr. b ^ st. 2 A. flex.

3. Bend ov. gr. hg. 2 hand trav. (bar).

( Rest St. L. elev. sidew. and Heel
4. < elev.

I Bal. hg. rise to wlk. on hor. bar.
5. Rest fallout 6 T. forw. flex.

6. March, and run.
7. Rch. forw. ly. 2 A. flg. upw.
8. Rest F. high'gr. ^ st. T. backw. flex.

9. Str. wlk. c St. rev. T. rot.

10. Str. rev. turn fallorrt o sidew. flex.

11. Yd. d crtsv. sitt. 2 A. elev.

12. Bd. cr. lig. trav. forw. w. 2 L.
swing over bar.
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13.

14.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

U.

( Vault upper bar (2-bar).
I Handspring across box.

I
Jump from bench and turn 90°.

[ Twice sidew. jump. — " Start! "

j Yd. c fallout d 2 A. circ.

/ St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw. w. T. rot.

XXII.

f Yd. a toe St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Kn.
I

flex.

\ Str. wlk. b St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

2 A. ext.

[Rest stride st. slow 2 Kn. flex.
Oblique gr. cr. h toe ^ st. 2 A. flex.
Bd. und. gr. lig. 2 liand trav. (bar).
St. 2 A. elev. sidew., L. elev. sidew.

and heel elev.
Str. cr. a ^ st. Kn. abd.
Str. stp. St. slow 2 A. ext. upw.
March, and i-un.

Yd. b forw. ly. 2 A. flg.

Rev. stp. fall. 2 A. flex.
Rest turn close st. T. backw. flex.
Str. St. T. sidew. flex. w. L. elev.
Wg. fallout c Heel elev.
Stp. lig. somersault to high sitt.

pes.
Leapfrog backw. on liorse.
Jump to stand in the saddle and

jump off forw.

I

Run. high jump.
( 90° twice upw. jump. — " Start !

"

I
Yd. d turn fallout a 2 A. elev.

\ Std. St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw. w. T.
( rot.

XXIII.

f St. 2 A. elev. forw. upw. w. T. rot.

I
Str. wlk. c St. 2 Heel elev.

1. -j 2 A. ext.

I
Bend toe st. 2 A. ext. upw. and 2

I Kn. flex.
2. Oblique gr. arch. st. L. elev. and

heel elev.
3. Bend ov. gr. hg. 2 hand trav. on

lior. ladder.
I' Yd. d St. 2 A. elev., L. elev. sidew.

4. •' and Heel elev.

( Str. hor. ^ st. pos.
.5. Rest turn fallout a T. forw. flex.
6. March, and run.
7. Str. forw. ly. 2 A. elev.
8. Rch. fall F. gr. sitt. 2 A. fl

9. Yd. c std. St. quick T. rot.
10. Wheejing.
11. Rest St. 2 Heel and toe elev,
12. 2 cr. b hg. 2 A. flex. (hor. bar).

r Vault to " stand over."

j.^ J
Inside pommel vault across box.

I

Str. gr. i St. jump from stallbars.
1 180° twice upw. jump. " Start! "

I Turn fallout a 2 A. elev. forw. upw.
14. \ Yd. d toe st. 2 A. elev. and 2 Kn.

( flex.

upw.

XXIV.

Yd. d toe St. 2 A. elev. and 2 Kn.
flex.

^ str. backw. rch. alt. A. flg. upw.
I
Str. wlk. d St. 2 Heel elev. in ser.

[ 2 A. ext.
2. i str. gr. wg. arch st. 2 Heel elev.
3. 2 rot. trav. on oblique rope.

Bend st. 2 A. ext. upw., L. elev.
sidew. and heel elev.

Rch. cr. b courtesy)^ sitt. ch. L. by
I jump.

5. Bend hor. ^ st. slow 2 A. ext. upw.
(). March, and run.
7. St. 2 A. flg. forw. upw. and fallout

d backw.
8. Rev. stp. fall. w. living support.
9. Str. turn wlk. a st. T. backw. flex.

10. J str. F. gr. sidefall. L. elev.
11. ^ str. yd. gr. hor. J st. Kn. flex.
12. Bend 2-gr. cr. b hg. sag. trav. ou

bar.

(Lengthwise inside pommel vault.
Side-vault on horse (face forw.).
Run. long jump.
1 step's start, 90°, forw. jump. —

"Start!"

,^ \ Yd. a arch st. 2 A. flg.

I
Yd. c turn fallout a 2 A. circ.

XXV.

Yd. a turn st. 2 A. flg.

Str. std. St. 2 Kn. flex, in ser.

2 A. ext.

[ J str. rev. turn fallout a zigzag forw.
2. Str. arch turn wlk. a st. 2 A. ext.

and ch. F.
3. Rot. trav. on hor. bar.

( Rest toe st. alt. Kn. upw. flex.
4. < Str. hor. ^ st. to Rch. cr. b crtsy. ^

( sitt.

5. A. flg. forw. upw. and fallout d
forw. change forw. in one
count.

6. March, and run.
7. Yd. d forw. ly. 2 A. elev.
8. Str. F. high gr. J st. T. back. flex.
9. Str. std. St. quick T. rot.

10. Sidew. hg. pos.
11. Wg. fallout c change feet backw.
12. Stoop hg. vert. trav. on ropes,

f Handspring lengthwise (box).
Leapfrog backw. (liorse).

•|o I
Run. high jump.
Sidew. forw. jump.
2 A. and L. flg. upw. jump. —

" Start!"
Yd. a arch st. 2 A. flg. and F. pi.

11 I forw.
St. 2 A. elev. forw. ujjw. and 2

Heel elev.





COMPLETE INDEX TO THE NOMENCLATURE

A. = arm (for arm-movements see pp. 110 to llo and 14(5 to 168).

abd. = abduction (pp. 80, 125, 302, 303).

abdominal exercises (p. 168).

add. - adduction (pp. 125, 302, 303).

alt. = alternate (pp. 68, "79, 11 Y, 151).

arch. = the trunk bent backward (Fig. 57, p. 89).

arch-flexions (p. 85).

arch hang. = the body is suspended by the arms, the toes resting on the floor

behind (Fig. 106, p. 129).

B. = hack.

backw. = backward.

bal. = balance.

bal. hang. = Fig. 103, p. 126, and Fig. 209, p. 226.

balance-mov'ts (p. 56).

bend = bd. = "arms upward— bend!" (Fig. 80, p. 110).

betw. = between.

oh. = change.

circ. = circumduction (pp. 1.58, 271).

climb. = climbing (pp. 130 to 143 inchisive).

close St. = "feet— close!" (see p. 51).

close toe st. = Fig. 31, p. 66.

courtesy st. = the knees are bent to 90" (Fig. 36, p. 69).

courtesy sitt. = the knees are bent to utmost flexion (Fig. 39, p. 71).

cr. = crook = hips (and knees) bent to 90"^.

cr. hang. = crook hanging:— Figs. 90, 97, 99, 100, 101.

cr. h st. 1 crook half standing:— standing on one leg, the other raised for-

cr. hlf. St. \ ward with hip bent to 90^ (Fig. 50, p. 78).

crosswise st. = crosswise standing (Fig. 24, p. 61).

dir. = direction.

elev. = elevation.

ext. = extension.

F. = foot.

fall. = the trunk inclined backward (Figs. 157 and 158, p. 174).

fall. = falling.

377
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fall hang. = fall hanging:— the body suspended by the arm; the heels rest on
the floor in front (Fig. 105, p. 128).

fallout. = one foot in advance of the other: the distance between the heels

equal to three times the length of the foot (or more); the forward kni?e

bent, the backward one straight.

fallout a = Fig. 25, p. 63.

fallout b = Fig. 252, p. 269.

fallout r = Fig. 29, p. 65.

fallout d = Fig. 149, p. 164. »

flex. = flexion.

foot gr. = foot grasp :— one or both feet are inserted between the stall-bars or

other apparatus (Figs. 26, 27, 160, etc.).

F. pi. = foot-placing (p. 62).

forw. = forward.

forw. ly. = forward lying:— lying face down ("prone lying") (Fig. 142,

p. 160).

fund. = fundamental.

gr. = grasp :— the hands or feet grasp some apparatus.

H. = head (for head-movements see i^p. ,53, 54).

half~>

hlf. - = half:— only one limb takes the position following this word.

heaving-movement, p. 106.

hlf. St. (= 5 St.) = standing on one foot (Fig. 52).

/ = hanging: — for hg. pos. see pp. 114 to 143.
hg. S

" '

hor. = horizontal.

hor. hlf. St. = one leg raised backward to horizontal position in a line with the

body, which inclines forward; the supporting leg is bent (Fig. 28, p. 65).

hor. stoop fall. = stoop fall (see below), except that feet and shoulders are

on a level (Fig. 169, p. 181).

incl. = inclined.

incl. stoop fall. = stoop fall (see below), except that the feet are higher than

the shoulders (Figs. 170 and 171, p. 182).

introd. = introduction (see pp. 41 and following).

jump. = jumping (jumping exercises, p. 208 and 216 to 228).

K. (Kn.) — knee.

Kn. St. = knee standing = kneeling (Fig. 157, p. 174).

L. = leg (for leg-movements see p. 60, etc., and p. 201, etc.).

(1.) = left.

lat. = lateral (lat. T. mov'ts. p. 187).

ly. = lying, the body extended, face up (" back lying "
).

march. = marching (for marching see p. 48, etc.).
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mov. — movement.

osc. = oscillatory (pp. 29, 117, etc.)-

pos. = position (pp. 36, 43).

prep. = ijreparation.

(r.) = right.

rch. = reach.

reach. = arms extended horizontally forward (Fig. 81 h, p. 111).

rasp. = respiration (resp. exercises, p. 2.57).

rest. = the hands are locked behind the neck (Fig. 16, p. .52).

rev. = reverse.

rev. rot. = rotation of the trunk in direction of the backward foot (see

p. 193).

rev. stoop fall. = " standing on the hands" (Fig. 173, p. 184).

rot. = rotation. — T. rot. p. 196. A. rot. p. 156.

run. = running (p. 50).

sidew. = sideways. — Sidew. flex, of T. p. 197; of H., p. 53.

sitt. = sitting.

St. = standing; if preceded by other abbreviations, it means that the parts not

mentioned are in fundamental position.

star St. — feet and arms are apart, so that the position resembles a star (Fig.

194 and 207).

std. = stride (see below).

Stoop, (stp.) = the trunk bent forward (Fig. 58, p. 90).

stoop fall. = St0013 falling:— hands and feet are on the floor (Fig. 168,

p. 180).

stoop hang. = hanging with feet up, head down (Fig. 93, 95, 113, 114).

stp. = stoop.

str. = stretch:— the arms extended upward (Fig. 81, o, p. 111).

stride (std.) = the feet apart and on a level (Fig. 23, p. 61).

sup. = support:— the trunk resting on a firm support.

swim = swimming (p. 314).

swing. = swinging (p. 124).

T. = trunk (trunk niov'ts j). 187).

toe St. = the heels raised above the floor (Fig. 30, p. 66).

toe sup. = one foot has the heel raised above the floor (Figs. 40 and 149).

trav. = travelling (p. 116 and following).

turn. = the trunk rotated (p. 191 and 296).

und. gr. hang. = under grasp hanging (Fig. 85, p. 115).

und. hang. = under hanging:— one hand each side the bar, or hanging right

under the apparatus (Fig. 98).

upw. = upward.

var. = various.

vault. = vaulting (for vaulting exercises see p. 228, etc.).

w. = with.

wg. = wing (Fig. 15, p. 52).
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wlk. St. = walk St. :— one foot is in advance of tlie other; ilie distance

between the heels is equal to twice the length of the foot; both knees are

straight.

wlk. (I, b, c, St. = Fig. 20, 21, 22, p. 60.

wlk. (I St. = crosswise st. (see above).

Yd. = yard:— arms extended horizontally sideways (Fig. 82, p. 112).

Yd. rt = Fig. 135 0, p. 154.

Yd. b = see note on page 153.

Yd. c = Fig. 140, p. 159.

Yd. d - Fig. 141, p. 159.

Yd. e = Fig. 137, p. 156.

2 = half (see above).

2 = double:— indicates that the limbs assume symmetrical posture.
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